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A Note from the Author

Dear Sir:
has
You, the reader, will quickly see that the manuscript
in the
been written as a science fiction novel, rather than
two
standard scientific form. The story is composed of
story of
lightly interwoven plots. The main plot is the true
imate
the development of the writer's hypothesis in approx
the aid of
chronological order. This story is explained with
subplot
two imaginary characters, Albert and Sir Edgar. The
that wheninvolves an imaginary space voyage. It is essential
they are
ever Sir Edgar or Albert refer to the O'Hypothesis
(in all cases) taken completely seriously.
not to
The scientific reader should also be very careful
of the subyield to the natural inclination to skip portions
explains
plot. This is especially true of Chapter I, which
ed to
in some detail the fundamental mental outlook requir
subplot
achieve full understanding of the O'Hypothesis. The
obvious.
is also important for other reasons that will become
in acIt is hoped that the reader will be understanding
of the
cepting this unorthodox form of presentation. One
considerable
reasons for adopting it was the realization that a
a sober
amount of explanation and argument was necessary before
be dereader could be expected to accept what at best should
scribed as a very unusual concept of the universe.
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All necessary equations and numerical value
s are included
in the book although some of the minor
calculations have been
left to the reader. The writer is under
no illusions that
full mathematical sophistication of his
hypothesis has been
achieved or that all necessary research
has been accomplished.
Indeed, this is why the word hypothesis
is chosen rather than
theory.
On the other hand, the reader is informed
that the
O'Hypothesis is considerably more than
a vague philosophical
outlook, and if valid, would represent
a scientific breakthrough of major significance.
Appreciation is extended to William O'Con
nor for his
initial assistance in developing the hypot
hesis, to James
Hunter for his advice in relation to the
subplot, and to
Ronald Gange and Victor Pasarella for their
kind moral suppo

rt.

a,
/?7/
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FORWARD
proIn the year 1992 AD, Doctor Ostrander was elected
was to
consul of the world order; whereupon his first act
t of
sanction a space voyage into the unknown for the benefi
his eccentric father.
the
In the 1980's there had been a tremendous surge in
ing the
amount of space travel throughout the Milky Way follow
ein, of the
accidental discovery, by the chemist Rudolph Bernst
ations
mysterious "Light-Warp" force. However, strange fluctu
the edge
in the physical appearances of external galaxies as
ss to
of the MilVWay was approached caused the space congre
On petition
impose a ban on exploration past 1800 light years.
d an exception
of the newly elected proconsul, the congress allowe
some reto the ban; perhaps motivated by public clamour for
. Certurn on the huge investments in spaceship construction
Milky Way
tainly the apparent absence of life through out the
ng.
caused many to question the wisdom of further spendi
time)
In any case, on August 20, 1992 (corrected standard
captain,
a small ship containing the proconsul's father, a
year limit.
first mate and navigator sped beyond the 1800 light
sions
The following is a record of the happenings and discus
ship
aboard said ship on its run outward from the mother
near the
Neptune IV; which is parked in outer galactic orbit
star cluster Z 164.
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CHAPTER I The Stage Is Set
In Which
The Philosophical Basis of the O'Hypothesis is Presented.
No sooner had the survey ship "Alpha" lost radio contact
with the mothership, than a violent quarrel arose between
Captain Tucker and Sir Edgar. Sir Edgar claimed that after
loss of radio contact, the captain was under strict orders
to turn command over to him in regards to regulation of
radial galactic speed. The captain, however, announced that
Sir Edgar had finally gone completely mad, and had him confined to his quarters.
This turn of events was accepted calmly by the navigator,
but the first mate became deeply troubled. The expedition had
been planned for the benefit of Sir Edgar; and if he was indeed mad , should not they turn back? The captain, on the other
hand, sounded very sensible in maintaining that the mission
might be accomplished whether Sir Edgar was sane or not, and
that premature return would not be looked on favorably by the
space congress considering the fantastic cost of the fuel involved.
The first mate became determined to find the truth out
for himself, and taking advantage of the fact that the captain
slept during most of his eight hour watch; secretly connected
himself via the intercom to Sir Edgar's room.
ALBERT - Sir Edgar! Sir Edgar! Can you hear me?
SIR EDGAR - Who's that?
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A

It's me, the first mate. I would like to talk to you.

SE All right - fine. What is it you want?
A Well---this is difficult for me. You see I can't disobey
the Captain, at least under normal circumstances I can't but--SE Hold it! Hold it! I understand. You are not sure whether
the Captain is right or not; that is am I sane or off my rocker
so to speak? However, I will cooperate, What do you have in
mind?
A Well --suppose we talked for several hours; secretly of
course; about your theory. And suppose you could convince
me on a purely logical basis, that your theory is correct?'
Then I would know that you are right and that I should
disobey the Captain.
SE Your statement is not entirely logical; but I accept the
challenge; on one condition. I can not possibly do my theory
justice in a few hours. So if you will allow me to give you a
long series of lectures, stretched out say from now until we
reach the galactic envelope--I mean the edge of our galaxy;
then you have a deal. Oh! one more thing! You must fill me

10
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in from time to time on the happenings aboard ship.
A Well---why not? It's very boring here monitoring a few
dials and I have a hunch your theory might prove interesting.
Yes - that would be fine. I could contact you every day while
the Captain sleeps.
SE Very good. Excellent in fact. Let us get started.
have here a little outline that I made up for just such a
grand occasion. However, before I get into the theory itself
we must be sure we start out on common ground. I would like to
cover four philosophical points with your permission. Allright?
A Go ahead. But be warned: I intend to be very critical. I
will not be swayed by a lot of nonsense.
SE No, I don't want you to be. Not only that - I hope you
will speak up whenever anything I say sounds contradictory to
the facts or doesn't seem to be clear; but that is getting
ahead of ourselves. The four philosophical points are contained in the code word DART. D for doubt, A for assume,
R for reject, and T for truthfulness. First: consider doubt.
I want you to be willing to doubt any and all scientific
conclusions of the past. By that I do not mean that you are
to doubt scientific observations, but only the analysis of
those observations.
A Wait a minute. If I do that I am cast into a sea of nothingness. How on earth can we proceed at all if you are going
to throw away the whole foundation?

6
SE No, no. You miss two points. First I said willing to
doubt. I am going to hold fast to all those conclusions which
suit my purpose - I ask you to doubt only those that get in
the way of my immediate goals. Secondly, I made a distinction between observations and conclusions. What I ask of you
is to realize that there may be something wrong with a person's
analysis of his observations. Indeed, I intend to reject no
scientific observations at all. As you will see, my theory
will bring all scientific observations into one consistant
whole for the first time in the history of the universe.
A Err - aren't you sounding just a little bit...egomaniacal?
SE So? You must understand that I believe in my theory. I
realize it may be wrong but I believe in it. Would you have
me describe it in some dishonest fashion? But forget that for
now. You will discover soon enough the fantastic scope of my
theory. What I wish to know is have you got my first philosophical point clear?
A Yes, of course. You want me to have an open mind and be
ready to question previous scientific opinion.
SE Exactly. However, I think you will find it a little
harder than you imagine. But let us go on to the next point.
The second letter of DART is A and that stands for assumption.
I want you to be willing to assume, for the sake of argument,
anything that I can make sound plausable. This does not mean
of course that you may not reject it at a later date due to
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some conflict with fact. Indeed, unless you finally decide
that what you assumed has become a near certainty I want you
to reject it.
A That sounds fair enough.
SE Good. Let us get to the next point. The third letter in
DART is R and that stands for reject. You must stand ready to
reject the concept of proof, whether through logic or mathematics. You see--A Now you go to far! That is the only way to arrive at truth.
If you wish me to do that, we may as well end our discussion here
and now.
SE An expected reply. Allow me to pose a hypothetical question. Suppose I were some medieval monk who came up with the
idea that bodies of unequal weight fall at the same rate. If
you were my superior, what would you reply? Would you not say
"my dear Sir Edgar, Aristotle reached the conclusion through
logic that the heavier body falls faster. And he who uses
pure logic can not be in error."
A Oh come now - even Aristotle can make an error in logic. We
see now that what he thought was not logical at all.

SE Exactly. And who is to say that some future being will
not claim that our logic is faulty: it was just that we didn't
see our error?

I
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A Well, you would have a point except for one thing. Logic
as we know it can be expressed mathematically. And pure
mathematics has no internal contradictions.
SE A good point. Allow me to attack it. Mathematics rest
on assumptions. For example the statement that one plus one
equals two could be said to rest on the assumption that two
things can not occupy the same place at the same time. But
how certain is such an assumption? Do we really understand
space and time that well to be that sure of ourselves? Of
course not; we make the assumption because it strikes an intuitive cord or because it yields practical results or just
for the sake of argument. Now your next statement will probably be that be that as it may, once we get past assuming our
assumptions then mathematics is truly pure and cannot be
denied.
A Yes, I was going to say that. And let me see you prove
otherwise.
SE But you forget, dear Albert; I need prove nothing. I need
only make you doubt. Consider that if a is greater than b
and b is equal to c, we take it as certain that a is
greater than c . Now what do we really mean when we say a
must be greater than c? We mean it must be true because we
can think of no possible way in which it can not be true. But
how can we think of some way if we haven't thought of it just yet?
Were not the sailors who for hundreds of years "knew" that an
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object dropped from the mast of a moving ship would fall behind the ship, in the same situation? And are we not assuming
that we human beings are gifted with infinite imaginations?
A

I must admit doubt creeps in. Nevertheless, I just can't

buy it. And besides, if logic and mathematics are put in doubt
how am I to judge your theory?
SE Your inertia carries you past my point again. First, I
have full intention of using logic and mathematics in explaining my theory. I did not say that they were not useful, that
has been too often demonstrated. Indeed I have attempted to
employ logic in our discussion so far. I only want you to relinquish your blind faith that what has been proven has really
been proven. As to how you shall judge my theory, which in
all honesty is more aptly termed an hypothesis; judge it on
the basis of its results.
A I am beginning to get a little annoyed with you Sir Edgar.
Exactly what is your theory about anyway?
SE Perhaps I have been a little caustic. Sorry, but it is a
long voyage and you must have patience. I have no choice but
to lead you through the same path I have trod if I wish you to
see the same glorious vision I have seen. But your point is
well taken. Allow me to say this much about the O'Hypothesis
as a whet to your appetite. The O'Hypothesis is a mental
picture of the entire UNIVERSE which has a high degree of
internal consistancy, which offers explanations for previously
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unexplained scientific observations, and which allows one to
say with conviction that a most plausable answer to the fundamental mysteries of time, God , and human existence has been
found.
A Amazing.

But then what has that got to do with the voyage

of this ship?
SE Well you see, my hypothesis also leads us into some rather
strange predictions. And one of these predictions is that there
exists a galactic envelope - by that I mean a mysterious barrier surrounding our galaxy, through which it might be very
hazardess to pass.
A But the Captain has mentioned nothing of that! He claims
that the fear of the unknown has unbalanced your mind and that
you want us to shrink from our original mission. Are you sure
this is not so?
SE And what does the Captain say is our original mission?
A To be the first ship to excape our galaxy and to report on
the structure of Andromeda.
SE Just as I thought; he has dreams of glory. But I can't
really be too mad at him, for it is likely that he sincerely
believes me to be insane.

*. With apologies to the astronomer, the writer has decided to
replace the large magellanic clouds with Andromeda.
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A

I must be honest with you, Sir Edgar: I feel he might be

right. For while you sound rational enough, your belief that
you have finally discovered the whole meaning of our existence
causes me to wonder.
SE I suppose it does. But then, if we are to continue my
lectures you must suspend that wonder. You must wait to see
if my belief becomes yours. Besides, do you question the
sanity of those millions of people who believe devoutly in
various religious dogma?
A

Well, I ---

SE Enough. Time will tell the story. Let's continue with
my lecture.
A But at least tell me what you say the mission is,Sir Edgar.
SE The mission is to slowly approach the region where I maintain the galactic envelope exists. We are not to enter the
barrier but only observe it and then return. Even if the barrier does not exist, we are not to go further.
A What do you mean, even if it does not exist? I thought
you were sure about your theory.
SE My dear Albert, I will repeat again. I believe in my
theory but I recognize it may be wrong. Not to recognize
that would be the characteristic of a fanatic.
A I stand corrected. But what do you feel would be the
danger in crossing the barrier? Will we have time to slow
1-17
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down if the barrier appears before us?
SE The answer to your first question is that I believe it
would mean our death. The answer to your second question is
no. At full light warp, the appearance of the barrier would
occur just as we reached it. However, we should see various
strange phenomena long before the barrier is reached. And
these phenomena will allow me to pinpoint the exact moment of
last resort - that is, beyond that moment sufficient decreasing of our radial galactic speed becomes impossible. Before
that moment, we are safe. Indeed I already know that we have
at least eight more earth days before that moment arrives.
A Then you have eight more earth days to convince me of
your theory.
SE Yes - except for one thing. What will convince the Captain?
But I am not too concerned, for I am an old man. On the
other hand when death is distant it is easy to laugh at it.
A How true. But I have sidetracked you long enough, let us
continue with your lecture.
SE Good. The fourth letter in DART is T, which stands for
truthfulness. Truth must be sought in others and in ourselves.
For example if we read in some text that experiments have shown
beyond doubt that a particular constant is 2.688 we must not
accept this at face value. Rather, we must go to the original
data. For it may turn out that there is a wide gap between
what is observed and the conclusion drawn. For example, the
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2.688 may represent the average of a large number of different
values.
A But you are not thinking clearly. There are bound to be
minor fluctuations which must be discarded. And if the value
given is an average, the magnitude of the standard deviation
is usually shown.
SE Yes, but suppose the constant isn't constant at all, but
actually does fluctuate. Then the averaging process is a false
procedure. Or suppose the experimenter is actually measuring
something partially different from what he believes he is
measuring? You see, in blindly accepting the 2.688 we may also
be accepting unknowingly a large number of theoretical concepts.
Now to some extent this can't be helped. I only ask two things:
That we look beyond the final result into the original data
and that we remember that all experimenters begin their experiments with a biased mind.
A Fair enough.
SE Now what of seeking the truth in ourselves? On this score
I see no problem. For what is required is that both of us
are honest with each other, and I will confess that I have
been very pleasantly surprised with your -err - candor.
A Thank you. Now I presume we are ready to get into the
theory itself.
SE Yes. But I am getting tired and I think I'll go to bed.
Tomorrow when you contact me make sure you have plenty of paper
on hand. And do not fret; we have plenty of time before the
moment of last resort.

************
1--19

CHAPTER II - First Signs
In which an approximating description of A bodies
field is developed, leading to an understanding of gravitation and time.
A Sir Edgar, Sir Edgar, are you there?
SE Yes, although I don't really see where I could have gone
(Heh, Heh). And I'm already to begin my lecture. Imagine,
if you will, a very large circular flat pool filled with a
few inches of water. Now! I put a small hole in the center
of the pool with an outlet; what happens?
A The water drains out, and as it does a general whirlpool effect developes.
SE Yes. But suppose we alter our imaginary structure in
three ways. First, in order to keep the cycle going we
shall pump the water from the outlet in the center back
into the pool evenly at the outer edge. Second, in order
to make the flow smoother and radially inward, we shall
magically give the water a very high degree of compressability.
Finally, in order to add the third dimension, we shall make
the flat pool into a sphere.
I shall term this very large sphere of special water
the Universe. The small spherical hole into which the water
runs is a material body. The water itself is the Universal
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Gravitational Field. Any questions?
A Wait a minute. You aren't going to compare gravitation
to suction are you? That's not new and besides, how can the
water get back out to the outer edge without going through
the larger sphere, thereby interfering with the flow?
SE Good points. Yes, I am going to compare gravity to suction.
I will postulate that to a high degree of accuracy and from
the point of view of an observer subject to gravitation,
a dynamic moving universal ether serves very well as an
explanation of gravitation.
A

I'm sorry, but that's not very clear.

SE No, I guess it wouldn't be at this point. I am jumping
ahead of myself. Think back in terms of our sphere of water.
Now if the hole at the center did not exist, the water would
have uniform density and be still. What I am postulating
then is that a body uses up the universal gravitational field
at a certain constant rate, and that this use of the field
actually defines the body's existence, and the existence of
the universe. As to how this concept clears up the mystery
of gravity, you must wait a little longer.
A I suppose, then I must also wait for an explanation of
how this magical water can get back to the outside.
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SE I am afraid so.
A But do you realize that such a concept is not new?
SE To be perfectly honest, and this I must be because of the
T in DART, I had at first thought the concept of a radially
converging "ether" was original with me. However, on investigation I discovered that a Dr. Mandelker in 1951 had attempted to explain gravity by suction. He even was able to
derive fundamental atomic values by equating the inward
graitating field with the total radiation potential. However, I did not claim that my theory is new in all respects.
Theories such as Mandelker's are but parts of the puzzle.
The O'Hypothesis is on a much grander scale. It takes many
so called "Oddball" theories and combines them into one
glorious total concept.
A Hmm -- perhaps. Did you know that a belief in a converging ether stream was held in England around 1920?
SE My dear Albert, you are being cynical. You must not drop
out of the role of the student, or we will get nowhere. Yes to answer your question - I was aware of that fact. I am also
aware that the concept was dropped, because no one could explain
how it got back out of the earth. Now may I procede?
A Yes, I'm sorry. I wasn't being very openminded. But you
will forgive me if I bring up the subject of Einstein's solution to the problem of gravitation.
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SE Of course, Albert. In fact I was just waiting for you to
do so. Let us briefly review Einstein's approach leading to
the general theory of relativity. He assumed that space could
be described by the Riemann metric. That is, if we represent
time and distance by four infinitely short lines, and represe
nt
the diagonal by yet another, the relationship between the variables would be that the diagonal squared equals the sum of the
squares of the other lines.
A In other words, sort of a pythagorean relationship in four
dimensions.
SE Yes, precisely. But Einstein still had a way to go. For
he had to come up with a system for manipulating these symbols
to produce real results. He had as a guide two beliefs. One
that the special theory which he already had developed was a
special case of the more general theory and two - that the
equations had to be co-varient in regard to accelerating reference frames.
A Could you maybe reword that a little for me.
SE I'll let you do it for yourself. What are the two basic
conditions underlying the special theory of relativity?
A Ah----that the speed of light must enter the equations
as a limiting velocity and that the equations describing
an event must retain the same basic form regardless of the
relative velocity of the observer.
SE Precisely, now what did Einstein say about gravity?
1-23
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A That there is no way to distinguish between the effects
of gravity and the effects of acceleration.
SE Yes, or in other words, relative acceleration between
bodies results in gravitational effects. Now we know that
gravitational effects are part of the description of an event.
So must not then the equations describing the event retain
their same basic form regardless of the relative acceleration
of the observer as well as his velocity?
A Oh I see. That is what you meant when you said that the
equations had to be co-variant in regard to accelerating reference frames.
SE Yes. You see Einstein felt that the true physical laws
could not play any favorites with any particular observer.
A Yes, everyone knows that. There is no such thing as an
absolute reference.
SE I wouldn't quite put it that way. You see each point in
space ends up with certain characteristics as determined by
the state of affairs in the entire universe. And this space
is referrred to by Einstein as the "New Ether."
A Oh, so you are saying that space takes on a dynamic, fluid
character as opposed to a fixed static one.
SE Precisely. Unfortunately the general field equations that
Einstein came up with are complex and do not yield themselves
easily to solutions except in certain idealized cases. In
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fact the general theory of relativity makes use of a specially
invented branch of mathematics called tensor calculus.
A I take it that we are not going to go deeply into his theory
then?
SE Yes and no. I make no pretense to being able to operate
with tensor calculus and consequently I will not delve deeper
into the general theory in a strictly mathematical sense. However, I intend to go much deeper into the concepts and results
of the general and special theory at a latter date.
A But which are you saying is correct; your theory or Einstein's?
SE Both. I hold that Einstein's theory is correct as far as
it goes, but that it is incomplete. My theory on the other
hand is an approximating solution of Einstein's theory, which
although less accurate, is a much more general theory. Also it
lends itself to concrete visualization even unto the nature of
God Himself.
A There you go again. But proceed.
SE Now - to get back to the sphere of water with the hole in
the center. Remember, I am using this water as an analogy only,
it represents the universal gravitational field or U.G.F. for
short. Can we evolve an equation to describe the flow of this
field into the hole? - (which by the way might represent our
own planet earth).
A I suppose we might make use of the laws of flowing fluids.
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SE No - that will not do. The universal gravitational field
is not a fluid; it is itself. So the correct procedure is to
first assume that the U.G.F has just those characteristics it
seems to display. Remember Newton's Law of Motion. "A body at
rest or at a constant velocity tends to remain at rest or at
the same velocity in the same direction." Suppose I modify
this law to state that a body at rest or at a constant velocity
in respect to the U.G.F. tends to remain at rest or at a constant velocity in the same direction in respect to the U.G.F.
Won't this allow us to say that the acceleration of the U.G.F
must i all cases be numerically equal to the acceleration
due to gravity given by Newton's inverse square law.
A Could you repeat that?
SE Well - what I mean is this. Suppose we dropped a small
object near the surface of the earth? If one considered this
object as taking a natural path rather than being under the
influence of some force, what would be the only way the object
could obey my modified Newton's law and still take the path
through space that it takes?
A Oh I see. If the body continues to maintain a constant
velocity in respect to the field, the field itself must accellerate at the same rate as the body.
SE Precisely. Now that we have an equation for the acceleration of the field in terms of its distance from the center
of the imaginary hole, all that is required is some additional
fact concerning the velocity of the field at some point. This
would allow us then, with the use of some calculus, to completely describe the flow of the field.
1-26
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A You aren't going to get into the Michelson and Morley bit
are you? That will lead us nowhere.
SE My dear Albert, I will indeed get into the Michelson and
Morley bit, but not for quite a while. A little intuitive
logic will prove sufficient at this point. Consider if the
hole was not present in the water. Would not the velocity of
the water be zero at all points? Now the hole is introduced.
The water begins to move very slowly at first and then faster
and faster as it approaches the hole. For an infinitely large
sphere would not the water have a limiting velocity of zero
at the rim?
A Ok. You may assume that and we will see where it leads.
SE Good. But before I procede I wish to warn you about something. I am well aware that whenever a velocity vector pops
up in a limiting case in Einstein's general or special theory,
any suggestion that this mathematical simplification has
special meaing is usually laughed at. I consider such laughte
r
as premature; Only when we understand why the simplification
comes about, can we truly judge it and not before. So I hope
you won't be constantly critizing my theory, or more precisely
my hypothesis, on this score.
A To be honest, I was beginning to formulate in my mind just
such a criticism; but you do have a point. I am never quite
sure that those who laugh really see very deeply themselves.
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SE Good! Allright - let's continue. Wait - before we do, is
there anything new aboard ship?
A Well, let's see. -- The Captain and Navigator were discussing you at dinner. Captain Tucker was saying that he couldn't
understand why your son ever put any stock in your ideas at all.
Nelson then mentioned something about your helpful advice to
Bernstein on how to improve his light warp drive. This seemed
to greatly annoy the Captain and he said he didn't wish to
discuss the matter further. (pause). The only other thing
that might be of interest to you was the external observations
of Nelson.
SE What were those?
A What we expected, except in a much greater degree. The
galaxies seemed to evolve into various types almost before
his eyes. Nelson claims that he is certain that the pulsating
expansions of the galaxies postulated by Hoyle is definitely
proven. There does seem to be an additional shift in their
positions, however, that he

can't really account for.

SE I see. And what of our own galaxy?
A Nelson didn't say anything about that. I haven't noticed
anything special myself in that regard, except of course the
normal shutter effect produced by our engine.
Se Very good. Those are the first signs. I had best get
back to our discussion. Would you try to summarize briefly
for me what I've established up to this point?
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A

(slowly)

You were examining the universal gravitational

field, or U.G.F., about an idealized single body. You made
it sound logical that the acceleration of the field at any
point as it flowed into the body was equal to that given by
Newton's law for a falling object.
SE Precisely. And we had also decided to assign a velocity
of zero to the field at infinity. On this basis I could now
develope an equation of motion for the field. However, such
has already been accomplished. Thinking back to your Academy
days, how was the escape velocity of a quick-thrust rocket
determined?
A Why it's exactly the same problem, only reversed!
SE Yes. The rocket must leave with sufficient velocity so as
to approach zero at infinity; all the while it is deaccelerating according to the inverse square law. The equation of motion
of the field thus becomes identical, or (write this down) VF
2
equals the square root of the
quantity 2gR over small r, with
small r representing the distance from the center of the planet.
A Does the square root include both 2gR2 and small r?
SE Yes. And this brings up a problem that we are going to be
having over and over, As long as we can't see each other it is
going to be difficult for me to explain things in a mathematical
manner. So with your permission what I would like to do is this.
I will only emphasize key equations in my mathematical reasoning.
I will leave cut the intermediary steps, and state only that
this key equation does lead to this other one.
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A Aren't you expecting too much? Since I am skeptical of
your theory to begin with, you should hardly expect me to
accept such statements with blind faith.
SE I don't expect you to, Albert. That is why you have the
paper. I will explain in a general way how I transformed one
equation into the other, but it will be your job to write down
the key equations and to satisfy yourself of the validity of
my mathematical procedures. This, I want you to do after
each lecture is over. Then you may ask questions if you wish
at the start of the next lecture.
A Allright. I suppose I shouldn't have expected to get
something for nothing. Now, as far as this equation you just
gave me: I presume VF means the velocity of the field, g is
the acceleration due to gravity at the surface, and R is the
radius of the planet?
SE Right. Visualize the earth alone in the universe. The
earth is using up the field at some constant rate. The
field, as it approaches, goes faster and faster with increasing velocity and acceleration. Finally, it enters the earth's
surface with an acceleration of 32 feet per second squared
and with a velocity of 25,000 miles per hour.
A

Hmm.... But Einstein, I understand, tried something simular;

and concluded that space cannot be visualized as consisting
of points whose passage can be traced throughout time.
SE Albert! you promised.
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A Oh I'm sorry. Continue.
SE Now, we have here the solution to two
mysteries, time and
gravitation. First --why does the earth
continually use the
field? Well, have you ever seen a mass
without a gravitational
field? But this gravitational field only
exists due to its
use by the mass. Thus it is implied that
the mass uses the
field or U.G.F. in order to exist. That
is to say, matter is
in a state of continous creation. If the
field ceased to enter
the body, the body would simply cease to
exist.
A What do you mean continous creation.
After something is
created, it's just there.
SE No, Albert. - I am redefining the word
create. The O'Hypothesis maintains that there is no such
thing as something having
been created. In other words creation
is an active process
only. On an atomic level this means that
as soon as certain
conditions are met, the gravitational field
creates a particle
by feeding it with itself as it were.
As long as the proper
conditions remain, the field continues
to sustain the particle.
If the proper conditions no longer are
meet at some point the particle merely ceases to exist.
A Amazing! But what of the law of conse
rvation of matterenergy?
SE There is no direct relationship. We
may equate, if we wish,
matter with its associated gravitational
field disturbance on
its creation or disappearance, as long
as we remember that matter
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a process of
is distinct from energy in that it alone is in
on of matter
continuous creation, And this continuous creati
the rate at
is time. The rate at which matter is created is
which time flows.
A That certainly is an unusual idea.
we will
SE You haven't seen anything yet (Heh, Heh). But
When a body
speak more of time later; consider gravitation.
respect to
is falling to the earth it is in what state in
the U.G.F.?
A At rest or at a constant velocity.
's Law of
SE Yes. And according to my modified form of Newton
neglecting
Motion the body is thus under no forces whatsoever,
of course the slight convergence of the field.
s surface?
A But then why do we feel weight on the earth'
the field
SE Because the body wants to continue along with
this and
into the earth. The earth's structure prevents
ration in
places the object in a continuous upward accele
in which
respect to the only thing that counts: the V.G.F.
the object is emeshed.
ng on the earth,
A Then you are saying that when you are standi
.
you are really in a state of upward acceleration
to horiSE Precisely. And now you see that the force due
y identical
zontal acceleration on the earth's surface is exactl
the body is
in nature to the force of gravity. In both cases
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in acceleration in respect to the U.G.F.

In other words,

gravity is acceleration. The two aren't just indestinguishable; they are actually one and the same.
A But what is the actual nature of the force we feel?
SE I suspect it is discontinuous field flow. Why the universal gravitational field opposes acceleration, however, is
obvious. The object under discussion is itself matter, and
therefore also uses up the U.G.F. at some constant rate. It
must draw this field from the net gravitational field in which
it is situated. Now as long as the body is at a constant
velocity or at rest relative to the net gravitational field it
is emeshed in, and providing the velocity does not approach
the speed of light, the field is supplied with little difficulty.
However, as soon as the body is placed in acceleration, the
field flow becomes disturbed and the acceleration is opposed by
the development of internal stresses, that is, the use of the
field by the body at a constant rate is interfered with.
A I see what you mean by mental images; you have certainly
built up some interesting ones. But your approach seems
unscientific.
SE Perhaps tomorrow's lecture will more suit your taste.
Meanwhile I would appreciate it if you would keep going over
in your mind the two basic ideas of today's lecture. One;
that time is the continuous creation of matter, and two;
that gravity is acceleration. I will sign off now. Don't
forget to keep me posted on any unusual happenings aboard ship.
So long.
A

Goodbye, Sir Edgar, [click[
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CHAPTER III - A Malfunction
In which the field is examined in greater detail leading
to the rate of use of the field by matter and a method of
determining net field flow in the case of two overlapping
fields.
A

Sir Edgar.

SE Hello. How are you?
A Fine. I have something interesting to report concerning
the ship. There was an explosion in one of our reserve fuel
tanks.
t
SE Oh! So that's what it was! I felt a vibration but couldn'
imagine what it was.
A Yes. The Captain and Nelson spent some time outside the
ship examining the damage. Luckily the location was to the
side, so we didn't have to drop out of light warp.
?
SE That's good. But what effect will this have on our mission
A None at all. The reserve fuel tank that exploded is needed
only in case of extra planet landings. Captain Tucker doesn't
plan to land in Andromeda anyway, only observe general star
structure.
SE Assuming he gets thereof course. Then I take it that there
wasn't any serious hull damage.
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A Right. It was all minor and easily repaired.
SE Very good. It makes one wonder sometimes what meaning
such incidents have in the scheme of things. I wonder if we
will find out.
A What do you mean?
SE Nevermind, just a thought. Let's continue with the lecture.
Remember yesterday that I had stated two tenets of the O'Hypothesis. What were they?
A Ahhh----time is the continuous creation of matter and gravity
is acceleration.
SE And can you visualize these two tenets clearly?
A I think so. Just tell me if these two interpretations are
correct. When you say that time is the continuous creation of
matter do you mean, for example,that if a person is running
he is first created in one position, a split second later he is
created in a slightly more advanced position, and so on?
SE One hundred percent yes.
A And when you say gravity is acceleration do you mean that
the feeling on the soles of our feet when we're standing on the
earth is of the same nature as the feeling of pressure on our
backs when we accelerate in a car?
SE Precisely. I see you've given my lecture some thought. If
you remember I also developed an equation for the velocity of
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the field in terms of its distance from the earth. Let's
introduce a new variable n, n will equal the distance from
the center of the earth in terms of the number of planet radii.
Through substitution we may readily come up with another form
of the equation; namely VF

= Ve over the square root of n,

with Ve equal to the velocity of entrance of the field or 6.95
miles per second. Also we may express the accelereration
of the field as A = Ae over n squared, with Ae being the
F
acceleration of the field at the surface, or 32.2 feet per
second per second.

A All right, I have that.
SE Now the goal of this lecture will be to derive an expression for the rate of use of the field by matter. What would
be nice to have in this regard is an equation for the time it
would take for a given volume of field to disappear into the
earth. This may be accomplished by manipulating the equation
I just gave you for the field velocity. I could express the
velocity as ds over dt, separate the variables, and then integrate. This will yield a final equation of t = 2/3 R over
Ve times the quantity n to the three halves minus one.
Remember it will be your job to check the mathematical steps
yourself.
Another part of the puzzle would be an expression for field
density. Consider a point in space located between two relatively stationary planets, (let the reader refer to sketch)
planet A and B.
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The net gravitational field at the point we're considering is composed of the two component fields, A and B. The two
component fields each have a certain density and velocity.
What is the density and velocity of the net field?
A

That sounds hopeless.

SE It would be hopeless, were it not for an experiment performed by Fizeau in 1859, which suggests that the net field
velocity equals VaDa - VbDb, all over Da + Db.
A

Not that again. Einstein explains that experiment quite

well without even refering to field density.
SE That's your opinion, Albert. I don't wish to get sidetracked on Einstein again. Let me just say that Fizeau used
some indirect reasoning concerning the density of the ether,
came up with an equation, and verified the equation to a high
degree of accuracy with a sophisticated experiment. Since I
am not claiming that the O'Hypothesis is either exact or more
than an hypothesis, I feel justified in using his equation.
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A But the equation you stated doesn't remind me of the one
Fizeau used.
SE No, it wouldn't. I had to do a little intuitive transformation. As homework why don't you look up his equation
and try to arrive at mine? As a hint consider substituting
the density of the earth's field over the density of the
earth's field plus the density of the water's field for one
over n squared.
A

Ok, I'll try (Haha) continue.

SE The equation I stated was Vnet = VaDa - VbDb all over Da +
Db. Transposing and substituting Dnet for Da + Db. We have
Vnet Dnet = VaDa - VbDb. Now consider that equation in relation
to the equation Anet = Aa. - Ab.
A Wait a minute. Where did that come from?
SE Sorry. That's the equation for the acceleration of the
net field. Do you grant me that it is already accepted that
accelerations may be added vectorily?
A

Oh, I see. As with bodies so with the field. All right,

continue.
SE These two equations, then, describe the same point in the
field. If we guess that they are but two forms of the same relationship, we have the solution to our problem. What expression would transform one into the other?
A VD = A.
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SE More precisely VD = KA, with K being some constant. However it will turn out that K may be considered equal to one
with no effect on our result. Thinking back now in terms of
one field only, the density of the field at any point becomes
equal to AF over VF. By substitution this may be transformed
into (write this down) DF = De over the quantity n to the three
halves, with De representing the density of the field at the
body's surface and n again equal to the number of planet radii.
Any questions?
A Yes. Since the density of the field equals AF over VF, that
means the units of field density must be inverse seconds. What
kind of a quantity is that?
SE The gravitational field. Would you expect some already
familiar units.
A i guess that was silly. But do you really expect me to
believe that space is filled with fields flowing this way and
that, even through each other?
SE The only true reality; if I may use that term is the net
gravitational field. The situation is analogous to fourier
wave analysis in electronics. And we will find out later that
the actual flowing of the field is only true when we don't
look beyond time and space.
A

I'm sorry I asked. Let's continue.
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shell of
SE A11 right. Consider a planet with a spherical
of the
field about it. Expressed in terms of n, the Yadius
outside of
planet would equal one and the distance to the
r than one
the shell would equal some arbitrary value greate
(let the reader refer to sketch).
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What I would like you to do for homework is to come
the average
equations for the volume of the spherical shell,
shell, and the
density of the field contained in the spherical
enter the surtime it would take for this field to completely
face of the planet.
for the
Well, the volume is no problem; and an equation
average density?
time we already have; but how would I obtain the

A

a help I'll
SE By brushing up on your calculus, Albert. As
to try to
give you the answer providing you will make sure
you're not
verify it. I don't want you claiming later that
sure of my math procedures.
A

A11 right, that will help.
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SE The average density = 2 De times the expression n to the
three halves minus one, all over the expression n cubed minus
one, okay?
A Right.
SE Now, the amount of field used by the planet in respect to
time can be found by multiplying the volume of the spherical
shell by the average density of the field within the shell,
and dividing by the time for the shell to disappear. This
will yield, as you should verify yourself, 41Y R2 Ve De. This
in turn will simplify to 41r GM, where G is the universal
gravitational constant and m is the mass of the body.
A That's the same expression used to define the gravitational
flux in Gauss's Law!
SE

Yes.

Interesting, is it not? Note that the value of n

made no difference in the result, this means that expansion
of the mass would not change the amount of field entering the
surface relative to time. Also note that the rate of use of
the field is directly proportional to mass. This is consistant
with the time flow being the rate of creation of matter, because each small particle of matter maintains the same rate of
creation regardless of planet size; that is, if there is twice
as much matter, there becomes twice as much field available for
use.
A Very interesting, but where do we go from here?
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the
SE That, dear Albert, is very, very, interesting and is
but
subject of my next lecture. I'm going to sign off now,
don't forget to work out the problems I gave you.
A

Okay, Sir Edgar. Will do.Over and out .(click).

1-4'

CHAPTER IV - Nelson is Troubled.
In which a relationship between charge and mass is
established and the radius of the nucleon determined.
A Sir Edgar, Sir Edgar.
SE Just a minute, Albert,I'll be right there [pause] Ok,
all set. Ah-- did you work on the problems I gave you?
A Yes.I went over the Fizeau experiment and I'm satisfied
that your relationship can be tied into the concept Fizeau had
of the so called ether. I also was able to derive the same
expression you had for the rate of use of the gravitational
field.
SE Very good! You must have really applied yourself, Albert.
I suspect you will find yourself amply rewarded for your effort
in this lecture.
A Perhaps, Sir Edgar, perhaps.
SE Now, Ha, Ha, you sound like me. Very well, then, we are
ready for the next step. Logic dictates that the U.G.F. which
enters a body must ultimately find its way into each and every
atom. The problem is to tie the field in with the actual
creation of the atomic particles making up the atom. This was
quite a difficult nut to crack, but I found that when I made
a certain set of assumptions everything fell into place.
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A What were they?
source of the U.G.F.;
SE I assumed that the electron was a point
.; and that the net flow
that the proton was a user of the U.G.F
field coming from the
inward to the atom of the gravitational
ron, generating just
edge of the universe was due to the elect
I also assumed-a little less field than the proton used.
much all at once. I
A Wait a minute. That's a little too
?
thought you said all mass used up the field
I'm sure I didn't say
SE I may have implied that, Albert, but
was only developed
it. The concept of matter use of the field
apply it to large
for neutral matter. Consequently we may
on.
bodies, the neutral atom, and to the neutr
a strange setup beA But why would you even consider such
tween the electron and proton?
It used to be fasionSE Because of the electrostatic field.
as an actual special
able to look at the electrostatic field
source into the
type of fluid flowing from the proton or
that all fields must
electron or sink. Now it seemed to me
so --really be the U.G.F. in various disguises;
tational field flow
A I see! In order to have the net gravi
of "sink" and "source"
toward the nucleus, you reversed the role
t,
and assumed a slight difference in amoun
of the running man
SE Precisely. Now remember when you spoke
ed over and over at a
you thought in terms of him being creat
ron and proton, and
certain rate. I applied this to the elect
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decided to try the assumptions that charge was a measure of
the amount of field used per creation and mass was a measure
of the amount of field used per unit time. If this were true
then charge times the rate of creation should equal mass, both
for the electron and proton.
A

I didn't quite get that.

SE Write this down Albert. Field per creation times creations
per second equals field per second. Now field per creation is
charge, creations per second is frequency of creation, and
field per second is mass. All right?
A

I see now. Continue.

SE The problem is how do we find out the number of times a
particle is created per second? I happened to cast my eye
on the DeBroglie wavelength, which is expressed as A = h over
MV.
A

I presume you're familiar with the meaning of the symbols.
Yes. ,1 is the wavelength, h is planks constant, M is the

mass, and V is the velocity.
SE Agreed. Now we know that an electron or proton travelling
at the velocity V will display wave characteristics according
to this equation. My thought was, could this wave effect
be due to pulsed creations of the particle? If so, and the
particle was at rest the rate of creation could only be measured
in terms of time since "I would = oo . Could it be then that
at the ultimate velocity of c, the rate of creation would be
characterized only bra measure of distance?
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A That's quite involved.
SE Yes, but it worked out. I took the DeBroglie wavelength
at C* and divided it into C to determine the rate of creation
of the particle or frequency. However, it seemed certain
that my relationship between mass, charge, and rate of creation
should only hold if we measure in terms of some yet discovered
ideal units. This means I had to introduce a mysterious balancing constant. I finally came up with the following two relationships. Write these down. Ee times C over Ko pie = Me and
Ee times C over Ko Ap = Mp.
A I take it sub e and sub p refer to the electron and proton
and Ko is the balancing constant.
SE Exactly. Now Ko can be solved in terms of known constants.
It comes out as eC over h or 2.17323 times 10 to the 31
coulombs per kilogram - second. You can verify that later.
(Let the reader refer to sketch). Are there any questions so
far?
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* Actually the compton wavelength since Mo is employed.
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A No, I'm just waiting to see what developes.
SE Very well, I will continue. I assumed that the neutron
was composed of an electron and proton. I know that this is
not fasionable today, but I am not saying it is exactly true.
Furthermore I decided not to trust theorectical arguments that
seemed rather weak at best.
A How so?
SE Well, if an electron and proton combined is it not conceivable that the characteristics of both need not be merely
the sum of the two? Also, if the neutron is bombarded are
the parts observed unaffected by the bombardment?
A I suppose you have a point. But at any rate your assumption is proper considering the generalness of your approach.
SE Thank you. For the neutron to be stable it seemed to me
that the three creation rates must mesh. That is, the wavelength of the neutron should contain even multiples of the
wavelengths of the proton and electron. Now if we measured
the wavelengths in ideal units, I guessed that .fie times 2--o
would equal An.
A Could you elaborate on that?
SE Yes, draw three equal length lines, one above the other.
Divide the top line into three equal parts, and the middle one
into two equal parts. Now the short segments on top represent
the wavelengths of the proton, the longer segments in the middle
represent the wavelengths of the electron, and the long bottom
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segment is the wavelength of the neutron. Note carefully
that if we use as a unit of measure one half the shortest segment then and only then will the top wavelength of 2 times
the middle wavelength of 3 equal the bottom wavelength of 6.
No other unit of length will work.
A

I see. But how do we discover this ideal unit of length?

SE At this point, I suspected that I already had. Remember
our previous relationship between charge and mass, we were
able to establish an equality only after multiplying the wavelength by the constant Ko. So the relationship I've already
illustrated to you by the line segments becomes (Ko Ap)
(Ko Ae) = (KoAn). Solving for An,we have An or the wavelength of the neutron = KoApAe*. Now Lo and Behold! If
we divide this wavelength into C we should come up with an
exact expression for the rate of creation of the neutron.
A Hmm-- what does it come out to be?
SE The number of times per second the neutron is created
equals 4.30281 KC. This frequency won't mean much to you
now, but keep it in mind and we will come back to it

* The reader should beware assuming that this expression
is not demensionly correct. Multiplication by Ko produces
ideal demensionless lengths.
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later.**
A You are certainly following a devious trail.
SE It is the trail that I followed. If you remember Albert,
I told you
A Hold it! Don't talk --someone's coming. Oh, high Nelson.
N Greetings sir. Did I hear you talking to yourself? Don't
tell me your getting space crazy.
* *

The scientific reader should not assume I am pretending to
be knowledgable of Shroendinger's equations, which I am not.
It should be understood, however, that relationshipsl develope
will in various cases be called "mere rearrangememt" of
known symbols: if such were not the case the O'Hypothesis
could not be valid. For example, refer to an article in
Scientific American (Jan. 71) on pulsars by J. Ostriker. It
is believed pulsars are giant neutron stars. Approximating
from the graph on page Si', it appears to this writer that a
pulse travelling at C around the circumfrance of the theoretical minimum stable radius will produce a frequency of
4.30 KC [LOG 11.1km = 1.0451. The point is what new insights
I am able to achieve by a fresh approach; not that many or
all of my relationships will eventually be derivable from
the old. Equations must never be substituted in place of
understanding, nor achievements be discounted by hindsights.
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A No, I was. just trying to nemorize a poem that I had read.
What can I do for you?
N

I was making out my Daily Report and my pen went dry.

Would you issue me some from supply?
A

Oh, for pete's sake, Nelson, just take some. I don't keep

a daily count on the pens.
N

Have it your way. But I suggest, Sir, that the regulations

should be considered more important around here. They specifically
state that the Officer on Duty is the one to issue supplies.
A Okay, I stand corrected, Nelson. Let's not argue, it's
a long voyage. Here's some pens.
N

Thank you Sir. As long as I'm here I may as well inform

you first.
A Inform me about what?
N

A few minutes ago, I received a very peculiar voice signal.

The words were 'Alpha testing 2,4,7; Alpha testing 2,4,7."
What's peculiar Sir, is that it is the exact same signal I
sent out two days ago.
A That is an odd coincidence. But are you sure

it was the

exact same signal? It was probably just a very similar signal
sent out by some cargo vessel.
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N

I suppose that is possible, sir. My memory could be faulty.

However, there are other things about the signal. For one, I
haven't been receiving any signals at all for the last few hours.
Also the voice sounded almost identical to mine.
A I think you've been listening to too much space static,
Nelson. I wouldn't report anything like that to the Captain.
N

I have no choice, Sir. It's S.O.P. to report any peculiar

signal to the Captain, you must be aware of that.
A For pete's sake, Nelson, can't you ever realize the regulations don't cover every situation. A little common sense
has to be applied now and then.
N

I would like to be excused, Sir.

A Allright, Nelson: report it if you feel you have to. I'll
sure be glad when this mission is over, and I can resign. I
don't think I can take much more of this military baloney.
N

The Captain knows how you feel, sir. It doesn't make him

too happy to have worked his way up through the ranks, just to
find himself among Academy Graduates who don't even appreciate
the military.
A A11 right, Nelson, that's enough. Let's not continue
in this vein. How about some chess after dinner?
N

Very good, Sir. Good day. (slam).

A Boy, that Nelson. Wait a minute - I'll make sure he's
gone(pause). What do you make of that, Sir Edgar? The
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peculiar message, that is.
SE I'm afraid if I told you, you wouldn't continue with my
lectures. Let's just say, I think it supports my theory.
A Ok, put off again. Continue on.
SE Remember that I had established the rate of use of the
field by neutral matter to be 47rGM. If we substituted
values we would see that the units of this rate of use is
cubic feet per second per second. On this basis we could
rewrite the equation as dv over tdt = 4ITGM and see what
happens.
A Okay. I take it dv is the differential of volume,not
velocity.
SE Correct. Now let us separate the variables and integrate
2
both sides. This will produce v = 2/rGMt . If we think in
terms of the neutron; v would be the neutron's volume, m would
be its mass, and t the time elapsed.
A That would mean that the neutron grows in size as time
passes.
SE Precisely. Now suppose we assume that the neutron as it
absorbs the incoming U.G.F. gradually grows in size to some
maximum and then rapidly collapses. It then builds up again
to a maximum and collapses, and then again, and again. The
buildup in size would be in accordance with the equation I
just stated. The time for each buildup would be the time
what

per creation which we already know. Do you see^we're now in
a position to do?
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A Not really.
SE Well, follow this carefully. We will evaluate the expression at the moment of maximum size. First, substitute for v
the equivilent expression four thirds 9Y Rn cubed. Rn of
course would be the radius of the neutron. Second, substitute
for t the expression one over Fn. You see, at the point of
maximum size the time elapsed equals the period, which can
be expressed as one over the frequency.
A Which we already know!
SE Right, Albert. Now after these two substitutions, solve for
Rn and tell me what you get. [pause].
A Rn maximum equals GMn over 2/3 Fn squared, all to the
one third power. (Let the reader refer to the sketch).
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SE Very good, I agree. Now substitution of values will pro-15
duce the size of the neutron which turns out to be 2.084(10
)

47
meters. However, this represents the maximum size the neutron
grows to. Logically if we carry out bombardment experiments
we would end up with a number reflecting the average size of
the neutron in respect to time. With a little calculus we
could easily find out what this should be. You may check this
yourself later, but it turns out to be that the average size
in respect to time equals 3/5 the maximum size or numerically
-15
) meters.
1.250 (10
A Good Lord! That's remarkable agreement with the accepted
-15)meters.
radius of the nucleon of 1.2 (10
SE Indeed Albert, and I may have even added another degree
of accuracy, of course it all could be an example of Bode's
*
Law.
A Oh no, Sir Edgar, I think you have something here. Have
you submitted this to anyone?
SE My dear Albert. I have become tired of submitting it to
people. All the professors ever do is look at me strangely,
and not even go over the material thoroughly. You see that's
why when my son was elected proconsul, I saw the opportunity
to show them proof of my theory.
* A relationship in Astronomy which had the status of a law
but then turned out to be only a matter of coincidence. The
writer admits to a confusion over neutron/nucleon identity.
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A But are you certain of your calculations? Could there
be an error somewhere?
SE I'm as certain as a single individual can be, Albert.
I haven't even been able to find anyone who was willing to
doublecheck the math of my theory.
A Oh, I find that hard to believe. But I'll check your
math for you Sir Edgar as we go along,Wat comes next in
the O'Hypothesis?
SE Well,that must wait until our next --A Oh please, Sir Edgar! I have some more time left.
Couldn't you just continue a little further?
SE Very well; I'll present a little more. It certainly
pleases me that you're so interested.
A Good. Continue then.
SE The next question we can pose is this: if the gravitational field of the neutron is actually an electrostatic
field, should not the neutron have charge? That is; there
is a certain amount of field being used per creation, and
this is my definition of charge. However, one should not
expect our previous relationships to hold because of the
internal transfer of field within the neutron. Indeed, if I
calculate the charge of the neutron on the basis of mass
divided by the creation rate we come up with 5 coulombs; which
is certainly not true, heh, heh. But consider the electron
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and proton themselves. Now God can create matter out of
nothing, so--A How did God get into this?
SE How did God get out of it, Albert? As I said before the
O'Hypothesis explains everything. You will find, before we're
done, that practically everything believed about God will be
brought together into a self-consistant concept.
A There you go again! Allright, go ahead.
SE I intend to. Picture the electron at the center of the
proton generating the same amount of field per creation
that the proton uses.
A Wait a minute, I see a flaw. Since the rate of creation
of each particle is different, then in the same time period
the amount of field delivered by the one cannot equal the
amount used by the other.
SE That is only an apparent flaw. The rates of creation
have meaning only when we speak in terms of the time world.
When I speak solely of creations,time is non-existant; we
are below the concept of time. This may sound like evasion
to you, but I would like to just gloss over this point'till
a latter date, okay?
A Okay - but I won't forget it.
SE Good. Now as I was saying, picture the electron at the
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center of the proton generating the same amount of field
per creation that the proton uses. This means that when the
net displacement is zero, so is the net charge. Now as the
electron is displaced from the center let us suppose that it
generates less and less field. This would give rise to a
net flow inward from infinity to feed the proton.This inward
flow, depending on how we measured it, could be called either
the mass or charge of the neutron.
A But how are you going to set up a formula? Besides the
neutron has no charge.
SE You mean it has no measureable charge, Albert. As to
the formula, let us use as a guide the relationship between
charge and mass we have already established. This states that
in general terms the charge times the speed of light over
length equals mass. For charge, let's substitute the net
charge of the electron-proton pair or Eep.For mass, let's
substitute the net mass of the electron-proton pair or Mep.
The length becomes the displacement of the electron from the
center of the proton,(s) and the speed of light can stay as
it is. This will produce the equation Eep over Mep = S over
c. Any questions?
A No.
SE You may think I'm doing a lot of supposing and I will be
the first to admit that I am proceeding with intuitive logic.
However, the proof is in the pudding. Let us continue,
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[Let the reader refer to sketch]
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If we set S equal to the radius of the neutron in the formula,
the charge of the neutron will be found to equal approximately 6.67 times 10 to the minus 51 coulombs. This is a value
well below observation.
A Wait a minute, I just thought of something. Your equations have not been dimensionly correct.
SE Not really, Albert. I maintain that kg-sec is the equivalent of coulombs. If you look back through the equations
you will find that this makes everything dandy.
A Okay.
SE Now what of the charge of normal matter? If you examine
the various elements you can come up with an estimate that
the mean electron orbit distance about the nucleus in the
earth's matter must be approximately 1.25 Angstroms. Furthermore, the number of electron-proton pairs should approximately
equal the number of neutrons. This puts us into a position
to calculate the average charge for each electron proton
group. By the words "Electron proton group" I include the
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neutron and the proton-electron pair. Do you follow me?
A

Yes. I think so.

SE Let me put it this way. I will use the formula to calculate the neutron's charge, which I already did. Then I
will use the formula to calcuate the average charge of an
proton-electron pair by setting s equal to 1.25 angstroms.
Then, since the number of neutrons very nearly equals the
number of electrons, we can find the mean charge of each
electron proton group by adding the two quantities and dividing by two. This will yield a value of 1.83 times 10 to the
minus 46 coulombs. Do you have that down?
A

Yes.

SE Now, if you refer to the Encylopedia Britannica, you
will find that the earth possesses something called the
average fair weather field. No one is quite sure what the
source of the field is, but it is just as if the earth had
a positive charge sufficient to produce an electric field at
its surface of 150 volts per meter.
A Don't tell me ---SE Let me continue, Albert. If we apply the appropriate
formula from physics relating a symetrically distributed
spherical charge to the surface field, we can establish the
magnitude of this apparent earth charge. Then the next step
is to divide this charge by the total number of electron
proton groups in the earth. This will produce the magic
1-59
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number of 1.89 times 10 to the minus 46 coulombs!
(Let the reader refer to sketch)
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Fantastic! Are you sure of this?

SE Check it out for yourself, Albert, and now I must really
sign off. I'm a little tired. Until tomorrow. (click)
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CHAPTER V - A11 Quiet
In which the U.G.F. is identified as the medium of light
and some old mysteries solved.
A

Come in, Sir Edgar, I'm ready.

SE Hello Albert. So what do you think of my theory so far?
A I checked out all your calculations. A11 I can say is
that if you're wrong, it certainly is a fantastic set of
coincidences. How did you ever think of such a concept?
SE Determination, hardwork, and always being mindful of the
code word DART. But if you like coincidences you'll certainly
enjoy this lecture coming up. Before we start, however, I
want you to set aside a page for a special list. There are
several bits of major research which I have been meaning to do,
but just never got around to. At the appropriate time in
my lecture I'll make note of them and ask you to put them on
your list. Perhaps you'll be able to find the information
for me. Okay?
A Right.
SE Oh!----how is everything going aboard ship?
A Nothing new. It's all quiet. Nelson keeps plotting
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observations. I ended up playing chess with the Captain.
That's about it.
SE Who won?
A I really didn't want you to ask He won three straight.
SE Oh, I see. Well we better get started, Albert, okay?
A Lead on.
SE In the 1800's there was a strong belief in something
called the ether. This was a mysterious substance which
was supposed to be everywhere, even in the vacuum between
the planets. This ether served as a universal reference.
It was felt that if one could establish the orientation of
this ether, all the laws of physics could be related to it.
A What do you mean by "orientation."?
SE The ether was visualized as a static uniform substance
through which all the planets and stars moved. Thus, at a
particular instant the earth could be said to have a certain
velocity through the ether. The problem was to establish
this velocity and its direction. Now in addition to giving
bodies their enertial and electrical properties, the ether
was supposed to be the medium for light waves. Michelson
took advantage of this in his design of an apparatus to detect the orientation and presence of the ether. Do you
recall his setup?
A Yes.
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SE Good. However, to be sure that we both start on common
ground I'll briefly describe it. (Let the reader refer to
sketch).
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He arranged all his apparatus on a massive horizontal turntable. A light source was employed which emitted a beam of
single frequency light. This light was split by a partially
silvered mirror into two light beams traveling at 9G°
to
each other. These two beams travelled to full mirrors where
they were reflected back to the beam splitting mirror. The
two beams then recombined and were observed at 90° to the
light source. Agreed?
A Yes.
SE Now the theory of operation was this. Suppose one beam
traveled across the ether and the other in line with it.
One beam would then travel at essentially c in both directions,
while the other would travel at c-v and then at c +v, v being
1 -63
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show
the velocity of the medium or ether. Algebra would
ing against
that assuming equal arm lengths, the beam travel
other beam by
and with the ether will lag the arrival of the
2 over c3. This will produce a certain interapproximately Lv
which can be
ference pattern due to the wave nature of light
how do we
observed. The question might arise in your mind
of inknow the exact length of the arms so that the amount
The whole
terference can be evaluated? We don't have to.
the fast beam
apparatus is slowly rotated 90 degrees so that
cause the
becomes the slow one and vice versa. This will
of this
interference pattern to change, and it is the amount
no change
change which is observed. Of course if there is
observed, that implys there is no ether.
the wheel
A But suppose the ether was at rest relative to
or was moving vertically?
the experiSE A good point. To rule this possibility out
hout the
ment was conducted throughout the day and throug
and also
year. This took advantage of the tilt of the earth
sun. In this
of the complete reversal of direction about the
.
way the ether could not escape, or so it seemed
ment showed
A What do you mean "or so it seemed"? The experi
ether, period.
no indication at all, thus proving there was no
fy matters
SE No Albert. Leave it to standard texts to simpli
way to state
and imply a completly null reading. The correct
ude of changes
the experiment's result would be that the magnit
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in the interferance pattern are not adequate to sustain the
hypothesis of a static medium of light that keeps its orientation in space. This is of course entirely different than
saying nothing was observed. The question then is, what do
these indications mean? Michelson himself attributed part
of the results as demonstrating the rotation of the earth.
A But, Sir Edgar, doesn't that mean he did detect a medium
of light? The apparatus he was using also rotated with the
earth!
SE That would certainly be one interpretation, Albert. But
since everyone had a preconceived notion of the ether, not
many people seemed interested in that possibility. If, however, they had just thought to tie gravitation in with the
ether concept, I don't think they would have given up the
search.

You see, a radially converging gravitational field

as the medium of light explains everything. The wheel was
mounted horizontally and thus would never detect the vertical
component of the U.G.F.. On the other hand, the earth rotating
through the incoming field could produce a small reading between East/West and North/South.
A Couldn't the wheel be mounted vertically?

See "History of the Theories of Aether" by Whittaker
Edmond Taylor.
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SE Yes, but then we have the problem of gravitational stress
in the apparatus which would make any result meaningless, or
at least I believe that would be the case, but it is definitely a tenet of the O'Hypothesis that light at the surface of
the earth does travel downward at c+ 6.95 m/s and upward at
c-6.95 m/s, thereby always maintaining a constant velocity
relative to the universal gravitational field.
A What does Einstein say about that? Didn't Glen Ribka
and Robert Pound do some sort of experiment with a vertical
light beam?
SE I doubt that Einstein held my belief. As far as the experiment you refer to, I was going to mention that. In 1960
they sent a stream of gamma rays 75 feet vertically downward
and detected a definite decrease of wave length. But this
experiment only demonstrated that electro-magnetic waves
would absorb energy from a gravitational field. There was
no direct indication of the transit time involved.
A Isn't there any experiment that backs up your idea about
the vertical velocity of light?
SE In my opinion, yes. But I'll let you make up your own
mind as we go along. Now,in addition to the results of the
Michelson and Morley experiment which indicated the rotation
of the earth there were minor fluctuations which were attributed to unknown causes. One must realize that the device
being used is enormously sensitive. Even someone walking
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outside the building 30 feet away will affect the readings.
However, a person named Dayton C. Miller decided that these
minor fluctuations had meaning and he spent the rest of his
life trying to prove it. He finally came up with some concrete results which remain unexplainable, but which on the
surface contradicts relativity. The O'Hypothesis will be
found to offer an explanation of Miller's results but this
explanation is so exciting that it is more fitting for me
to present it at the end of today's lecture rather than now.
I intend to present it as topping on the cane, so to speak:
allright?
A Of course; continue.
SE Imagine the following hypothetical experiment. Once
again we'll start with a horizontal turntable. Place four
mirrors near the rim of the turntable at the corners of an
imaginary square (let the reader refer to sketch)
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Face three of the mirrors toward the center of the turntable. The fourth mirror is a beam splitting partially
silvered one. It is placed in line with the diameter of the
turntable. A single frequency light source is again employed.
It is placed at a 45 degree angle in relation to the beam
splitting mirror. The beam now leaves the source and is split
into two beams. Both beams then trace out a square reflecting off the other three mirrors, except that one travels
clockwise and the other counterclockwise. They are again reunited at the beam splitting mirror and the interference is
observed at 90 degrees to the source. Can you visualize the
experiment?
A

Yes.

SE Suppose the wheel is now rotated counterclockwise at some
constant rate. If my hypothesis is correct, the two light
beams will hold a constant velocity relative to the earth's
dominant gravitational field. In other words if we label
the rim velocity as v, one beam will travel at c-v relative
to the wheel and the other will travel at c + v relative to
the wheel. Algebra would show that to a first approximation
2
the lag between the two beams equals 2Lv over c , where L is
the distance around the square. This would of course be
observable as an interference pattern, with the fringe shift
being directly proportional to the rate of rotation.
A That sounds like an experiment that could easily be
performed.
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SE Amazingly, Albert, it already has and the result was
indeed that the amount of time lag was proportional to the
rate of rotation. The device was once considered for use as
an automatic roll control in rockets. The only explanation
that I have ever seen hinted at is the Doppler effect, but
you will note that the source, mirrors, and observer are all
at relative rest.
A That seems conclusive to me, Sir Edgar.
SE To be honest, I can't claim that. While the result agrees
in a general sense with my theory, I have not obtained the
data on the actual magnitude of the indications. In fact, I
would like you to put that on your list of Important Research yet to be accomplished.
A Obtain data rotating wheel experiment. Okay, I have it
down.
SE Fine, the next experiment I would like to discuss is one
that was performed by Dr. Shapiro of MIT. He sent a radar
beam from earth to venus and back in order to test Einstein's
contention that the signal would be delayed by the sun's
gravitational field. (let the reader refer to sketch).

- And also supported by Marriner 6 signals.
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I am not in a position to use Einstein's theory as a means to
predict the amount of delay. However, I can analyize the experiment in terms of the O'Hypothesis. Imagine the sun; with
earth and venus on opposite sides of it. In order to simplify
the problem I shall place both planets at their mean distance
or approximately 80 million miles. Now the sun's gravitational
field would be the predominant medium of the radar waves, and
the O'Hypothesis states that the radar waves must maintain a
constant velocity relative to this field. First, let's find
the average velocity of the sun's field in respect to time
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as it travels from the imaginary circle into the sun. If
you will refer back to the third lecture that I presented
you will find that we already have an equation for the time
it takes the field to travel from some remote point into a
body. If we then divide this time into the distance traveled
we will have the average velocity of the field in respect to
time. This comes out as very nearly 3/2 times the velocity
of the field at the distance in question, or in this particular case 42 miles per second. In other words, the sun's
field may now be replaced by a field traveling inward at a
constant 42 miles per second. The problem now reduces to an
algebraic solution of the following question. If light
travels at c + 42 m/s. to the sun, at c-42 m/s. to venus, at
c + 42 m/s. back to the sun, and finally at c-42 m/s to the
earth, how far behind would it lag in respect to light traveling the whole distance at c?
A That doesn't sound too hard. What is the answer?
SE .0001 seconds. However, we are not finished with the
analysis. This lag was figured on the basis of the earth
and venus at rest, just as if they were hung on poles extending from the sun. We must account for the motion of earth
iS
and venus, whichAradial acceleration into the sun. But
since acceleration is gravity, we may consider the two planets
at rest by assuming the mass of the sun to be double.
A

I don't quite see that.

SE Let me express it this way, Albert. If we completely

65
neglect the motion of the sun's field into the sun, what
system is equivelant to a point sun with an earth and venus
not moving?
A Oh I see. A full sun mass with earth and venus moving.
Continue.
SE If you trace back through the equations you will find that
doubling the g of the sun will exactly double our answer. In
other words the O'Hypothesis predicts a lag of .0002 seconds!
A What value did they measure?
SE The value that they measured and the value Einstein's
general theory predicted was also .0002 seconds.
A

Wow! That's something.

SE Yes Albert, that is encouraging: But don't forget two
points. The equivelency of assuming a velocity vector has
been noted before and I'm only putting the O'Hypothesis forward as an approximating solution. However, because of my
unique approach I will now be able to formulate answers to
some old mysteries---Answers which I suspect would have been
arrived at before except for two factors. First, a general
misunderstanding of Einstein's theory , and second, the
complexity of the general field equations in the two body
case, caused by the nonlinearity at higher relative velocities.
A

Oh, I see.
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SE Well I hope you do, Albert; but if you don't, you will
before we're through. Let us now return to the surface of
our planet earth. Remember the Fizeau experiment which you
looked up? (Let the reader refer to the sketch)
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In terms of the O'Hypothesis the light traveling through the
water was increased in velocity relative to the earth, because it maintained a constant velocity relative to the net
gravitational field. This net gravitational field was "dragged
along" so to speak by the faster moving gravitational field
of the water. Now, as you have already mentioned, an equation of Einstein's also reduces to Fizeau's equation. This
tells me that Fizeau's concept has some substance.
A But Fizeau ties in the ether density with the index of
refraction. That would mean a different ether density for
each different frequency.
SE A good point. But why shouldn't the reaction of the
fluids particles to different frequencies produce a different mean effective density? In my opinion, what happened
to poor Fizeau is that a rougY but valid concept was replaced
by an exact equation, and the equation became the explanation
rather than just an equation.
A But equations are expressions of concepts also.
SE Quite right, Albert. But for your point to be valid the
concept embodied in the equation must be understood; and
people who understand Einstein's equations seem to be lacking.
However, I wish not to argue this point 'till my next lecture.
Suffice it to say, that my successes so far with the concept
of net gravitational field flow give me adequate encouragement
to take a great leap forward.
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A Ah, so, Chairman Mao.
SE Come on, let's be serious! Before proceding there are
some values which must be calculated. They are the acceleration, velocity, and density values of various gravitational
fields. I want you to copy them down and then check them
out yourself before tomorrow's lecture. Ready?
A Okay.
2
4
SE V of earth = 1.1182(10 ) m/sj Ae of earth = 9.806 m/s ,
E
-4
) inverse seconds
E of sun =
D of earth = 8.77 (10
E
2
6.168 (105 )m/s, A of sun = 2.726(102 ) m/s , D of sun =
E

E

4.419 (10-4 ) inverse seconds ---- Vf of sun at earth distance =
-3
4
)
4.208 (10 ) m/s, AF of sun at earth distance = 5.906 (10
-7
m/s2, DF of sun at earth distance = 1.404 (10 ) inverse
of
seconds ---- V of moon at earth distance = 60 m/s, A
F
F
2
of moon at
moon at earth distance = 2.8 (155 ) m/s ,D
F
earth distance = 5(10-7 ) inverse seconds, ---- VF
at Emertr pis tw/vee

3 (la 7 )

RN.D

/Ng<

y

at earth distance = 2.2 (10-14 )inverse seconds.
A

of galaxy
cy;

Aren't there any more?

SE Heh, heh. Sorry, but these values are important. I don't
want you to take anything I say for granted. With your computuer and reference tapes it shouldn't take you too long.
Let's think back now to experiments dealing with the velocity
of light at the earth's surface. These experiments are conducted in the dominent gravitational field of the earth. Fcr
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now let's neglect any question of the rotation of the earth.
Also, if we assume the experiments are conducted only in the
horizontal plane, the vertical motion of the earth's field
may be ignored. The question I wish to pose is this. What
effect will remote bodies have on such light experiments?
The O'Hypothesis says that light must maintain a constant
velocity relative to the net gravitational field it is passing through. A11 we have to do then is apply our net field
velocity formula to the problem. For example, the density
of the earth's field is 8.77(10-4)
) inverse seconds. The
velocity of the sun's field passing through the earth is
-7
4.208(104)m/s and the density of this field is 1.404(10
)
inverse seconds. Applying the formula VA = VsDs over
D + D will yield 7.05 meters per second. Now since the
E
earth is still accelerating towards the sun, it would seem
logical to make our 2 g assumption. This would have the
effect, which you should check out yourself, of approximately
doubling the value to 14 meters per second. In other words
those looking for an ether, should detect one drifting towards the sun at 14 meters per second.
A

That is a very small value compared to the velocity of

light, what about the effect of other bodies?
SE I'll let you check that out for yourself. However, you
will discover that all other bodies have a negligable effect
compared to that of the sun. Now, has this velocity ever been
detected? Does it really exist, as the O'Hypothesis states?
Are you ready for this?
1 -76
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A

Yes, yes, go ahead.

SE An experiment in the mid 1900's involving the natural
vibration frequency of ammonia molecules did indicate an
"ether drift" of no more than approximately 18 meters per
second! Not only that but in the same general period,
standard frequency signals traveling east and west were found
to lose and gain time at sunrise and sunset.
A But the acceleration due to the sun's --SE Hold it. The report stated that the effect that the
acceleration due to gravity of the sun would have on some- .
thing traveling at c was calculated and proved entirely inadequate to account for the amount of the shift. I calculate
that the acceleration idea would produce a shift of approx-28
imately 1(10
) seconds per 1000 meters of length, while
-19 )
the O'Hypothesis yields approximately 1.5(10
seconds
per 1000 meters. (let the reader refer to sketch)
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A How well did your figures agree with what was observed?
SE Sorry, but I have not been able to obtain the actual
magnitude of the variations. So that is another bit of
important research you must put on your list.
A Ok, Sir Edgar. I must say you sure have built an impressive case. Is there yet more?
SE Yes, Albert. It is now time for the topping on the cake
you recall that Dayton Miller came up with some concrete results using the Michelson apparatus? He maintained
to his dying day that he had indeed discovered the ether.
The mystery of how his observations can be true without
contradicting relativity has never been solved. The O'Hypothesis provides us with an almost certain solution.
Let's pretend that I am Miller and that the source of my
observations is really the constant sun vector of 14 meters/
sec., only I don't know it. The Question is; how would I
interpret my observations?
First, I would notice that the maximum fringe shift occurs
whenever the angle between one of the legs and the apparatus
to sun line is minimum. This is true because the horizontal
vector of the sun's field would then lie in line with one
leg and the other leg would be exactly perpendicular to this
vector.(let the reader refer to sketch).
But I would have no way of knowing whether one leg increased in transit time or the other decreased. Now, being
Miller, I believe in a static ether with fixed orientation
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in space. Automatically then, I must reject motion of the
ether towards the sun since this would mean an absurd continuous change in ether direction throughout the year. Is
there any one direction which would produce a maximum at the
same point in the rotation of the wheel?
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A direction perpendicular to the earth-sun line.

SE More precisely, Albert, the direction perpendicular to
the earth-sun orbital plane. You see, for a particular
revolution of the wheel any ether direction that is perpendicular to the earth-sun line would indeed produce a maximum at
the same instant, for then the role of the two legs are exactly
reversed. However, only the direction perpendicular to the
earth-sun orbital plane is always both perpendicular to the
earth-sun line and constant in direction.(let the reader
refer to sketch)
A

I see.
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SE Not only that; each time the wheel is rotated, a minimum
shift or null occurs when the two legs make equal anges in
relation to the sun's vector. The only other perpendicular
direction that also makes equal angle4 to both legs is the
direction I have already stated. In other words a careful
study of all the maximum and minimum shifts throughout the
days and years can lead me to no other conclusion than that
the ether flows in a direction perpendicular to the earthsun orbital plane. That's assuming of course I reject the
concept of a continuously changing ether direction that is
absurdly tied into the time and day of year.
The next question I am faced with; after discovering the
direction of the ether; is the magnitude of its relative
velocity. I ask you to bear in mind that Miller performed
his experiments on Mt. Wilson in California (latitude 34.2°)
and that the axis of rotation of the earth is titled. (17.5°)
Also remember that the cause of my readings is actually a
vector of near constant magnitude. What does this mean concerning the velocity that I must assign to my Ghost vector
in order to produce the same observations? (let the reader
refer to sketch).
1 -80
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A You would have to assign many different velocities depending on the time and day of year.
SE Quite right, I would have to conclude that, much to my
disappointment, the velocity of the ether varied considerably
throughout the day and year. The fact that the sun's vector
also varies due to the elliptical path of the earth would
make these variations even more puzzling. The values, of
course, would have to range around 14 meters per second. If
I did deduce much higher velocities, it would have to be on
the basis of some ether dragging concept; such higher velocities
certainly could not be supported by my direct measurements.
Now, how does what I have developed on the basis of the
O'Hypothesis actually fit in with Miller's real historical
conclusion?
I SI
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A Yes, how?
SE Like the proverbial glove, Albert. Miller concluded that
his observations proved the existence of an ether, that this
ether moved in the direction which is perpendicular to the
earth sun orbital plane, that the velocity of this ether
varied in a cyclic fashion throughout the day and year. He
also concluded that the mean velocity of this ether was 6
miles per second; although in regard to this, a report I
read states that his data is difficult of interpretation
and his actual observed values were much smaller.
A

That's 100% agreement.

SE Yes. Although in order to be certain that I have cleared
up the mystery I must obtain his original papers and examine
the actual magnitude of his measurements and the positions
where his maximum and minimum shifts occurred. So would you
put that on my list of major research to be accomplished?
A Ok, Sir Edgar, but I don't think you have a thing to
worry about. This is so amazing that I don't think I should
try to absorb anymore. How about if I sign off now and go
over your material in my mind?
SE A11 right, Albert. But you better prepare yourself for
much, much, more amazement. Also, don't forget to check out
the gravitational field values I gave you.
A Right, Sir Edgar. And I'll see what I can do about this
list of major research; over and out. (click)
1 -82

CHAPTER VI - Tragedy
In which the relationship between Einstein's theory and
the O'Hypothesis is discussed.
A Hello! Sir Edgar!
SE Hi, Albert. Are you ready for today's lecture? I think
you will
A I'm sorry, Sir Edgar, but I have some bad news. Nelson
is dead! He shot himself!
SE What? How did that happen? Why did he do it?
A This is all I know, Sir Edgar. The Captain and I were
talking when we heard this racket coming from Nelson's quarters.
We rushed to his room, but before we could get through the
door there was a shot. We found him dead beside his radio!
It just doesn't make any sense at all. Not only did he
commit suicide, but he had completely destroyed our Radio
communications. Everything was in a shambles.
SE Then my hypothesis is true! We had best get started
with the lecture.
A Are you crazy? Nelson's dead and you want to expound
on your silly theories. Do you realize there are only three
of us now and the ship is without any radio facilities at
all? I'm not in any mood to listen to your fantastic theories
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today. Maybe tomorrow---SE No, no, Albert! For Heaven's sake, don't turn the intercom off. I can't explain to you now, but Nelson's suicide
ties in with my theory. I know why he killed himself! If
you don't continue with my lectures, we'll all be dead. You
must listen, Albert, you must! Please reconsider.
A Well, I

Ah

SE I didn't mean to get excited, Albert, but believe me I
know what I'm saying. Nelson killed himself because of something he heard on the radio. His type of mind just couldn't
take it. Haven't all the parts of my hypothesis made sense so
far? Are you going to quit when I am so near to presenting
you with the solution to the mystery of our very being?
A

You're right, Sir Edgar. I owe it to myself and the ship.

But please don't make any critical comments about Nelson.
SE Of course not. We all share a common spirit, and I am
certainly sad that he is dead. I understand your feelings.
Can we continue then?
A

Yes. But before you do, there's something I should tell

you about the ship. You seem to assume that we're not going
to turn back, but actually we should. Regulations make it
very clear that on this type of exploratory mission, loss of
radio communications require that the mission be aborted.
I had very strong words with the captain about this. He finally
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compromised with me about it, and it is a good thing he did,
because I was on the verge of trying to seize control. The
plan now is to drop out of light warp at 187 the day after
tomorrow and coast into the gravitational field of Andromeda.
As soon as the Captain's convinced that the ship has escaped
from the Milky Way, he's willing to turn back.
SE Good. That means we will approach the barrier under
Rocket control. Perhaps there is more reason to hope than I
thought. But first, I must convince you of my hypothesis.
Are there any questions about yesterday's lecture?
A Well, I checked out the field values you gave me for the
moon, sun, and galaxy. They seem correct, providing of course
your hypothesis is correct. As for your list of Major Research, however, I drew a blank. The reference tapes seem
to contain only standard scientific thought.
SE That was to be expected, I guess. Anything else?
A Yes. Just a minute, I wrote it down some place

Oh

yes! I think there is a flaw in your theory. You imply by
your net field formula that a moving gravitational field can
affect the velocity of light. But I remember that experiments were done involving the passing of light very close to
the rim of high speed rotating wheels, and no effect was
noticed. Shouldn't the moving gravitational field of the
wheel affect the light's velocity? (let the reader refer to
the sketch).
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SE Yes, except that the gravitational field of the wheel is
not moving. Consider the earth. Remember how in the Michelson
experiment, the medium of the light did not rotate with the
earth. Think also about the behavior of earth satellites,
the corolis effect, and the behavior of gyroscopes. These
all testify that the enertial reference, i.e. the gravitational field, will translate with a body but not rotate.
A But how is that possible? Isn't a particular part of the
rim in translation?
SE The question is, Albert, what is the net effect of the
whole wheel? Consider the wheel as a spherical mass in deep
space. Remember that the wheel obtains its field from outside
of itself. Now as the sphere rotates, there is no change
in the position of its center of mass in relation to the
edige of the universe from which the field flows. Thus,
there is no need for this field to rotate, indeed it can not
do so. On the other hand, if the spherical mass moves,
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the U.G.F. now will flow towards a different point in space.
Neglecting the immeasurable twist of the lines, the gravitational field has thus moved with the sphere.
A Oh I see. For the gravitational field of a body to move
realtive to the earth's surface, it's center of mass must
move relative to the earth's surface.
SE Precisely. We see now why a gyroscope works. It stabilizes itself in space by rotating at a high speed through its
own gravitational field.
A Amazing. But then if we moved a mass horizontally along
side the beam, its velocity should be affected.
SE Yes. Only such an experiment is much harder to arrange
than you would imagine. We must not introduce vibration,
we must maintain the motion for a period of time, we must
beware of air currents, we must achieve high velocities, and
we must remember that the field density of a small body drops
off rapidly with distance. You see, the choice of a rotating
wheel overcame these same difficulties but was its own worst
enemy. However, it is not impossible to change lights velocity
by moving masses around. Recall the so called "Miller effect".
By employing intense magnetic fields he actually was able to
increase light's velocity from 186,200 to 200,000 miles per
second.
AI%

Not the same Miller.
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A But that was using a magnetic field.
SE Although I am not aware of the details of his experiment,
kindly keep in mind, Albert, the origin of magnetic fields
and what the O'Hypothesis says the electric field actually is.
A I spoke too soon. Continue.
SE Fine. I will now present my views on the relationship
between Einstein's theory and the O'Hypothesis. Let us start
by re-examining the famous train paradox. (let the reader
refer to sketch).

OBSERVER (A)

oii.ERrER

)

Einstein pictures a moving train. There is an observer
standing on the middle of the train and an observer standing
on the ground beside it. Let's designate the one on the train
as Mr. A and the one on the ground as Mr. B. At the precise
instant Mr. A and Mr. B are opposite one another, two lightening bolts strike simultaneously at both ends of the train.
At that instant Mr. A and Mr. B are equidistant from the
lightening bolts.
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Now it would seem that since the train is in motion, Mr.
A should record the lightening bolt to the front of the train
as occurring prior to the lightening bolt to the rear of the
train. After all, Mr. A is approaching one light source and
receding from the other, and light takes a finite time to
travel. Mr. B, on the other hand, is at rest relative to
both bolts and equidistant from them; therefore he would
record both events as being simultaneous.
Now in order to translate what one observer sees into
what the other sees, the speed of the train in respect to
Mr. B would have to be allowed for. However, what of the
speed of light? Einstein felt there was ample evidence to
indicate that the speed of light was constant relative to
all observers. Of course how this can be doesn't really
make sense, but Einstein was bold enough to assume it anyway.
He hoped, that by so doing, he might arrive at equations
which would allow one observer to predict what the other
observer would see.
Now if we still assume that Mr. A on the train sees one
lightening bolt before the other and Mr. B sees them both
simultaneously, the usual way of picturing events disappears.
That is, the two lightening bolts become both simultaneous
and not simultaneous depending on which observer is being
considered. By applying Lorenz's equations to this strange
concept, Einstein was able to develope the special theory of
relativity.
Notice that in this analogy, Einstein makes no mention
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of gravitational fields or the masses of the objects involved.
Also he is approaching the problem from the philosophical
view that what is actually happening has no meaning to the
physicist. Thus if one retains the logical concept that in
a particular situation only one particular thing happens, the
limitations of the special theory become clear. The special
theory is valid in the limiting case of infinitely small mass
and no gravitational fields, and also only in terms of translating events in one frame of reference into the other. It
is not valid when gravitational fields are considered or as
a description of what actually occurs.
A But why is it valid at all?
SE Because Albert, in the limiting case the underlying assumptions have real meaning. Consider a very small mass
moving in deep space. Now, the O'iypothesis says that the
distortion structure of the gravitational field about the
body moves with the body. [If, however, this body is infinitely small the movement of this distortion structure
into the body's surface approaches zero]. Now, any light beam
approaching the body must first enter its gravitational
field. As it approaches, the density of the field becomes
greater in relation to the density of the field of the
universe. IN ormoR woRps, THE meoRoR
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the hearer its velocity relative to the universe becomes c
plus the velocity of the body. Just before contact, the net
field velocity for all practical purposes is the velocity of
the body and therefore the impact velocity of the light is c,
A You might say, then, that all bodies carry their own
reference frames with them.
SE Precisely. And when we consider this fact plus the realization that two such bodies in deep space would have equal
claims to the laws of physics, the validity of the special
theory as a special limiting case of the general theory becomes understandable.
A Oh, I see. And if there was only one body in the universe
light would stay at c in respect to it regardless of distance.
SE Yes, providing the entrance velocity of the field is still
ignored.
A But when will we know to apply the special theory and when
not? It seems a little confusing.
SE I visualize two answers to your question, Albert. First,
if we apply it and it works out, we can apply it. We can
always claim that we knew enough to apply it in that particular
case to begin with. Heh, heh. If you think I am being sarcastic, you're right. Have you ever read the various answers
to hypothetical relativity problems presented in science
fiction magazines?
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A

Yes, they are quite interesting.

SE And enlightening, Albert. Do you recall that each person
usually has a different answer based on relativity and each
person is sure he is right? That means, of course, that most
of them don't really know what they are talking about. This
phenomena indicates a fuzziness right on up to the big boys.
For example, it seems that everytime you open a book on
relativity, the author is saying "Now in regard to the twin
paradox, this is really the solution."
A Hmmm -- I always suspected that.
SE But I was also going to give you another, more correct,
answer to your question. We can know when it is appropriate
to apply special relativity by also applying general relativity and seeing if the difference is negligable. This is
assuming of course we can solve the formulas involved.
A

I see. But I am still confused about the constant velocity

of light. Hasn't it been proven that light travels at a constant velocity relative to all observers?
SE Not at all. Consider the Binary star argument. (let reader
refer to sketch)
V
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It is said that if light does not maintain a constant
velocity relative to the observer the light from the receding binary should reach us at c-v, and the light from the
approaching binary at c + v. But since there is no difference
measured, therefore etc. However the masses of the binary
stars, the mass of the earth, and indeed the presence of the
entire universe is ignored completely. The O'Hypothesis
would explain what occurs this way.
Light from the receding binary would indeed leave the
stars surface at c-v relative to the earth and light from the
approaching binary would indeed leave that star's surface at
c + v relative to the earth. As the two light beams travel
away from the stars, however, they would vary in velocity.
This is true because light maintains a constant velocity
relative to the net gravitational field it passes through.
Ultimately both beams would enter the common dominant gravitational field of the earth and take on the same velocity,
before striking the observer. You see, no matter how an
experiment is arranged, the impact velocity of light is the
same. Even for the elementary particles, there is a point
where the field density far outweighs the field density of
the earth's field.
A But shouldn't the change in lights velocity itself
cause an effect?
SE It would seem so and it does. When light undergoes a
change in velocity, it changes its frequency and either
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absorbs or emits energy. In other words, a tenet of the
O'hypothesis is that the change in light's velocity is the
cause of the Doppler effect: An analogy will make this
clear. (let the reader refer to sketch)
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Picture a long flatbed truck traveling down the highway at
some constant velocity. Its tailgate is down and dragging.
The cab of the truck represents an object moving through space,
and the flat bed represents the gravitational field distortion which that object carries with it. The highway itself
represents the gravitational field distortion of some more
massive object. Now picture a lot of tiny cars on the flat
bed of the truck. These cars are equally spaced and are all
traveling away from the cab at a constant velocity relative
to the truck floor.
A I presume the cars represent the peaks of a light wave and
the velocity they maintain is c.
SE Right. In other words I am going to suppose that it is
the nature of these little cars to always travel at c relative
to the surface they are riding on. Do you see that as the
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cars enter upon the highway they must accelerate in order to
maintain the same velocity? Also notice that the cars on the
highway will be traveling at greater distances apart; that
is they will have a lower frequency. Of course, the change
in frequency is not so abrupt in practice, since the relative
densities of both fields must be considered.
A You make it sound as if we had had evidence for the change
in light's velocity staring us in the face all along.
SE Precisely. Let us take another look now at Einstein's
train paradox, but this time in the light of the O'Hypothesis.
Suppose the location of the train is indeed on the surface of
the earth. Light from the two flashes would travel to Mr. B
through the dominant gravitational field of the earth at the
velocity c relative to it. Mr. B would thus still see both
flashes simultaneously. Now what of Mr. A? Light from the
forward flash would travel at essentially c + v towards Mr.
A since it is still in the dominant gravitation=i the
earth. However, just before contact with Mr. A the light
would enter the dominant gravitational region about him and
slow down to a velocity of c relative to him. The light
from the rear flash would behave in a simular fashion;
traveling for most of the time at c-v relative to Mr. A and
then striking him at c. This means that Mr. A would still
record the forward flash as occurring prior to the rear one.
You see there is no way to make a complete analysis of what
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, the train,
actually occurs unless the mass of the earth
ed in. So even
the observers themselves, etc. are all count
adequate, one must
in those cases where the special theory is
equations.
avoid reading additional meaning into the
then you are conA That certainly clears matters up. But
the speed of light.
tradicting the view that nothing can exceed
really blame you.
SE I give up, Albert! But I suppose I can't
minds about in
Scientists and laymen have had to twist their
y believed in.
order to accept strange ideas they never reall
them tc again reIt's no wonder that when someone calls upon
that your problem'
verse their minds, they become panicky. Is
A

Yes. I believe it is.

iples you agreed
SE All I can say is, keep in mind the princ
word DART was
to at the start of these lectures. The code
meant to be taken very seriously.
A A11 right, continue.
SE I'll give you

one

more illustration, Albert. (let the

reader refer to sketch).
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Picture two rocket ships traveling away from the earth on
opposite sides. As long as the rockets are close to the surface, the dominant gravitational field is the earth's. Rocket
A is traveling at .7 c relative to this field and rocket B
is traveling at .7c relative to the field, but in the opposite
direction. Now the O'Hypothesis maintains that it is 100%
acceptable to make the statement that rocket A is traveling
at 1.4c relative to rocket B. In other words, the velocity
c as a limiting velocity only has meaning in terms of the
relative velocity of a body to the net gravitational field
it is traveling through.
A But what of strange effects at these high velocities?
SE The O'Hypothesis does not adequately deal with the gravitational field nonlinearity produced by very large masses
and high relative velocities. I do maintain, however, that
visualization of absolute space and time as a substrata for
relative space and time can increase understanding of the
nature of this phenomena. So may I proceed from this point on,
with the understanding that some of what I say is speculation?
I'll return to more concrete discussion tommorrow.
A

A11 right.

SE Good. Let's see if the O'Hypothesis could be used to
derive an equation of special relativity. What is the definition of mass?
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A According to the O'Hypothesis, it is the amount of
gravitational field used in respect to time.
SE Yes. Or in otherwords, the amount of field the surface
is exposed to in respect to time. Imagine now an observer
in deep space at rest relative to some uniform weak gravitational field. Directly ahead of the observer is a small
mass which I will label M1. For a reason to become obvious,
I will restrict the definition of velocity relative to the
observer as lateral displacement in respect to time.

Now

if I shrink M to a point and give it a velocity of z directly
1
toward the observer, it will still retain mass but not velocity. That is, M will still have mass since it is still
1
being exposed to a certain amount of field in respect to time.
M will not have observed velocity, however, since there is
no lateral displacement. (let the reader refer to sketch).
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A That sounds rather artificial.
SE I am proceeding intuitively logically, Albert. Now let's
assign a velocity of v to M . The combination of the z and v
1
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vectors will cause M to take a diagonal motion through the
field. If v is increased in magnitude we will approach the
limiting case where M is traveling at c relative to the field.
Introduce another mass which I will label M. It is to be
conceived of as the same mass as M1 only it has not been given
the velocity v; consequently it will follow the path of the
z vector. Now since M and Mo are being considered points, the
observer must find that their masses are proportional to
their path lengths through his field, or b,/M0 = c/z. Solution
for M1 will finally yield Einstein's equation relating mass to
velocity. I'll give you a few minutes to check it out
A Very interesting. I think I've seen something like this
before.
SE You probably have, but do you see how the O'Hypothesis
sheds new light on the derivation? Let's consider some more
aspects of field nonlinearity. Remember our rule that nothing can exceed the velocity c relative to the net gravitational
field it is traveling through. But does this necessarily
mean that c is the limit that is approached?
A What do you mean?
SE You remember that light is not matter because it does not
possess the act of continuous creation. This has nothing to
do with the fact that light carries energy or that energy
under certain conditions can originate the creation process.
Light, according to the O'Hypothesis, is just what it seems;
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a complex wave motion in the universal gravitational field,
That certain methods of detection can interact with the
light and cause it to appear as packets, or massless photons
is certainly not surprising, would you say?
A No, I guess not.
SE Now if the maximum velocity a disturbance in the U.G.F.
can travel is c, it seems very likely that a point mass might
have this as a limit also. But what of a real mass? You see,
as the mass is increased from the infinitely small, the
existence of the field entrance velocity can not be ignored.
If such a real mass were to travel at c, its surface would
be travelling in excess of c relative to the field. It is
therefore a tenet of the O'Hypothesis that depending on its
mass (and charge), a real body will approach as a limit some
value less than c.
A That sounds simular to the apparent reaction of a body
with its own field at extreme velocities.
SE I believe it's the same phenomena. One can also extend
this concept to the change in time rate predicted by Einstein
for massive objects. Remember, as the mass is increased so
is the entrance velocity. Now the O'Hypothesis maintains that
the rate of time flow is proportional to the rate of use of
the field. Would not this rate of use be interfered with as
the surface of the body approaches c relative to the incoming
gravitational field?
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A That sounds plausable.
SE Thank you. I see we have some time left. I don't want
to get into tommorow's lecture just yet. Ah----is there
anything at all about the O'Hypothesis which you don't see
clearly? Go right back to the beginning.
A Yes. I've been meaning to ask you this for some time.
How can a falling body in the earth's gravitational field,
maintain a constant velocity in relation to this field? I
can't quite see it.
SE The answer to your question requires a closer look at
the gravitational field itself. I'll first consider a two
body case and then a single body along with a falling point
mass. Imagine two bodies of equal small mass moving apart
with relative acceleration. (let reader refer to sketch).

ca, j

0,, L2]

For simplicity let body A be the one in motion and body B
at rest. Now since body A is accelerating through the U.G.F.
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distortion component associated with B, it can be said that
A is exposed to a gravitational field. Now suppose body B
is made much larger and body A is kept at rest relative to
B. Since body B is much larger, the motion of its field
can no longer be ignored and once again A is placed in acceleration relative to the field. Do you see that in both
cases, the effect on A would be identical? That is gravity is acceleration. However, what of Newton's Law of Attraction. Could it be derived from these concepts? Let's
increase the size of A also so that now we have two bodies
of appreciable mass at relative rest. What would the net
gravitational field cause these two bodies to do? (let
reader refer to sketch(1)]
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Note that body B is exposed to a component of the net field
associated with body A and vice versa. If we remember that
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free bodies take on the acceleration of the field they are
exposed to in order to retain a constant velocity relative
to that field, the problem is solved. The acceleration of
A towards B GMb over d2 and the acceleration of B towards
A = GM
a

over d2.

A Aren't you really using Newton's law in disguise?
SE You could just as well reverse that statement, Albert.
I am using the acceleration formula for a single field which
is valid at low velocities. The closing acceleration of the
two bodies then becomes the sum of the two individual accelerations or finally G(Ma + Mb ) over d2. You see, the
closing of the two bodies becomes a natural motion dictated
by the gravitational field. No force is actually involved.
The closing acceleration is directly proportional to the sum
of the two masses.
A I thought Newton's Law involved the product of the masses,
not the sum.
SE Does multiplying two masses really make sense? But we
can evolve the standard form of Newton's Law if you wish.
Imagine a rigid rod introduced between A and B to prevent
them from taking their natural path. Forces will now arise
within the rod, since the bodies are placed in acceleration
relative to the converging gravitational field. By artifically treating the problem in two separte parts as before
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the magnitude of this compressive force can be calculated.
The force produced at A will equal the mass of A times its
acceleration in respect to B's field and vice versa. If
these two forces are added and then averaged the so called
"force" that each will exert on the other through a vacuum
2
is found to equal GM M over d . You should check it out
a b
yourself.
A I follow you.
SE Good. It is thus seen that to assume force arises only
in the static case; and this is the only time that it is
observed; makes sense when a distorted field is accepted as
a reference. On the other hand a linear space as a reference allowing force to always be present leaves unanswered
the question of cause. I have not answered your original
question, however, dealing with a body falling in the earth's
gravitational field.
A My time is running out, Sir Edgar.
SE I'm almost finished, Albert. Imagine a very small portion
of the earth's field, so small that the fields acceleration
may be considered essentially constant. (let the reader refer
to sketch).
In this small portion of field draw four vectors side by side.
The first vector will represent the present velocity of the
field relative to the earth. Make the second vector of equal
length to the first. It represents a minute body which was
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dropped from infinity and thus always stays at the same
velocity as the field. The concept of this body staying at
rest relative to the field poses no problem. Draw the next
two vectors downward also, but make one shorter and one
longer than the other two. The shorter vector represents a
minute body which was dropped from a small height and thus
has a velocity less than the field velocity.
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The longer vector represents a body which had been given some
large initial shove and is traveling at a greater velocity
than the field. Imagine now that a small interval of time occurs. Since Av = a tit, all three bodies increase velocity
by the same amount. In other words, even though the three
bodies will spread out due to their various velocities, they
will all retain the same relative velocities to each other.
A Assuming the acceleration is constant.
SE Yes Albert. And also assuming that the masses are infinitely small and the velocities stalby away from the velocity
of light, etc. etc. I'm not really interested in the complete
picture --I want to show you a deeper truth. To repeat, after
the small time interval At all the bodies retain the same
1 105
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relative velocities to each other. But the first body is
still at rest relative to the field, having increased velocity

by the same amount. Therefore the other two bodies are also
at their same velocities relative to the field. In other words
the falling bodies stayed at a constant velocity relative to
the field.
A But --SE I know Albert. You're thinking that the field flowing
through the body changes velocity. Indeed it does. The
meaning of a body maintaining a constant velocity relative to
the field cannot be taken in its normal sense since our
reference is distorted. The meaning as per the O'Hypothesis
is that a particular point in the body stays at a constant
velocity relative to a particular point in the field, as
that point in the field approaches, passes through, and
recedes. Do you understand?
A I see. The fact that each succeeding point has a higher
velocity is immaterial.
SE Precisely. Also, considering events in terms of a field
vector considerably simplifies the equation of a falling
object. For homework I would like you to take the standard
formula for a falling object and substitute the equations
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of the O'Hypothesis. (let reader refer to sketch)
Again we will ignore the mass of the falling object and
relativity effects. The complete equation for a falling
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constant. In other words once a body is in free fall the
initial difference between its velocity squared relative to
the earth and the field velocity squared relative to the
earth establishes a constant. This constant difference is
then maintained throughout the bodies fall, even if the
initial motion was upward.
A

That certainly is a simpler formula, but wouldn't it be

harder to calculate with?

* This can also be written as a conservation of energy
formula.
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SE It depends on the problem. Now I could speculate considerably on this formula's transition into the formula
you recognize I'm sure as the equation
c1 +
— VF = c; which
for the vertical velocity of light relative to the earth.
However, that's just what it would be; speculation. The
point I wish to stress is this. It is correct to say that
in the complete analysis the universal gravitational field
may not be visualized as having a velocity vector as long as
it is recognized that a velocity vector appears in the limiting case and more importantly that the use of a velocity
vector describes to a high degree of accuracy what is actually occurring between the observer and source.---- After that
pronouncement I will leave you with one parting thought.
Einstein's theory of General Relativity can be applied to the
case of an object which has become so dense it disappears
from view. The radius of such an object is called the
Swartzchild Radius• The formula for this radius is R =
2 GM over c2 . One authority maintains that the fact that this
formula happens to be the exact same formula that would
yield an escape velocity (in other words entrance velocity of
the field) of c. Has no particular significance,What do you
think?
A Shhhh---- I hear someone coming. Until tomorrow.(click)
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CHAPTER VII - Odd Incident
Determining the distribution of the various size nucleons
and the identification of the universe as a nucleon.
A Sir Edgar, Hello!
SE Greetings Albert. A few hours ago was there a meteor
collision or something?
A Yes. It didn't do any damage to speak of, but it was
rather odd. The Captain investigated it quite thoroughly,
and decided it must have been made of some completely foreign
substance. He claims that in every similiar type of hit
that he has seen in the past, some residue of the impact was
always found; but he couldn't find a trace of the meteor even
with the gas analyzer. I was thinking; could it possibly
have something to do with your theory?
SE Maybe, but I don't see how. What direction did it come
from?
A Forward. That's what was so exciting to the Captain. He
thinks it came from Andromeda and was some new breed of matter.
SE Let's hope not, Albert; that could pose a danger to us.
On the other hand, I don't see any basis on which to speculate
about it. Let's get started with the lecture!
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A

Ok, Sir Edgar. A11 set.

SE In a manner similar to Einstein, let's assume that a beam
of light closed in on itself defines the universe. In the
O'Hypothesis, however, this limit shall be considered as a
real physical surface located in space. (Let reader refer to
sketch)
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Since this light is in orbit, one may set the radial inward acceleration of the light equal to the acceleration of
the gravitational field at that distance. By so doing one
comes up with an expression for the radius of the universe,
namely R = GNM over c2
n

where N is the number of nucleons

in the universe and Mn is the mass of each nucleon. Now just
suppose that the total surface area of the universe equaled
the total surface area of all the nucleons. This uncalled
for assumption would yield another formula for the radius
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of the universe, namely Ru = Rn JT.17

If we combine these

two equations the value of N may be found. On substitution
78
nucleons.
of values N = 2.8 times 10
A Wait a minute. Have you not forgotten Einstein's Altered
formulas for large areas and volumes? Also, on what basis
have you set the area of the universe equal to the total area
of all the nucleons?
SE First, Albert, I have not forgotten that Einstein's
General Theory makes use of different formulas for the area
and volumes of large spheres. I would guess that they should
appear in my relationships. However, to include them would
imply that the O'Hypothesis is much more mathematically sophisticated than it actually is, at least at this point in time.
Therefore I have purposely avoided them in order to prevent
giving a false impression. As to the area equality assumption; this is a pure case of let's test out an intuitive
hunch and see where it leads us. It was my guess that the
outer surface of the nucleons was the inner surface of the
universe.
A A11 right. Continue.
SE Now you will note that my value of N comes very close to
Eddington's 1079and Hoyles 1081, for the number of protonelectron pairs. There are two considerations which would
probably bring me within that range. First, there is the
already mentioned altered formulas for large volumes, Second
there is the fact that much of matter is not simple hydrogen.
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You see, the volume of the nucleus has been observed to increase directly proportional to the number of nucleons
combined. This means that greater amounts of heavy nuclei
will decrease the average surface area per nucleon. This in
turn necessitates a larger number for N in order to meet the
area equality equation. Is that clear?
A Yes. I agree that these two considerations would raise
your value slightly.
SE Good. It is also interesting to note that on the basis
of my assumed relationships, the acceleration of the field
at the surface of the universe is found to exactly equal the
acceleration of the field at the surface of the nucleon.
(Let the reader refer to box).
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E am now going to test your faithfulness to the code word
DART to the limit. The assumption I will now ask you to make
for the sake of arguement will be the granddaddy of them all.
But if you make this assumption, despite its apparent illogic,
I firmly believe you will eventually come to hold it as Gospel
Truth. It is a tenet of the O'Hypothesis that the universe
is the nucleon, and that each and every nucleon is the same
nucleon. This means that in truth, not in fantasy or in some
equivalent manner, the entire universe actually exists, for
example, in the nucleus of an atom inside the
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very pencil you now hold in your hand! Do you think such an
incredible concept could actually fit the facts? Let us see.
A Wait a minute. There's no way that could be true.
SE You mean there's no way you can see how it could be true
at the present. Allow me to continue. If the universe is in
fact the nucleon, it must expand at the

same rate as the

nucleon. As you recall, the formula for the expansion of
the nucleon is already known. In order to rewrite this formula
in terms of the universe one only has to substitute the radius
of the universe for the radius of the nucleon, the age of the
Universe for the expansion time of the nucleon, and the mass of
the universe(or N times the mass of the nucleon) in place of
the mass of the nucleon (let the reader refer to Box,Step I)
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After writing this formula, substitute for the age of the
10
years which is the presently accepted
universe 2 times 10
value. The radius of the universe will then be found to
26 meters. Considering the uncertainty in
equal 4 times 10
zs
values, this is in close agreement with 6.6 times 10 meters
which can be obtained from the previous formula Ru = Rn TRT
Naturally, you should check out these values yourself.
A That could just be a coincidence.
SE Of course. Now what of the velocity of this expansion?
(let the reader refer to Box - Step II). An equation for
the velocity can be obtained by differentiating the universe
expansion formula and solving for dRn over dtn. The resulting formula is v = 2/3 to the 2/3 power timesthe separate
quantity G MuN over to all to the 1/3 power. Okay?
A Right.
10
SE Substitution again of 2 times 10 years for the present
age of the universe will yield an outward expansion velocity
of c JT, which is the escape velocity for a mass having an
orbital velocity of C.(sarcasticly) Once again this could be
a coincidence.
A Ouch!
SE Before proceeding with the analysis of the expansion
rate of the universe, let us back up a little. If the universe is indeed any and all nucleons, than a direct relationship
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should exist between the fundamental charge and the net charge
of the universe. This is true because an observer on the
inside of the nucleon looking out is examining the same surface as an observer on the outside of the universe looking in.
Our equation becomes k times 10-19 = 1081 times 10-46
I bet you don't remember that 10-46 is the mean protonelectron charge of neutral matter.
A

That's right,it is! But k obviously is not 1081.

SE

No, Solution for k yields 1054. This means that only 10 54

nucleons must contribute their charge to the universe at any
one time. When this fact is considered along with the additional fact that N to the 2/3 = 1054, a very interesting
picture is suggested. Imagine a sphere comprised of 1027
shells. Each shell contains 1054 litlle spheres, and these
little spheres are progressively larger as one goes away
from the center. Notice that in terms of the little spheres
the surface area is appropriately the square of the radius.
It is a tenet of the O'Hypothesis that this arrangement
represents to a high degree of approximation the average
numerical distribution of the nucleons in the universe. More
specifically, I maintain that at any given instant there
exists in the universe 1027 different size nucleons ; that
on the average there are 1054 nucleons of each given size;
and that the total number of nucleons are 102; 1054 or Al
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27
A Does that mean that each nucleon goes through 10
descrete steps in its expansion.
SE Yes, and it also means that only 1054 nucleons have begun
to collapse from the final stage at any instant, and this is
when the charge contribution is made. Now, let's rewrite our
balanced universe charge equation in terms of symbols. It
2/3
becomes N
times e = N times Qep or rearranging it becomes
e over Qep, the quantity cubed, equals N. Do you have that?

A Yes. But you're doing a lot of supposing, are'nt you?
SE Have I let you down in the past, Albert? (let the reader
refer to sketch for summary to this point).
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We are now in a position to more closely examine the velocity
of expansion formula that was derived for the universe. Look
at it carefully (the reader should refer to the formula).
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It suggests a universe initially expanding at some fantastic
velocity and gradually decreasing to c

But at least

two considerations argue against this. First, at the present
stage of development of the theory, the present should be no
more unique than the past or future. Second, astronomical
observations suggest a fairly linear rate. However, the
formula telltus that if the velocity of expansion is to be
constant, G, M , or N must vary with the age of the universe.
n
I decided not to choose G or M as variable, since this would
make the nucleon expansion formula invalid. This left me with
the hypothesis that N increased at a constant rate in respect
to time. In other words, matter is in a state of continuous
creation in two senses.
A

That sounds similar to Hoyle's theory.

SE It is similar, except in my case the universe mass density
will definitely vary with time. Now! what will be the ramifications of postulating the constant increase in the number of
nucleons? You may be thinking that since the mass of the
universe is to change, and since each nucleon contains the
universe, the mass of the nucleon should change. However,
supposs N was doubled. This would cause the mass of the
universe to double. One would then have twice as much mass
to be distributed into twice as many nucleons; in other words
the mass of the nucleon would stay constant.
A

You're saying that an external mass measurement of the

nucleon is not equivalent to measuring the amount of matter
within it.
H7
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SE Precisely. Now I could go into some detail, tracing
the effect of a constant increase in N with time. Unfortunately there is too much speculation on my part involved and not enough exactness. Nevertheless I would like
to share with you an approximate picture of my results without going into detail. Would that be permissible?
A Allright. But I can't promise to put much faith in your
conclusions.
SE That will be allright. I next decided to hold c, G,
as constant and to attribute any change that would
,A-4Eo
o
be observed in them as due to other causes. Then I decided
that even though N was to change, all of my O'Hypothesis
relations must still hold. On this basis the requirement
that the surface area of the universe equals the total surface area of all the nucleons produced the observation that
the radius of the nucleon increased in direct proportion
to the square root of the radius of the universe. In other
words the size of the nucleon increases with time but not
as fast as the universe. This change however, is well below
our ability to detect it in a short time of say 100 years.
A But I thought you said the universe expands at the same
rate as the nucleon.
SE I did. But you must understand that distortions in
space and time from the very large to the very small obscure
this. Also I am speaking in terms of the average size of
the nucleons, not their more rapid pulsations.
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A A11 right, I think.
SE Next, I examined the ratio of the density of the nucleon
to the density of the universe. It turned out that this
ratio equaled the square root of N. Thus, it started as one
40
at N equals one nucleon and progressed to 10
at the present
day. One might visualize a single pulsating sphere generating copies of itself through space and time.
A That sounds similar to a description of the creation
found in some far eastern religious writings.
SE Yes it does, however, I will deal with that aspect of my
theory later. Now what of charge? In view of the O'Hypothesis
definition of charge and mass, it would not be surprising if
the unit of charge varied with time as long as mass is held
constant. Indeed, it turns out that the formulas developed
so far are adequate to predict the amount of change in the
unit charge in relation to the age of the universe. Unfortunately the result of such formula substitution can not
be relied on, for one would be proceeding in quite muddy waters.
First, the formulas are nothing more than approximations at
this point. Second, if the unit charge changes with time
the present atomic structure of matter could not exist until
a certain critical value was reached. I personally feel however, that the unit of charge does increase with time and
that this increase is roughly proportional to the age of the
universe raised to an exponent: with this exponent lying in
the range 1/3 to 5/6. This is only a matter of opinion, however.
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A Didn't George Gamow also suggest that the unit of charge
increased with time?
SE Yes, he suggested it as an explanation of the riddle of
the quasars. You know of course that the distance to extra
galatic nebulae is calculated on the basis of Hubble's Law.
This law says that the speed of recession is directly proportional to the distance from us. To obtain the distance
then, is a matter of evaluating Hubble's constant and of
estimating the speed of recession. Hubble's constant is
determined by observations on nearer objects, as you know.
The speed of recession is found by observing the Doppler
shift in the light coming from the quasar. The riddle is this.
The distance found to the quasar in this manner doesn't
make sense in terms of energy. The amount of energy that we
receive from a quasar would require an object at this distance
to be generating unbelievable amounts of energy. The riddle
would be solved, however, if the quasar was really much closer
than we think, bringing the energy output within the range
of a supernova. But what could be the reason for such a
false estimate of distance?
Gamow suggested that the Doppler approach was at fault
You see, Albert, the farther one looks into space the farther
back in time we see. Thus the quasars represent matter as it
was millions of years ago. Could it be that this earlier
matter had much lower natural frequencies of emission, due to
a smaller natural unit of charge?
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A I see. Lowering e would decrease the frequencies of the
spectrum. But wasn't his idea disproved?
SE Let's put it this way. Certain frequency lines of the
more complex atoms will not be shifted by the same fraction
for a given change in e. However Bahcall, Sargent, and
Schmidt examined the ionized silicon lines in 3c192 and could
not detect this. Whether this disproves a fundamental part
of the O'Hypothesis is another matter. First, I do not have
the details of this experiment and do not know just how much
of a change in e would go undetected. In fact, put that
right now on your list of major research to be accomplished.
Second, a sufficient change in e to solve the riddle of the
quasars is not postulated. A more fantastic explanation
will soon be suggested. Finally, the O'Hypothesis not only
dictates a change in e with time, but a change in h also and
I have no idea of the net effect involved on the frequencies.
A I see. Your hypothesis really can't be judged on this
basis just yet.
SE That's correct, but my theory does definitely offer a
partial explanation of another cosmological riddle. The
total amount of matter in the sky amounts to about 1/9
the amount that should be there on the basis of Einstein's
theory. However, the O'Hypothesis maintains that a large
discrepancy should exist, since matter is created at a continuous rate, starting at zero at the birth of the universe.
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In other words, as we look further back in time we see less
matter than actually exists. If a simple sphere model is
employed where the radius of the sphere is c times the age
of the universe a factor of 1/4 can be arrived at. Do you
have any questions?
A

No.

SE Then I believe it is time to end this lecture with a
little excitement. It is a tenet of the O'Hypothesis that
the entire universe exists within the nucleon; the question
is, in what form? I personally feel that the form is that
of the universe itself in all its detail. Thus the statement
81
that of the universe
that a nucleon has a mass of 1 over 10
can be restated as there being within the nucleon an entire
81
universe of a shadowy substance 1 over 10 part of the whole.
A

Why, that is similar to the Mach principle where each

particle contributes to the mass of each and every other
particle.
SE Precisely. The word "shadowy" however, only exists in
terms of an external observer. If a mythical magician penetrated into the nucleon, he would again find himself within
the true universe. I realize that this sounds fantastic, but
it is definitely a tenet of the O'Hypothesis that the inside
is the outside! You'll just have to accept it for now until
tomorrow's lecture, okay?
A Continue.
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SE The question that I posed was; in what form does the
universe exist within the nucleon? The answer, according to
the O'Hypothesis is either the universe or the galaxy,
already told you that I favor the universal concept, however,
the galactic concept has some very strong arguments in its
favor. Picture in your mind 1027 spheres in a row, (let
reader refer to sketch) with the spheres growing progressively
larger left to right. Each sphere contains the galaxy in a
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different stage of evolution. Each galaxy contains on the
average 1054 nucleons. That is to say, the galactic concept
requires that there are 1027 galaxies in the universe having
a mean galactic mass of 1054 nucleons each. The entire
universe still resides in the nucleons, however, since each
galaxy is to be considered the same galaxy as each and every
other galaxy merely in a different stage of evolution. The
galaxy, in this view, is also identical with each and every
nucleon, which is also really the same nucleon once again
in different states of evolution.
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A Hold it. You're jumping back and forth with your images
and I can't grasp the total picture.
SE I'm aware of that, Albert. A11 I want you to do now is
27 spheres, Picture within it
concentrate on one of these 10
54
the 10

nucleons in the shape of the galaxy. For now, feel

free to picture a blank space within each of the small nucleon
spheres. What are the arguments in favor of this view? There
are four main ones, which I will label; copy this down;
Barrier, Bombardment, Reaction and Binding.
First the Barrier argument: Astronomical observations
suggest that when galaxies come in contact, there is something more involved than just matter collision. It is almost
as if some invisible barrier existed around them. It is
curious that if one chooses a point in the galactic gravitational field having the same acceleration value as the
edge of the universe and thereby also as the surface of the
nucleon,

a galactic envelope of radius 64,500 light years

is derived. (Let reader refer to box) This would fit very
nicely around the milky way with a matter radius of approximately 50,000 light years.
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Second, the Bombardment argument.(recent) High speed
bombardment of the nucleus suggests an interior in the shape
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of an ellipsoid comprised of many small points. I don't
think I have to elaborate on the possible meaning of that!
(Heh,heh)
Third,the reaction arguement. In addition to gravitational attraction caused by the natural action of the net
gravitational field, there exists electrostatic attraction
and repulsion, which is caused by the pulsing creation of the
electron and proton. However, the reactions between electrons
from one vicinity and the protons from another could not be
consistent unless the creation of all the particles are syncronized. That is, all the nucleons in a given galaxy must
at any instant be in the same stage of expansion.
A Oh, I see. This will fit in with the galactic concept
just fine. The mean galactic mass is 1054 nucleons, and the
number of nucleons in any stage of expansion in the universe
54
is also 10 .
SE Precisely. In this way the experiments of Bjerknes become
a valid analogy of electrostatic force. He demonstrated that
pulsating spheres in an elastic medium would attract in case
of unlike phases and repel in the case of like phases, and
that the force was inversly proportional to distance of separation.
A Amazing.
SE Yes, it is curious. Now I come to the fourth and final
argument: Binding. It is often stated that electrostatic
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nuclear binding
action is not sufficient to explain the
we go along with the
force. This is only true, however, if
nucleus. For example,
standard concept of what makes up the
and one neutron.
consider a Helium Nucleus of one protron
(let the reader refer to sketch)
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In terms of the O'Hypothesis this represents only a
numerical analysis and is not the true makeup at all. What
actually occurs in the formation of helium is as follows:
Two protons with an electron between them approach. There
are two attractions and one repulsion involved since the
electron attracts each proton and the two protons repel. At
the time when the two protons are squeezing the electron between them; the net effect is an attractive force of 7ke 2
3
over R2 or approximately 1.6 (10 ) newtons. I would like
you to check out that this force is indeed in the neighborhood of the nuclear binding force for helium.
This force exists, however, only on the verge of fusion.
The next step is a new, slightly larger nucleon in place of
the two protons and electron. An internal analysis will
clear up what is actually occuring.
Each approaching proton contained within it the whole
universe. I will assume the universe is in the form of our
galaxy rather than the entire universe structure, although
the explanation of what occurs is the same in either case.
Now the only thing that separates two evolutionary stages
of the same galaxy are space and time. But space and time
are here approaching zero. Therefore on the verge of fusion,
when the galatic envelope starts to open up at the point of
contact, one galaxy finds itself facing itself.
A Aw, come on.
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SE I'm serious, Albert. The internal analysis of the
binding force then becomes a question of evaluating the gravitational attraction of the galaxy for its own self through
.
a separation distance of the radius of the galactic barrier
If we use for the separation distance, the radius of the
mass
galactic barrier of the milky way; and if we use for the
of the galaxy, the mean galactic mass of 2 (1054) nucleons;
the standard form of Newton's Law of Gravitation will yield
3
(slowly) 2.0(10 ) Newtons!
The amazing thing of course is not that the answers are
k.
almost the same, but that they are even in the same ballpar
Any questions?
A That must be a coincidence.
to
SE That's your privelege to think so, Albert. Allow me
the
make several points, however. It has been observed that
in
density of the nucleus remains constant despite its growth
can
size. Also the various so called components of a nucleus
nucleus
be mathematically described as orbiting about within the
make
with no apparent collision problem at all. Doesn't this
the final stage in the fusion process according to the 0'
Hypothesis very appealing?
A I'm not quite sure I know what you said the final stage
was.
SE It is one nucleon with the same galaxy (or universe)
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still within.

Externally it has nearly twice the mass and

twice the volume of the two separate but identical galaxies
that were in the protons. Let me ask you this, Albert: If
I made it possible for you to envision how the inside could
be the outside, would you then accept the possibility of what
I say?
A

Certainly.

SE Good. I plan to accomplish this in tomorrow's lecture.
Until then, Albert, Good Day.
A

Goodbye, Sir Edgar (click).

ik The estimate that the energy liberated from a quasar is
approximately equal to that released by a whole galaxy changing
from hydrogen to helium takes on a strange new meaning.
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CHAPTER VIII - Approaching Stranger
In which the final answer is presented and its religiousphilosophical meaning explained.
A

(calling) Sir Edgar, Sir Edgar.

SE Hello Albert. Are you all ready for the final answer to
the mystery of life?
A

A11 set.

SE Good. Only one thing I must know first. Did we drop
out of light warp on schedule?
A Yes. Exactly at 187 as planned. We're drifting at about
point two seven light velocity towards Andromeda. Everything
seems normal.
SE Fine; then I am ready to proceed.(pause) Pretend that
I am God! I am sitting at my kitchen table and have before
27
81
small glass spheres. The spheres exist in 10 distinct
me 10
54
spheres (on the average) of each size. I
sizes, with 10
proceed to arrange these spheres in a rectangular pattern.
When I am finished, the spheres are seen to progress in size
from left to right in 1027 columns, with each column containing all the 1054 spheres of that size. Ok so far? (Let the
reader refer to sketch)
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A Yes.
SE Now I set my attention on just one of the glass spheres
in the top row. I proceed to make tiny spherical voids inside
the glass, using my special powers to avoid breaking it at
the same time. I very carefully make these holes in complex
patterns, shaping a tree here and a man there. The total
81
number of holes I make in this one sphere are 10 . These
small holes are the nucleons, and as you mightguess I make
54
27
of each size. Generally
different sizes, with 10
10
speaking, the various size nucleons are randomly dispersed
with one exception. The nucleons in the gray matter of
the brain are made all approximately the same size, and correspond in a relative sense to the size of the large sphere
in which the holes are made. The reason for doing this will
be seen shortly. When I am finished with this huge task I
have created a completely static scene of how the universe
looks at one exact instant.
I now turn my attention to each of the other spheres and
repeat the process. In proceeding from sphere to sphere I
am free to make variations as my will directs within the
confines of certain basic rules. For example, between two
successive large spheres, a nucleon may not be displaced in
position past a certain limit. (This actually is the definition of the speed of light). Also, I must make the nucleons
rapidly progress in size to a maximum, and then repeat the
cycle.(at the rate of 4.3 kc).
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A Do you do that with the brain nucleons also?
SE No, I am very careful to increase the size of the brain
nucleons at a very slow rate, actually in sycronization with
the growth in size of the larger spheres. Now when I have
27
finished a complete row of 10 spheres, I have constructed
each scene in the history of the universe from beginning to
end. But my work is not yet complete. Having free will,
within the confines of my special quantum rules, I then proceed to fill in the remaining spheres. I am free to take a
scene at any point and then branch off in a multitude of
zigzag naths. In other words, when I have finished with all
of the 1081 spheres there exists on my kitchen table zillions
and zillions of scenes of what might have been, what wasn't
and what couldn't be.
A But how do we get from sphere to sphere?
SE Therein lies the nature of time. I concentrate all my
attention on a particular sphere. I then skrink all the other
spheres on my kitchen table and place them within the small
nucleon voids in that one sphere, being careful to syncronize
their relative sizes with the different size voids. When I
am done I have one hole remaining that is not filled, and
that hole is always a nucleon in the graymatter of the brain.
A Why --- you're completely serious!
SE Yes, the one sphere before me now represents the entire
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universe at one particular instant. The void nucleon in the
man's brain corresponds in size to the size of the universe
at that instant and is the man's sense of self-awareness.
But recall that it is a tenet of the O'Hypothesis that the
universe is each and every nucleon, and that all nucleons
are the same nucleon. Thus, putting aside for the moment
the question of man's self awareness, no universe sphere
can have preference in the final laws of physics. By meditating on this fact almost complete visualization of the
nature of the universe can be achieved.
Instead of concentrating on the sphere that I did, progress
instead to the slightly larger sphere on the right. This represents the universe an instant later. Once again,visualize
my shrinking of all the other spheres on the table and placing
them in the nucleon voids. Once again,one nucleon void will
not be filled, and again it will be a nucleon in the man's
brain corresponding in relative size to the large sphere
that remains. This lArge sphere also represents the entire
universe with exactly equal standing as the first sphere
chosen.
(excitedly) Now fix your attention on each progressively
larger sphere, each time performing the shrinking and filling
process. Proceed at a faster and faster rate with each
sphere. As the time difference between each sphere becomes
closer and closer to zero a limiting vision of a single
sphere is approached. This limiting vision is the universe
in its entirety and is existence itself! We see the great
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truths that everything is within everything, that
all things
exist at all times, that the outside is the inside
,and
strangest of all that dynamic changes in space and
time have
no reality apart from our self awareness of them!
Any questions?
A I don't know what to say.
SE I guess I have been ranting on. But it is very
difficult
not to get carried away when one feels he is at the
very core
of existence. One word of caution. The kitchen table
analogy
is just that; an analogy. As such,it will display
certain
flaws on closer examination which are really unimpo
rtant to
the general vision. Nevertheless you will soon see
that the
analogy is meaningful far beyond your dreams.
What I will now do is explain the meaning of this
analogy in a religious-philosophical sense. I will try
to go
slowly and whenever you have a comment, please speak
up. Ok?
A A11 right, Sir Edgar. You can count on me.
to
SE Good. Now I ask you notA mind if we seem to skip
around
from topic to topic in no apparent order. The O'Hypo
thesis,
remember, is a theory of the entire universe. Its
range is
so broad that were I to proceed in a progressive manner
, my
lecture would go on forever.
My first topic is the expansion of the universe.
Did
you see how this fits in nicely with the analogy?
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A Yes; only everything seems to be expanding at differe
rates.
SE That's true. But that must be considered as only in
relation to external measurements. Inside each nucleon is
the complete expanding universe.
A What's this about the nucleons in the brain?
This
SE They grow at the same rate as the universe expands.
is necessary in order that the man may syncronize his progressive sense of awareness with the happenings around him.
A But the brain is far more than that. What about --SE Hold it Albert; I was waiting for that. The sense of
self awareness can not exist independent of the brain strucal
ture. However, the sense of self awareness is not identic
to the workings of the brain. The action of the brain is
reflected in the successive changes in brain structure from
sphere to sphere. These functions can be duplicated by
present day computers. But it is a tenet of the O'Hypothesis
that no computer to the present day has had a sense of self
awareness. For that, the brain structure must work in conjunction with these particular type of nucleons.
A

Is that the only function of these nucleons?

SE Let me put it this way. The nucleons in the grey matter
correspond only approximately to the instantaneous size of
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the universe. Some of these nucleons are slightly smaller
and some slightly larger. The slightly smaller ones correspond of course to the size of the universe in the man's
immediate past. Consequently interaction of these smaller
nucleons with the brain structure constitutes memory itself!
A My Gosh! Then you're saying reality and fantasy are
identical.
SE Not at all, Albert. But I am saying that both terms become redefined by the O'Hypothesis. Let me continue. When
you were growing up do you remember how confused your sense
of self awareness was, and how it even seemed to skip around
in time? According to the O'Hypothesis this was a valid indication of what was actually occurring. The brain structure
was becoming syncronized with the various size nucleons and
the differentiating process between various sizes was being
improved. To repeat, it is a tenet of the O'Hypothesis that
dynamic changes in space and time have no reality apart from
our self awareness of them!
A Do these special nucleons serve any other function?

jIE

In regard to the O'Hypothesis explanation of memory

refer to the experiments of one Karl S. Lashley. He searched
for the seat of memory in the brain and concludes it was
evenly distrubuted throughout.
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SE These slow growing nucleons are the human soul. Death
has no sting, because self-awareness depends on the soul's
interaction with the brain structure. But the soul itself
is indestructable and returns to the earth. I encourage
you to read "On the Nature of the Universe" by the Roman
Lucretius for a surprising prophecy of this truth.
A Are you serious? Then your theory is anti-Christian.
SE I told you that the O'Hypothesis explained almost everything, Albert. But it is incorrect to say the theory is
anti-Christian. I will exolain how that can be later on
in the lecture. Let us now examine another topic; time.
Do you see how Einstein's theory fits in with the kitchen
table analogy? Notice that objective time and distance are
*
Even
on equal footing in terms of separation of events.
his infinitely short line segments suggest the quantum spacings involved. Indeed,the kitchen table analogy shows that
the long sought smallest interval of time(or chronon) equals
27
the period of the nucleon divided by 10 , or approximately
4.3 (10 -31] seconds. His solution for the path of a heavenly
body in terms of a line through the spacetime continuum
also fits in well. If we wish to pin down its location, we
* The reader might note the similarity of the spheres and
the standard derivation of the Lorentz transformations
involving a moving source and expanding wavefront.
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must substitute in his equations man's sense of now, which
is independent of the physics of the problem.
A Then time in the O'Hypothesis has two meanings; structural and subjective.
SE Yes. Although it must be kept in mind that subjective
time is much more real than previously thought, for it ties
in with the very structure of the universe. Indeed, this
fact plus the observation that man seems to be the creature
with the highest developed sense of self awareness, reseats
man as the object of creation. I will discuss this at length
later.
A I can hardly wait!
SE I knew you would be excited when you saw the full extent
of the O'Hypothesis; but I must wait to the end to explain
God. Now as far as time is concerned, notice that all things
exist at all times. The future and the past exist at present
in various nucleons throughout the matter around us. This is
to be taken as truth, not fantasy. In this way the phenomena
of Deja Vu(the intense but brief feeling of having been sorewhere before) takes on new meaning. It is to be considered
as a valid indication of reality. Namely that one has indeed
been there before. Additionally he has always been there.
Subjective time thus has no existence apart from the mind,
but it is also wrong to call it an illusion. Indeed reality
and illusion become separated by a criteria of extent rather
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than nature. A person who awakes and temporarily thinks he
is back in his childhood bed is in one very true sense actually
there. That the growth rate of the nucleons are not quite
yet in synchronization with the size of the universe at that
instant is besides the point.
A That sounds weird!
SE I know Albert, but I think when you analyze the total input to your brain over your lifetime, it isn't as weird as
it sounds. Deep down, didn't you really suspect something
like this all along? It has just been my privelege to bring
the world's attention to it with a marriage of Science and
Philosophy, and as you will see, Religion.
A

That's fine, Sir Edgar, but what's on the outside of

the universe?
SE The inside. The outside is the inside and the inside is
the outside. There is no space or time in the region you
imagine, for it has no existence. You're not really imagining it because you're not really thinking in terms of the
nature of existence when you ask the question. The question
you pose is equivalent to asking which book makes peanutbutter.
Don't you see that the science fiction fantasy of larger worlds
and smaller worlds explains the matter, only the larger and
smaller worlds are our own. To break through the barrier at
the nucleon's surface or at the edge of the universe is to
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reshuffle the spheres. One reappears in the same universe
at another time and another place.
A Oh I see. Is there any relationship between your theory
and ESP?
Se Let me put it this way. A tenet of the O'Hypothesis is
that everything is within everything. Once again this is
meant as actual fact, not fantasy. This, by the way, is a
good reason to respect all things; for example someone's
loved one actually and truly exists in an elephant's tail
in India.
A Aw, come on. Ha, Ha.
SE I'm completely serious, Albert. Always keep in mind the
kitchen table analogy. Now if everything is within everything,
it follows that the past, the future, and another person's
mind exist within a single individual's brain. Although
obviously I am not in control of the mechanism, the O'Hypothesis
maintains that the secret of all physic phnenomena is in this fact.
A Very interesting. Then I suppose you think time travel is
possible.
SE Yes and no. You see, one of the main objections to time
travel is that someone going back into the past could cause
a chain reaction which would bring the present into conflict
with itself. This argument ignores, however, two considerations;
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parallel development and predestination. As far as parallel
development is concerned, the kitchen table analogy provides
a fantastic number of different routes to the last sphere.
When one considers that this linear arrangement should really
be replaced by a roughly spherical one(due to the constant
generation of nucleons) the number of possible routes becomes
even larger. Now what of predestination? You see if all
things exist at all times whatever is in the future has
already happened. Thus a person could travel in time since
it is in the cards to do so; the past would have already
automatically contained his visit. Consequently, on the
assumption that Napoleon was indeed defeated at Waterloo, the
time traveler could not alter the fact;but he could become
part of it for he actually already had. He was that funny
acting guy that couldn't ride his horse.
A So is time travel possible?
SE In the sense that you mean it, I don't know. The O'Hypothesis definitely allows it, but whether it actually occurs
in the fullest physical sense I don't know. You might be
interested, however, in how our light warp engine works; at
least its basic principle. The next time you adjust the
frequency lineator, notice the frequency of the standard. It
is 21r times 4.3021 kc. The ship exceeds the speed of light
by occupying non-consecutive spheres, although always in the
direction of the future.

A Well, then your hypothesis is proven.
I--i4
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SE Only if I could find someone who would believe me as to
how it works. They would rather use the equations of Bernstein
as the explanation, even though they as much as admit they
don't know what the equations mean. You're the first person
who was willing to hear me completely out.
A Amazing! But tell me about God.
SE In just a moment. The subject of predestination brings
up the question of free will versus predestination. Speaking in terms of time, I believe what exists, exists forever.
But when we examine the spheres, we are below time - there
is only relative order and position. The progression of
self-awareness should be envisioned as using up zero time.
This transferral from nucleon to nucleon is in my opinion
acts of free will. It can cycle over and over or travel
through zillions of optional paths. Thus, the O'Hypothesis
allows for a mixture of free will and predestination coexisting. Any questions?
A I don't see how one can go from nucleon to nucleon without using up time. But something else bother me also. You
equated the slow growing nucleons in the brain with the soul,
but this would mean animals have a soul also.
SE Quite right. It is a tenet of the O'Hypothesis that
animals and humans are distinct in this respect only in
terms of degree. That is, all brains possess self-awareness
but in varying degrees. On the other hand, God might well
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decide to transfer to Heaven only the species with the highest developed sense of self-awareness.
A But on death these special nucleons go into the earth.
What is this about Heaven?
SE One thing at a time, Albert. Self-awareness only occurs
when these special nucleons interact with the brain structure. Apart from the brain structure, the nucleons have no
identity, since each nucleon is each and every other nucleon.
But in another sense a universal self-awareness exists beceause of that very fact. In other words the soul nucleons
distributed throughout matter, the soul nucleons found in
plants, the soul nucleons in each animal and man's brain
all share every thought and brain reflex in the universe.
Thus the evolution of things from nothing involves in a very
real sense, a universal sub-consciousness similar to that
postulated by Carl Jung.
A What you say seems to tie together, but you aren't being
very specific.
SE My dear fellow, if I was able to be specific about such
matters I would be in a king's palace instead of in this
rocket ship. Heh, heh. Now there are two points I must
cover before presenting the O'Hypothesis explanation of God.
First, there are people who hold the opinion that there
is no final answer to the mystery of life on the basis that
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if a final answer is presented to them, they will always
feel that there must be something more involved. It is
very similar to your problem with the answer to what's on
the outside? What these people fail to realize, is that if
they ever became convinced of some final answer they would
have no doubt to doubt with. I suspect their real problem
is that they have gotten tired of false bottoms, so to speak.
Another reason people tend to reject any final answer is
what I like to call the "end of dream reaction." That is,
as long as the nature of God and existence remain only a
fuzzy outline, the individual can fill in the details at
will with his own imagination. The various images he formAP
ulates under different circumstances need not even be congruent.
Once, however, the answer is found, a lot of the fun and
comfort are gone, for then things are just one way and
no other.
A You have a point, Sir Edgar.
SE Regardless, I am now going to present to you the nature
of God as per the O'Hypothesis. It completely satisfies
me in terms of God's fundamental nature, although whether you
will feel the same no doubt will depend in a large measure
on your prior background, /4-!:- e you ready? Remember this is
only anhypothesis.

To quote Hitler, "our world pictures need not be consistent"
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A Go ahead.
SE God is the universe.

Please don't interrupt with; oh

that's pantheism, or that's blah, blah. I'm going to present
a total picture, and until I'm done please stay away from
philosophical adjectives; they will only distract from what
I have to say. (pause) God is the universe. He is best
pictured as a huge organism in the process of evolving through
trial and error into a more ideal state. However, apart from
His creatures, God has no self-awareness. He is thus not to
be considered a being, in the sense of a being apart from us.
Yet since God is the universe, he is therefore each and every
nucleon with exact equivalency. This means that in exact truth,
God is in me and I am in God. And except for the fact of selfawareness, which is a product of the interaction of the soul
with the mind, I am indeed God. But you see, it becomes
difficult to speak consistently when the truths of the kitchen
table anology are kept in mind, for everything becomes an act
of God. Indeed, most everything believed about God becomes
true in one sense or another. Consider the problem of suffering
and pain.
A Yes, why does God allow it?

* It should interest the reader that around 1920 a small sect
worshiped the proton as God.
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SE Because in one very real sense, God is not all powerful. He may only operate within the laws of quantum mechanics
and with the aid of the brains of His creatures. You see,that
sphere is not yet in a satisfactory state. This is evidenced
by the fact that the person suffering and others don't want
the suffering. Why does this tell us that God doesn't want
the suffering? Because these people are actual parts of God.
A What comfort does the person have then?
SE First, it would be completely correct according to the
O'Hypothesis to tell the person that "don't feel bad, God is
doing the best He can." Second, whatever mental and physical
comfort the world can offer (including medicine) is really the
comfort of God.
A What of Heaven?
SE There both is, and is not a Heaven. You see, the statement
------that God is Good, really means that better spheres exist which
we will reach. But these spheres are themselves the universe.
Thus Heaven should be something not too disimilar from what we
now experience. The only difference is that excessive pain and
woe will not be.
A But where will this Heaven be?
SE On earth, or perhaps in some other galaxy. You see, in
some future sphere, there exists beings probably very much
like ourselves who through medicine or some manipulation of /
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their environment or because of a different evolutionary
process live in a satisfactory state. This is our Heaven,
period.
A But how will we ever reach it if we're all dead?
SE Is not our soul indestructable? Is not all our souls
one and the same soul, indeed God Himself? Does not our
brain structure necessary for our individual identity exist
at all times? Don't you see that future beings who understand the O'Hypothesis plus have an even more advanced technology than our own might have the ability to populate Heaven
with those they wish?
A Perhaps you're right. But then your belief is unchristian.
SE Maybe and maybe not. Let me postulate a hypothetical
situation in the future. Dr. Good lives in a satisfactory
world. There is no excessive pain. No death. Only mild
displeasures now and then which make life worthwhile. Perhaps
sex has been replaced by mental pleasure because of its superiority. Dr. Good has no fear of the end of the universe because
"
even though that occurs every 10 years, they have discovered
the secrets of the O'Hypothesis. One thing bothers Dr. Good,
however. Being a little extra Gooder than his friends, readings of the ancient histories bother him. He feels empathy
towards the suffering people and thinks how nice it would be
to rescue the individuality of those that lived. Of course
He naturally doesn't remember that He's done this all before.
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He devises an elaborate parallel development scheme for
the period beginning with the insertion of self-awareness
Level 3 and ending with the nuclear Holocaust of 1999 AD. If
He can but transfer the souls on death to His parallel development, He calculates that He can bring them to Heaven where He
lives. He finds, however, that in order to do so He must
first induce a special mental state called Belief in God into
the individuals minds. This is harder than He bargained for,
Because He is dealing with a very imperfect set of spheres.
Not only that, He is not quite perfect Himself since the
residents of Heaven long ago realized improvement past a
certain point was self defeating to the enjoyment of life,
(and besides no one could quite agree on the definition of
perfection, anyway). Dr. Good tries all kinds of tricks. He
causes prophets to arise of various sorts. The problems
seem insurmontable, because His ancient history leaves out so
much of the detail of what occured. He seems able to transfer
the individuals to His parallel development all right, and He
has managed to provide the same start and ending to the
history. But He has only occasional success in inducing the
correct mental state at death.
*
I of course need not continue.

n?_ed not explain how

If the reader is a science fiction enthusiast, anyway.
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Dr. Good returns Himself to that time and suffers in the
gamble that that will bring them to their senses. I need
not explain how he trys to get them to employ the trick of
self hypnotic prayer to help them with their suffering. Nor
need I mention how he finds it necessary to speak in terms
of parables instead of what would be the incomprehensible
truths of the O'Hypothesis. Little does He realize how the
people will miscontrue such statements as "No one comes to
the Father except through me", "Before Abraham was, I Am",
"In my house are many mansions","I Am in you and you are in
Me" and "today thou wilt be in paradise". He cannot forsee
that He will even be an indirect cause of much suffering and
death. He tries not to state He is God for He knows they
will not understand and be offended, but He also knows it
is a true statement. Etc. etc.
I think I need say no more.
A Are you saying that's really true?
SE No Albert; it is an hypothesis. I think it is close to
the truth or I would not risk your cries of blasphemy. I
can only say that it is a possibility which is allowed by
the O'Hypothesis. Who knows how much stranger the truth may
really be?
A Sir Edgar! I have something on radar. Hold it a minute.
(pause) There's no immediate danger, but I'll have to notify
the Captain. I can't talk anymore, Sir Edgar. I'll have to
sign off.
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SE Ok. The lecture is all completed anyway.
A Right, Sir Edgar. I have to go now! Goodbye. (click)

CHAPTER IX - Maneuvers.
Suggested avenues of approach for improvement in mathematical
formulation of the O'Hypothesis and four definite predictions
contrary to present scientific thought.
A Hello, Sir Edgar?
SE Hi, Albert. What's new with our approaching stranger? Have
you figured out what it is yet?
A Have I got news for you! It's definitely a space ship! It's
been mimicing our movements ever since the Captain told me to
close in on it.
SE Wait a minute, Albert, slow down. What do you mean it's
been mimicking our movements?
A Well, a real good fix came in around 712 and it showed that
we were going to miss the object by 15,000 kilometers. The
Captain wanted a closer look so he told me to cut the gap in
half. But when I changed course by the amount of the readout,
the ship swung dead on to a collision course. At first I thought
there was something wrong with our guidance system because every
time I changed course, the ship overcorrected.
SE But you finally realized that every time the Alpha changed
course, the other object was changing course also and by the exact
same amount.
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A How did you know?
SE Albert, Albert, don't you see? Each galaxy is each and
every other galaxy. That object is our own ship. It has to
change course by the same amount as we do.
A You mean like an image of ourselves?
SE No, Albert; just forget it. You'll understand soon enough.
A But this is important, Sir Edgar! I want to understand now.
SE I think you already do, Albert, but you're not willing
to face it. Tell me; what is the Captain's plan?
A The Captain thinks the other ship must have locked on
us with some kind of automatic approach device. The other
ship even slows down when we do! I suggested to the Captain
that we play along and very slowly approach each other. The
present plan is to come to a stop slightly to the left. That
way we're not on a collision course.
SE No, but you'll be in a good position to blast in case
the ship's unfriendly.
A Well, we must exercise caution, Sir Edgar. Who knows
whether they're friendly or not?
SE I suspect that they are as friendly as we are, Albert;
no more, no less. (heh,heh) When will the rendezvous occur?
A Tomorrow at 0401. That's assuming of course the other
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ship continues to mimic our behavior.
SE I would like to ask a favor of you) Albert. If I promise
to remain silent, could you leave the intercom open during
the approach? It is very important that I know just what is
occurring. I promise not to interfere unless you

specifically

ask for my help.
A I'll have to think about that, Sir Edgar. I feel that
I'm convinced of your hypothesis on an intellectual level, but
as you say, that doesn't mean it's right. It's so peculiar
that I'm not sure it's a product of a sane mind. Besides,
you could be perfectly sane and still be lying about the
Captain having orders to turn the ship over to you.
SE You certainly are in a dilemma, Albert. Perhaps events
will make the decision for you. What say I present the last
and final lecture? You may find this one even more interesting than all the others.
A Allright, Sir Edgar, proceed.
SE As you have seen, the O'hypothesis is not yet in a completed
mathematical form. I do not feel that my present training
qualifys me to attempt to remedy this fault, but I would like
to make a few suggestions to others.
In 1964 Fred Hoyle and Jayant V. Narlikar presented a
theory which was described as an extension of general relativity.
I am completely unfamiliar with the details of the theory, and
an aware of only two of the theory's consequences.
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A Which are?
SE That an object in one locality may exceed the speed of light
relative to an object in another locality; and, if one half
of the universe was to disappear, the mass of local objects
would double. As you can see, these two conclusions fit in
with the O'Hypothesis nicely. The mathematics of their
theory might be very useful in trying to give the O'Hypotheiis
a completed mathematical structure.
Another theory which could also prove useful in this regard
is Geometro-Dynamicsf sometimes called "the allready unified
theory". Objects called Geons are postulated which behave as
real masses. They are formed by light energy held together
by the gravitational attraction of its own mass equivalent.
These Geons come in various sizes down to a lower limit of
1036 grams. Even stranger than the Geon are the wormholes. If
something enters a wormhole in one locality, it may reappear
out of another wormhole in another locality without going
through the space between. In other words the inside of one
wormhole is the inside of the other wormhole.
A That seems related to your theory, allright.
SE Yes. Unfortunately no one has been able to relate Geometro-Dynamics to the world of real particles as of yet, but
I believe the additional insight given by the O'Hypothesis
will change that.
In conclusion, I believe that the theory of Hoyle and Narlikar
and the theory of Geometro_Dynamics could serve as the basis
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for a final O'Hypothesis unified field theory. Oh! I
have another suggestion to offer to the mathematician, and
that is that he make use of the klein bottle in his approach.
A The klein bottle?
SE Yes. I have made a sketch of a klein bottle one half
universe containing a proton and electron which I think
is relevant to the problem of mathematizing the O'Hypothesis.
Unfortunately, I would have difficulty explaining it over
the intercom. Perhaps you can see why it might have significance, however, if you recall that the outstanding property
of a klein bottle is that the inside is the outside.
A Hey! that's right. Perhaps you can show me the sketch
later, when you're let out. [note to the reader. The sketch
Sir Edgar is referring to is shown below, please carefully
examine. The little man in the two particle universe could
reach the outside of the universe by crawling into the
electron. Note that the electron can be defined as the
universe turned inside out. Careful examination of the
U,G.F. flow as shown by arrows explains how the cycle is
completed. Note that the field coming into the proton splits
up, part replenishing the electron and part replenishing the
universe. Note how the tornado structure implys greater
enertia to the proton than the electron. A picture of
two protons and one electron develops if the other one half
of the universe is symetrically sketched in. If this new
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image is related to the helium nucleus on verge of fusion,
the reason for the number of protons in the nucleus being
nearly equal to the number of neutrons becomes clear, along
with the pairing of opposite spin]

SE I'll be happy to, Albert, assuming we're both still around.
heh, heh. Now I come to what many would say is the most
significant part of any theory. On the basis of what I have
presented to you, I am going to make four definite predictions,
which are contrary to present scientific thought.
A In other words ,you're going to stick your neck out.
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SE Precisely. It is a tenet of the O'Hypothesis that so
called neutral matter has a positive charge. This is hard
to prove on the surface of the earth because of fluctuations
caused by ionization of the atmosphere. But the moon has
no atmosphere to speak of. Therefore I am able to predict that
the moon will be found to possess a positive charge producing
an average electric field at its surface of approximately 27
volts per meter. Either this is true, or the O'Hypothesis is
false.
A Well, if it proves out false it certainly was an interesting hypothesis.
SE Thank you. But I am naturally counting on it being true.
Another tenet of the O'Hypothesis is that the inside is the
outside: that is, the entire universe exists within the
nucleus.
This fact allows the resolving of the apparent conflict
between cause and effect and the random events dictated by
modern physics. That is, cause and effect is not real to the
extent that the various spheres are separated by quantum and
that they have no order of occuring. Cause and effect is real,
however,to the extent that if the spheres are arranged in an
artificial order of increasing size the changes in the spheres
are consistant with certain rules of development.
The random events dictated by modern physics, on the other
hand, are real to the extent of describing events in the universe
looked at from a distance. They are not real, however, when
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these events are recognized as but partial sightings of the
complex cause and effect reactions of the entire universe
*
existing inside the nucleus.
I can therefore predict that it will be eventually discovered that the universe has a definite average plan of
arrangement and that this arrangement is describable by the
same formulas now used to describe the nucleus. A corallary
to this is that it will be found that the radioactive processes in the nucleus are deductable from the cosmic happenings in the universe, being one and the same events.
Another tenet of the O'Hypothesis is that light varies
in velocity so as to always maintain a constant velocity
relative to the net gravitational field it is traveling through.
I am therefore able to predict that a Michelson and Morley
type experiment conducted aboard a space craft will definitely
indicate it's motion. A corallary to this, is that if the
design problems can ever be overcome a Michelson and Morley
type experiment conducted in the vertical plane at the surface of the earth will indicate a change in lights velocity
of plus and minus 6.95 miles per second depending on direction.
A That isn't so, Sir Edgar, your theory isn't going to
work out, I'm sure.
* The writer would even caution against continuous attempts to
split the proton by building more and more powerful accelerators,
until the data already obtained is understood in relation to
the O'Hypothesis.
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strangest
SE We will see, Albert. And now for the final and
goodie
prediction of them all. I have purposely saved this
O'Hypoto the very end of my lecture. It is a tenet of the
specificthesis that time is a function of the mind. More
ed to
ally it occurs because the sense of awareness is attach
as
nucleons in the brain which expand at the same rate
of
the universe rather than at the rapid pulsating rate
se
their brothers in the rest of matter. Since the univer
that
by various estimates is relatively young, this means
brain
the size of the nucleons in the gray matter of the
standard
must be found to be considerably smaller than the
accepted size of nucleons in all other matter.
A Good Lord! That's fantastic!
SE No Albert, it follows from
leaving
A I don't mean that. I remember that just before
on the
on this mission I was browsing through an article
that,
brain. Iltdidn't go into detail at all but it said
of the
much to the puzzlement of science, the gray matter
smaller
brain seems to be composed of elementary particles
than those in all the rest of matter!
SE Are you sure?
A Yes. That's exactly what I read.
SE Ha ha, He, he, Ho, ho. Eureka! Eureka!
A Shhh. I hear someone coming.(click)
1-160

CHAPTER X - Final Act
In which the Captain meets the unexpected and Sir Edgar
is believed.
C

(click) What was that, Albert?

A Nothing, Captain. We should be nearing visual contact,
shortly. Do you want me to hold the same rate?
C Yes, as long as the closing distance rate stays constant.
It's amazing how that ship mirrors our maneuvers! I sure hope
it isn't some kind of boarding technique. Do we still have
clearance to starboard?
A Yes Sir. We have a full 10 meters. Look Captain -- I
can see something.
C Yes, I see it too. I want to take over manual control,
Albert, the instant the computer indicates deviation from
the closing pattern.
A Yes Sir, but she's holding steady. The update shows
we're going to stop 17.2 meters away from her.
C Amazing. Blast that Nelson, if only we had our radio!
Hand me the binoculars and turn up the laser viewbeam to
three.
A Yes Sir. Still holding steady. Can you make out any detail?
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C Yes. The ship appears quite similar to ours. In fact
why it looks identical! Here,you look.
A

(pause) Amazing. It all ties together. No ship could

have beat us here. I can even make out part of the name.
A - p - something. Captain -- that's our ship! We're looking at our own ship!
C Are you crazy? How could we ---- wait, do you suppose there
is a barrier as Sir Edgar said and we're looking at our own
reflection.
A

No Captain, it's our ship. Look!---- I can even see

meteor damage in the same spot that we have it. Good Lord!
their fuel tank must have exploded too!
C Calm down and make sense,Albert. This is no time for
dramatics. It's either a reflection or a fantastic coincidence.
Or maybe it's some phenomena that we've never come across
before.
A Well Sir, it certainly is not a reflection. Notice that
the meteor damage is not in the correct position for a mirror
image. Besides the ship isn't even directly in front of us.
C What you say is true Albert, but there must be some explanation. Have we stopped yet?
A Yes Sir. The separation distance is holding constant. Shall
I go to manual?
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C No, I want you to be ready to warp out if need be.
What do you think of the situation?
A I think
C I'm going to find out what this is all about. I'm going
out. Prepare the space lock.
A But Captain you can't. I have good reason to believe
there's danger to your life. That isn't just another ship-it's our ship and a different ship both.
C

(angrily) Prepare the space lock! I'm going to find out

what's going on. I'm not going back to Neptune IV empty
handed. If something happens to me feel free to warp back,
but until that time you'll obey orders. Now are you going
to prepare that space lock or do I get my revolver?
A All right,Sir. Don't get excited, maybe I'm wrong. I'll
keep a close monitor on your life support and signal you if
there's any trouble.
C

That's better,Lieutenant. Is pressure up?

A Yes,Captain. Good bye and good luck.(pause, then slam)
Sir Edgar, he's going out.
SE I don't think you could have pursuaded him otherwise.
Are you convinced of my theory now?
A

I don't know. This business is starting to scare me.
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SE With good reason,Albert. I have no idea of what might
happen, myself. We must try to save the Captain. Let me
know every little thing that occurs.
A Hold it, Sir Edgar. I have to switch on to the Captain.
I'll try to keep you posted but please stay completely silent;
the Captain might hear you in the background. Hello,Captain;
do you read me?
C

Yes,Albert; am I ready to exit? What's that funny echo

in your voice?
A

I don't know, Sir, but I can read you clear. A11 dials

look good. Ok for exit.
C

Here I go.[pause] Look,Albert, someone's coming out to

meet me. At least the ship must not be hostile. That's a
relief. I'm going to meet him.
A

Don't do it,sir, just observe.

C

Knock it off. I'm going to meet him. Why that's odd.

I seem to be closing with him with the same double rate the
ships had. I'll have to be careful not to jar him.--That's
strange, he looks identical to me. It can't be. I

know it

can't be.
A What's that, Sir?
C What you said. I'll prove you're wrong. I'm going to touch
---- Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhh.
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A That light! Captain, what's wrong? I can't see you!
SE Check the life support! Check the life support!
A

(pause) Oh no! The Captain's dead. He's gone.

Unless there's something wrong with the system. I --SE There's nothing wrong with the system. What do you
see now?
A One lone figure. It's the Captain, but there's only
one of him. Sir Edgar, help me, what should I do?
SE Turn back, Albert. Turn back. Warp out immediately.
A Yes sir [pause]. Engine 2 and 4, warp inserted. We're
going home! We're going home!

And that is how it came to be that the survey ship Alpha
began its return trip to the safety of the Mothership
Neptune IV; leaving stranded in the nether world of the
galactic envelope the dead, space suited, Captain John Tucker.
And if we had looked closer, an even more curious phenomena
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diswas taking place: for the lone figure had begun to
so it
integrate into apparent nothingness, and as it did
tudnal
displayed a slow but definite rotation about the longti
tand) for
axis. This rotation showed (let the reader unders
two

every one complete revolution
space suit

face visors.

I

l-_,R _______
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Technical Index by Chapters

[specific topics are in order covered]
i.

General topic: in which the philosophical basis of
the O'Hypothesis is presented_
Specific topics: Doubt, assumption, rejection (logic,
proof), nature of O'Hypothesis,
truthfulness.
General topic: in which an approximating description
of a body's field is developed, leading
t
to an understanding of graviti'ion and time.
Specific topics: water analogy, converging ether concept,
relativity, field flow characteristics and
Newton's Law, velocity vector, cause of
flow (continuous creation), matter-energy,
gravity as acceleration, gravity and time.

III General topic: In which the field is examined in greater
detail leading to the rate of use of the
field by matter and a method of determining net field flow in the case of two overlapping fields.
Specific topics: Review, velocity and acceleration formulas,
time of flow derivation, field density and
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Fizeau, net field formula, field density
formula derivation, field use derivation,
meaning of field use.
IV General topic: In which a relationship between charge and
mass is established and the radius of the
nucleon is determined.
Specific topics: Reversal of source and sink, origin of
gravitational field, definition of charge
and mass, DeBroglie and the creation rate,
a new constant, formation of the Neutron
and its rate of creation, pulsating growth,
derivation of a maximum and mean radius,
equation for charge of neutral matter,
mean electron proton charge and earth's
fair weather field.
V General topic:

in which the U.G.F. is identified as the
medium of light and some old mysteries
solved.

Specific topics: major research list, the ether, Michelson
and Morley experiment, vertical experimentation with light, rotating wheel interfer_
ometer, analysis of earth-venus radar experiment, Fizeau, various field valves,
derivation of net field flow at earth's
surface due to sun, ammonia molecule test,
time signals delay, explanation of Miller's
results.
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VI General topic: in which the relationship between
Einstein's theory and the O'Hypothesis is
discussed.
Specific topics: Effect of rotating and translating masses,
the train analogy, binary stars, Doppler,
relative velocity, mass formula, c as the
limit, gravitation and Newton's Laws,
Bodies and light in free fall.
VII General topic: Determining the distribution of the various
size nucleons and the identification of
the universe as a nucleon.
Specific topics: dimensions of universe, proton/electron
pairs, nucleon/universe equivelancy, expansion of nucleons and universe, charge
of universe and distribution of nucleons,
Matter creation, discussion of matter
creation effects, change in unit charge,
Quasars and ionized silicon, mass deficiency
of universe, galactic barrier, nuclear
bombardment, electrostatic force, nuclear
binding.
VIII General topic: in which the final answer is presented and
its religious-philosophical meaning explained.
Specific topics: God and the kitchen table analogy, visualization of total universe, four truths of
reality, the brain and the universe, time
and space, ESP, time travel, self-awareness
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ani Carl Jung, God's nature, pain and
suffering, Dr. Good as Christ.
IX General topic: suggested avenues of approach for improvement in mathematical formulation of the
O'Hypothesis and four definite predictions
contrary to present scientific thought.
Specific topics: Hoyle and Narlikar's extension of relativity, geometro-dynamics, Klein bottle
suggestion, moon's electric field,
nucleus/universe equivelancy , future
M and M experiments, size of brain
nucleons.
X Non-technical.
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1

A DERIVATION OF THE RADIUS
OF THE NUCLEUS--WITH COMMENTS
Copyright ©Edgar A. Ostrander 1972

ABSTRACTS
The Radius of the Nucleus is derived with elementary mathematics. A system is employed which is easily visualized, but
which depends on unorthodox assumptions concerning the gravitational field and the nature of charge and mass. Agreement is
shown with aspects of relativity and a compelling explanation is
offered of the earth's fair weather field. Two precise tests
of the concept are suggested.

The equivalence of acceleration and gravity is used as a
starting point. A universal gravitational field is envisioned
that in the vicinity of the earth is radially converging
1 The field
inward with increasing velocity and acceleration.
serves as the medium of light and as the inertial reference.
Consider the sketches (A) and (B).

ti)

PEficON 57-givD/Nc;

(...17/1

1For a similar concept, refer paper by W. Laschkarew
(Zeitschrlft FUr Physik, 35.6 pp. 473-476, 1926)
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In case (A) the car exerts a force on the person's back as
he acceleratesthrough, and in respect to, the postulated field.
Horizontally then, the field is stationary (or at a constant
velocity) relative to the Earth's surface. In case (B) the Earth
exerts a force upward on the soles of the person's feet as he
accelerates continuously upward through, and in respect to, the
postulated field. Vertically then, the field is moving into the
earth and has an acceleration relative to the earth numerically
equal to the "acceleration due to gravity."
What are the equations for this field? By arbitrary
extension of the earth's surface, the acceleration of the field
at any point is seen to be expressed by Newton's Law.
•
•

•

Ae
Af =

Nz

With Af and Ae being the field acceleration and the field
acceleration at the surface respectfully, and (N) being the
number of earth radii to the point in question.
What of the field's velocity? Consider that (1) a body
at rest relative to the field should tend to stay at rest relative to the field, and (2) the field is logically at rest at
infinity. Therefore the motion of the field should be identical
to that of a meteorite falling from infinity or the inverse of a
rocket leaving with the escape velocity. (Assuming negligible
mass, etc.). The solution may be found in standard texts, but
is here repeated for the reader.
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1 )1
a = - g(,1

Newton's Law
by definition

then V dS = -

S
Vz - 2RR

separating and
integrating yields

z

+ C

But as (S) approaches infinity, V must go to zero; so C = O.
Then at s = R, V becomes the escape velocity or 42gR . This is
numerically equal to the velocity of entrance of the postulated
field.
If Vf is the velocity of the field at any point, Ve is the
velocity of the field at the surface, and (N) is the number of
earth radii to the point in question, substitution yields:
Vf =

Ve
Fr

A formula for the time of flow of the field to the surface
from some point may be obtained by separation of variables in
the formula for field velocity, as follows,
V
V
e
e
Givens V
=.17T

57

Then: ds
dt

V ey"E
*

Separation of
variables
or

I Skis = 1 Veffdt

3

s3/2 = VeJR t c

But at S = R, t = 0

C =

3

R3/2

2
Thus Vep-= t = s3/ - 3 R3/2
3
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R3/2

Solving for tt = 2 ( s3/2
nd rearranging
3
3 ve,r1—

\ =

V ey
Ve
Factoring out and substituting ,_ for Vf
4N
yields

( S _ R )
a Vf
Ve

3/2 - 1)
- vR (N
t = 2
3
e

Next an expression for field density was required. After
investigation, the author concluded that Fizeau's water "dragging"
experiment (1859) provided the key. A description of this experiment may be found in standard texts.
The simplest general relationship embodied in his concept
appears to be
Vnet -

VaDa + VbDb
Da + Db

Q

where Vnet is the velocity of the net field, Va and Vb are the
individual velocities of fields A and B respectfully, and Da and
Db are the densities of field A and B respectfully.
This equation is meant to apply only in a region containing
two overlapping fields of constant density which are moving in
the same or opposite direction. The densities are considered
positive and the velocities are positive or negative depending
on direction. The equation was developed intuitively by considering idealized cases and is not meant to hold in strong
fields or as V approaches C.
That this equation may be applied to Fizeau's experiment
is shown as follows.
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Let horizontal velocity of earth's field = V b = O.
Substitution in general
Equation yields:

Da
net = Va D + D
a
b

or in terms of water (w) and earth (e)
( D :
net = V w
w - De )

Vw (1

D_
Dw : De )

but Fizeau assumed that the ratio of the density of the ether
outside the water to the density of the ether inside equalled
one over the square of the index of refraction. Thus (if
densities of overlapping fields may be added) we have
De
Dw + De

1
nz

Substitution into equation #5 and consideration of light's
velocity then yields Fizeau's exact equation, or
1
C = Cw + V w(1 - —7)
L
n'
where CL = light relative to lab
Cw = light relative to water
Using the general equation, the case of two overlapping
fields between two bodies in space was then examined, as shown.

At any point

v net Dnet = VaDa VbDb

than
Anet = Aa - A b
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The first equation is merely the general equation #4 transformed. (Dnet = Da + Db ) The second equation is an expression
of the already accepted fact that the acceleration of each field
would act on a test body by their algebraic sum. Since both
equations describe the same point in the field they might well
be equivalent forms, and the internal relationship VfDf = K Af
is indicated. (K will be set equal to unity, as it eventually
cancels.)
Returning to the case of a single body, an expression for
field density is then developed as follows:
A,
or Df = --=
VfDf = Af
Given
#9
Vf
A
Af = --z0 and
but
V
N
V = -1
#1 and #2
f lsr
z -A
A /N
A
(-1
Df = Vf - e
'V e)N
f Ve/4IsT
Af
Df = -Vf , De equals
De

Df =

1;577

Ae
V
e

2 by substitution but if

as a special case.

where De

s the density of the field

at the surface and N is again the number of planet radii to the
point in question. The units of field density are interestingly
seen to be inverse seconds.
One now has the necessary information to attack a basic
problem--at what rate does the earth, or any neutral body, use
up the entering field? The reader may feel uneasy over the term
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"use up"; however, it is a tenet of the author's system that
matter is in a state of continuous creation and that if the
universal gravitational field ceased to enter; the body would
cease to exist.
The derivation of the rate of use follows;
a spherical shell
of arbitrary thickness
=

a spherical
neutral body

D
(#10)
1,
Remember that Df - 7*

average Df

in shell

X De
1 --75 (N2) dN
NJ"
= 1
X
N-2 dN
1

- 2 De

I

I (N3/2 - 1)
remembering that t = 3 V
e
time for shell - -2
3
to disappear

c3/2 _ 11
[
x3 - 1

(#3)

R
3/2 - 1)
-Ve (X

and finally
3 3
4
Volume of Shell = - R (X - 1)

3

The amount of field used in respect to time becomes
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Volume x Densit
Time

or

Ai Tr R 3 (X3 - 1) 2 De ( )°/2
3 _- 1)•
X

CP

=R2Ve De

a IL (v 3/2_ 1)
3 v '"

or M = 4TrRI (Ae ) since Ae = Ve D e
but Ae = g = GM (Newton)
substitution yields

cp =

41rGM

Some comments on this result are
for Gravitation
(a) curiously, it has the same form as Gauss' Law
wise the rate
(b) the model depended on X -cancelling, since other
of use would not be constant.
twice as
(c) the first power of M is also consistent, since
unit time.
much matter should use up twice as much field per
its way
The field entering the earth must ultimately find
The neutron
into each and every atom and on into the nucleus.
ed for neutral
is chosen for closer examination since cp was deriv
of limiting
matter. What model should be employed? Some sort
t more direct
condition must exist, since the neutron exists. Wha
its limit?
choice than that the density of the field reaches
refore the size
Yet the field continues to pour in at 4TrGMn --the
of the neutron must grow.
r was
Deciding not to shrink from this concept, the autho
re a
then forced to also postulate a cyclic growth. Pictu
taneously
neutron gradually growing to some maximum size, instan
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collapsing to zero as the field is transferred to co by some
unknown mechanism, and then starting to grow again. The growth
rate may then be derived as follows:
Note that 411.GM has the units cubic ft. per second per second.
dv
td will satisfy this requirement.
The form -dv = 4wC.Mn with Mn = Mass of neutron
Then let iTi
dv = J 4wGMnt dt
V = f(14-wGMn)tz + C
at t = 0 V = 0 .•.0 = 0
or V = 2wGMntz
but V(volume) = wRn3 with Rn = neutron radius
then '1 - wRn3 = 2wGMntz by substitution
13
and finally
= (1 GMntz)1/3
2
This equation shows the rate at which the radius of the
neutron grows. But at what point in time does it reach its
maximum size and collapse? i.e., what is its rate of creation?

The answer to this question required a deeper look into the
components and nature of matter. The author used as a guide the
following beliefs. (a) most popular theories of the past were
prematurely discarded (b) mental images should be employed (c) only
one field exists--differences arise from manner of measurement and
observation (d) present concepts are overextended (e) a broad view
must be maintained.
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The following tenets were finally arrived at.
I.

The electron is a pulsing source of the universal gravitational field (or U.G.F.)

II.

The proton is a pulsing user of the U.G.F.

III. The proton uses slightly more than the electron generates.
For this reason a proton/electron group draws in a small
additional field (from c4. ).
IV.

Charge is a measure of the amount of field used per
creation (or generated).

V.

Mass is a measure of the amount of field used per unit
time (or generated).

(Note carefully that the reversal of the traditional roles of
"sink and source" and the introduction of a slight discrepancy
between the two is the most direct logical arrangement allowing
for a net inward flow from infinity into the nucleus. The
definitions of mass and charge then become the two obvious ways
of measurement.)
These tenets dictated that both for the electron and proton,
charge times creation rate equals mass, or QF = M. This may be
seen as followss
Q

x

F

=

M

field/creation creations/second field/second
An expression for F was all that remained to be found.
Perhaps this expression already existed in a disguised form
among present physics:
Consider the Compton-De Broglie relationships. First--might
not the appearance of wave effects at various velocities be due
to pulsed creations? Second--since the creations would be
measurable only in terms of time at V = 0, might not the creations
be measurable only in terms of a distance at V = C? The
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Compton wave length would then be a direct indication of this
frequency. (The reader may recall that X (Compton wavelength) = Mh C
o
where Mo is the rest mass of the electron or proton, C is the
speed of light, and h is Plank's constant.)
Thus:
F (of proton) = K X
o p

X p and Xe are Compton
wavelengths of proton and

C

F (of electron) -

electron respectfully

Kole

Ko represents some yet unknown constant required to convert
the wavelength into ideal units. The ideal units were then
divided into C to produce the "true" frequencies of creation,
since f X = C.
The complete relationship between Q. F, & M both for the
proton and electron may then be written as follows:
(General) Q F

M

(Proton)

Ep K X
o p

- M
P

(Electron)

Ee K X
o e

- Me

Ko may then be solved from either equation as
C
E C
K = __R__ _ __ft__
But p
X M
= C
h & Xe = MhC
X e Me
o
X p Mp
e
P
E z EeCE
C
Ee C
P__
C_ E
- S
---by substitution Ko h
- h
h
h m
m C p
M e C Me
P
within limits of measurements E = Ee
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mz
Ko=2-.1=
h = 2.17323(1031)
h = 6.6256(10-34)

with e = 1.60210(10-19) C = 2.99793(108)
coulombs
meters/sec

At this point, a word concerning dimensional consistency
is appropriate. The Coulomb is henceforth equal to the kilogramsecond. Thus the important relationship QF = M is dimensionally:
kilogram-sec
creations

creations - Kilogram
second

or 1 = 1
The new constant2 Ko is thus a dimensionless number, because:
Ko -

e Cz
h

coulombmeter z/sec2
Joule--sec

kilogram--Secmeterz/secz
(Kiloram--Meterz)
sec
z
Second

= 1

Having derived a system defining charge, mass, and creation
rate for the electron and proton--the next step was to test this
system on the neutron.
In order for the neutron to be stable, it occurred to the
author that the creation rates of the electron and the proton
contained therein (ignoring present dogma) should mesh: that is,
one wavelength of the neutron should numerically contain a whole
number of both electron and proton wavelengths.
Conceive of three equal length lines as below:
I
i

I
f--

a

i
3

a
1

i

2.
3

‘

1

1P

I

Xe

I

XN

ideal unit of measure this case)
This produces an absolute unit of length of 4.6014(10-32) meters.
The author is tempted to label it the Ostrander Constant.
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The top line represents (symbolically) three proton wavelengths, the second line represents two electron wavelengths,
and the bottom line is one neutron wavelength. Note carefully
that if, and only if, the unit of measure is chosen as equal to
one half the shortest line segment will the proton wavelength (2)
times the electron wavelength (3) equal the neutron wavelength (6).
Thus the solution seems to depend on discovering an ideal unit
of length.
After much pondering, it was suddenly realized that this had
already been accomplished!! for the relationship QF = M was made
true only after the wavelength was multiplied by Ko. If the
system was indeed valid the previous concept expressed by the
three line segments becomess
(KoXt) = (KoXp) (KoXe) non-dimensional equation
or Xn = Ko Xe Xp
but f = C/a
Freq. of creation of neutron =Fn
F = K k X - 4.30281 Kc
o e p
with C = 2.99793(108)

K = 2.17323(1031)

Xe = 2.42621(10-12) X

= 1.32140(10-15)

One is now in a position to complete the picture of the
pulsing neutron. The growth of the neutron's size was previously
expressed by the formula It = (i G Mn t1)1/30124
The point in time when that growth ceases has now been found,
i.e., the period of the frequency of creation. The derivation
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of the neutron's radius follows.

-t

-s

Time of Maximum R = 1/FN (since t = f)
n
Growth formula is Rn = (i G Mn tz)1/3(#12)
[
Rn (maximum) =

GMri l 1/3

by substitution

Fz
1
3 n

If one tries to measure the neutron's size, however, it would
seem that its average size relative to time would be determined.
Calculus will show that this introduces a factor of 3/5 (left
to reader). Finally then:

Rn(Radius of Neutron) =
with G = 6.670(10-11)

1 1/3
1--GM
-15 ) meters
= 1.250(10
nz 2F
3 n

Mn = 1.675(10-27)

Fn = 4.3028(103)

Thus the radius of the neutron has been expressed in terms
of known constants and the value found compares favorably with
estimated values of the nuclear radius. (One method employing
the measurement of energy of positron 0 decay between mirror
nuclei yields, after a quantum-mechanical correction based on
the nuclear shell model, 1.2(10-15) meters. Other methods
involving physical bombardment yield 1.07(10-15) and 1.4(10-15)
meters.)
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The case, however, does not rest here; first, the author
did not employ reasoning backward from the nuclear radius to
devise the derivation--the method of development presented in
this paper was the path actually trod, (with one minor variation).
Consequently, the possibility of coincidence is remote indeed.
In addition, the system of thought employed in the derivation may be expanded into a logical theory of the entire universe;
producing explanations of such mysteries as the nuclear force,
the location of past and future, galactic happenings, the self
awareness of the mind, and the nature of time and existence.
Even the reason is seen why the smaller particles and Schrodinger's
equations do not appear explicitly in the derivation of the nuclear
radius. This universal theory may be read in "A View from Within
or Sir Edgar Expounds on the O'hypothesis" by the author (copyrighted 1971). It cannot be presented here because it is not
yet in a form acceptable to the scientific community.
But the reader may not be required to accept on faith statements concerning the lack of manipulation of relationships and
the existence of some universal theory. Is there any more concrete
supporting evidence? Consider the initial assumption of a
radially converging ether. The reader may know that in certain
cases an accelerated reference with a velocity vector produces
equivalent results as the General Einstein field equations. The
fact that such a converging ether concept cannot be incorporated
into the most generalized case doesnot remove its usefulness as
a computational aid nor as a means of discovering new relationships.3
3Even the aforementioned universal theory devoids the field
of actual flow when the structure of time is considered.
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It is in this light that the derivation of the nuclear radius
should be viewed. Thus the equations developed are held to be at
best exact in some limiting case, and at worst the most significant terms of some series. In the same way, the concept embodied
in the Fizeau experiment is to be viewed as vindicated by Einstein's formula (see standard texts) and not replaced by it. This
view will be supported by first applying the converging ether
concept to a recent experiment as background; and then by solving
a problem not yet resolved by other means.
Imagine the Sun; with Earth and Venus on opposite sides of
it as illustrated.

L/z = 1.287(1011) meters
8
Sun's radius = 6.959(10 )
meters
EARTH

VENLIS

Sun's escape velocity
= 6.114(105) M/sec

For simplification, place both planets at their mean distance
from the Sun or approximately 80 million miles. A radar signal
is sent from Earth to Venus and back. The purpose is to determine the amount of delay of the signal caused by the Sun's
gravitational field, and to see if Einstein's theory is in
agreement.
Bypassing the field equations of Einstein; the problem will
be solved with the aid of the accelerated ether concept. The
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relative mass of the Earth and Venus are negligible and may be
ignored.
Givens
I.

11
N = 1.287(10A )- 185 number of sun radii to Venus-Earth orbit
6.959(10-)
V
Vf = -1 Formula for velocity of field at any point

F

t = 3

Vf

- —) Formula for time of field flow from a point.
Ve

Then average velocity of Sun's field as it flows from the
Earth-Venus orbit to the Sun is distance divided by time or
S - R

average velocity =

P.
.'v

2 f

2

S
3 V
f
BUT V f

( S » R)

Ve

Ve = 6.114(105) _ 4.51(104) M/sec

fiT

185

average velocity

Vf = 6.77 (104) M/sec

Now, since the radar waves must maintain a constant velocity
of C relative to their medium (i.e., ether or gravitational field)
and since this medium is moving into the Sun with an average
velocity of 6.77(104) M/sec (V) (42 miles/hour), the total
transit time (tz) becomes tz = uLv + u.r.7 and the transit time
without the Sun's field (t1) becomes t1 =

.% Lag (At) = tz - t1 t 51- (V« C)
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= 2.998(108) meters/sec,
substitution of L = 2.574(1011) meters, C
4
and V = 6.77(10 ) M/sec yields
At = .0001 seconds.
of the Earth
However, this lag was calculated on the basis
radial acceleration
and Venus at rest. Since their motion is
ts at rest only by
towards the Sun, one may assume the two plane
Tracing this 2g
assuming the mass of the Sun to be double.
to reader) will
assumption back through the equations (left
This is the value
double the amount of lag to 0002 seconds.
the value that was
that Einstein's theory predicts and also
4
measured.
of a velocity
Of course, one may concede the usefulness
ce of field density.
vector and still wonder about the significan
lation using his
Therefore the author will make a unique calcu
ity of light at the
systems the effect of the Sun on the veloc
Earth's surface!
were also cal(The effect of the Moon and of the Galaxy
culated and is negligible in comparison.)
Re112.ted vLues of the Sun's field area
(10z) M/SZ
Ae (acceleration due to gravity) = 2.726
= 6.168(105) M/S
V e (escape velocity)
-4 -1
= 4.419(10 ) S
De (Sun's surface) = A e/Ve
0 000 = 214.84
N (at mean Earth distance) = 92,96
432,685

T15h =

Df (at mean Earth distance) =

1.404(10-7) 51

(104) M/S
Vf (at mean Earth distance) = —1 = 4.208
4Refer Article by I. I. Shapiro, Scientific American,
Vol. 219, No. 1, pp. 28-37 (July 1968).
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Related values of the Earth's field area
Ae (acceleration due to gravity) = 9.806 M/Sz
Ve (escape velocity)
= 1.1182(104) M/S
A_
De (Earth's surface) = -2 = 8.769(10'4 ) 5-1
Ve
The formula for net field velocity in terms of Sun and
Earth field would be
Vnet - Vf (sun) Df (sun)
Df (sun)

Vf (earth) Df

(earth)

Df (earth)

Neglecting Earth's rotation, horizontal velocity of Earth's
field equals zero.

(Vf(earth) = 0.)

formula becomes Vnet = Vf
(sun) Df (sun)
Df (sun) + Df (earth)
substituting
values

v
_ [4.208(104)][1.404(10-7)] 4 " 6.85 M/S
net 1.404(10-7) + 8.769(10- )

Butthe2gassumption of the Sun still holds. Once again
this will approximately double theanswer, yielding 14 meters per
second. Thus, if one looks for an "ether" at the surface of the
Earth, it should be detected drifting towards the Sun at approximately 14 meters per second! An experiment of unprecedented
accuracy was performed in 1959 in search of the "ether,"5 employing
the natural vibration frequency of ammonia molecules. It showed
that any ether that might exist would have to have a velocity below approximately 30 meters per second. Variations were detected

5J. P. Cedarholm and C. H. Townes, Nature (London), Vol. 184,
1350-1 (Oct. 31, 1959).
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apparently not fully
of the order of 18 meters per second but
magnetic shielding.
analyzed. These variations disappeared upon
general theory of
(The author believes that a solution of the
yielding this same
relativity equations will ultimately be found
value.)
rt of the five
The reader may next ask for further suppo
rning the nature of
basic assumptions (see Box #13) made conce
a vital link between
charge and mass etc., since they serve as
al progress (QF = M).
the rate of use (4rrGM) and further mathematic
des leading in a
This will be provided by showing that (besi
nucleus) they produce
logical manner to the correct size of the
mena.
a compelling explanation of a natural pheno
nal field at
Since the neutron is using the gravitatio
neutral; for charge
a certain rate, it can not be electrically
field used per creation.
was defined as a measure of the amount of
the exact sense only
However, this definition may be applied in
neutron there is
to electrons or protons, since inside the
to proton in addition
internal transfer of field from electron
em of determining the
to creation. One would suspect the probl
again the author was
neutron's charge as being formidable--but
surprised!
Recall that
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Ex

K Xx

with x = electron or proton

- Mx

Note that Ko Xx is a length. What length is significant
when considering an electron and proton together? If one
must choose; the first in mind is the distance of separation.
Might not this very equation also apply to the neutron in
L a net sense? That is:

20

Enet

Mnet

Enet is the net charge (+) of any such pair, S is the distance
of separation,Mnet is the net mass of the system, and C is
again the speed of light.
In addition to retaining the same form, this tentative
equation is consistent with the other assumptions. If S equals
zero, Enet would equal zero; meaning that the charge of the
electron and proton are equal when they coexist at the same
point. As the electron is displaced from its center, however,
it decreases in ability to generate field and its charge becomes
less and less. Two interrelated conditions then develop; the
charge of the net system becomes more and more positive and a
"gravitational" field arises.
The maximum separation within the neutron would be the
neutron's radius. The charge of the neutron would then be at
most
Enet = S

- 6.67(10-51) coulombs

with S = 1.250(10-15) meters,

67(10-27) kg, C = 3.00(108)M/S
et = 1'
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This charge is insignificant on the atomic level; but what
of large accumulations of matter? Consider the Earth. If one
examines the various elements in the Earth and their relative
abundance, a mean electron orbit distance from the nucleus may
be estimated. The author calculates this as (roughly) 0.60
angstroms. Substitution in the net equation to determine the
average electron-proton pair charge within the Earth then yields.

Enet = [f]

S
C

et - 1.59(10)-46) Coulombs

with S = 0.58(10-10) meters,Mnet = 1.67(10-27) Kg,
C = 3.00(108) M/S, and f =2.02 [to compensate for the number
of much smaller charge neutrons].
Now since (a) the number of electron-proton pairs in the
Earth equals the mass of the Earth divided by the mass of each
electron-proton pair: and since (b) the surface field of a
sphere in terms of the total charge (withspherical symmetry) is
given by the formula E -

, therefore (c) the surface
4TrEo R Z

field of the Earth that would be producable by such a positive
electrical aspect of the gravitational field would be
Me
mn
Enet(
127 volts/meter
Field at surface 4nEo R e Z
-46) Coulombs from previous,
with Enet = 1.59(10
-27) Kg,
24
Me = (mass of earth) = 5.98(10 ) Kg, Mn = 1.67(10
E = 8.85(10-12) Farad/meter, Re = 6.37(106) meters. (radius of
o
Earth)
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Logically, this positive tendency would then hold indefinitely
within the Earth free electrons (from the atmosphere) of an equal
charge. They would tend toward the surface, however, since the
Earth represents a (modified) spherical conductor. Contrary to
first thought, this would not produce a net zero field, since
the "termination of lines" condition is already satisfied
internally. That is, the free electrons would provide the
mechanism whereby the positive aspect of the gravitational field
is turned into a downward pointing electrostatic field at the
Earth's surface of 127 volts per meter! This agrees perfectly
6
with the phenomena termed "Earth's fair weather field."
A test to rule out all numerical coincidence in the above
is technically feasible. The net charge equation dictates that
the moon will be found to possess a surface electrical field of
23 ± volts per meter!
6Refer Encyclopedia Britannica, 1970 Edition, Vol. 8,
pages 185 to 192.
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A Summary of Approach Used & Results in a
Derivation of the Radius of the Nucleus--with Comments
1. Treating the idealized case of a single low mass body, a
spherically symmetric ideal fluid is pictured as the gravitational field. Formulas for velocity of flow as a function of
distance, and acceleration of flow as a function of distance are
then straight forwardly developed by appeal to validity of
Newton's law (under these conditions) and the concept of the
A
Ve
field having zero velocity at co? [Vf = -- Af = -21
n2-1
fn
2. A third formula for the time of flow from a given point to
R (n3/2- 1)]
2
the surface is then derived by the calculus. [t = 3Ve
3. The case of two overlapping gravitational fields having
uniform density (in a mall region) and constant relative
velocity is considered. Using low densities and velocities plus
the concepts of symmetry and simplicity, a simple formula is
V A V B + V BD
suggested. [
DA + B
Vnet
The formula is meant to hold only in the limit. It is
later shown to be transformable into Fizeau's relationship,
which in turn has been shown to be a limiting relationship
from an Einstein equation.
The formula is also applied to the problem of the effect
of the sun on the velocity of light at the earth's surface.
The formula predicts an effect of approximately 14 meters/second
toward the sun. Experimental results state that "if an ether
exists it is below 30 meters/second." Variations in the
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neighborhood of 18 meters/second were detected but (apparently)
not fully analyzed.
4. A point in space between two masses is then considered.
By comparing the previous net field velocity formula for two
overlapping fields and the accepted net acceleration formula
[in my case of the field, rather then an object], an interrelationship appears, namely [VFDF = KAF]
K is set = 1, however, as it eventually cancels. (This
implies that only relative field densities have meaning, not
their absolute magnitude.)
Algebra then yields an equation for the density of the
De
gravitational field at any point. [DF =
n-n
5. Matter in a state of continuous creation is postulated.
The

e of use by a spherical body is then derived by the

cal

us, using only the relationships previously developed.

ET = 4rrGM]
6. A neutron is then considered in place of a large neutral
body. It is pictured as growing at a rate required by the
incoming field till reaching some yet undetermined limit. Rapid
collapse occurs and then build up starts again.

[ ,47171,

A formula for rate of growth is then derived by applying calculus
to the rate of use formula previously developed. The resulting
formula gives the increase in radius with time, namely
[RN =

GMNt)1/3]

7. The above is set aside for the moment. The electron and
proton are considered. The old concept of sink and source is
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resurrected. On the basis of there being only one field, a
difference in amount is then mandated to account for the
gravitational field. Two logical definitions of charge and
mass then follow. [Listed bottom page10]
8. If one assumes that the compton frequency (in some yet to
or
be determined ideal units) is the rate of pulsing generation
use of the field, the magic constant to convert into ideal
units automatically follows, namely Ko = 2.17323(1031) along
with the discovery that coulomb is kilogram-secs.
arance) and
9. Considering the neutron as stable (till disappe
composed of only an electron and proton, a unique numerical
concept is employed which yields a pulsing neutron with a
creation rate of 4.30281 Kc. This frequency may be associated
with the neutron star in agreement with the general theory
(not presented).
growth
10. The creation rate is then combined with the rate of
formula previously developed. Averaging the pulsating sphere
relative to time then yields a nuclear radius of 1.250(10-15)
meters. This is in excellent agreement with the latest
determination of 1.28 + .05(10-15) meters.
11. The equations are also applied to the delay ofa light
signal caused by the gravitational field of the sun. A round
trip delay to Venus and back of .0002 seconds is predicted.
This agrees precisely with general relativity and actual
experiment.
both
12. The equation that relates to the charge and mass of
n
the electron and proton is then applied to the electron/proto
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pair. This produces a net positive charge to "neutral matter."
Several direct steps show the atom to have a charge of the order
of 1046 coulombs. (This is below the experimental allowable
maximum of 10-40
coulombs.) The formula is then applied to
the earth and a downward pointing surface field of 127 volts/meter
(average) is indicated. This is in good agreement with the
phenonema termed "earth's fair weather field."
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Back on Earth
A Further Expansion of the O'Hypothesis
By Sir Edgar
Introduction
The purpose of this book is twofold. First; to present
major developments in the O'hypothesis since Dec. 1971.
Second; to discuss the relationship of the O'hypothesis with a
large amount of newly gained information about the work of
others.
My original plan was to present this material in the same
manner as in "A View From Within"s that is, as a dialogue
blended with a small amount of science fiction. I was surprised
to find, however, that many in the scientific community are
incapable of taking such a presentation seriously--despite the
clear directive that only the space journey itself was fictional.
I am therefore writing this sequel in a straight forward manner.
If occasionally a touch of meglomania seeps through, I
apologize. The importance of the O'hypothesis is, in my
opinion, so monumental that a balanced outlook is extremely
difficult to maintain, much less define. "Those who have ears
to hear, let them hear."
Sir Edgar
(Alias) rile"
January 1974
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Chapter I
On the Uniqueness of the mks System
1
In the author's derivation of the nuclear radius a
dimensionless ratio (Ostrander's constant) is derived. The
value of this constant will depend on the system of units
employed, however. Examine two of the equations used in the
derivation as listed below,
(1) Ko X e K o X p = K o Xn
(2) Fn - icoxp
K o X must have a particular unique numerical magnitude
that is "magically" significant. Equation (1) can not hold
otherwise nor may equation (2) yield a particular unique
frequency. In other words, as long as the basic simple form
of the equations is maintained, one is restricted to the mks
system (or a very restricted set of systems).
The implications of this fact are staggering, yet
investigation finds that such uniqueness of the mks system is
secretly suspected by some physicists. One finds such psychologically suspicious statements as "there is really nothing
mysterious about the constant c, there just happened to be that
1Throughout this book, familiarity will be assumed with
"A Derivation of the Radius of the Nucleus-- with comments" and
"A View From Within--or Sir Edgar EXpounds on the O'hypothesis"
both by the author.
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many units of time in one unit of length." Also a book on the
subject was written by a French scientist (but I have been
unable to trace it).2
The author gains the impression that the equations of
relativity show a preference in form for the mks system; more
specifically that the constant c and the numerical value of the
speed of light approach identity only in the mks system. This
is only an impression, however, and may in fact be untenable.
Nevertheless, there are some curiosities about the mks
system which, when taken together, are strongly indicative.
Consider.
A

The relationship at the heart of relativity is
ay2
ax2 + (cAt)2. The reader recalls that this

as2 = ax2

equation signifies the true space/time interval between two
events, As, which is invariant. Ax, Ay, Az are the differences
in normal spacial coordinates, At is the difference in time,
and c is the speed of light. The concept is that different
observers may record different values for Ax, Ay, Az, At but
will all agree on As.
Now this equation has good simplicity of form. An improvement, however, would occur if the constant c disappeared. This,
of course, would require the invention of a new unit of time
having the value 1/3(108) seconds.
2Additional data from readers would be appreciated.
Uniqueness of the light near and the second will be proven in
other chapters.
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Reference to ancient Brahma texts3 shows that such a unit
of time once existed and was known as the Kashta. It is hard
for the author to conceive of any reason for such a unit unless
the ancients understood advanced physics, and made use of
8
the mks system; for only in the mks system does 3(10 ) represent
the numerical value of the speed of light!
As already pointed out, the validity of the O'hypothesis
seems to depnd on the uniqueness of the mks system. Contained

B

within the derivation of the nuclear radius; which is at the
heart of the O'hypothesis; is a redefinition of basic units that
points strongly to such uniqueness. Namely coulomb F kilogram-sec.
This may be seen by examining the definition of charge as
employed in the mks system.
Two parallel currents one meter apart are adjusted until
the force of attraction equals u0/27. The currents are then
defined as each one amp or one coulomb per sec. But this is
treating current in the same way as mass for by substitution
amp = coul/sec = kg-sec/sec = kg.
This is extremely significant, as relativity predicts
that an artificial g field can be produced by accelerating
4
currents.
3Page 55 "We are not the First" by Andrew Tomas, paperback
by Bantam, 1971.

4Let

the physicist who wrote that the secret to the
complete unified theory resided in the current definition of
charge come forward. I remember reading such an article, but
can't locate it.
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It is also interesting to examine what magnitude of mass
would be required to produce the same force of attraction as the
two currents. Consider.
G
ad)
F - (a)
R 2(1)2

U0

=

L1.0
aT3

Therefore two masses each having the numerical magnitude of
/4nG would produce exactly one half the force of attraction

o

as two one ampere currents. What is the significance of this
fact? Perhaps none--however, the author finds it curious indeed
je2
me2 x

that
JF /F

Ko X e

1-47Geo

_

1
me 2

uo
147G

4oeo

Fe/Fg is the long mysterious ratio of electrical to gravitational
force for two electrons and Ko X e is the "Ostrander modified"
compton wavelength of the electron.
C

But if the mks system is unique (or nearly so) what accounts

for the fact that we just happen to be using it? One must
postulate that humankind was guided into its selection. Of
course many reading these words will be tempted to proceed no
furthers the author begs one to consider, however, the
following argument.
Suppose advanced beings in the distant past came upon our
solar system and noted that the orbits of the planets were
elliptical and crisscrossed so that every so often the earth
suffered great catastrophes? These would be caused by planets
coming close or even colliding with the earth. Proof that such
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erratic orbits existed and that such catastrophes occurred may
be found in the scholarly works "Worlds in Collision" and "Earth
in Upheaval" by Immanuel Velikovsky. If the reader has not read
these works, he should stop and do so at once. For those who
hts,
wish to skip this chore, the author will mention a few highlig
lming
but the reader must keep in mind that the evidence is overwhe
and that only physiological factors prevent the sceintific world
from concluding at the very least "yes, Velikovsky, you are very
likely correct and we really goofed in being so blind."
For example ancient Babylonian daily records of the heavens
exist in three sets, Only the last set shows the heavens
nt.
arranged as they are now--the other two are completely differe
As a matter of fact not only are the orbits different, but Venus
is missing from the sky! how is this handled by the scientific
establishment? It is suggested that these dry daily records
e,
were made up for religious reasons: This is of course possibl
but hardly likely.
Again we find that Plato says the Egyptian priests maintained that the earth was destroyed seven times till the gods
came and ordered the heavens. It is curious, in light of this,
that core samples taken from the ocean bed about two years ago
indicated conclusively to the scientists themselves that the
organic earth was exposed to seven very sudden and extreme
5
periods of heat or cold.
One might also note a strange thing about the inner
planets of our solar system. According to present theory

5The author noted this coincidence, and not Velikovsky.
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elliptical orbits are just as stable as circular orbits
gravitationally: yet the orbits of Mercury, Venus, Earth,
and Mars are almost indistinguishable from circles!
The author could go on and on. but will content himself
with either your trust or your reading of Velikovsky's works.
If then, these postulated advanced beings found such a
state of affairs, what might they reasonably be expected to do?
First they wouldcirculize and space the orbits. Fantastic you
say! Not so. As will be seen later in the book, the O'hypothesis
allows for controlled energy releases almost infinitely times
that of the hydrogen bomb.
After insuring that civilizations would not periodically
be destroyed, one might expect them to proceed even further.
For if they care about us enough to insure our existence, would
not they be motivated to also guide us into discovering the
unified theory of physics they already possess?
The mks system employs a unit of length equal to 1/107 part
6 (Minor refinements
of a quarter circumference of the earth.
in this definition do not concern us at this point.) Of course
many other standards could have been chosen, but the choice of
the earth as a reference appears to the author as dictated at
some point in time. It is the first fixed size object man would
be expected to measure accurately.
Man's anatomy, the desire for wholeness, and convenience
of size would then allow said advanced beings to deduce that

6Curiously u, was "arbitrarily" assigned the value
47/107 in the mks
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there would be a fair likelihood of eventual choice of the meter
as the standard of length.
But a certain unit of length dictates a certain unit of
time, in order that the numerical value of the speed of light
becomes 3(108). Thus the advanced beings would adjust the
length of the year, the length of the month, and the length of
the day precisely so as to almost force any civilization to
choose the second as the unit of time. They could then sit back
and "wait" for man to discover the mks system, or perhaps at
least a restricted set of systems.
This postulated series of events would (and should) be
summarily dismissed were it not for one fact. Velikovsky very
nearly proves that between 1500 BC and 500 BC (approximately the
year was 360 days long and that the month was 30 days long!
(Before that time the year was apparently 188 days long.)
Again, the reader is referred to his works. I will present
only two highlights just for interest.
A certain Ctesias writes that the walls of Babylon were
360 furlongs in compass, "as many as there had been days in the
year."
A meeting of astronomers was held in China around 500 BC
for the purpose of changing the number of degrees in the circle
from 360° to 365i° to be "more in accord with the state of the
heavens."
Again the reader may wonder that if proof is overwhelming
why has it been not recognized? The key may lie in deep
physiological need: for after studying ancient Brahman texts
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wh'ch clearly indicate an advanced society, a researcher was
forced to conclude that the Brahmans had a"wholly confused
notion of the true length of the year."
In conclusion then, the O'hypothesis can only be valid if
the mks system is unique (or nearly so). This uniqueness
is plausible if one accepts a history of the earth composed of
two blended elements: first, natural phenomena as contained in
the theories of Velikovsky: second, advanced being visitation as
postulated by Von Doniken and others. The author maintains that
this is precisely the case and shall further elaborate in latter
chapters.
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Chapter II
In Which the Elementary Particles are More Clearly Defined
It will be remembered that the nucleon is considered to be
in fact the universe. However, this definition leaves one with
the question what object in the universe may I point to as being
the nucleon? Also what role does the electron play?
Consider a typical galaxy. Suppose (in a time sense)7 a
galaxy evolved thus: first a small hole or rent appears in
space/time. Out of this hole pours a vast amount of matter in a
tremendous explosion. Theenvelope containing the matter expands
at the speed of light relative to the center and at the same time
the matter thereingrows inquantity, At some point in time, a
special condition develops of some sort which calls an abrupt
halt to this expansion. Contraction then occurs, and Eat least
relative to an external observer,] this contraction is extermely
rapid.
However, let's assume that before the "black hole" in space
can reopen, the matter must accumulate itself into a critical
state. This takes time, since the matter has been flung outward
with different velocities, etc.
A semistable state develops called the neutron star.
Gradually a critical point is reached as the pulsing neutron star
is dampened by the infall of more and more matter. The black
7 The phrase "in a time sense" is important since each
galaxy II each and every other galaxy in a different stage and
cycle of evolution. That is, a. galaxy does not evolve at all but
exists in different quantum states. This will be elaborated
on in latter chapters.
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hole reappears and the whole galaxy disappears into it. Where
does this matter go along with itsenvelope of warped space/time?
It simply reappears in another time and place, and the cycle
repeats.
At this point the scientific reader is no doubt "up in arms."
What about the conservation of energy? etc. The reader must be
patients all will be answered in time. For those who see
portions of the concepts of others repeated, remember that the
O'hypothesis is considered as a grand synthesis and only the
derivation of the nuclear radius (plus the discovery of the
quantum nature of galaxies in the local group covered in
chapter IX) can be classified as original in themselves.
Examine the below sketch. Shown are two cycles of the same
galaxy. The first cycle is labeled galactically, the second is
labeled elementary/partically.

[It is not held that this waveshape is precise--only that it
is hapically correct.]
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Thus it is a tenet of the O'hypothesis that the universe is
the galaxy, is the nucleon. Further, the nucleon is seen to
include the electron as well as the proton. In a time sense,
the electron must be envisioned as evolving into the proton, and
then into the neutron, and then into the electron again.
The question arises why is not this evolution apparent?
But it is. On the quantum level, there is much evidence that
the particles go into and out of existence. Further, an analysis
of nuclear behavior also indicates a continuous interchange in
nature between the proton/neutron.
But what of the atom? The electron orbits never seem to be
occupied by protons. Precisely. The observers' observations are
locked in syncrization with the quantum growth of his own galaxy.
We are observing the electron portion of the particle under
observation in repetition every 360°. Likewise for the free
neutron and proton. In other words the quantum fabric of space
time prevents us from directly observing the transition. [We
shall see later, however, that a certain manner of observation
can overcome this obstacle and that even the limitation of
Heisenburg can be broken:]
Note that the waveshape is of the same shape as that
employed in the derivation of the nuclear radius. The author
maintains it j the same shape.
Note the blowup of the cycles of the neutron star i.e.
neutron. One can now see why the relationship between the three
wavelengths given as Ko Xe Ko pp = Kohn was valid. The frequency
of the cycles is of course 4.30281 kc.
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The author would like to stress that he is not claiming
that all rough edges are removed. Also, the reader is free to
the end of time to attribute similarities between the atom level
world with the galactic level world as just that. However, if
two chairs in two different rooms are simultaneously examined
and continuous data showing identicalness is received, there must
be a point at which it becomes more sane to consider them the
same chair rather than two different chairs!
Now

IL

the neutron star is indeed the neutron, should not

the same formulas developed for the neutron also hold in some
direct manner for the neutron star?
Refer to the following graph. It is taken from the work of
Kip S. Thorne and his associates at the California Institute of
Technology and appeared in an article by J. Ostriker in the
Scientific American, Jan. 1971. [The arrows and reference data
were added by author.]
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The author has no knowledge of how these values were
8
calculated , but examination of the graph proved most amazing.
The minimum stable radius of the neutron star is approximately
on the black line around 0.80 solar masses. This yields a
radius of 11.1 km since log 11.1 = 1.045.
Suppose a light pulse traveled around the circumference
of such an object. The resultant frequency of revolution would
then be
f =

8
3.00(10 ) _ 4.30 kc!9
2nR 6.28(11.1)10'

In excellent agreement with the O'hypothesis frequency of
creation of the neutron of 4.30281 kc! A deeper understanding
of this must be left to more learned men, but certainly the
principle of identity looks better and better.
Consider now the O'hypothesis formula for the size of the
Omn 1/3
Will this formula also
neutron, namely Rn = 1
5 aF
2
3 n
hold for the neutron star? Transposing and substituting 11.1 km
for Rn, we have
8
Original theoretical work in this subject was carried
374
out by Oppenheimer & Volkoff. Refer Phys. Review
(1939).
9 This calculation was referred to in "A View from
Within."
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2 F2
5.;:t -13 3 n
[
G
n]
n

- 1.172(1030)kgm or N 0.59 solar masses

Rn = 11.1(103) meters
n = 4.30281(103)cps
G = 6.670(10-11)
mass of sun = 1.971(1030)kgm
Considering all factors--excellent agreement with the chart!
_Indeed, further examination will show that the equation
Precisely fits data in the middle of the stability region at
(101.085).]
0.80 solar masses and 12,2 km
Despite these theoretical considerations the reader may
still be left with an inability to mentally visualize the space
between the elementary particles as in fact the very same space
that is between the galaxies.
This is due to a false assumption created by mental processes
inherent in the sense of awareness of self: namely, that one is
remaining in the same galaxy as he observes his surroundings:
TRemenber the kitchen table analogy.] This false assumption
accounts for the artificial mathematical structure of the space/time
continuum where the four dimensions coexist. This structure is
artificial because space and time are separated by a warp and may
be superimposed only if one neglects the quantum jumps in our
point of observation. What then is a "truer" picture?
Conceive of a 3 dimensional time field in which exists small
separated voids. Each void is a static 3 dimensional space
10 This concept was of course
structure at some point in time.
1-C Wheeler's concept will be discussed in the next chapter.
-e was so close but so far.
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already suggested by the kitchen table analogy, but now one sees
that each void is the universe at an instant and is the galaxy
and is the nucleon. This picture is supported by three observations [more will follow]. First; although galaxies can be
arranged so as to show a progressive change in internal structure,
their angular momentum is not constant. Continuous change from
one into the other is thus difficult to conceive, but not the
existence of quantum states which have a progressive structural
relationship depending on time factors. Second; an intensely
energetic core has been detected in many galaxies, including our
own. Third; Einstein's theory yields a required density of the
universe which is found within our galaxy but not in extended
space. If, however, the space between the galaxies is not space
but time, the problem is solved. Conceive of bringing each
galaxy to ours and combining them. We already know that the
density of the nucleus remains constant independent of the number
of nucleons combined, and therefore the final density of such an
artificial universe is still the correct value.
It is important to remember that time still exists; it is
only the nature of time that is being redefined. Basically
structural time is spaces structural time. This is true
because the space between the elementary particles is identical
with the time between the galaxies. The key to visualization
is to remember that in the one case we are observing with a
telescope through the warp around an elementary particle (our
galaxy) and in the other case are observing warps (elementary
particles) through a microscope. The inside 12 the outside.
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In conclusion it has been stated that the galaxy 1s the
universe at an instant 11 the nucleon. Also that the nucleon
includes the electron and that in a time sense the evolution of
a galaxy jthe process of an electron changing into a proton
and then into a neutron. A picture of the universe has also
been presented of a 3 dimensional time field composed of points,
each point being a frozen section of the universe (i.e., galaxy).
Discussion has shown these statements to be logical extensions
of the O'hypothesis. Particular support is given by application
of the mathematical relationship derived for the neutron precisely
to the neutron star itself.
The identity of the cosmos with the atomic world is
required by the O'hypothesis. This chapter has furnished
strong evidence for such identity, a later chapter shall submit final proof.
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CHAPTER III
On the Works of Others
Before claiming originality the author felt that research
should be made into the ideas of others. Ideally this research
should be thorough and completes unfortunately this was prevented
by lack of time and insufficient mathematical sophistication on
the author's part. But while the beginning of wisdom is to
recognize how much you do not know, one must precede past that
point bravely and not let fear of failure or ridicule rule his
actions.
The following discussion is meant to serve two purposes.
First, to show the strength of the O'hypothesis. Second, to
point the experts in what I believe is the right direction. (In
most cases the original works were not examined.)
Amount
Source of Datas
Examined
80%
N.Y. Times Science & Book Review Section

Period
1952-1973

Time Magazine Science Section

80%

1952-1973

Scientific American Magazine

100%

1970-1973

Science Abstracts

100%

1898-1946

Books under "Gravitation" etc.

100%

On hand

1. An experiment involving a turntable with a mounted interferometer was described in chapter V of "A View from Within." It
had been presented in the literature as a new discovery, so I
was surprised to find that the same experiment had been done in
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191311 by G. Sagnac and is called the "Sagnac Effect." Further,
G. Sagnac, and later in 1938 H. E. Ives12, interpreted the
results in the same way as the author: namely that the Sagnac
Effect shows that a structure or medium exists relative to which
the velocity of light remained constant and that the apparatus
rotated through this medium. Of course, neither person recognized
it as the gravitational field.
2. Geometrodynamics (the "already unified" theory) was mentioned
in chapter Ix. It was suggested by the author that the concepts
embodied in this theory would be useful in mathematizing the
O'hypothesis. Further reading haseven strengthened this belief.13
John Wheeler of Princeton seems to have developed this theory.
The "massless" particles called geons, which are formed by
light energy held together by the gravitational forces of the
light's mass equivalent, are said not to correspond to real
matter. Yet the realization that all is nothing--that is to say
that matter is really warps within warps within etc. blurs this
distinction.
It is stated in Wheeler's book (p. 27) that the radius of
a geon is :,t1 Gm/c2. It is curious to note that K kilograms
o
substituted in this expression yields a radius of 16.1 km:
close to that of a neutron star.
1I"InterferometerinRotation Demonstrates a Relative Ether
Wind" G Sagnac (Comptes Rendus, 157, pp. 708-710, Oct. 27, 1913).
12"Light Signals Sent Around a Closed Path" H. E. Ives
J.O.S.A. 28.. PP. 296-299, Aug., 1938.
13My two references in this subject are "Gtometrodynamics"
by John Wheeler, 1962, Academic Press, and "John Wheeler the
Black Hole of the Universe" by Laurence B. Chase, Intellectual
Digest, December 1972, Vol. III, No. 4.
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Wheeler also states that (page 78) "If there is to be any
correspondence between pure quantum geometrodynamics and quantum
electrodynamics, then the undressed electron must be identified
with the elementary wormhole. Its mass must be said to be of
-8
the order of J-11 or 2.1771(10 ) kgrams." But if Ko kilograms
-8
and 2.1771(10 ) kilograms are both fundamental units, should
not their ratio be significant? We find that Ko(1 kgm)
24 1(1039).
'

G

\tii

This is, of course, reminiscent of Diracs observations concerning
this ratio's repetitious appearance among the constants of physics.
To be objective, however, Wheeler considers the lower
limiting value of a geon to have a mass of approximately 1033
kilograms. Further, the above may involve circular reasoning and
represent only an exercise in numerology. For example, it is
11 = 6.0241(1023) which is very close
'
further noted that ...1.Tr Ko
to Avogadros constant of 6.0225(1023). I believe this is sig-

FG

nificant, but again without a completed mathematical structure,
one can not really judge. Also, it has been stated that Ko is
in fact the ratio of the size of the galaxy to the size of the
atom. However, the sole reasons for this belief is the observation that (1) such a ratio should be significant if the
O'hypothesis is valid, and (2) the radius of the galactic barrier
of the Milky Way (as deduced in Chapter VII of A View from Within)
divided by the 1st Bohr radius is

6.10(1020) meters = 2.28(1031) and K = 2.17(1031)
o
2.43(10-12) meters
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Wheeler is still working towards a unified theory. he conceives of a superspace endowed with an infinite number of
dimensions. Anysingle point in superspace represents an entire
3-dimensional world; nearby points represent slightly different
3-dimensional worlds. The evolution of a single universe from
beginning to end then represents a track in superspace.
On reading of Wheeler's concept I recognized that Wheeler
14
had almost discovered the O'hypothesis.
The stumbling block
for Wheeler in the author's view was a failure to realize that
his 3-dimensional worlds were composed of a. single galaxy and
that the space between the galaxies is the space between the
elementary particles.
Wheeler is particularly concerned about the eventual
collapse of the entire universe. Yet once it is understood that
the inside is the outside, the fear of this collapse disappears.
For the universe is always collapsing etc. the continuous creation
of elementary particles is really one and the same as the
continuous pulsating galaxies, thus we are safe. For even though
at this instant our universe may be collasping at some point in
the lamp on our table, in the pencil of our left hand is the
"same" universe of 50 years ago.
What is the meaning of the infinite dimensional feature of
superspace? I personally believe that superspace has only le 1081
(Is the aleph useful?) dimensions; that is to say the number of
galaxies iz.nucleons. Thus, any of the 1081 nucleons has the
14
Actually Wheeler's concept enlightened me so that my
doubts as to the galactic barrier being the edge of the universe
were erased.
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possibili-ly of existing next to any of the other nucleons.
le diSome insight is thus gained into the reason for multip
the
mensions being requiredin Schroedinger'sequations. But
and do
reader will object that things have a certain arrangement
with our
not occur all possible ways' this, however, has to do
r.
"perception" and I will explain that in a latter chapte
g
As usual, the truth is always found to have been starin
ago
us in the face. For example the astronomer Hoyle long
accumulated data indicating pulsating galaxies and the
15
mathematicians who study black holes have found that space
the nature
nearby takes on the nature of time and time takes on
to the
of space! And where are these black holes? According
the very
O'hypothesis they are in the matter all around us at
core of the nucleons!
ionally
3. One V. Kakinuma (Japanese) seems to have come except
16
e the
close to the O'hypothesis. In fact it would not surpis
manage
author if someone more expert in mathematics then I could
is very
15A book which the author could not locate, but which1965,
se,
Collap
l
ationa
Gravit
&
Theory
tation
"Gravi
is
relevant
Harrison, Thorne, Wakand, & Wheeler.
16Refer.: Structure of an Electron Part I, Phys. Math. Soc,
ike
Japan, Proc. 10, pp. 235-242, Dec. 1928; Possible Wave-l 12,
Proc.
Japan,
Soc.,
Math.
Phys.
on,
Electr
an
of
Structure
nt in Conpp. 25-31, Feb. 1930; *Interpretation of Plank's Consta
Japan, Proc. 12,
nection with Electronic Structure, Phys. Math. Soc.,
Equation for
pp. 101-110; Five Dimensional Formulation of the Wave
183-188,
the Electron, Phys. Math Soc., Japan, Proc. 13, Pp.
Math Soc.,
June 1931' *Eouations of Motion of the Electron, Phys,
in Wave
on
Functi
Wave
1930;
Sept.
6,
159-16
pp.
12,
Japan, Proc.
ure of
Struct
1933;
ry,
Geomet
nian
Rieman
Mechanics, 1518, 1932;
Geometry
Electron and Positron, 1936; Use of Complex Riemannian
Between
in the Theory of the Electron, 1936; *Coulomb Force
Electron,
Electron and Proton, 1937; *Multiple Structure of the
found in the
be
may
and
h
Englis
in
are
papers
these
of
1938. [Most
s the
assure
author
the
City,
Y.
N.
in
y
Librar
Engineering Science
and was
reader that he had no prior knowledge of Kakinuma's work
amazed at the similarities with the O'hypothesis.]
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to show that Kakinuma's theory carried to its logical conclusion
is the C'hypothesis. He seems to have disappeared after 1938
and the author notices no mention of the neutron in the abstracts.
Nevertheless he claims a unified theory developed by using Einstein's General Relativity plus a few unique assumptions??
Kakinuma considers the electron and proton as pulsating
spheres in an incompressible fluid. He seems to have associated
the comption wavelength with this pulsation rate in a manner
similar17 to me. Kakinuma also concludes that the whole universe
is inside the electron in agreement with the O'hypothesis
definition of the electron as the universe turned inside out.
He further represents the electron as having an inner core of
R; or:110-32 meters. This is in excellent agreement with the

4

O'hypothesis basic unit of length of 1 Teter

4.6014(10-32) meters:

The author's impression is that the scientific world thought
highly of Kakinuma but felt that he went off the deep end. It
would seem, however, that his ideas live on. Ekkehard ilowotny18
claims to have derived the equations of the hydrogen atom from
the equations of the Friedman universe by making certain
assumptions. It only remains to be recognized that the hydrogen
atoms the Friedman universe.

17 The relationships given are h f = m c2
e
e
h f = m c2
1_
hydrogen atom in the Friedman universe received March 1, 1972.
Communications in Mathematical Physics.
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con4. The ether-drift experiments of Dayton C. Miller were
:
sidered by the author to be in support of the O'hypothesis
had
although only with fingers crossed, since the original data
a
not been examined. The author was surprised to find that
and
large amount of researchers hla examined the original data
r,
reached conIrary conclusions. The present consensus, howeve
sun.
seems to be that the effect was caused by heat from the
,
This implies that I had been correct in deducing a sun vector
l
and still leaves open the possibility of the sun gravitationa
the fact
field, rather than its heat, as the cause. But what of
while
that Miller deduced a velocity of the ether of 10 km/sec
be
the O'hypothesis predicts that the velocity of light should
ss
increased/decreased by only around 14 m/s? The whole busine
to
is too involved for my abilities but it is very interesting
that
note that Lipage and C. M. Sparrow19 claimed to have shown
vity
Miller's results can be brought into accord with the relati
principle by assuming that space is anisotropic to the extent
is
that the velocity of light perpendicular to the elliptic
of the
16.7 cm/seq less then the velocity of light in the plane
elliptic. (A latter paper "corrects" this view, however.)
have decided not to study the original data:
ed to be
5. Listed below are additional papers which appear
to
relevant. Researching of the physics abstracts from 1946
1972 was not undertaken as the abstracts themselves became
19 Relativity and Miller's repetition of the Michelson28,
Morley experiment. L. Page and C. M. Sparrow, Phys. Rev,
pp. 384-391, Aug., 1926.
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generally incomprehensible to the author.
/Four-Dimensional Theory of Gravitation
J. Ishiwara (Tohoku Math. Journ. 3, pp. 9-14, March,
1913) in which the velocity of light is not constant, but
a function of space-time coordinates. Albert Einstein
agrees with his theory as another way to express his own,
page 407. 1914 abstracts.
/Relativity and Gravitation
G. Nordstrom (Phys. Zeitschr. 13, PP. 1126-1129,
Nov. 15, 1912) A treatment of Einstein's Theory which makes
the speed of light depend on the gravitational potential.
/Theory of Gravity
S. B. McLaren (Phil. Mag. 26, pp. 636-673, Oct. 1913)
A mathematical and quasi-speculative essay on gravity based
partly on B. Riemann's view that the ether is a fluid and
matter is a region where the ether is continually destroyed.
/On Five-Fold Variety in the Physical Universe
J. Ishiwara claims Norostrom has related gravity and
electro-magnetism by adding another dimension.
/Theory of the Flowing Ether
O. Wiener (Phys. Zeits, 26, pp. 76-81, Jan. 1, 1925)
/Discontinuous Motion of an Electric Particle
Watson, W. H. (Canad. J. Res. A, 23, pp. 39-46, March
1945)
J A Theory of the Creation of Electric Charge
Watson, W. H, (Canad. J. Res. A, 23, PP. 33-38, March
1945) Involves continuous creation (and destruction) of
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electric charge. Gives a new interpretation to the length
e2Vmc 2.
✓ Quantization of lass
B. Podolsky and H. Branson (Phys. Rev., 57, Pp. 494-500,
March 15, 1940 "Only an occurrence as a result of quantization of a large dimensionless number could lead to a
reasonable result." [K07]
✓ Matter, Electricity & Gravitation in Flat Space-time
Birkhoff, G. D. (Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., Wash., 29,
pp. 231-239, Aug., 1943). A brief summary of a unified
theory. Flat spacetime is assumed as well as a perfect fluid.
%/Relativity and the Question of Discretization in Astronomy.
Domonic G. B. Edelen & Albert C. Wilson, Springer
Tracts in Natural Philosophy, 1970.
In conclusion, the author has presented the results of his
partial research into the literature.
The Sagnac Effect. geometrodynamics, Wheeler's superspace,
the work of U. Kakinuma, and Miller's ether-drift experiment
have been discussed and have been shown to have a positive
relationship to the O'hypothesis. Additional papers by
Nordstrom, McLaren, Ishiwara, Wiener, Watson, Podolsky and
Branson,Birkhoff, and Edelen & Wilson have been listed as
possible supportive theories.
The author wishes to state that in his researches no facts
or observations were discovered which seemed to contradict the
O'hypothesis. Some literature has been reserved for later
chapters.
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CHAPTER IV
Universal Expansion
The reader may recall that when arranged in the sequence
dictated by our "natural" laws, the spheres or nucleons are
progressively larger. But if each nucleon is a fractional phase
of the expanding galaxy, it follows that not only do we change
galaxies during our observations, but we change earths:
The significance of this fact was realized by the author
only after reading the pamphlet "Gravitation Does Not Exist"
by James Carter. Carter conceives of all things sharing in the
expansion of the universe and of this expansion through space
20 This
as being a natural cause of gravitation phenomena.
chapter contains further development of the O'hypothesis triggered
by his pamphlet.
The derivation of the nuclear radius began with the assumption of a converging field. But the reality of this field
depended not only on treating idealized limiting cases, but on
the assumption we were remaining on the same fixed-sized earth!
Thus we have the option of being emeshed in time and using the
field description, or looking below time and using the quantum
description. Or in other words, one may analyze matters in
terms of a fixed earth distorting space or of a flat space with
an expanding earth. The expansion, of course, really involves
20It seems that whenever someone puts a new concept forward
that makes matters clearer but involves a slight redefinition
of standard terms, the authorities scoff and shout "coincidence."
I think Carter has made a unique contribution, and was probably
helped by his lack of formal training, rather then hindered.
Any small "errors" in his theory should not be excuse for
rejecting the whole.
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coexisting quantum states, but the reinsertion of a time of
change (as opposed to the discarded time of existence) will take
care of that.
It is thus a tenet of the O'hypothesis that either way of
analyzing phenomena is equivalent, for in both cases the concept
of gravity j<g acceleration is being employed. Carter points out
that two expanding spheres will "attract" each other quite
nicely. Examine the sketch below.

alliox y

x
comxy

Jr

0,LB.ry
Since we are expanding too, the appearance is one of
inward motion of two fixed sized objects. Note that the paper
is being considered as flat space, and the actual location of
the center of gravity of the spheres relative to this space
is fixed.
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Can this expansion be detected? Yes. Light used space as
a medium and maintains a constant velocity relative to it. The
accelerating surfaces of the bodies will thus produce a doppler.
Also light travels in a straight line relative to this field.
Thus the expanding surface will move to meet it and produce a
relative bending. Care must be exercised in analyzing on this
level, however, for the surface of the bodies continuously
accelerate without increasing velocity. This is true because
the acceleration has now become a way of relating the changes
between quantum states and does not really signify motion.21
I Examine the sketch

EORTH

[ 4--

/ hurreRs
¿so 0o 5

Carter envisions the deflection in the light being caused
primarily by the expanding of the earth to meet it: Light
1.5(1011) m = 500 sec to
takes approximately 500 seconds
3(108) m/s
21 In the following three examples, Carter
gives a much
more thorough treatment then I indicate. Those interested are
referred to his pamphlet which may be obtained by sending $1.00
to Universal Expansion Press, P.O. Box 831, Avalon, California
90704.
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reach the earth. All this time the surface of the earth is
6
accelerating outward and covers a distance of 1.23(10 ) meters
since d = *gt2 = *(9.81)(500)2 = 1.23(106). The apparent
bending of the light is then found by the arc tangent or
) = tan-1 8.20(10-6) = 1.711 . This is in close
tan-1 1.23(106
11 )
1.50(10
11 predicted on the basis of
agreement with Einstein's 1.75
relativity:
At first glance the whole thing looks atrocious. What
about the mass of the sun? Why has the orbital motion of the
earth been neglected? Why use the sun/earth distance to begin
with? Consideration of these objections would take us too far
afield, and I could only offer speculations anyway. However,
intuitively I believe Carter's analysis is basically correct.
:f it is correct, and not just coincidence, what further wondrous
interrelationships in our solar system must exist!!
I: Examine the sketch
Glen Rebka.-Robert Pound experiment,
1960 gamma rays of a known frequency
were sent vertically downward as a
test of relativity. Relativity theory
ga
c
Yet
nce.
on the principle of equivale
predicts a frequency shift of

Carter's universal expansion yields the
fi,77`1/

same formula.

— seconds to reach the ground.
The rays would take t = d
In this time the earth's surface would have accelerated upward
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to a velocity of ILI = Av. Therefore the doppler produced would
equal

9m = LI
2'

The shift was observed.

c

III Examine the sketch

According to relativity light from the surface of the sun
should be shifted down in frequency by the sun's gravitational
field. Einstein apparently predicted the same shift for ray A
as ray B, for his calculation involved only the difference in
the sun's gravity field at the surface of the sun and at the
earth. Carter refines this prediction however by predicting no
shift for ray B, and a certain shift for ray A. His concept is
that by the time light from the edge has reached point x, the
photons of ray B have been under acceleration on the surface for
Rsun
seconds, and this causes ray A to be shifted into the red
relative to the light from the center. Carter does not use the
accepted g value for the sun's field, but a g value calculated
by application of a new principle.
This new principle seems highly suspect to the author;
for he claims that g of other bodies is solely determined by
their radius and a constant called the Exond. His formula
is g(at surface)

2R ,2 . Be that as it may a graph showing
(EXond;
Carter's prediction, Einstein's prediction, and the observed

results supports Carter.
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IV

Carter considers the planets to be charged in agreement

with the O'hypothesis. He further deduces that the true surface
2
2
acceleration of the earth is 10.22 m/secs , of which .41 m/s
is due to electrostatic repulsion. The reader may recall that
the O'hypothesis considers that a gravitational field has both
an electrical and gravitational aspect. That light, considering
its electrical nature, might be accelerated more by gravitation
then matter would not then be surprising.
V

The unit called the Exond by Carter is found to be highly

significant, in relation to the O'hypothesis. Consider the
earth. Now if everything takes part in the expansion of the
universe (in a. time sense) should not the equation derived for
the expansion of the neutron (i.e., galaxy) also describe in
some manner the expansion of the earth?
Let us try treating the earth as a neutron.
Gm 1/3
Given: Rn
F
3
2R
Transposing'

1

= period

Gm

1140 seconds

2R3
with g = 9.81 m/s2 R = 6.37(106) m.
But

oE

is recognizable as the time it would take the surface

of the earth to reach twice the earth radius at its present
value of acceleration, that is to double its size. This value
of 1140 seconds is called the Exond by Carter.
But another surprise awaits. Recall that the density of
the gravitational field is in inverse seconds. Then unit of
time = D =
e

= 1ER =
L
Ar9-

J-22 or again the Exond!

e
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If this Exond has any true significance, one would expect
it to show up in nature. We note that the observed mean decay
time of a neutron (1013 seconds) and the doubling time for
bacteria a.re quite close to the Exond. Of course, this would
imply that said phenomena. a.re a function of the density of the
gravitational field in which they are emeshed. I suggest that
such is indeed the case and I know of no experiment in contradiction.22
Of course the earth can not really be separated by quantum
jumps of 1140 seconds in the normal sense, but one must remember
the problem no longer exists in said normal sense. Examine the
below sketch. It is an intuitive logical analysis of said process. [I owe at least half of this insight to Carter's concept
of the Exond.] Remember that we are dealing with a different
kind of time and that the earth's pulsations are not "real."
SE /1oMOS
pi= g
=
in= 2.

in:: I

1--

22 TTiime = 1 =
D

T

9%2_
K

I

2'

This would produce a

'density

2R3
variation of 20%, 28%, 4% at the surface of Mars, surface of the
moon, and 100 miles up in orbit respectfully. (Carter's Exond
maintains its same value everywhere.) It is curious to note that
the Exond is 19.00 minutes, and 19 years is a period common in
ancient astronomy. It is called the metonic cycle and enables
one to predict eclipses of the moon. Although 18.61 years at
present it could easily have been exactly 19 years in the period
1500 BC to 500 BC. Refer Stonehenge decoded by Gerald S. Hawkins.
Delta.
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The surface of the earth relative to space maintains a
constant velocity, even though continually accelerating. (Carter
also notes this but deduces a value of

the escape velocity as

opposed to the O'hypothesis full escape velocity.) If the
velocity is to remain constant relative to space (i.e., paper)
despite the doubling in size every basic unit of time, it follows
that the basic unit of time itself must double its value each
creation. In this way the linear amount of space the surface
has expanded through divided by the time of the expansion remains
constant.
What of the mass of each earth? Recall the formula for
2 1/3
the rate of expansion Rn = (Kmt ) . Now if mass remains
constant, as we falsely assume (this assumption is also made
by the universe in some deep manner) then the formula of course
indicates acceleration of the surface. But if mass increases
directly with time by doubling every basic unit thenKetmay
be substituted for m and the formula reduces to the expression
R

n

= K"t in accordance with the diagram.
This doubling of mass each creation is characteristic not

only of the earth but of all creation, and can actually be
detected under certain conditions as will be seen in a latter
chapter.
This means the ratio of mass to radius remains constant.
It is considered meaningful that this is also a characteristic
Um
of Wheeler's geons. Also since g = 2, it follows that the
R
acceleration due to gravity at the surface must be pictured
as being halfed each Exond. This is also noted by Carter.
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Now the rate of time flow is dictated by the amount of mass
present per unit time. Since this is constant (both the mass
and time unit doubling together) no effect is normally noticed
by the emeshed observer.
Of course, during the discussion, a continuous change in
reference has been used. First one kind of time is employed,
then another. First quantum exists, then doesn't. Hopefully
the reader has followed.
Conclusion:
Theequivalenceof assuming a field flowing into a static
earth and an expanding earth through a static field has been
23 has been shown to be
postulated. The deeper level of reality
that of the latter concept, since it is a. natural consequence
of the coexisting various sized quantum states of our galaxy.
Validity of this concept has been indicated, though hardly
proved, by reference to James Carter's treatment of three observed
phenomena. Carter's concept of the Exond has also been shown to
have a direct relationship with the O'hypothesis.
It has been suggested that the decay time of the neutron
and the rate of bacteria growth will be found to depend on the
density of the gravitational field.
The doubling of mass every period of one cycle of pulsation
has been indicated. This phenomena will be actually observed in
a latter chapter.
23This may be only a relative statement, of course.
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Hopefully the reader has kept in mind that the concepts
presented are for the purpose of allowing mathematicians to
expand on general relativity or possibly modify it. While the
author believes deep truths are being presented, he is well
aware that many presently unanswerable objections could be
raised, and that what has been presented is not a sophisticated
mathematical model without flaws.
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CHAPTER V
Anti-gravity
Many have attempted the creation of "Anti-gravity." With
the first basic understanding of the nature of mass, the author
is in a position to proceed systematically and logically. A
design exists. It shall not be presented here since I do not
wish to endanger any future patent applications. Does the
device work? Time (pardon the expression) will tell. The
device, which is electro-mechanical, is certainly constructable,
unfortunately lack of money and facilities have hindered
progress to date.
While the design will be kept secret for now, the author
feels free to explain the basic concept; as it may readily be
deduced by the alert from the O'hypothesis, anyway.
F = mA. This formula indicates that when a. body accelerates
relative to some dominant gravitational field, stress will exist
on the body. It may be conceived as the field's opposition to
the acceleration and produced by the field's desire to feed the
mass at a constant rate.
But suppose instead of application of an external force to
produce the acceleration, the acceleration is produced directly
by a change in mass. This could produce "enertialess" flight
as long as the change in mass which produced the acceleration is
inversely proportionally to the acceleration for
F = M y a? = constant. = "normal g."
The two questions are (1) will a change in mass produce
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motion and (2) how could the mass be changed?
Examine the diagram

ER8m

(/)

Body A is a normal object whose growth rate is in syncrization
with the earth. Body B is an object whose mass has been decreased.
Now mass is proportional to the rate of use of the field, and
thus a. decrease in mass actually means that the bodies expansion
rate must increase so that the rate of internal time flow for
the body itself remains constant. Relative to the outside
surroundings, however, this means that the body has advanced
forward through time and appears at an elevation corresponding
to where a future earth surface would be. In other words time
travel and anti-gravity are synonomous.
The "not here" object will remain visible, however, as
long as the mass change is not sufficient to produce the speed
of light relative to the observers, If this limit is exceeded,
I envision the object as "warping out" or disappearing to
reappear in another time and place.
The motion is thus not produced by any "force" but involves
the occupation of non-consecutive galaxies.
A decrease in mass produces the opposite effect, with the
object traveling into the earth and backward through time.
Complications can thus arise, as will be seen in a latter
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chapter on "flying saucers."
Granting that a change in mass should produce antigravity,
how can this change in mass be accomplished?
Mass, or the amount of field used in respect to time, is
the summation of many little masses, i.e., the nucleus. Looking
deeper, the rate of use of the field is actually caused by the
continuous creation of the nucleon; that is, the continuous
creation of the galactic universe. Thus to change mass, one
must first achieve a resonance state with the internal dynamics
of the nucleon. Then a slight carefully controlled force producing a phase shift relative to this resonance should move
one backward or forward through time.
3ut a word of caution. What is happening inside the
nucleon is the totalconversion of a galaxy into energy (i.e.,
the Quasar). If anymore then an infitesimal amount of this
energy is extracted, the resulting catastrophe would infinitely
drawf the hydrogen bomb! A black hole might well evolve which
would drag in the entire universe. Indeed, inherent in such
Procedures is the possibility of a, gravitational bomb which
could instantly effect fantastic areas with huge destructive
stresses. (Since no one seems to think I know what I'm talking
about, however, I shall have to heed this warning the best I
can by myself!)
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CHAPTER VI
Flying Saucers
The person familiar with the nature of man and the nature
of nature has every reason to be skeptical about the existence
of flying saucers. People hallucinate and tell tales, the
atmosphere causes illusions, and most of all, evil doers cover
up crimes and commit hoaxes.
I too doubted the existence of the saucers; and not until
completing the O'hypothesis did I see any connection between
my work and this "phenomena." It turns out, however, that
completely disregarding evidence of a purely visual nature, a
case may be made for their almost certain existence.
There is little point in repeating the works of others.
I will say that those who claim to see advanced beings and
flying saucers hidden in the writings of the Old Testament,
impress me. I think that those who do not see the strength of
their arguments are hiding behind nitpicking and religious bias,
It appears to be the same old refrain of the scientists: "I
have assumed what I have assumed and you must hit me over the
head a million times with facts and logic before I will assume
something different."
On the other hand many writings on the subject are practically
useless (Adamski et al.). It is not that there may not be some
truth to what is said: it is just that we are given insufficient
data with which to draw any conclusions. As already indicated,
however, I have no intention of covering old ground: so the
arguments of others need not concern us.
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My presentation will be in two parts. First I will present
a "fanciful," but logically consistent, partial history of the
flying saucers. Then I will show in detail that this history
explains andinterrelates a vast amount of well established
oddities of man and nature. To the best of my knowledge, this
is an entirely "new" formulation. (It again shows the fantastic
extent of the grand synthesis known as the O'hypothesis, Ahem!)
The little people had arrived. Their goal was to colonize
the earth, but caution was demanded. For though they had
mastered the secrets of antigravity (that is time travel) and
communicated by mental telepathy, they were yet vulnerable to
man. Their saucers were invincible, but they themselves could
be killed by bullets. Further, it soon became obvious that man
would not abide the presence of different looking creatures
merely because they were different.
The saucer people had to hurry, however, for they had left
behind them powerful enemies located in another part of the
galaxy. (Since time travel is involved, bases on the other
planets are not ruled out--for Venus in the distant future
and Mars in the distant past could easily be habitable even by
our standards.) Secret bases were established underground and
beneath the sea so as to set up a gravitational grid capable
of fending off any attacks. At the same time this grid enabled
them to monitor the inhabitants of the earth.
The flying saucers traveled thus. Leaving a base, they
would travel either clockwise or counterclockwise (depending
on whether going forward or backward in time) along a warp line,
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circle
and emerge at some point on the line. A warp line is a
one
on the surface of the earth which runs through at least
d
base and has as its center another base. The earth is covere
is
with around 20 circles of various radii. Whether each base
time
a "different" base is not known, for the inside of one space/
O'hypothesis.
warp can be the inside of another in agreement with the
After appearing out of nowhere, a saucer would travel
right
around using the principle in Chapter V. This means that
be
angle turns at high speeds relative to the observerscould
tand
made, since their flight was enertialess. One must unders
and
that when they viewed outside, man would appear as moving
living in very slow motion either backward or forward.
s,
One of their projects was to collect specimens or sample
mes they
so as to learn how to deal with this alien world. Someti
would collect samples with their saucers, other times things
i.e.,
and people crossing the warp lines would be warped out,
disappear.
Now it is to be understood that this warping process of
that
the saucers was not without side effects. First, consider
at
speeds can approach the speed of light. This means matter
the
the surface of the craft which is half in and half out of
warp may be broken down, causing radioactivity.
Second, when a saucer disappears from one place it leaves
way when
a void. This void is filled up with whatever is in the
words,
the saucer reappears in another time and place. In other
there is a two way transfer.
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Thus if a saucer disappears in the air and reappears in the
sea, water and pieces of fish will rain down on the observers.
If one warps into a mountain, a perfectly spherical rock will
fall from the sky. If one warps into deep space, a loud
explosion can occur due to the airs rushing into the vacuum.
Man recorded these things, but dismissed them because of fear.
Now whether these saucer people went way back in time and
can be associated with the advanced beings who had doings with
the ancient world, I do not know. I suspect they are directly
related, But that they did visit Peru is clear. Let us say
that the little men chose a tribe from the Amazon which they
knew were a remnant of other ancient visitors. They installed
them as leaders of the Inca empire, while they ruled in secret.
This setup was ruined, however, when the Spaniards came with
their guns, and the little people fled.
In the above I have purposely left out many things in
accord with my promise to cover "new ground." I highly recommend
to the reader that he read the following list of books. They
contain most of the "old ground" and also will serve as my
references. They are all available as paperbacks. The author
is well aware that the writers of many of these paperbacks easily
quote from secondary sources and are nottrue "scholars."
Unfortunately, I have neither the time nor money to do adequate
researching. Falseness of an individualcase has little bearing
on my argument, however; for example, all that is required is that
a continuous rain of stones over one spot did occur at some
time or other. Purely visual sightings have been eliminated as
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unreliable as a whole.
A. The Book of the Damned by Charles Fort, Ace
B. Strange Disappearances by Brad Steiger, Lancer
C. Gods Demons and UFO's by Eric Norman, Lancer
D. Mysteries from Forgotten Worlds by Charles Berlitz, Dell
E. Those Gods Who Made Heaven & Earth by Jean Sendy, Berkeley
F. The Bible & Flying Saucers by Barry H. Downing, Avon
G. Atlantis Rising by Brad Steiger, Dell
H. New Lands by Charles Fort, Ace
I. Invisible Residents by Ivan T. Sanderson, Avon
J. We Are Not The First by Andrew Tomas, Bantam
K. Gods From Outer Space by Erich von Daniken, Bantam
L. Aku-Aku by Thor Heyerdahl, Pocket
M. Chariots of the Gods? by Erich von Daniken, Bantam
N. Our Haunted Planet by John A. Keel, Fawcett
C. Stange World by Frank Edwards, Bantam
P. Stranger Than Science by Frank Edwards, Bantam
Now

IL

this partial history is true, one might expect many

things.
Consider a fleet of saucers hovering in the sky over a
great city. After a while they warp out and reappear at the
surface of the sea, some into the sea and some above it. Has
such a thing happened? A translation of the ancient Tulli
Papyrus from the reign of Thutmose III (1483 BC to 1450 BC)
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reads:24
"In the third month of winter in the year 22, at the sixth
hour of the day, the scribes of the house of life found that
there was a circle of fire coming in the sky. (though) it had
no head, the breath from the mouth had a foul odor. One rod
150 feet) long was its body and one rod wide, and it had
no voice . . . . Now, after some days had gone by, behold,
these things (the fire circles) became more numerous in the
skies then ever

It was after supper, thereupon,

these (fire circles) ascended higher in the sky towards the
south. (then) fishes and volatiles (birds) fell down from

the

sky. . . . and the pharoah caused incense to be brought to
pacify the hearth . .
One case you say. The "Book of the Damned" by Charles
Fort contains more cases then I care to count, and I must
content myself with only representative samples.
Fort, himself, attributed these strange fallings to invisible
ships and lands dumping things upon us. But now it is seen
that they fit most precisely phenomena of warp. Consider for
example a saucer which warps into a gravel bank, and finds for
some reason that it can extract itself only by continuing the
warp upward through the stone. One might expect then a fall of
stones over a single area on and on for days. Such has been
24
Atlantis Rising, page 169. Some claim the Tulli Papyrus
is fraudelent. Regardless, it is a typical case and the
author could not refrain from quoting it first. The importance
is not in the sighting but the existence of birds and fishes.
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25
observed.
rock.
Consider, however, a saucer that warps into solid
of the saucer
One must then expect solid rock in the exact shape
Yes. A man,
would fall to the ground. Has this occurred?
at their lawn
his wife, and his three daughters were looking
fall from the
during a thunderstorm, when they saw something
d. They dug
sky, kill a sheep, and bury itself in the groun
26
In another case an oblate spheroid
and found a stone ba11.
after a thunderof iron was found in the garden of a chemist,
on a plantation
storm. Again a disc of quartz apparently fell
. . .
in the Dutch West Indies. Again and on and on
r warped
Consider another possibility. Suppose a sauce
. Might not
into solid rock and then warped into the ocean
live things?
spherical holes in solid rock be found containing
footing of the
A giant block of granite from the underwater
steps. A round
docks at Liverpool was being cut up for new
27
toad:
hole was discovered therein containing a live
be
In the same way many other strange objects could
se the secondary
"imbedded" in solid rock. For example, suppo
railing of
warp was into the center of a steel bar on the
in an
someone's house? Behold, a steel cube was found
and two of its
ancient coal vein. It definitely was man made,
25Strange World, page 94.
26

Book of the Damned,pages113-114.

27

Stranger Than Science, page 22.
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opposite faces were rounded.

28

Unfortunately, the existence of such type phenomena would
result in some rather gruesome cases: for a warp into living
things would result in flesh and blood from the skies. Yet such
happenings are exactly what we find. One might object that if
such things occur, would not "warped" things act somehow different?
One finds that often objects seem to drift or float to the ground.
For example one investigator was puzzled that fishes that had
29
fallen in Ceylon onto gravel were unhurt.
Once the phenomena of warp is accepted, a large number of
"weird" happenings are explained. As a typical case consider the
following: suppose a large number of people were being kept
prisoner in a circular steel cage. They would soon develop the
habit of hanging onto the bars. Now, suppose a warp occurs which
becomes artifically restricted by the steel bars. Behold, a
large number of people missing all or part of their fingers
might suddenly find themselves transported back in time to a
huge cavern. If they are illiterate--would it be too reasonable
to suggest that, as an attempt to communicate their fate to
others, they might impress their hands onto the muddy walls of
their tomb? Behold, a large cave with many finger missing
handprints on the walls has actually been found.3°

28Gods, Demons, and UFO's, page 13.
29Book of the Damned, page 89.
30Strange World, page 14.
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Rut if all this is true, might not direct evidence of
saucers warping or burning their way back out of the earth be
found. Again, Von Daniken tells us of 209 cylindrical holes
existing in the mountains of Peru. They are all 23 inches in
diameter and lie in a straight line.31
It would seem to the author that the little people went
through a stage of experimentation. They might well have had
difficulty at first predicting their arrival point. Take the
32
case of the stone spheres in Central America.
Balls of granite and lava are found in Costa Rica (and a
few other spots) which are amazing. They are perfectly spherical.
In fact they are so spherical that some scientists have suggested
that the natives could not possibly have made them and that
they must have been caused by nature: They are of various sizes
from a few inches to 8 feet in diameter, and they tend to lie
in rows.
Could these be the result of a vast catastrophe for the
little people? First, the exact spherical shape is what one
would expect if a manufactured metallic sphere displaced rock
from a mountain. Second, the various sizes indicate an uncontrolled warp backward through time. (Remember that relatively
speaking, objects expand with time.) But if this is really true,
what sort of legends might be found? Behold, the sacred Popol Vuh
of the Quiche Indians of Guatemala reveals that they believed
that the gods dwelt in stone spheres from which they could
31 Gods from Outer Space, page 44.
32

Gods from Outer Space, pages 72 and 63.
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emerge: A logical conclusion if one of the gods enters a saucer,
takes off, and drops in its place a stone sphere when it "warps
out." Even the search for a mothership is rewarded. Professor
Homet claims that in 1940, he discovered a giant stone egg 328
feet long and 98 feet high deep in the Amazon Jungle.
The reader must not think that the number of spheres
reflect necessarily the number of saucers. A single saucer
warping backward through time inside one mountain could conceivably produce all the stones.
The sceptic wants proof. The author has no "proof"i but
the chain of coincidence can be drawn even tighter. If accidents
do happen to the saucers in their travels through time, it is
conceivable that sometimes the saucer people do not survive.
Three small metal spheres (14", 16", 6" in diameter) were found
in the desert of New South Wales in 1963.33 Except for an
announcement by the Australian authorities that scientists had
been unable to open the spheres, nothing more has been heard.
Of course, the saucer people could be expected to eventually
solve their problem. Suppose a test warp is first tried to see
what material might be involved? In this way the little people
could get their bearings and transfer to a point almost exactly
at the surface of the earth, rather then deep within it.
This might be accomplished by some sort of thin outer belt
or shell, which is sent through warp first and then lowered to
-"Strange World, page 236. It is claimed by some
that these are in reality hollow aluminum spheres dropped over
uninhabited regions for radar testing purposes. Such spheres
are manufactured, but scientists being unable to open such spheres
or not recognizing them is ludicrous.
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quite fanciful,
the ground until contact. Admittedly this is
the phenomena of
yet besides the phenomena of stone balls and
sky is the phenomena
bizarre and gruesome things falling from the
34
of cup marks,
ns or cupThroughout the whole earth spherical indentatio
the surface of
marks of various small diameters are found in
d them, somerocks. Sometimes these cupmarks have rings aroun
lie in rows, The
times only semi-circular rings. They tend to
suggest softly that
authorities recognize them as "man-made" and
language. Charles
they were once used as some sort of universal
exist somewhere
Fort suggests that a steep conical hill might
that these messages
that receives messages from other worlds and
that they too fit
oft go astray and mark the rocks: We see now
result of the
precisely into the picture. The rings are the
appearance of the
tester warp and the cup itself is caused by the
ce,
saucer which slightly overlaps into the surfa
of single
But if this be true, we should expect records
Well; there
rocks from the sky shaped like wedges and such,
35
They are
is a worldwide phenomena called thunderstones.
an affinity for
various wedged-shaped objects which seem to have
of thunder.
falling from the sky in storms and with a clap
and witnessed by
Even though they are often embedded in trees
-so they don't
people, the authorities do not believe in themexist.

34Book of the Damned, page 200.
35The Book of the Damned, page 101.
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The reader rightly ma.y question why these "thunderstones"
are associated with storms if they are taking the place of
warped out saucers. Two possibilities come to mind. first,
warp phenomena could easily cause thunder noises due to displaced
air. Secondly, it is possible that intense electrical fields
as are present in storms may be capable of intercepting a
space/time path and extracting out the warping back object.
Remember that the whole warping grid is attached to the earth
and uses the gravitational/electrical field as a reference in
some manner.
At this point, the reader ma.y want to get off. The thesis
may sound too fantastic. Yet, as I have said, for every incident mentioned there are a. thousand related ones, nay ten
thousand. The reader owes it to himself to read the books
referred to--then the explanation that I have offered will seem
as the only explanation possible. (The author wonders why ball
lightening is considered a natural phenomena. It may well be,
but inability of present science to explain its formation and
behavior, should by their own standards leave the question open.
I personally feel it represents "non-stabilized warp tendencies."
Perhaps a warping object intersects the region and leaves behind
it a semi-stable envelope.)
But perhaps the reader should be careful where he walks,
for this same warp process allows for warping out objects which
cross the warp lines. Paranoic? Yes. Yet many strange
disappearances fit the data. For example David Lang was
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)6 when he simply
walking across a field in Tennessee in 1880
was left
vanished in full view of five witnesses. A11 that
was a circular impression in the grass.
the
Or consider the case of the elderly couple that told
nearly sucked
police in Bristol England in 1873 a. story of being
37
into a hole in space!
himself
Or of the soldier from Manila that suddenly found
nted cases.
in Mexico City? Fanciful tales? No. Well docume
s and
A11 indicating that the little people are taking sample
studying them.
occaBut if this be true--why are not the little people
people are
sionally seen? First, we must assume that little
are a
really their normal shapes--it is possible that they
ience.
form of energy which copy the shape of man for conven
of goblins
Secondly, it should be recognized that all the myths
basis in
and elves andstick people could easily have their
s for
chance sightings of these little people. It is curiou
underground
example that when the Spaniards discovered the vast
very
Lotlin caves in Mexico, the Aztecs claimed they were
EStatues
ancient and made by a little people called the Pu.
of these Pu exist]38
the
It was stated at the beginning of the chapter that
course, only
little people ruled the Inca empire. This is, of
36 Stranger than Science, page

5.

37 Strange Disappearances, page 64.
38
Mysteries From Forgotten Worlds, page 159.
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an educated Euess. Yet consider that when the Spaniards came
they found that the rulers of the Incas were apparently a race
apart. They had red hair and were fair of skin. But why do I
suggest that the little people were the real rulers who had
chosen this group as their standins? Fourteen inch high tunnels
with doorways and stairs were found to run beneath the capital
city. 39 That doesn't prove anything, you say; but evidence
piles on evidence. The society of the Incas was very advanced,
yet no writing existed: A good setup to keep a secret. Now
some of these red haired rulers apparently immigrated (or were
taken) to Easter Island. There they ruled the natives and
forced them to build huge statues in their honor.40 Finally the
natives revolted and overthrew the red hairs. But to this day,
when asked to make a decision the natives of Easter Island
will hesitate and first consult with an imaginary knee high
person on their left. The natives treat these little people as
quite real and call them their Aku-Aku. A possible remnant from
the days when the little people telepathically controlled their
red haired rulers. Oh yes, a warp line runs through Easter
Island and a stone egg associated with their "god" lies on the
beach:
Now what of these warp lines? No doubt many before I have
attempted to analyze the data of Charles Fort and others for
meaningful patterns. In fact a computer did show a cyclic
39 Stranger Then Science, page 80.
40
That the rulers of the Incas also ruled Easter Island is
well established by Thor Hyderdell in Aku-Aku.
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plotting of the data
recurrence of phenomena every 9.6 years and
ntration. (A curious
on the globe does indicate regions of conce

4 ,, 2(4303).) The secret, hownumerical "coincidence" is (9.63)
r has found that
ever, is in what data is dealt with. The autho
ative of "hardwarp,"
by plotting on the globe only that data indic
es appear.41 But
a most amazing series of well defined circl
I am talking about,
again since no one seems to think I know what
ion of the saucer
I will keep my procedure and the probable locat
easily never end
bases secret awhile longer. The author could
in conclusion I will
this chapter, but the time grows short. So
42
pyramid at Giza.
offer my opinion of the function of the great
tten) that the
Now it has been noted in the past (but forgo
earth times the
acceleration of gravity at the surface of the
s nearly the speed
time for one revolution around the sun equal
this relationship
of light (3.05(108)m/s). Critics maintained
reduced to absurdity
was concidental since any meaning could be
Yet these critics
if other heavenly bodies were considered.
was meant to be
failed to realize that maybe only the earth
ns!
considered, for the gods had ordered the heave
being prepared
Gravity is acceleration. Therefore to a body
surface of the earth
for warp, the length of time it rests at the
41 This globe, along with the design of my antigravity device,
kept in a safe place not in my possession.
being
is
42 When the great pyramid was examined it was found to
construction. In
possess a departure from normal pyramid
an upper chamber was found.
addition to the lower burial chamber, The
tub was bigger than
It contained a lone empty stone tub,
while the pryamid
ted
inser
been
have
must
and
y
ncewa
the entra
.
was being built
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may be critical. For as far as the warping apparatus is concerned when v = at = c, the body will disappear, because it has
reached the speed of light. Suppose also that its position relative to the dominant gravitational field is important; such is
indicated by the warp lines on the earth. Perhaps only by
warping out on the grid can the travel be controlled.
It follows that an exact time of the year may be required-ah ha! you see what I propose. The empty tub in the upper
chamber of the great pyramid is very likely a warp out point.
Picture the following. At a certain time of the year a
body was placed in the tub. A thought is sent which says
takes exactly 3 days to get somewhere. Three days later a
thought returns and indicates the start of some procedure. This
leaves precisely 360 - 2(3) = 354 days. Now 354 days later, the
body reaches the speed of light and also a precise point in the
warp grid of the sun--warp! The body disappears.
354 x 24 x 60 x 60 seconds x 9.793 m/s2 (C Cairo)
= 2.995(108) m/s
(c = 2.998(108)m/s).
An ancient text does not discourage this idea--it says
"the great pyramid was built so that man could ascend to the
stars."
P,S. There are a few additional topics which are highly
speculative andcould again be a matter of numerical coincidence.
Yet the ordering of the heavens by the gods allows one to
suggest that the numerologists and astrologers (along with the
alchemists) may not be as nutty as most believe. With this
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comet Kohoutek and
in mind the reader is asked to examine the
the Silva Mind Control Movement.
Silva Mind Control
ry lecture of
The author had occasion to go to an introducto
branches throughout
the Silva Mind Control Movement, which has
course, because
the United States. I did not enter into the
the mind that were
in my judgment it was unleashing powers of
a paranoic thought
harmful to freewill and individuality. Also
ve man. Be that
could not be dismissed of an attempt to ensla
ly in agreement
as it may, the tenets of the system were weird
shall be dealt with
with the O'hypothesis view of reality which
my brain. An advanced
in a later chapter. Two numbers stuck in
a thought to reach
member informed me that it took 3 days for
ency used in their
the center of our galaxy ma the healing frequ
meditations was 10.53 cps.
r. Odd that
Note the mention of our galaxy and its cente
actually be a
the O'hypothesis considers our galaxy to also
discovered a
nucleon in our brain. As pointed out, I soon
of the frequency?
possible significance to the 3 days; but what
apha region of
Now 10i cps is roughly in the middle of the
brain activity. Hmmm:
r people
Suppose after the cataclysm of 500 BC, the sauce
man. A saucer was
had decided on another way of influencing
such that the
parked at a distance above the great pyramid
altitugg times the
value of the acceleration of gravity at that
of light, The
new length of the year would equal the speed
altitude (approx.
density of the gravitational field at that
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mention of a saucer occurs in the course. Very unsettling to say
the least!
The Kohoutek Comet
Yet tolerate one more numerical game. A great comet exploded
in Siberia in 1908.43 Expeditions to the remote area by the
Russians in 1927 and 1960+ yielded a strange tale. Beyond any
reasonable doubt, the great "Tunguska Meteorite" had been
destroyed by a nuclear explosion! [In fact, the nature of the
explosion is so well verified that modern scientists have
suggested the cause as a piece of anti-matter from outer space.]
This would seem impossible. Yet suppose the object had
been a comet, which was being warped back in time in order to
save the earth? By whom? Need you ask?
Conceive of the following. A great comet threatens the
earth. A11 the nations of the world unite and aim their nuclear
missiles at the object. At the same time the saucer people
lock in with their warp grid. At the last instant, just as
the explosion begins 50 miles above the earth it is warped
back through time.
Evidence? Well if such a thing occurred it might, (in
line with our previous data) reappear smaller and smaller backward through time. Is there another case of a "comet" exploding
over the earth on this scale? In April 1962 a huge glowing sphere
moving abnormally slow passed over the United States east to west.44

43Stranger than Science, page 177.
44Strange World, page 28.
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20 miles) is of course less then at the surface. In terms of the
saucers' occupants then, two facts emerge. They would be in
position to warp out at will in relation to the sun's grid
their basic unit of time (or Exond) would be less. Let's
calculate this new Exond.
Let c = Aft as postulated
t by substitution of Newton's Law

Then c =
n2

Rearranging n3/2 = (Act) 3/4
n3/2
1 _
But unit of time =
De
Df

3/4
let)
(
= 1167.7 seconds
By substitution, unit of time =79--''e

with

t = 365.24 x 24 x 6o x 6o
c = 2.998(108)
Ae = 9.8067
-4
De = 8.7701(10 )

The question is this. Despite the lack of unit consistency,
is the following significant?
(10.530)3 = 1167.6::
(seconds)
(cps)
To be objective, the author might have merely discovered
how the frequency was derived. That is to say a "crackpot"
might have decided to give the frequency significance, despite
the lack of unit consistency, merely because it was in the alpha
region. Thus the significance, if any, of the 3 days and the
10.53 cycles must await concrete proof. On the other hand no
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The object seemed so threatening that aircraft rose in pursuit.
Finally it vanished in what witnesses consider a nuclear
explosion over the desert of Nevada.
Now if one carefully locates the two explosion points on a
globe, their separation in degrees of great arc is seen to be
80+i. If indeed the two objects are one and the same object,
it follows that their separation is somehow directly related to
their distance apart in time.
Leaving that aside for the moment, consider the frequency
of creation of the neutron, i.e., 4.30281 kc. As already shown,
one interpretation of this frequency is the number of revolutions
per second of the neutron star. But a revolution of the earth
is a day. Could it then be, contrary to all present logic, that
this freqeuncy might also represent some sort of basic unit in
days? (Interestingly a unit of time in years of this magnitude
is very nearly the time for the precession of the equinoxes-i.e., when once again the stars are in their proper houses.
Refer Gods who made heaven and earth.) We notes

11(17,
8ow

x 4302.81 x 365i - 19,644
360
days
days

The factor 365i is to correct this unit to its true value before
360
thecataclysmin 500 BC. I of course wouldn't have injected it
if it didn't help out: Be that as it may, the author finds it
curious that a count of the days separation between the dates of
the two events yields [June 30, 1908 to April 18,1962] = 19,649 days!
Actually even these 5 days can be made to disappear by
adjusting the frequency of creation on a very logical basis. If
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one assumes that the saucer people or other beings did indeed
mean for us to use the size of the earth as the basis for the
unit of length, then it would be the mean circumference that we
should employ, since the polar circumference is different then
45
the equatoria1.

The difference between the present length of

the meter and 1/4(107) part of the mean circumference of the
earth is about .02%, since (2s)6.3675)106/4(107) —1.00020. Since
Fn = c/KoX eX p = 1(1 AX, this will increase the frequency to its
"true" value of 4303.67 cps.
Anse

161) : (4303.67)(0) = 19,649!:
80

This of course sounds very much like manipulation. (Is
the 80+i precisely 80.) I can only ask the reader to believe
that the relationships were found as directly as I have just
indicated, and thus were quite dramatic in effect.
Now, as a final touch, consider 360/80 = 44.

Suppose, just

suppose, this ratio held constant and the original comet appeared
19,649/41 or 4,366 days ahead of the explosion in Nevada. This
brings us to April 10+ of 1974,
46
Behold, a great comet approaches bythe name of Kohoutek.
It is scheduled to miss the earth

but

the scientists do not know

of the O'hypothesis law that neutral matter possesses a charge
and that this charge increases with the energy state.
45
That someone was familiar with the exact size of the earth
and the location of the landmasses in the ancient past has been
shown by Hapsgood in his "Maps of the Sea Kings."

46 Time Magazine, November 5, 1973, Science section,
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I show below my guess as to the orbit. Could I calculate
the precise path? No. That this comet will approach the earth
is only an idea. The O'hypothesis is not meant to stand on this
wacky but very interesting prediction.
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Perhaps the true comet is yet another one in the future.
Note, however, that the O'hypothesis does explain the odd behavior
of a comet's tail--always away from the sun!
In conclusion the O'hypothesis has been shown to lead to
a logically consistent explanation of "flying saucers." A
large amount of previously baffling phenomena has been brought
into a logically consistent whole. These phenomena include
mysterious explosions in the sky; fallings of rocks in the shape
of discs, spheres and wedges; fallings of rocks in general along
with pieces of flesh, fish, water, animals, etc.; existence of
cylindrical holes, cup marks, exact spheres of stone; legends
of gods from stone spheres; legends of little people; metallic
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and
spheres; the various sizes of spheres; sudden appearances
disappearances; clustering of phenomena in time and space;
g
observations of right angle turns at high speeds of "flyin
small
saucers." The phenomena quoted have been but a very
books
sampling. The reader has been directed to a list of
but such
wherein will be found not only this type of phenomena
things as tales of saucer visitation which stand up under
ble
hypnosis, collisions of airliners in midair with invisi
objects, and on and on.
mind
Finally the author has offered speculations as to the
and the
control movement, the function of the great pyramid,
also
nature of the Tunguska explosion in Siberia. He has
indicated that sometime in the future a great comet should
approach and nearly destroy the earth!
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CHAPTER VII
A Suggested Myth
Validity of the O'hypothesis dictates a visit from the
gods in the ancient past. It would be easy (and tedious) to
imagine all sorts of histories of this event. The author,
himself, thought up one such history prior to extensive
reading on the subject. After said extensive reading it
became apparent that my history was a poor thing relatively
speaking. Others have more time and a better imagination.
Yet I offer it to the reader as an insight into the development of the O'hypothesis and to serve as a reflection of my
personal religious and philosophical bias.

A Suggested History
Viewed through the eyes of time, the universe is cyclic in
nature. [Each cycle being each and every other cycle.] Just
as the cause of the universe may correctly be considered as its
own effect, might not a subcycle of similar nature apply to the
"spiritual" element? Such a subcycle is readily suggested if all
the evidence is considered. Read now a fictional story I made
up, entitled
"The Universal Myth"
by Edgar A. Ostrander
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Chapter I
Two million years from the time of visitation, beings exist,
of the
existed, and shall always exist on a planet in a galaxy
semithird type; namely Andromeda. These beings are here called
the
gods, since they were in possession of immortal life and
their
weapons of gravitation. Their forms were that of man, and
minds and emotions had not evolved therefrom.
The planet, in the sense of time, was like ours. (Let the
under
reader understand.) One day the semi-god called Abba came
should
the delusion that he was the God of all and that the others
on
bow down to him and worship. Now Abba suffered this delusi
neverbecause the spirit of truth had entered his brain. It is
there
theless correct to say, however, that Abba was not God:
are
is but one God--the universe itself, out of which all things
made.
Knowing this, the others would not bow. Now even though
anyone
Abba had great powers of mind and was more powerful then
ed,
of the others; he was less powerful then all of them combin
therefore the great Abba was forced to sulk:
,
When he thought about the lack of respect the others showed
ods;
anger grew within him. But anger is not good for semi-g
he
much less mortal men; and something had to be done. So
d an
withdrew himself to the site of an ancient city and erecte
p
altar. If no one would worship him, then he would worshi
himself:
He
Abba went into meditation, and his face began to shine.
semigods"?
thought unto himself, "Why not make models of the other
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He could create out of nothing mechanical beings resembling them.
They, would worship him; for he would be their God:
As for the world of the mechanical people, he would use as
a model his own surroundings. He foresaw no difficulty, except
possibly in the case of distant objects such as the stars. And
thus, he began to create.
Now mindpower is such, that the transfer of emotions and
dreams, occurs most easily between nucleii of the same expansive
state. There arose therefore [Let the reader understand] objects
within the Milky Way bearing semblance to Abba's own environment.
Abba took seven days to construct his world, and the
testimony in ancient writings is true. It is important to
understand, however, that material objects will not transfer
internally through time and space, and the objects had no matter.
Nevertheless forms beget forms; and by the time he made man }
his own image, all was ready. The transfer of part of himself
was all the gravitational field needed. In the sense of time,
the properties of the universal gravitational field filled in
the static picture both forward and backward.
This was not in Abba's control, and indeed, outside his
comprehension. Of course he knew the principles of the
O'hypothesis--but being not God, he was himself immeshed in time
and knew not in his own consciousness that he had done all this
before. (Thus, he both

dil

and did not create all things.)

And so, outside the ancient city (which is also Eden)
beings similar to Adam and Eve came into existence in a twinkling
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e
to forfill the laws of physics. For the structure of the univers
cares not for the direction of time and changes in things have
no reality apart from the awareness of self.
But since God's spirit, not Abba's, was now in man, they
became similar to the others. That is to say, they could see
the mysterious images Abba sent to them; they could hear his
mental commands; they could feel his great powers; but they would
not bow:
Abba was confused. He tried all sorts of strategies to get
these beings to worship him. Sometimes they would appear to do
so--but something would always go wrong. Slowly Abba began to
suspect that he was not God, since he could not control creatures
of his own making. Even the planets, which he had fashioned in
accordance with the heavens about him, refused to move in orderly
paths.
For behold--their orbits were crisscrossing elongated
ellipses: The solar system was shook with collisions and near
collisions. Not once, but seven times, was the earth devastated
by these events and whole civilizations were destroyed.
It was not long, before the other semi-gods began to take
an interest. Who was Abba talking to? What were those strange
yells and shouts? What had Abba done?
The semi-god called Zeus spoke first, being a leader of
the third group.
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Chapter II
On learning of what had happened, the other semi-gods were
distressed. These beings that Abba had created appeared to be
real. Poor Abba! What a mess he had made because he had
lusted after the praise of others. But how different were the
othersemi-gods from him? If anyone of them had possessed his
powers of belief, would not they have been solely tempted to
do the same? Yet they could not leave those poor creatures to
their fate. Perhaps they could help both Abba and the beings
called man if they put their great intellects together.
The semi-gods had long ago abandoned space travel; for the
whole galaxy did not yield the pleasure of their home planet.
But this was different! Adventure was in the air!
The books said that the galactic barrier was penetrable
under certain conditions of warp. And so (not being able to
travel by mind as Abba) a large number of the semi-gods departed
on a space ship towards theMilky Way,
On passing the barrier a certain amount of awareness was
lost; as is always the case when traveling in time. However, the
semi-gods had carefully written their mission down and thus knew
exactly what they must do. Unfortunately; being like man; many
of them had decided no longer to do it. For behold! Man welcomed them as Gods.
Their every whim was catered to. Games were held in their
honor and fair maidens and servants were made available unto
them. Even the head of Zeus was turned, and he built a huge
temple where he might live in splendor.
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who
And a great war arose between the two factions; those
ul to their
wished to stay among man and those who were faithf
and the
original mission. In this war many mortals were slain,
the myths, and
ancient writings tell of this in detail. And all
all the sagas have basis in truth, and are not lies.
mission
Ultimately the believers in the sacredness of the
they were bound.
won out. The powers of the others were sapped and
Chapter III
the
Using their great powers, the semi-gods then placed
y 360 days
planets in circular orbits. They made the year exactl
to consist of
long, the month exactly 30 days long, and the day
semi-gods
24 hours. This was done as a guide to man, for the
had special
knew that the use of the second as a unit of time
and the nature
significance in understanding the structure of time
of gravitation.
of Egypt
They oversaw the construction of the great pyramid
the semi-gods
and had the king place much knowledge therein. For
e. Having
wished to make sure that man would progress and advanc
t accord with
thus shaped the earth and the heavens in more perfec
their own home in Andromeda, the "Gods" left.
been
Now it came to pass that many of the persons who had
They did not
close to the semi-gods, hoarded their knowledge.
power. And
understand all of it, but they knew it gave them
ves of the
these men became known as the priests--or representati
s religions
Gods. And in their half/ignorance they caused variou
towards the
to arise, and the development of practices oriented
eventual return of the Gods.
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Now Abba saw with the eye of his mind that the other semi-gods
had accomplished their mission, and reflecting on the new conditions present among man, he once again became determined to have
worship of himself. Had he not made these creatures? Did they
not owe him praise?
But to interfere again in man's development was in violation
of his word: and so he sent out great waves of energy and delayed
the spaceship carrying Zeus and the others. This would give him
the time he needed. He then chose a man from among men by the
name of Moses.
Now the book called the Bible is an accurate record of his
dealings with the Jews. It shows clearly the mind of Abba. He
insists that no other Gods should be before him. He dictates
the history of the past but purposely leaves out about the other
gods. He sets up rules and regulations of a ridiculous nature
in an attempt to insure man's obedience.
But the laws of the universe will not bend. Man will not
bow in fear. No matter what Abba tries, nothing works. He
alternates between threats and pleadings: nothing works.
Chapter IV
When the other semi-gods arrive back to the planet they are
understandably upset. Abba has done it again!
The details of the discussion are not known, but a compromise
is reached. Abba will 1pnger directly interfere except through
the process of faith. He will let the earth develop as it will
providing he is allowed to transfer some on death to his abode,
where they will be free to worship him in love. The gate to his
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abode (that is the eternal city) will always be open, and those
who care can roam the new earth at will conversing with the other
semi-gods. Abba promises to clue them in on their arrival that
he is only a semi-god; although he perhaps still insists on
being called "creator."
But the actual process of soul transferral is a difficult
one, for it involves a transferral of awareness from mind to
mind. Finally, however, one of the semi-gods (I know not his
name) comes forward with a plan. Why not find, with the aid of
Abba's brain, someone in the universe who could be adopted as
Abba's son? Surely there must be someone who could meet the
challenge. He could then go back in time and bring forward those
that wished.
The rest should be clear to those called Christians. A
Dr. Good is located in the 3rd sector. He is on the verge of
time travel himself and is perfectly willing to go along with the
plan. Dr. Good explains to Abba, however, that to bring man
forward in time without a machine requires a mental attitude
called faith. He assures Abba that if he shows others the way
through his own death, those who on death cling to him can be
"saved." And so God gave his only son . . . .
Now it is to be understood that the other semi-gods may
yet return. Also other beings of advanced powers exist in the
universe and may try to interfere. I do not claim to know the
future, only the past. But this much is clear. The new earth
is the old earth 2 million years in the future (which is also now)
and the planet of the semi-gods in Andromeda is the planet of man
in the Milky Way.
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And though man will forget his own roots again and again,
his material body will one day evolve into the semi-gods and the
universe will be created anew.
Thus man creates, and no doubt in some manner destroys, his
own self. But then all things exist at all times and the cyclic
nature of the universe exists forever:

P.S. The reader perhaps wonders where the author personally
stands in regard to religion: I must admit to a certain ambivalence
in this matter. When the going gets tough or certain moods arise
I am a Christian. The rest of the time I hold the following credo.
"True salvation rests in being kind and in using our talents
to improve the world we live in. This infuriates the Gods, both
good and evil, but is the course we should take despite any
retribution or rewards they offer."
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CHAPTER VIII
The Mind and Reality
Two aspects of philosophy have annoyed me in the past.
First, proponents of one philosophical outlook think highly of
their own astuteness in recognizing the truth, but look down on
the ability of all the others to reason properly. Second, original
thought along philosophical lines is severely restricted by a
continuous worship of the past efforts of a few men whO were in
the right place at the right time.
In regard to these annoyances, the author intends to proceed
as follows. First, he will assume that the most correct philosophical outlook is that one which makes all philosophies right.
Second, he will avoid as the plague all reference to standard
philosophical schools of thought. (The reader is free to play
that game as he desires.)
It is the author's opinion that the O'hypothesis leads
naturally into a philosophy that is at once both broad and
precise. It might be expected to do that of course, since the
O'hypothesis is the answer to most everything. (Ahem!) To
begin:
Most persons seem to admit in public to a distinction made
between reality and illusion; and since a difference appears to
exist, one can perhaps not blame them. But note that I said
"in public."
In private I know of none who do not admit to a fear that
the distinction is really more like a blur than a sharp line; if
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indeed there is any essential difference at all. Oh the universe
is there allright,47 it's just that one is not sure whether his
view of it is the correct one. This can be illustrated by the
case of a longterm blind person who regains his sight. His
grouping behavior does not disappear as rapidly as it seems it
should: for the person knows that the image is internal and he
must first establish the self-illusion that it is external and
can therefore be depended on.
But if the process of growing up and maturing is the
adaption to an existing reality, should not the continuing
living of life imbue one with a greater and greater certainty
of the "reality" of that reality?
Consider two outlooks. Reality consists of illusion, and
illusion is apart from reality. What could make both outlooks
true? The author proposes that while "maturing" is a process
of identifying reality, there are coexisting and different
realities to be identified. This would be in agreement with the
O'hypothesis tenet that there are a large number of galaxies in
the same expansive state.
Let us picture a vast container of water. Suppose within
this water there are little regions of increased density.
SRirme
SuRFR CE

47I would compare those who doubt even that to the famous
atheists in the fox-holes.
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Imagine two restrictive laws. Law I is that the average density
of the whole must be such and such and the center of gravity of
the whole must remain fixed at the center. Law II is that a
particular region may fluctuate in density and location but not
in excess of a certain rate.
In this "universe," some familiar conditions are now found.
An individual region is free, yet bounded. It may, by getting in
cahoots with other regions, fluctuate in position or density
without regard to the others up to a certain point.
The question arises, however, how do we predict the changes
in such a universe? The answer is that we don't. A11 things
that are possible occur, and they occur often simultaneously.
Awareness, then, becomes an act of exclusion. If a region
i.e., person wishes to be aware of one of the realities he must
temporarily exclude the others. [Free will also becomes an act
of exclusion. If a region wishes to feel free in its actions it
must temporarily exclude awareness of the future realities.]
But if all things that are possible; note that everything
is not possible: occur, where do these occurrences hide? The
analogy presented is really the kitchen table analogy in slight
disguises therefore the answer is that they hide within themselves.
This means that each region or person in order to exist must
take on an internal structure composed of further variations and
locations of densities, and that these sub-densities are really
the total universe themselves in past, future, and present
states. The outside surface of the container is in reality the
outside surface of whatever region we wish to consider at the center.
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Various forms exist in the world. Chair, house, man, etc.
These things are but regions of density which exist by virtue of
having developed a certain degree of internal structure.
Some of the forms have increased their rate of reaction to
the universe and their control over it. They have done so by
excluding the realities from their forms they don't like. The
highest level of this exclusion is in the brain, the next level
is in the body, and the third and least is in the "external
world."
Now in order to control the universe a form must exclude
those realities that indicate non-control. Yet in so doing it
must still buy the restrictive laws, and the form is left with
a feeling of limited control.
Now many sages of the past have developed philosophies
which indicate that a certain attitude of mind and way of living
canalterthe universe. Most people either do not "buy" these
philosophies or accept them "on faith," because they do not see
that other realities and therefore other paths of the consciousness coexist. Yet the author maintains that the universe is
Perfectly willing to give you what you want as long as you give
it room to breath.
Before pursuing this point, consider an ancient problem.
A person seems to be at the center of his own universe and therefore entertains the thought at times that he is God. On the
other hand, the realization that other people appear identical
in this respect leads him to conclude that each individual also
entertains this thought, and he finally decides that no priority
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should be given his feeling of being god.
But

IL

awareness is the act of excluding non logical realities

is it conceivable that 211 the beings around us can become the
center of their own universes without overstepping the restrictive
laws? That is to say are the number of realities sufficient such
that both my universe and your universe can proceed logically?
Further, if reality paths are chosen by the mind should not at
least some of the more horrible happenings be avoided?
The solution lies, (the author believes) in once again a
midway course. At any given instant the phenomena of self awareness is limited to only a certain number of forms in a certain
universe. That is to say you may be aware of yourself reading
these words, John Doe may be aware of himself eating ice cream
one mile away, but I am not aware of myself driving a car as you
read the words and the person dying of cancer is not aware of
his pain despite all indications to the contrary.
Where then are the said awarenesses? Why in a universe of
the same expansive state inside your left elbow of which I
(among others) are of the center. I am then at the same instant
you see me driving a car, aware of myself receiving the nobel
prize for this work and the person you see suffering in pain is
aware of himself in the same but different body cutting his little
finger.
It would seem to the author that such a view is demanded
once individual nucleons start arranging themselves in forms.
Of course I must keep in mind that the criteria that"it must be
so because I see no way it could not be so"is .very shaky despite
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its excessive use by science.
The sketch below is meant to clarify my view.

c track (1)
track (2)
track (3)
Note that awareness track (1) through some subconscious
choice manages to avoid great pain at X. Awareness track (3)
through a free will choice experiences C. Awareness track (2)
experiences disappointment at A despite the better condition at
B because a logical path doesn't exist as determined by previous
developments. Note that there are the same number of awarenesses
as forms. Further, the track exists because the optional realities are ignored.
Wait! The reader objects that this arrangement should not
be considered since it could never be proven. First, I don't
understand the logic to that type of argument. It reminds me
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of those who consider the orbits of electrons not to exist because
they are able to "prove" that they could never be observed to
exist. (The more logical interpretation of Schroender's
equations has fallen in disrepute; namely, that various sizes
and shapes of orbits exist and the net distribution is what is
specified. I can hardly wait for their next acrobatic exercise.)
Second, why should it be assumed that a way can not be found to
determine who among us is aware of himself and who isn't? Perhaps
the phenomena of ESP will be the key.
The reader may feel a chill, for if someone could determine
who is not aware of himself (and this would include all living
forms), he could use that to justify any action against these
forms he wished. That is, why would it matter if he shoots so
and so, if he can not be aware of the happening? Etc.
But the universe is not this simple. Any action against a
form diminishes the ease of choice of another awareness and thus
harms him indirectly. Furthermore, any change in the universe is
really a change in the internal structure of ourselves, not only
because theentire universe is within us but because at one
instant in time we 2E1 the universe.
The original statement is now ready for consideration;
namely "the universe is perfectly willing to give you what you
want as long as you give it room to breath."
What determines the development of all "logical" awareness
tracks? The laws of physics must in this sense be held to
include all the desires of all the forms in the universes for
example a flower bending towards the sun, a tree being anxious
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as it is chopped down, a dog etching his back, a person choosing
something good over bad, etc. But must these laws include anything no one is aware of? I don't know. But if everything is
literally within everything, it is difficult for me to believe
that the universe does not respond to that sole part of the
universe which is aware of it. Be that as it may the universe
that we are aware of must so respond, by definition of the
awareness track.
I conceive of the universe as a puzzle solver who is putting
together tile in various combinations trying to give the greatest
happiness to the greatest number. But there are amateur puzzle
solvers at work too (ourselves) who are sort of mirrored images
of himself. The key then to speeding up the process toward a
more ideal state is to (1) inform the universe of the direction
to be taken and (2) to allow the universe the greatest freedom
to perform the job.
I deduce therefore the philosophy "take the least of what is
bad that is offered to you and the least of what is good so that
your choices of good over evil will be most free to mold the
universe towards the good." The first part of the philosophy
is no problem since most have no difficulty choosing the least
bad. The second however may involve some effort; an example
would be as follows. Given the choice between receiving a million
dollars or of receiving 100,000 dollars with the rest going to
charity the 2nd choice is to be made. The following diagram
may clarify why I believe the long run interests of us all is
served thereby. (The actual definition of good and bad is
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another problem.)

fiovD

BAD

000
BAD

The two graphs represent two different perceptions of the
universe. Note in both cases that the universe is neutral in
an average sense. W is the width of one's awareness track. The
width is caused by random fluctuations beyond our control. Now
if one always chooses the best for themselves, the universe
responds by pushing these things toward you and Graph B develops.
But note that the universe is being overstretched and
immediately adjacent to this peak develop very bad happenings.
The natural width of the awareness track then demands extreme
unpleasantness at times.
However, if a person still favors good over bad but shows
moderation in his choices, graph B develops. Here only minor
unpleasantness exists next to the good, and extreme bad is outside the limits of awareness.
I will state that up to this point in life, the philosophy
outlined has served me well. Unfortunately the observer will
never really know if it continues to do so, for what you are aware of
concerning my future and what I am aware of may not be the same.
And who knows how long it takes for the universe to fully respond?
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The reader may claim this is the route to madness. But what
is madness but a different perception of reality? 8 Does this
mean that outside of our perception bizarre and unrelated things
are occurring? My answer is both yes and no. For all things
that can exist do exist, and certainly a large part of this is
outside of our perception. Yet what is the extent of our perception? It is entirely possible that our perception, as opposed
to our conscious awareness, extends and interlocks with all
other regions in a given galaxy. If this be true my decision
that what I have in my hand is a pen may reinforce your concept
of the reality of the pen you held yesterday. But it does not
automatically follow that "normal" components of the universe
outside our conscious awareness exist any more truly than "abnormal" components. This is true because order and change is a
function of the brains interaction with the universe.
The reader insists . . . are you saying reality is an
agreed on hallucination? Yes,

11

you qualify the question by

defining reality as one of many and by defining hallucination
as that reality which the mind has decided to accept. In other
words making "sense" out of the universe is a process of
fooling oneself that there is only one reality so that a path
of logic may be charted.
In a lighter vein, I would then define a neurotic's problem
as not being sure he is able to fool himself, a psychotic's
48
The book Don Jaun--a different reality--is recommended.
It's quite close to the O'hypothesis.
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as one
problem as not being able to fool himself; a mad genius
ingly
who knows how to fool himself, and the common man as unknow
fooling himself.
Allow one more analogy. Conceive of a room full of possi.
bilities through which a thread runs. Examine the sketch

ing
The room is odd shaped indeed. It contains all the expand
and then
galaxies. Note a single unending thread which unravels
God and
recombines. Now I envision the whole room as the body of
takes
the thread as the mind of God, An awareness track (which
be traced
no time to travel since the summation of zero is 0) may
it takes
along the thread through the room. The 1st time around
one path, the next time around another, etc.
and
Note that a cycle of the universe separates me from you,
as
that a cycle of life separates you from your incarnation
Napoleon.
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But on the various cycles would not themind of God evolve,
as some paths are shifted away in favor of others? And would not
all our desires influence this process, since we are integral
parts of Cod?49
Admittedly the above has been quite general; let us be
more precise. How does the mind develop self awareness?
Consider an apple. As far as the apple is concerned it is
the center of the universe. I postulate that in some still
obscure sense the outer reaches of the universe then become the
outer reaches of the apple as below.

SA0bE So4gRce
AWO FORT

But what of the insides of the apple? Nucleons that make
up the apple are in various expansive states and therefore may
contain themselves the apple when it was a bud, the apple when
it was older, or not even the apple at all; as below.
WoPiny Rppis wit/Y/'
WORAy AopLE
NioWE Of/nWwApplE
Sox of SEEDS WI TAW/
boX op SODS
Bev

jito /WIN EtirD

49A similar process is postulated in "The Eternal Return" by
Donald E. Carr. He considers that one's life repeats over and
over but that each aspect of it continuously gets better and better.
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In other words, the apple has a memory. Actually, of course.
two rules have been violated. First, since the apple does not
yet have self awareness it is no more in the future then it is in the
past, and all nucleons may be brought to the fore with equal
validity. Secondly, we may not picture both the inside of a
nucleon and the outside at the same time, for the insides the
outside. Additionally it may take some time before a nucleon
existing inside a form takes on the characteristics of that form
and vice versa, it may take some time before a nucleon removed
from a form loses the characteristics of that form.
I emphasize that the nucleon surface does not take the
geometrical shape of an apple but in some way the interrelationships of the nucleon-apple with the external world are imprinted
in the surface of the nucleon-apple and may be read under proper
conditions.
Now, this same condition exists in the body. But the brain
has a unique function. It filters out nucleons which do not
contain the body (and thus the brain also) at their core. In
other words, as the brain develops it accumulates to itself nucleons
which have the small range of expansive states corresponding to
the expansive states of the universe (i.e., galaxy) which contain
the life time of the body. Next, it arranges these nucleons in
a single thread (ideally) in progressive size. This thread then
becomes the sense of awareness of the persons it allows the
person to be aware of his surroundings by correlating the changes
in the universe around him with the expanding universe within his
brain.
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But since the nucleon

the galaxy, it follows that the

validity of the O'hypothesis depends on demonstrating that the
galaxies around us are within the brain. This will actually be
accomplished in the next chapter!
To digress a bit before continuing, a few facts of history
may be very interesting to those of suspcious minds. Agarthi
and Shambhalla are two legendary underground cities in the
Himalayas. Agarthi is supposedly the city of the good guys
and Shambhalla, that of the bad. (The existence of the cities
is firmly believed in by the peoples of India.)
A biography of Appolionus (born

4

BC) states that he

traveled to a strange city in Tibet and saw beings who knew
everything. Even robots are described. Was it Agarthi or
Shambahalla? Appolionus was (reportedly) given objects which
he was to take and plant in the ground at various points in the
world. Could he possibly have been the dupe in setting up the
saucer grid?
Whether these cities exist or not, Adolph Hitler apparently
believed in them, and felt he was in league with the dark powers
of Shambhalla. I would recommend to the sceptic that he read
"Morning of the Magicians" by Louis Pauwels and Jacques Bergier
for verification.
Finally, it is interesting for this author to note the nature
of the philosophy of Rudolph Steiner who in the early days of
Hitler's rise to power seemed to rank high on his hate list.
He believed that the entire universe existed within the mind!
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ds on the existence
Back to the brain. If self awareness depen
is the nature of memory
of a thread of nucleons in the brain, what
and imagination?
throughout the
As already indicated memory nucleons exist
the universe is somehow
brain and the interaction of the body with
plished by the brain
coded into the surface. Thus memory is accom
of the nucleon (i.e.,
observing the past by observing the surface
of the universe at
universe) that corresponds in size to the size
ce of the proper
the time in question. That is to say the surfa
the body turned inside
nucleon contains essentially the surface of
out at the time in question.
insanity may be
In fact, I highly suspect that some forms of
awareness is better
the result of a wise mind deciding that his
not be doing the person
off In that nucleon. In that case one may
(i.e., our reality)
a favor by yanking him back into the real world
theescape are first
unless the disease or tensions which caused
actually there. If
removed. The author believes the person is
e, you don't understand
you don't understand how this is conceivabl
the O'hypothesis:
out of size
If memory then is the temporary insertion of
is imagination?
nucleons into the thread of awareness, what
at the nucleon again.
Imagination seems to know no bounds. Look
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Remember, the nucleon

II the galaxy. The real world exists

between the borders of the inner circle and the outer. Now just
suppose that the word imaginary when applied to mathematics is
really more meaningful then supposed. (An analogy would be the
original name of the galaxies as island universes.) That is to
say, suppose imaginary mathematics is meant to be applied to
imaginary things. Hold on to your hat!
If the area between the two circles is real, the hole in the
center must be imaginary.
But if it is an imaginary hole it must have an imaginary
mass. Further, the size of an imaginary hole should be measured
in imaginary units. Let's calculate the density of this
imaginary hole.
Density = i mass = -1

i3
In other words, if this hole is viewed from the real world
it should be deduced to have a negative density. But an imaginary
mass has a further characteristic,according to Einstein's equations it could exceed the speed of light. We see then where the
50 are located--they are the core portion
psitrons of Dobb's theory
of the nucleons. The mechanism of imagination and ESP becomes
clear. How?
Well the O'hypothesis maintains that the inside

la the

outside and that except for time each nucleon is each and every
50Adrian Dobbs was a brilliant Cambridge mathematician and
physicist who worked in top secret work related to national defense.
(died 1972) He postulated particles call psitrons, having imaginary
mass as carriers of ESP. [He also introduced two kinds of time.]
Those who doubt the existence of ESP should read "The Roots of
Coincidence" by Arthur Koestler, Random House, 1972. For example
in a setup where the direction of lights in a circle was controlled
randomly by natural radiation, person concentrating could 22nsistentiv change the pattern from 503-50% cc cw to 6or.-403.
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inside the
other nucleon. Therefore by concentrating inwardly
ary mass of
nucleons in the brain, the imagination (i.e., imagin
other particle
the core) can almost instantaneously tieus into any
brain:::
in the universe including those in another person's
"imaginary."
We see now a truer definition of something that is
we think it is!
An imaginary object is real, it is just not where
ing dreams
Does this mean that all of our imaginary events includ
existence someare real? Yes and no. Each component has a real
ents are a
where in the universe but the interaction of the compon
product (pardon the pun) of our imagination.
ESP,
Now, of course I have not exposed the technique of
has preceded
only the mechanism involved. Indeed, in all that
ation I
the author has been only hypothesizing. Yet on examin
th in my
think the reader will agree that there is much streng
thenature of
synthesis. In conclusion let me attempt to apply
the mind as I see it to specific phenomena.
I Double slit experiment
basis
Many people who play cards will first decide on the
plays
of the odds that a particular card is the wisest to
they will
after the fact, however, on the basis of a poor result
all. Yet such
state that it wasn't the wisest card to play after
the wiseness
a statement contradicts the concept of truth, for
other words,
of an act can not hinge on the element of time. In
forever.
in the deepest sense it must remain the wisest choice
an event is possible it must remain
How is this
possible forever, otherwise it was never possible.
is possible
possible? Conceive of two doors. Let us assume it
In like manner,

if
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for me to walk through either one. It then becomes mandatory that
I walk through both! For if I walk through only one, it will then
be legitimate to conclude that it was never really possible
after all that I walk through the other, since I didn't. But how
can I walk through both? Why not. The fact that I can be aware
of walking through only one at a time is beside the point.
Thus the rule of "everything that is possible, occurs" is
not limited to the quantum level. This means of course that
once we master the technique of directing our awareness through
possible routes, the use of anesthesia etc. will be unnecessary.
(Actually one technique already exists called self-hypnotic
prayer, but we refuse to take it seriously.)
A tenet of the O'hypothesis, then, is that

IL

two things

are possible, both occur. An example of this tenet apparently
has already been found.
A light source is cast on two small holes. The holes are
very small and very close together, so that only individual
photons get through. These are registered photo/electrically
as a series of random ticks. Now when one hole is covered, the
photons go through the other and vice versa. This indicates
it is possible for the light to go through either. But when
both holes are opened, the ticks tend to disappear indicating
that each individual photon went through both and canceled out
by interference. This at least is the interpretation of modern 1973
science.
2 Worms
It was stated that nucleons (of the right size) will take
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on the form of that form that contains them. That is, a nucleon
in a worm that is the relative size corresponding to the size of
the universe (which it is) when the worm moved away from a
bright light because of fear, will have encoded on its surface
the sense path the worm received at that time. This is true, once
again, because the insides the outside and at the inside center
of that universe was the worm in truth:
Now if a worm is taught a response and then cut up and fed
to another worm, it becomes very logical that the other worm
will now have that response in its memory. This experiment has
actually been done!
If my explanation is correct, however, I may postulate
two additional effects. First, delay in feeding the other worm
will decrease the result. This is true since once outside a
form a nucleon should gradually lose its encoded information into
.
the interior as a new form takes center stage (say a glass beaker)
Second, the success of the experiment would diminish with a different species as the receptor, since the reason the memory is
accepted would be because the worm's low value of self awareness
prevents it from recognizing that the worm at the center of the
new nucleon is not really himself.
3 Fortune Telling
As far as the author is concerned, validity of fortune
telling has been established; whether the ability is controlled
or consistent is another matter. But how does it work? The
O'hypothesis states that nucleons containing the future exists
within the brain. The seer then must transfer her awareness
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(through the psitrons) to the person and then examine the future
as she would her own memory.
Why can't we see our own future? We don't, because in early
childhood the brain has learned to block out the examination of
any nucleons larger then the one that represents the present.
This is done in order to achieve the pleasant feeling called free
will.
What of dreams? In the dream state, our progression of
awareness becomes erratic and nucleons of the past, present, and
future are examined in various combinations. This would include
other realities of which we are not aware in the awake state.
Since however, we actually go to those places in a very real
sense, these dreams themselves become part of our memory.
It is important to understand, however, that our conscious
awareness may or may not pass through a future nucleon examined
in the dream state, because of the existence of multiple futures.
4 Bending Spoons
A man by the name of Uri Geller from Israel claims fantastic
powers. The author is not decided on whether his powers are
real or not; the ability of the mind to be fooled is also fantastic.
Be that as it may, his reported bending of metal objects by gazing
at them can be "explained" by my concept of the mind.
Consider that a person can develop "psyco-somatic" effects
on the body by remembering past events. This is caused by the
fact that the person is actually where he remembers! I believe
the effects are not as severe only because the two bodies are
not really the same body, as the nucleons indeed are.
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Now if a person can transfer his awareness to another brain,
he may also transfer his awareness to inanimate objects such as
a piece of metal. When he does so, however, he becomes the object.
But the object has a memory. Therefore if he now remembers when
he (the metal object) was young and being formed in the mold, a
psycho-somatic effect of heat generation must occur and the object
will bend:
This sounds fantastic, yet it is curious that one of the
claimed feats of the silva mind control movement was to teach
people how to transfer their awareness into metals:
5 The inner core
On the basis of the O'hypothesis, it was calculated that
the inner core of the nucleon should have a negative density.
But since the nucleon

IA

the galaxy, it follows that observa-

tion of the galaxies around us would settle the matter.
An article entitled "The Dynamics of the Andromeda Nebula" by Vera Rubin
appearing in the Scientific American (June 1973, vol. 228 #6)
does indeed settle the matter. One of the charts arrived at after
detailed analysis is given below in a modified form. (The original
chart should be referred to for more clarification.)
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Note the region of negative density. The article does not
explain this observation but does indicate such results are
"unrealistic." The reader may raise his hand and ask, "But
what of the peak further in?" My dear friend, if the inner core
is the universe inside out, it follows that the core of the core
must exhibit a positive density, since an imaginary imaginary
must be real!
In conclusion, the author has extended the O'hypothesis
deeper into the mind. A philosophy of the nature of the universe
has been developed which combines reality with illusion and offers
answers to many questions.
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ng, memory,
Explanations are offered for ESP, fortune telli
and free will
dreaming, memory transfer, the sense of awareness
and (possibly) Uri Geller.
bility,
Additionally such words as imaginary, real, possi
etc. are extended and given clearer meaning.
sophies
The author is aware that many, if not all, philo
philosophy is
are reflected in his philosophy. Hopefully his
philosophies as
the more broad one, and contains all the other
before as
sub/portions in such a manner that what appeared
insoluble differences, disappear.
in mind
I will predict that the next major breakthrough
mechanism which
research will be the discovery of the filtering
It is this
differentiates between the various size nucleons.
r how complex,
mechanism which separates all machines, no matte
from the mind which alone is aware of itself!
O'hypothesis
A vision cannot be denied. For someday, if the
ying designed
is valid, bodies will be made jn our_image emplo
d and we will
brains into which our awareness will be transferre
possess).
achieve immortality (which in a sense we already
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CHAPTER IX
Galactic Evolution
Forward
One of the predictions made in "A View From Within" was
that the universe would be found to have the same structure as
the nucleus, being in fact the same object. Once the galaxy is
accepted as the universe at an instant and also as the nucleon:
the prediction may be extended such that the arrangement of the
atom must be found in the arrangement of the galaxies.
For a long time I hesitated to attempt the search for such
an arrangement. Surely, little I could not handle such a project:
And how would one begin?
Since the center of "my" universe is my brain, it follows
that the Milky Way galaxy lies within the brain in truth and
is the nucleon of the present. There is no avoiding this conclusion: But since awareness is a tract in the brain from
nucleon to nucleon, it follows that if we search about us we
should find the nucleon of the next expansive state of the
universe. And this other nucleon or galaxy must point out the
direction of forward time:
Andromeda fits the bill. First, its mass is nearly (or
exactly) double the Milky Way's. This agrees with the doubling
effect of mass every elementary unit of time. Second, the distance
to Andromeda in light years is unique. Recall that the formula
for this elementary unit of time is given as
T

F

* 2
-3G m '
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Milky Way.
Let us substitute the size and mass of the
R = 6.10(1020) meters (Galactic envelope)
T = 7.53(1013) seconds
44
6
m = 4.00(10 )kg
or:7.62.4(10 ) years
G = 6.67(10-11)
as the nucleon
Thus, if the Milky Way obeyed the same law
to its same state after
(which it hopefully is) it should return
6
6
meda is 2.2(10 ) light
^..!, 2.4(10 ) years. The distance to Andro
years!
ed) it follows
But if Andromeda is "us" (one cycle remov
This means the angle
that we are really looking at ourselves.
the elliptic should be
the line of sight makes with the plane of
identical for both galaxies as indicated.
R B
RNORainEOR

/77

This is true [within at least + 1°]!
ical internal
Finally, Andromeda should also have the ident
notes no substantiated
structure as the Milky Way. A recent study
differences!
meda Galaxy must
IL the O'hypothesis is correct, the Andro
tract in our brain and
then be the next nucleon in the awareness
time. There is no choice.
must point out the direction of forward
nt and therefore
Now the Milky Way is the universe at an insta
c three dimensional
could be represented in a diagram as stati
on (i.e., galaxy) is
space. But since the surface of the nucle
between the galaxies
a space/time warp what could the "space"
represent but time itself?
r] a paper
I shall now present [in a rather formal manne
in the Local Group."
entitled "On the Quantum Nature of Galaxies
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THE QUANTUM NATURE OF GALAXIES IN THE LOCAL GROUP
copyright

qp

Edgar A. Ostrander 1973

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to show that the angular
location of a galaxy in the sky relative to Andromeda, its
distance from us, and its visual diameter can be interrelated
by graph and formula in a highly suggestive way relative to
galactic evolution. A secondary purpose of this paper is to
show the step by step process of how these interrelations were
discovered.
First, four initial assumptions will be made concerning
the galaxies. Then two variables will be evolved therefrom.
These variables will be evaluated and then plotted in rectangular and polar form. The resulting graphs will then be examined by the author for relationships. Next, the numerical value
of the proton to electron mass ratio and the fine structure
constant shall be extracted. Finally, a general formula will
be found of a quantum nature which applies to all seventeen
members of the local group.
Whether the relationships noted by the author or the numerical relationships deduced therefrom really have deeper significance or are only a matter of "coincidence" will be left to the
reader to decide. The author will occassionally speculate, but
will draw no final conclusions in this paper.
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
(1)

At any instant of existence. the aalaxies may be validly

viewed as static three dimensional space structures ( of spherical
matter extent) imbedded in an overall three dimensional time
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structure. Distances in this time structure will be measured
in years of time for light tb travel from point to point.

A

direction of forward time for the galaxies imbedded therein
shall exist in the same direction and parallel to the Mil,u
Way - Andromeda vector.
(2)

Each galaxy passes through cyclic creations involving

gradual exspansion and abrupt collapse. The time for each
cycle being the time in years of light travel from the Milky
Way to Andromeda. Further, the cyclic pulsations of all the
galaxies are synchronous in time (of change).
(3)

Two kinds of time exist and are involved in the evolution

of a galaxy. Namely:
(a) Time of existence. This kind of time is to be thought
of in terms of Newton's absolute time, and may be used
as a measure of the amount of time the galaxy has
existed since its last creation.
(b) Time of change. This kind of time is that normally
wedded to space in the space/time continuum and artificially divorced in assumption (1). It may be used as
a measure of the amount of structural change the galaxy
has undergone since its last creation.
Galaxies increase mass according to the general relaet
tionship M=k a , with t being in terms of the time of existence.

(4)

(k and z being constants) Further, that the galaxy maintains a
constant mean density while so doing.
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DEVELOPMENT OF VARIABLES
(E) EVOLUTION INDEX

DiR.Ecr/ew
es foR w/iR D

72mE
Examine the sketch. It has been drawn in accordance with
assumption (1).044x represents the angular displacement in the
sky between Andromeda and galaxy X (o'to 180°) LA is the distance to Andromeda and Lx is the distance to galaxy X (in
years of light travel)
Since the direction of forward time is given as toward
Andromeda, it follows that objects in a plane perpendicular
to this direction would be simultaneous to each other in time;
and the plane of simultaneity has been added for use as a
reference.
As indicated in assumption (3b), the field pictured represents the time of change and may be used as a measure of the
amount of change a galaxy has gone through since its last creation.
Consider galaxy X. Since it has traveled through time
tx ce-Q,cenx years further then the Milky Way, its structural evolution must be ahead of us by that amount. But light takes 4 years
to travel from galaxy X to here and therefore one sees it as it
was Lz years ago. It follows that relative to the Milky Way,
galaxy X is lagging by 40-40e0e") years in its evolvement
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4L
as observed in the sky.
But LA

represents the time for the complete cycle of

evolution of a galaxy according to assumption (2). Therefore the fractional portion of a cycle of evolution for
galaxy X is:
x)
,
(E) evolution index = — (/— 49.e. 04)

Ln

It is important to keep in mind, however, that this
evolution index would correspond to the actual point in the
cycle only if the Milky Way was exactly at its creation (or
collapse) point at the instant of analysis.
(5) (0) LOG OF THE MASS FACTOR
AssuMption (4) states that the mass of a Galaxy increases
g,t
according to the relationship M= k 2. , with t being the amount
of time the galaxy has been in existence since its last creation.
Thus the observed mass of a galaxy could be used as a measure of
this time of existence. ( the time light takes to reach us from
the object can not be included in this analysis, since by definition it is time of change)
Unfortunately, most mass determinations of galaxies are quite
approximate. However, assumption (4) also states that the mean
density remains constant, and therefore the volume is directly
proportional to mass. The mass of a galaxy relative to the Milky
Way then bdcomes:
Mass Factor =inc=

3

[

fopereit mw
DIAMETER

x

* Note that this implies That the internal structure of Andromeda
should be identipal to that of the Milky Way. A recent detailed
study uses the words 'remarkably similar". The Dynamics of the
Andromeda Nebula by Vera C. Rubin, Scientific American, June
1973 Vol.

228

#6.
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But the mass changes exponentially with the time of
existence; therefore the log of the mass factor must be employed
I
difin order to obtain a linear relation in time. The relative
ference in time of existence then becomes- Z04 (Ilue..)
ki2, /
At this point the author intuitively decided to multiply
by a constant such that a mass factor of two would yield thirty
degrees. Finally then, time of existence in degrees becomes:
Lo4 2_

Lo4

Dm$193

Dz
It should be remembered that this variable is relative and
not absolute. Indeed, as will be seen, the use of Andromeda as
a reference in the mass factor rather then the Milky Way results
in simplification. The variable's is thus derived for later
reference.
no%
sv.=
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Refer to chart/91. It summarizes the data used and the final
values. Most of the intermediate calculations have been omitted,
but may be easily computed by the reader.
At this polat the reader may question the propriety of using
approximate distances and diameters to calculate to four places.
The author will procede on the assumption that these distances
and diameters are actually quite precise, and that this fact has
not yet been fully appreciated because of the limitations of our
observational methods.
Refer to chart # 2. The values of the evolution index
and

(E)

(0) are plotted as x and y coordinates. The original chart

made by the author employed the variable s directly, but it was
0
later seen that the use of the smallest s value (-34.07 ) as a
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reference caused the chart to simplify. The reader may obtain
the values of 0 for each galaxy by adding 34.07 to each s value
listed in chart #1; since 0.7.5x-S4, as previously derived.
The shaded galaxies were reduced by 360° prior to plotting.
The structural type has been added in parenthesis beside the
galaxy's name. The curves were added intuitively by the author
on the following basis, and are not claimed to have been mandated
directly by the data.
As noted previously, an index value of zero would coincide
with creation of a galaxy if the Milky Way was on the verge of
collapse. Let us test this possibility.
Assumption (2) then leads one logically to expect an evolving
galaxy to follow a line from the lower left, up and across the
chart until the galaxy collapsed and ceased to exist at some point
on the E=1 line. On this basis the extremely smooth curve n = 11
o
can not be avoided, as it passes through six points including 360 .
Note the "coincidence" that all four of the Irregular type
one galaxies in the local group lie on this one line. The author
also calls attention to the fact that the chart was constructed
as a square, and that if examined the curve n = 11 will be found
to be very nearly eymetrical shout a diagonal.
But what of the other curves? The choice of equal radial
subdivision was made on the basis of the least biased method
which would produce curves of a similar nature as n = 11.
Employing Oakum's razor, the author then proceeded first with
one subdivision, then two, three, etc. The reader should satisfy himself that on this basis the first significant fit of all
the points ocurs in the neighborhood of eleven.
The choice of exactly eleven subdivisions was then made on
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the basis that the Milky Way galaxy would then be nearest its
endpoint, or

36oc'
3y-.07°

/o.57

//

It might also be noted that a substitution of a mass factor
e
/2
of 2 into the formula will yield 40 =34-0, Could this be indicative of the twelve curves ?
Next refer to chart #3.

Here the same data is plotted in

polar form. The circle marked in degrees forms the graph. Each
galaxy was plotted as follows: Its (s) value was located on the
rim and the (e) value was then plotted radially inward toward
the center. Refer to the insert at the lower left. What is
actually being represented is a spiraling circular plane. On
the main chart, this is indicated by shading some of the galaxies.
The clear galaxies lie in view from above and the shaded ones lie
on the second level underneath. Note the overlap point.
The additional circles were then added to show relationships. A11 the circles on the drawing are of the same unit
radius. (including the one forming the graph) Note that all the
galaxies lie almost precisely on the circles, and at the intersection of two or more circles! Each circle passes through
three or more points and includes the center of the chart.
Is this graph statistically significant? Actual trial by
the author suggests that such relationships could develop
readily by chance. This does not remove the possibility,
however, that the relationships are meaningful.
If the relationships are meaningful, a question may be
posed. How could this meaning have been exposed if the values
are plotted relative to the center of the chart while the observations were made relative to the Milky Way? Since the graph is
in time, it follows that a very small difference in time between
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now and galactic collapse would alloW the observer to validly
imagine himself at the center. This same conclusion may be
drawn by examining chart #2 ; for any appreciable shift in
the index value would disrupt the plot.
Could chart #3 in some way represent the atom? If so, the
mass ratio of the proton to electron and the fine structure
constant should be derivable from the data.
Refer again to chart #2. Let us derive an equation that is
valid at the instant of collapse. This means that the time between now and galactic collapse must be reduced to zero, ie. the
observer should be shifted exactly to the end point. Note that
366

our galaxy lacks 1,34 (31407- 77-) from a perfect fit on the
curve n = 1. Considering that both the observer and the observed
must approach that point in time, the amount that the Milky Way
must then move is

) or 0.67°.
(1.34.
at the limit, but replace the ratio

Let us now evaluate

of the mass of the Milky Way to the mass of galaxy X. ( ler-) with
the ratio of the mass of the proton to the mass of the electron
17 e " ) in accordance with the concept that chart #3 represents
( -2L
ki th' Z1 = 0, 67 °
the atom.
O =Sx -5,g -I- 4

1-`7 7

L04

=

3 . '9 7
/7̀

99,638 Le /836,/ + 3 4-/, o7*-t325,27 6* .34L, .07 ° -4- 0,

360, 0/ ° ! I

11°,4- to obtain the fine structure constant. The preceding
equation may be written in expanded form as:
3

.30a Le4

L.4 2

)3 7 1 30° Z0 4 ( /3o)- .36.01__ 3 ‘o, 00
R -0- -32L Le‘ ( /3o +
/00
//
/oo
Z Le4 a
Lay 2.

R standing for the mass factor and the .01° dropped.
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Collecting terms
Z04 R
Lo

and reducing:

4_

transposing and

/I
/38

1/ 2_

¿ea R(ioo)Zo‘ 2

combining logs:

/2+ (‘'

//

/38

R

or:

Introducing a new symbol

/3o l

R(

=2

/90
7/7_

(e)

r
:_

//

, the final equation becomes;

2%/

/00

The small t over the equal sign is to indicate that the
author believes ( he does not claim to have proven) that the
equation is a "transformation equation through warp", or
more precisely that it is an equation valid at the instant of
galactic disappearance and reappearance, and that it can transform ideal values into observed values from one side to the other.
It is curious to note on substitution into the equation
that if of = 137.000, R = 1835.83 and if R = 1840.00,
o4. = 137.036. In both cases the values are within two standard
deviations of the observed mean value!
But if chart#3 in some manner "portrays" an atom, should
not the complete structural characteristics of said atom be
derivable therefrom?
Conceive for a moment that it "is" an atom. Then the time
field must be transformed back into a spacial field, as it is
brought in our imagination from outside our galaxy to a point
within it. This is true since by assumption (1) we are to con-
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/o
ceive of all within our galaxy as contained in three dimensional
space. On this basis 4e are ready to begin.
6,94,01,

milky
i'VAy

-

y1,

0

0R

V

Examine the sketch. It represents a small typical portion of
chart #3.
A formula for angular momentum is L = MVR. The radius
becomes clearly ( 1-E ). Of course a constant may be involved,
but it will be set arbitrarily at unity as we are to be interested
in ratios within this atom and not absolute values. (note also
that a constant could not disguise any quantized nature of L )
The mass of the galaxy (ie electron) may be obtained by
reference to assumption (4) which states that a constant mean
density is maintained as the galaxy grows in mass. This means
3

that mass is proportional to volume or M = kD. Again setting
3
k = 1 on the same basis as before, mass = D .
The velocity is a slight problem. Granted that the inside
of the circle is three dimensional space as long as we perceive
of it as an atom, but what of the circumference,. Whether it is
space or tine is unknown.
In chart #3 the circumference was a linear representation
of the time of existence. Dare we say that all bodies travel
through existence at the same constant rate, and then use this
to establish a constant rate of rotation of the electrons about
the nucleus? If so, the problem is solved.
Whatever the constant velocity along the rim, the linear
velocity must be proportionally less at galaxy X by the ratio
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(1 -/F)over 1. Or again setting the constant equal to one, the
velocity of galaxy X in "orbit" becomes V = ( 1 - E )
At this point a new term is introduced: namely "Galactic
Angular Momentum". ihile it is true that the formula for
angular momentum is being adhered to in a technical sense,
the validity of applying it to galaxy X hinges on a broad
range of assumptions. Therefore it might be inappropiate at
this time to use the phrase angular momentum without an adjective, and the word galactic will be inserted.
The galactic angular momentum of galaxy X then becomes
L=MVIi=

D

3

(/ -

(/ - L-)

D3(/-

Elz

chart #4. Note that the calculated galactic
angular momentum appears roughly exponential. As a test the
log is taken and differences examined. Note that in addition
to these differences being roughly equal, there appears to be
a non random grouping involved. This has been pointed out with
the added arrows. (the second row entry will become obvious
later)
Note the new symbol (ns) over the last column. It shall
be called the serial number of the galaxy, and indicates the
relative magnitude of the galactic angular momentum.
The galactic angular momentum shall now be tested for
/
quantization by comparision with the quantized formula L = 8(2
Examine chart #5. The success of the test speaks for itself!
Thus the galactic angular momentum is clearly quantized
despite its complete dependence on what has been considered as
approximate and basically unrelated data; ie. the angular positioD
relative to Andromeda, the visual diameter, and the distance
away.
Chart # 6 has been prepared for those more interested in
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l2
simplified
numerical relationships. The equation given has been
retation. Note
and exists indeoendantly of any particular interp
of a aalaxy
the "unscientific" need for measurement of the size
in terms of a light year!
are
Note the consec utive ratio column. These values
preceedobtained by dividing each calculated quantity by the
has a
ing, and shows that even the departure from the ideal
definite pattern.
t
It would not be inappropqate at this point to attemp
will be
to derive the actual line spectra of an atom. This
left as an interesting exercise for the reader.
the
Having accomplished the stated purposes of this paper,
to reach
author now reluctantly withdraws and leaves the reader
his own final conclusions.
41r4
Edgar I. Ostrander
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CHART 11

19.

A SUGGESTED SET OP- CURVES FOR THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN TIME OF EX/STANCE (Cb) AND T/MF OF CHANCE (E).
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CHAPTER X
Full Circle
Despite the last chapter, there are those who will shout
"coincidence" till the end of time. This chapter is not for
them [such persons should have stopped reading long ago]s but
for those who have had a great door open before their eyes: For
now we see the role of the galaxy even more clearly. It functions as the elementary particle and when viewed in a time sense
from explosion to collapse 12 the universe, Thus God indeed has
made that, from that which was not.
A question. How can the appearance of the heavens really be
determined by the nature of the brain? One man is demented-one is dead, etc. But you miss the point. The fabric of space
allows for two different objects to be the same objects thus the
Milky Way exists in all brains. The dead man doesn't count since
we are restricted to only self aware brains. The demented man
counts--but are you sure blurred images to one part over millions
are not seen by him when he gazes through a telescope?
A final test. Since the galaxy

the nucleon it must

pulsate at the same frequency. This frequency was derived at
the beginning of "A View from Within" and is 4.30281 kc ± .008 kc.
[For the scientific reader a technical presentation of this
derivation follows this chapter and is entitled "A Derivation of
the Radius of the Nucleus--With Comments]. If this same frequency
can be derived in a logical manner for the pulsating galaxy, we
will then have come full circll and completed the picture. All
that would be left is for someone to derive the emission spectra
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on the basis of discrete changes in the energy states of the
galaxies (i.e., electrons).
Examine chart #2 again (in the previous chapter). Note
that everything seems to "grow" out of Andromeda. Could this be
the creation process?
Consider the relationship*
MIND TIME minus CREATION TIME
or
Freq. of mind

1
Freq. of creation

equals EXISTENCE TIME
1.
Freq. of existence

This shall be called assumption A, with the terms defined
as follows:
The frequency of the mind is to be taken as the number of
times per second our galaxy can be perceived in the mind.
The frequency of creation is to be taken as the number of
times per second a galaxy goes through its evolutionary cycle.
The frequency of existence is to be taken as the number of
times a second a galaxy exists.
Assumption B is that on the atomic level the vertical length
of chart #2 is uniquely one second.
(Fm) or freollencvof mind. The cp value for our galaxy is

122 Log 212 .
—3-°2 Log (1.3)3 . The T value for the chart at 360° is Log
Log
Therefore the number of times our galaxy can be perceived by
the mind as existing in one second is
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(F ) or frequency of creation. Each galaxy goes through eleven
c
cycles of creation before starting over. Therefore the number
of times per second a galaxy goes through its evolutionary cycle
is Fc = 11 cps.
(Fe ) or frequency of existence. According to the chart a galaxy
exists once a second. But each galaxy is each and every other
galaxy, either in the same or different stage of evolution; for
they are separated only by time. Therefore the existence time
Fn
must be spread out among sixteen galaxies or Fe =
Finally then:
_1 - _1 = 1.€
Fm
Fc
Fn

12
- Log 2
Fm
Log (1.3)3

with

F = 11
{c
(It is interesting to note that Fm calculates as 10.568 cps.
This compares favorably with the Silva mind control healing
frequency of 10.53 cps)
Let us now calculate Fn and see at what rate a galaxy exists.
16
Fn =

- 4302.45 cps
Log (1.3)3 _
11
Log 212

This is in excellent agreement with the frequency of pulsation of the nucleon as derived by the author in the aforementioned
paper; specifically
Fn =
ec X eX p

- 4302.81 cps ± 0.8

h = Plank's constant, c = speed of light, e = unit charge
of proton and electron, X eX p = compton wavelength of proton and
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electron respectfully. The equation is non/dimensional.
But there is something else. In chapter IX, the last
equation given worked only if the diameter of the galaxy was
measured in light years. Now we see that this frequency derivation only holds if the age of the universe is conceived as being
one second. Do you not remember that the solar system was
arranged by the Gods and the year and the second dictated to us?
Then, we have discovered finally what the gods helped us all along
to discover. Does this signal a new age?
I believe the frequency of the mind and the frequency of
creation of matter will be found to produce
(1)self healing
(2)anti-gravity
(3)gravitational bombs
(4)time travel.
The end for now.
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On the Quantum Nature of Galaxies in the
Local Group Part II
by Edgar A. Ostrander
Introduction:
The purpose of this paper is to expand on the material in
"On the Quantum Nature of Galaxies in the Local Group."
Familiarity with that paper is presumed.
The general equation interrelating the angular position
of a galaxy, its visual size, and its distance away will be
made more precise.
A velocity will also be associated with each galaxy and
this velocity will be shown to be consistent with the conservation of angular momentum during galactic evolution. A detailed
prediction of the rim velocities of the various galaxies in the
local group will be given. Finally, a comparison of the local
group with the structure of a particular atom will be made.
Derivation of General Formula
Recall that each galaxy has associated with it two
variables* the evolution index (E) and the log of the massfactor (0).

In order to change the log of the mass factor into

a decimal form compatible with the evolution index, a new
variable called the existence index will be introduced.
Let x (existence index) = jitb
Then:

Os )3
DA 3 _ log(r1
_11
0__
1
(
X=560 = 50
- 0 log 2 °g\D
x
log 212
1
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2

DA _ RA (ratio of diameters is ratio of radii)
Since R x =
- R C and D
RX
X
log

Substituion yields x

a)3

12
log 2

= RA
or 212x
R3
and finally Rt.;3 = 212x

The Galactic angular momentum has the form q(1- E)2.
R3
By the above it may now be rewritten as212x (1- E)2 where RA
is the visual radius of Andromeda or 65 units.
Refer to chart no. 1. It is a rearrangement of the basic
(E) has
data appearing in the first paper. The evolution index
been computed to more places and the new variable x added.
Examine chart no. 2. This is a reproduction of the chart
ent
that was developed in the first paper. The lines repres
(supposedly) galactic evolution in terms of E and 0 (with
way to
x = 300 as defined). May this chart be used in any
that
produce the actual serial numbers of the galaxies? Recall
R3(1- E)2 =

R3 (1- E)2
A 212x

serial number
2

Mentally transfer the shaded galaxies to their proper
the
places at 0 > 3600. Now assign each galaxy a number on
basis of its physical distance on the chart from Andromeda

5 -3 2 0
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[at x = 0, E = 0]. Starting with the number 1 for Leo I and
increasing the number as the distance is decreased. One notes
that to a surprising degree the order given by the serial number
of a galaxy is the same as its relative distance from Andromeda:
Following this clue, a new quantity shall be defined: time
displacement. Its meaning is the distance in time a galaxy is
displaced from Andromeda. The distance logically should have
the Pythogorean form j x2 + [1E2 .1 A is unknown and is inserted
to account for the fact that there are three dimensions to the
time of change and only one to the time of existence. By
analogy p would be expected to possess some simple form, just
as 0- is employed in finding the diagonal of a cube.
Recall that galaxy Leo II and Ursa minor have the same
serial number. Might this mean that at a unique point in time
both should possess identical galactic angular momentum. If
so, it follows that:
serial number = serial number
or 4/(1.160964)2 + A(.63991) = 4/(1.359351)2 + A(.17155)2'
Squaring and collecting terms A(.380055) = .499995
Finally

A = 1.31559

This value is close to 5- or 1.31607. In favor of such
interpretation is simplicity of form, greater weighing of E
relative to x, and the incorporation of the essential numerical
data of four dimensions with three of one kind. On this basis
4
.5 will tentatively be accepted as the value of A.
Next, consider the limiting case of Andromeda where

5 -3 2 1
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x= 0, E= O.
ci„Itn R A(1- E)2
2serial number
12x
-=
2
x = 0, E = 0

RA3 = 2serial number

log RA
solving serial number = log 2 - 18.06710
The general form of the serial number is then readily
suggested ass
Ns = 18.06710 -

x2 + 4r3' E2

a is a yet unknown proportionally constant. Although this
expression is the simplest direct formulation of the observation
relating the distances of the galaxies from Andromeda in chart
no. II to the serial number, it must of course be chosen over
more complex forms only on the basis of degree of fit. Examine
chart
The first column indicates the integer serial numbers of
the galaxies in sequence. The second column indicates the
actual computed values of the serial number needed to balance
3
log Rc(1E)2
the equation
The third column indicates
log 2
computed test values of the proportionality constant (a) as
per the formula:
test a - 18.06710 - (actual computed values)
\/ x2 + 413- E2
Note that for all of the galaxies (5) where the integer
serial number almost exactly equals the actual computed values
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in column two, a is very nearly the integer 12. These galaxies
(NGC 06822, NGC #185, NGC #221, NGC #147, NGC #205) shall be
labeled the "integer" galaxies with aI = exactly 12.
Examine the other ten "non-integer" galaxies. Their test
a's are plotted in chart no. IV for comparison purposes.
As indicated, the average value (12.27322), the median
value (12.27215), the average of the group of three central
values (12.27195) and the middle range value (12.26978) are
very close.
If one accepts that a general condition of exactness is
being approached in the near future, this convergence of
values is understandable. On this basis the author will assume
an a value of 12.2720... for the non-integer galaxies.
The final completed equation then becomes:

3
R(1E)2
212x

2 4/- 2
- 218 0671 - afx + v 3 E

with aI = 12.0000 (5 integer galaxies)
aN = 12.2720 (10 non-integer galaxies)
Refer again to chart no. III. The fourth column shows the
serial numbers as calculated by the expression (serial No.)
N = 18.0671 - aNix2 + Vi E2: The last two columns present
rounded off values of the serial numbers (actual and theoretical)
for ready comparison. It is thus seen that the log of the
galactic angular momentum is almost precisely proportional (in
a reverse sense) to the time displacement:
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The skeptic might well argue that all that has been
demonstrated are two expressions which are nearly coincident
for x and El the terms galactic angular momentum and time displacement being definitions of the author. He might insist that
what must be demonstrated concerning the general equation is
that a given x value dictates the associated E value; only then
could it be said that the visual size of a galaxy is determined
in some way by its angular position and distance away.
Trial and error solution of the general equation with
a = 12.27172 has been carried out and it was found that for
any x value there are either 1 or 3 E values which exactly satisfy
the equation. The results are shown in chart no. V.
Note the definitie tendency for the actual E values to lie
near one of the E value solution;

Ick of precise

agreement is due only to the separation of the observer in time
from a unique point (gravitational collapse?), data approximateness, or incorrect form of the general equation is an open
question at the moment,
Source of proportionality constant
Recall that the constant 18.06710... is actually precisely
log 14 . Might not the proportionality constant (a) have a
log 2
similar form?
The general equation must be considered weak until the size
of the Milky Way and the observer's position within it is
accounted for. Since the proportionality constant is the only
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place in the equation remaining undefined, the relation

R3
-o
log 2

will be tried as a definition with R hopefully some meaningful
o
distance related to the observer.
At this point the number of galaxies becomes important.
Recall that the local group is postulated by the author to
actually be an atom, with the Milky Way as the nucleus. If one
considers Andromeda as the nucleus of yet another atom, it
becomes necessary to picture the atom as having an atomic number
greater than 15, that being the number of galactic electrons
observed. The author will presume (arbitrarily) that the local
group is an atom of sulfur with atomic number 16. This choice
presumes a valence loss of 1 electron from the field of view.
It will also be presumed that this lost "electron" is an integer
galaxy.
Since the Milky Way (as the nucleus) is the common mother
so to speak of the 16 electrons, the a value in the general case
"should" not play favorites between integer and non-integer. On
this basis the average a value shall be employed for calculations
related solely to the Milky Way.
Then 10 non-integer galaxies at 12.2720 = 122.720

6

integer galaxies at 12.0000 = 72.000
E
average = 161194.72

= 194.720
= 12.1700

Then (as a trial form) lets
log R3
a
average = 12.1700 - log 2
or Ro = 16.640959

5 -3 2 5
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Astronomers estimate the distance of the earth from the
e
center of the Milky Way as 32,000 light years plus. The distanc
from the observer to the galactic barrier at 50,000 light years
is therefore in rough agreement with the value of Ro in 1000
light year units (16.64< 18).
If this is the correct interpretation, the evolution index
(E) of the Milky Way is deducible. The distance to the Milky
Way would be the distance to oneself or Ro. The angle of the
line of sight relative to Andromeda would be 90° in accordance
with the concept that the plane of simultaneity should contain
oneself.
90°).
.00756407
59(1 cos
Then E (Milky Way) = 16.6409
2200
The x value of the Milky Way is already known by the
relationship
x -

61) 3
log (50
= .09462791
12
log 2

This supplies sufficient data to more confidently locate
the Milky Way on the E versus x evolutionary chart. Refer to
chart No. 6.
Note that the Milky Way fits smoothly on an evolutionary
track towards Andromeda. The galaxies having x > 1 have been
plotted in their correct positions rather than being reduced
by 360°. (The numerical data should be ignored for the
present:) The reader must of course judge the reality of the
evolutionary tracks themselves, but a mental picture is evolving
of galaxies suddenly appearing at various quantum x values at
E = 1 and then passing through evolutionary stages towards
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some common more massive state at E = 0, where they collapse and
disappear.
Further speculation on proportionality constant
At least two other approaches yield values interestingly
close in concept and number to Ro (16.64...). The first
approach is obvious, that iss
log R3
(non-integer Ro) = 12.272 =
log 2
Ro = 17.03779423
log Ro
(integer Ro) = 12.000 log 2
Ro = 16
The second approach is to solve the general equation at
x = 0 for values of E. If a = 12.272 for example, the solution
by trial and error yields E = 0 and E = .9920983. Recall that
the full cycle of E equals 2200 one thousand light years. Since
Andromeda is at the first root (E = 0) and the Milky Way
observer one cycle removed (E = 1 in terms of Andromeda), what
is the significance of the second root? If it signifies the
location of the galactic barrier relative to Andromeda, one then
has as the distance to the galactic barrier from the observer
(1- E)2200 = (1- .9920983)2200 = 17.38374
in 1000 light year units.
Is there any logic to these various values of Ro? The
author suspects that the key lies in the specific location of
the observer within the Milky Way. Examine the sketch.
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(The angle was computed by assuming the galactic center at
265.625° rt ascension, -28.9167° declination. Source: The
infrared sky, Scientific American, Aug. 1968, G. Neugebauer &
Robert Leighton.)
Trigonometric solution (omitted) of the figure shows that
r794
17.0
211 _, L6.64095
OB = 17.03779/1.= 17.38374
But if the location of the observer within the Milky Way
is to be somehow incorporated into the general formula, some
peculiar galactic movements would be required. For example the
base distance of 2200 (103) L.y. to Andromeda could be kept
constant only by a longtitudinal oscillation of Andromeda towards
and away from the Milky Way! Further discussion of this aspect
is outside the scope of this paper.
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Development of velocity
The completed general equation is:

3 log R0
3
log RA
2
R3
log 2
2log 2
A(1- E)
=
212x

2 4V'- E2
x +

A more concise form may be achieved as follows,
Eliminating logs

2
R3
A(1- E)

R3
Ro

1+ 4.17 2

Reducing and transposing

4.1r- (1 _ E) 2 = 212x
R3 113c2 + 3 E2
Taking 51; root
R
(
o

x /

1 - E)2/3x = 16

3E y is similar in form to the relativistic
The term ili817
21. On this basis the author will test the
correction IL- (1)
assumption that:

n_ 2
(-11 x 4)=

(( v)2

or v Note that a definition of motion does not yet exist in the
author's papers, but each galaxy must presumably move in some
manner as it evolves through time along the lines sketched in
chart no. 6. Since all of these galaxies are observed at the
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same instant of observation, they must be "coexisting quantum
states," and therefore the velocity is imaginary in some sense
(as indicated by the expression).
Since the evolution curves appear to individually increase
slope from zero to infinity, the velocity would start at some
high initial value and gradually decrease towards zero. But
what sort of velocity could this be?
Recall that in deriving the variables x and E, each galaxy
was assumed to be a three dimensional spherical volume embedded
in a three dimensional time space. Therefore "pure" motion of
a galaxy in this context could not involve translation nor
expansion, since such motion would be polluted by transfer of
matter

through time. Rotation only could provide "pure" motion

through space.
If, however, the hypothetical velocity V = 8/=3EC
is a velocity of rotation, the concept might be subject to the
law of conservation of angular momentum.
It has been assumed that conservation of angular momentum
and evolution of galactic types are incompatible due to large
mass variations; yet chart no. 6 indicates just such mass
increases along the evolutionary lines. The author believes
the source of the new matter to be continuous but decreasing
ejection out ofa hole in space at the core of the galaxy in
conjunction with continuous creation within the galaxy.
Identification of the mechanism is not necessary at this
point, however.
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A formula for angular momentum is mVR = w. In the normal
object which rotates as a single body, the angular momentum is
conserved. But a galaxy does not rotate as a unit as shown by
Doppler studies. Furthermore the increase in mass is not due to
external addition, but is the result of new separate matter
coming to being out of nothing. One could thus expect a
tendency towards conservation of VR independent of total mass,
although the extent of this tendency is unknown.
Refer to chart no. 7. It shows the computed values of the
hypothetical velocity in terms of C, the visual radius of the
galaxy in 100 L.y. units, and the product of both in terms of
(108) L.y. meters/second. [The last two columns are for latter
use.] Is the product (VR) indicative of an angular momentum
conservation process during galactic evolution?
Refer again to chart no. 6. The values from chart no. 7
appear next to the appropriate galaxies. Note that the grouping
of the data is in every instance supportive of the hypothesis*
not only is the tendency towards sameness born out on each
evolutionary line, but the relative magnitude decreases in the
correct manner from line to line!
It is the author's opinion that the degree of fit not only
supports the velocity definition but gives final reality to the
evolutionary lines themselves. The acid test, of course, would
be the comparison of the proposed rotational velocities by
relative magnitude with the actual rim rotational velocities
of the galaxies as determined by the Doppler. The last column
of chart no. 7 contains the author's absolute magnitude predictions.
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Comparison with a specific atom
If these velocities represent rotation in the case of
galaxies, what do they represent when the local group is transformed into an atom and the galaxies must be considered as
electrons?
17LAy AW3

Refer to the sketch

—M

no

, 527

(49

) METERS

(BoRR oReiT)

According to the formula V -

, the velocity of

rotation associated with the Milky Way is 274.9147(105)
meters/second. [The actual velocity in the region of the sun
is 175 +(103) m/s.] A peculiarity of galactic rotation, at
least as far as Andromeda and the Milky Way is concerned, is
that the rotational velocity becomes constant beyond a certain
point regardless of the distance from the center.1 The author
will therefore assume that the velocity extends right out to
the Bohr orbit. This means that a portion of matter at this
distance would possibily take on the same velocity.
But it has been calculated that * of the angular momentum
of an electron resides in its spin. This means that the
electron must lose i of its velocity in order to transfer z of
its angular momentum about the "nucleus" into the spin.
1 Refer to "The Dynamics of the Andromeda Nebula" by
Vera C. Rubin, Scientific American, June 1973, Vol. 228, No. 6.
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A further reduction by 27 producess
Vo

- 2.18770(106) meters/sec.

27
This is in good agreement numerically with the actual
velocity of an electron in the Bohr orbits i.e.,
V = 2 = 2.997925(108) m/s _ 2.18769(106) meters/sec.
a
137.0360
There is therefore sound basis for considering this velocity
(Vo) as a reference when making relative comparisons inside a
hypothetical atom.
The

factor was introduced in order to establish a reference

associated only with the Milky Way. This implies that the 27
factor is a common reducer of all velocities arising in some
manner during transfer from galactic rotation to electron
translation. A11 velocities are therefore reduced by 27 as shown
in chart no. 7; whether the imaginary 8y-3 becomes real in this
transfer in unknown?
Examine the following chart. The reduced velocities 2.7x

!Egg]

have been grouped according to relative magnitude. The
similarity of the group nomenclature with shell numbers is
purposeful.
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0

Group

Approximate 21ff w4.2
20
formula
(empirical) .2551

1S

-1,SiC

2fr 2 1
.1125
.1099

Grouped
velocities

.1073

2S

..1..,,Eg

2fr 2 2
.0563
.0610

.0555

.1006

TEC
2wx
in terms of
(C)
# in group

-

Average of
group

-

3
.1059

Vo = i 85 Emwc
2/rxmw

2
.0582

2P

3S

JLAL.9.
2fr 23

j. -ESL

.0281
.0353

.0300

2e. 27
.0018

3P
j.
2,v )` "

...

.0015
.0012

0
m 0

m

.0283
.0278
.0221
.0158

6
.0281

2
.0014

2
m 0

= .007297(C)

Note the similarity with sulfur, which has a shell distribution of 2, 2,

6, 2, 4. The discrepancy in the last shell is

expected since an actual atom in chemical union has displaced
valence electrons. The extra "electron' in the first shell
could only be explained if this galaxy was in a higher energy
state than normal. Inspection shows that the .1099 value belongs
to galaxy no. 6822 which is the only non-zero integer galaxy:
[The other four zero integer galaxies are in the last two
shells.] Is this uniqueness only coincidental?
The top row of the chart contains a purely empirical
• The author considers its fit
relationship, namely V - (TWT0
-1
curious in view of the fact that the excape velocity of a body
having an orbital surface velocity of C is iFC. (in Newtonian
terms)
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On the basis of an atom being composed of actual orbits of
various eccentricities, precise agreement with a particular
atom should not be expected. That is, the instantaneous
velocities as deduced by observations of the local group of
galaxies (electrons) would be but one set of a large number of
possible velocities. If the assumption is made, however, that
the average velocity of the electrons in any one shell is at
or near the velocity of an electron located at the most probable
distance, further analysis becomes possible.
Examine the sketch

in,.1. kj,

Why

NLIcLEu.5

2 (/o) ° Mu-}ERs
,57

The reference electron is in the Bohr orbit at Ro (.529
anstroms from the nucleus). It is traveling at Vo or
.007297(C). According to Quantum physics, this condition
provides the fundamental unit of angular momentum or meVo Ro.
Now imagine transferring this reference electron to any other
orbit. The conservation of angular momentum then demands that
VxRx = VoR0 = .00386C 10-10.
Examine the following chart. The most probable location
values for sulfur are taken from the self-consistent field
2 The average group velocity is that appearing on the
theory.
previous chart.

2PP. 210 Quantum Theory of Atomic Structure, John C. Slater.
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Electrons per
shell

2

2

6

2

Most probable
location (Rx)

.04

.21

.18

.78

Average velocity
of group (Vx)

.1059

.0582

.0281

.0014

R X VX

.00424 .01222 .00506 .00109

4

Bohr

.82 .529
0 .007297
.00386

.01222
3
= .00407
Note that the agreement of the product RxVx with the
reference value of .00386 is quite good for the first three
shells. The division by the integer 3 in the second shell in
order to produce agreement is not capricious, since the
angular momentum is quantized according to the formula
L = n 2h1T with n = 1,2,3,... .
Summary and Discussions
The general equation has been given a completed form,
namely:
/TE2
0671 - aix2 4,
3(1- E)2 - 65 3(1 - E)2 = 218'
RC
212x
with 10 non-integer galaxies at aN = 12.2720, and 5 integer
galaxies at aI = 12.0000
The left term is the galactic angular momentum and

the

exponent on the right is the serial number. The term jx2 + 140
-E2
is the time displacement. It is defined as the distance in time
of the particular galaxy from Andromeda.
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As stated in paper I, the variable E is the evolution index.
The variable x is a decimal measure of the time of existence,
and is given by the formula x = log ( p

t log 2.

The proportionality constant (a) was shown to have a
possible equivalent fe'm log Rg

log 2, with Ro being the

distance of the observer to the edge of the Milky Way. On this
basis, an evolution index of the Milky Way was derived which
combined well with the previously developed existence index.
A condensed form of the general equation was developed,
namely'

+(8 )h-F, 2
R‘

2/3x = 16
x ) (1-E)

A velocity was defined as V = WTEC • A tendency towards
conservation of the product of this velocity and the visual
radius of the galaxy was proved [in relation to the supposed
evolution tracks on the E versus x chart]. This velocity was
associated by the author with the rotation rate of a galaxy,
and a prediction of the actual rim velocities was made.
As in paper I, an attempt was again made to transform the
local group into an atom. The velocities were found to form
groups in sympathy with the shell structure of sulfur. Division
by 2ff produced magnitudes consistent with electron velocities
that would occur at the most probable locations as determined
by the self-consistent field theory.
The basic approach of the author may be considered (in
retrospect only) as derivable by a blend of two established
divergent concepts. John Wheeler of Princeton University
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envisions a hyperspace consisting of points, each point of which
is an entire universe at one instant. The author contends that
hyperspace 12 (in one sense) space and that the points are
the galaxies.
Homer Ellis of the University of Colorado envisions expanding
Euclidian 3-dimensional spheres embedded within a 3 dimensional
time as the elementary particles. The author contends that
these spheres must also be identified as the galaxies. Ellis,
in addition, postulates two kinds of time and considers the
ratios of their rates to be enertial mass. Since mass and
acceleration produce common effects, it is significant that the
author postulates two kinds of time whose ratio of magnitudes
is velocity.
It is in no way claimed that these two papers go beyond
pointing out some statistical peculiarities of the local group.
It is clear to the author, however, that physicists and astrophysicists alike almost pathelogically refuse to face the clear
implication of the multitude of cosmological "coincidences"—
namely, the exact identity of the cosmic and atomic world.
This would require that the author's general equation be
transformable (if only as an approximation) into Schroedinger's
equation. Further, the discarded galactic barrier must be
reintroduced in the form of a space time warp about the
galaxies similar to that produced by a black hole.
As a matter of record, it is stated that other writings
of the author contain just such an hypothesis, i.e., that the
universe exists withinside of its own self: As a matter of fact,
the direction of forward time assumed at the beginning is meant
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ADDENDUM:
1.

The author has predicted the existence of a 23 + volt/meter

electrical field on the moon due to free electrons near the
surface (page 195). This prediction first appeared in a
published paper titled "The O'Hypothesis" on Feb. 24, 1971.
During the Apollo flight in July-Aug. of 1971 radio waves
from an occulted spacecraft were bent "unnaturally" as they
traveled to the earth. A mathematically advanced reader may be
interested in examining for the author the possibility that the
postulated electrical field is the cause of the bending.
Details of the observation may be found in a report in
Nature magazine by W. W. Salisbury and D. L. Fernald (Vol. 234,
November 12, 1971).
2.

Gravitational collapse of the universe is postulated by the

author to be the mechanism which accounts for the cyclic
pulsations of the nucleon. It is therefore pertinent that the
period of the creation frequency is found to be nearly the same
as the theoretical gravitational collapse time for a body having
the same size and mass as the nucleon. (The small discrepancy
may be due to failure of the standard collapse time formula to
account for the black hole portion of the cycle as illustrated
on page 422.)
1 _
period = To = Fo -

1.20 - 2.324 10-4 seconds
-15)3
(1.250 10
(1.675 10-27)(6.673 10-11)

collapse time = To = 2 MG

= 2.644 10-4 seconds
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A Derivation of

the Mass of the Electron and Associated Topics
By Edgar A. Ostrander

Copyright® Edgar A. Ostrander 1975
Introduction
The general purpose of this paper is to further define the
structure of our galaxy and discuss ramifications of that structure on the nature of "reality." An understanding of all previous
papers by the author on the O'hypothesis is presumed. As before,
the material is meant to serve as a guide for those more
knowledgeable.
A Klein bottle representation of the galaxy is employed.
Inertial force is then defined in terms of action through an
imaginary path. Employing data from "On the Quantum Nature of
Galaxies in the Local Group" and the net charge equation from "A
Derivation of the Nuclear Radius--With Comments," the radius of
the galactic core is derived. This information is then used to
produce the mass of the electron.
Next, a shrinkage factor from galactic to atomic dimensions
is computed. An empirical formula. involving the size of the
earth is then presented. This formula is shown to interrelate a
considerable amount of observational data and to precisely
incorporate Ostrander's constant (k0) and Plank's length.
A mind envelope about the earth is postulated and related
both to the magnetic field of the electron and physic phenomena.
On this basis some unusual predictions are made.
Anti-matter matter coexistence is incorporated into the
O'hypothesis yielding alternate states of the Klein bottle galactic
1
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2

structure. Fourth dimensional tubes or handles appear on the
galaxy.
Bell's hidden variable is approximately evaluated in terms of
the earth's orbit around the sun.
A conceptual model of sub-atomic particles is then presented.
The model treats the baryons and the meson/leptons as higher
energy states of the proton and electron respectively. A
curious set of mass interrelationships is demonstrated.
A previously unstated but apparently fundamental assumption
of the O'hypothesis is examineds namely that xp/Ae is rational.
An alternative is suggested.
Some curious numerical "coincidences" are presented, bo.b..:d
on an arbitrary assignment of constants to the imaginary and
real portion of the model.
A cause of the law of probability is suggested.
Derivation
From pg. #7 of "On the Quantum Nature of the Galaxies in the
Local Group--Part II" R0 = 16.640959.
relationship
= 12.1700
aaverage

This was deduced by the

log Ro3
log 2

Refer to text for derivation. This R0 was then employed in
determining the evolution index of the Milky Way according to
the formula
E = 2200 (1 - cos 90°)
This was later combined with the existence index of the
Milky Way and produced precise agreement with the velocity of an
electron in the Bohr orbit as shown.
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3

vo =

0
-4
x = 2.18770 106 m/s
21T

V (actual) =
0

2.18769 106 m/s

Since R0 was used to determine the evolution index on the
basis of being the distance in 1000 light year units from the
earth-observer to the edge of the galaxy, it seemed logical to
demand that R must also play a role in the structure of the
0
nucleon. Why? Because the O'hypothesis considers the galaxy to
be the nucleon.
Examine the following sketch. It is taken from page 150 of
"A View from Within" written by the author in 1971 (three years
prior to his determination of R0).1
Sketch 1

1That the universe may
be represented by the Klein bottle
has also been suggested by Alphonsus J. Fennelly in "The Rotating
Universe." Gravity Research Foundation Essay, 1973.
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4
e
Recall that the O'hypothesis considers the galaxy or univers
as
at an instant to truly, exist within the brain (as nucleons)
a high
well as outside of it. Also recall that the brain contains
non-random concentration of Milky Way nucleons. The earth
observer then has the following characteristic: If he looks
outward the inside of the universe is seen. If he looks inward
is
through his mind, the outside of the universe is seen. This
precisely the condition met if the figure in the Klein bottle
stands at the location of the electron.
This means that in terms of the galaxy the electron orbit
within the nucleon must coincide with the position of the earth.
e
The radius of the galaxy (50 103 l.y. exactly), the relativ
59 103
location of the observer in galactic terms (R0 = 16.6409
l.y. from the edge) and the radius of the galaxy in atomic terms
ent of
(1.250 10-15 meters) then allows for considerable refinem
2
Examine the sketch. It
the nucleon internal structure.
ned
represents the Klein bottle from above. A is yet to be determi
proton radius.

1, 250 1615. lie-

Sketch 2

50- 16.640959
50

.6671808

1
.6671808(1.250)16 5 meters=
15
R = 0.8339760 10 meters

Ro

go
2The exactness of the 50,000 l.y. radius is shown in "On the
I & II."
Quantum Nature of the Galaxies in the Local Group parts
The nucleon radius is that derived in "A Derivation of the Nuclear
Radius--With Comments." Both by author.
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5
[Notice that the earth-electron is extremely close to 2/3 of
the distance to the edge of our galaxy, or 33,359 l.y. 32,000 l.y.
plus is the estimate of astronomers.]
Let us define "inertial force" of the proton and electron
(Fp, Fe) such that
and
Fe = megs
Fp = mpgs
with m and m the rest mass of the proton and electron
e
respectively, and gs the standard acceleration due to gravity
at the earth's surface.
The inertial force of the particle shall thus replace "mass"
as the prime characteristic which does not vary, with the "weight"
of the body being dependent on the gravitational field in which
this inertial force "rests."
The inertial force is further defined as the electrical
action through an internal route outside of the universe between
the universe and the particle.
Refer to sketch 2. Note that the electron and proton are
displaced by the distance R - P. The displacement should not be
thought of as R alone, because the space inside of the proton
does not exist in this universe; i.e., it is "imaginary" and does
not contain the proton's charge. [This becomes clear if one
thinks in terms of the electron's orbit. If this orbit shrunk
to A, the two charges would be separated by zero.]
By the formula previously developed,3 the net charge of
the system becomes:
q - (R -

Am

3Refer page 21 in "A Derivation of the Nuclear Radius-With
Comments,"
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6
to
The center of this net charge shall be assumed a priori
rim.
be the center of the non-imaginary universe, the proton
h the
Its action on the center of the proton's charge throug
4
imaginary distance Ai becomes

- AlAme 10-7c
F = Ara e10-7c2 (-)(R
gsm p= P
2
A
4

or

2
A

g m
sP
Am e 10-7c

=(-)

Am = 1.675 10-27

with gs = 9.807 m = 1.673 10-27
e = 1.602 10-19
R

c = 2.998 108

- (-)2.039 1018 meters-1

A4
h
The net field would act on the electron, however, throug
sketch.
the imaginary distance (Ri + Ai) as indicated by the
Sketch 3

+-

R

and Fe
Since the only variable between the expression for Fp
is the distance, it follows that

(R + A) 2

2

0 = a
Fe = 1836.1

-

A

2

is a determining requirement for A.
or a= R + AD
DP
-15
_ .8339760 10-15
R
79 10
Ap = a -1 .,./1836.10 - 1 - .01992

4A and R become imaginary units when thought of as measurements external to the universe.
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Then by substitution
R

- (-)2.050 1018 meters-1 <1=7=

2

in excellent agreement with above:

2
Some comments. Since a2 = 1836.10 =H-A) the electron

proton mass ratio is seen to have a.physical or geometrical
significance. It is (to the first approximation) the ratio of
the area enclosed by the electron (or earth) to the area
enclosed by the proton (or galactic core).
Further, it is seen that:
R + A _ R + 1
a =
or A

a 1
Expanding A = R -1 +
a,
(

1
1 )
1-r + 1 + 1
-.
'2
7 • ' 'an
a3
a

n -3 ,30
I.e., the radius of the imaginary hole is found by dividing
R repeatedly by a and adding up the parts. Is this not esthetically
pleasing?
18 C=j 2.039 1018.
How significant is the agreement 2.050 10

2

_

R - a- 1 _ R(1 - ce
R
a - 1

2
)(a1)
R2

050 1018
R - 2'

Thus the result on the left is directly dependent on R, with
k being fixed by the constant 1836.10. But R was determined by
50 - R0
50
•(radius of nucleon).
the relationship R Since the radius of the nucleon agrees with an independent
source, the value of R relies directly on the assumption of
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8
exactness of the radius of the galaxy and the value of R0.
But R0 was determined on the basis of observational data of the
17 galaxies in the local group in accordance with entirely unique
views of reality. As far as the value on the right, it was produced by a logical approach without any knowledge of R or A at
all. The only non-standard factor was the use of the net charge
equation Aq = -Amwhich as the reader may recall was consistent
with the "earth's fair weather field."
What of the mass of the electron? It is obvious at this
point that the equations will produce it, but it will be
instructive to derive it in a forward manner. (The author is
aware that given the mass ratio of proton to electron, Einstein's
theory can also yield the mass values.) The calculation will be
Refer to sketch 2.
done to 4 significant digit.
:. net charge = Aq = (R AD)Am =

4.548

10-51 coulombs

with R = .8340 10-15meters Am = 1.675 10-27 kilograms
c = 2.998 10° meters/sec

pp = .0199279 10-15 meters

Recall that the unit inconsistency is only apparent, since
coulomb

a

kilogram-sec.

Then: Fe
with:

.n

6(1 e1°-7c! - 8.9805 10-3° newtons
(R A)4
= 10-7c2 e = 1.602 10 -19 c = 2.998 108
0
R = .8340(10-15)
-15
R
A = a - 1 - .01993 10
with a2 = 1836.10

and Aq = 4.548 10-51 from above.
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9
= 9.157 10-31 kg [accepted 9.109 10-31 kg]
then: me = g2
s
with: F = 8.9805 10-30 from above and gs = 9.807 m/s2 as observed.
A hasty glance will show that both the mass ratio and the net
mass (which is close to the proton mass) was employed in the
derivation. This objection is not valid, however, since algebraic
re-arrangement shows that the mass of the electron is given by
the relationship
me

e 10-7c
(R gs(R + L)2

is therefore a minor correction term and 9.83 10-31 is produced
without it.
The proton mass is
P)Qme 10-7c - 18 6.1(m
m = (R - gse
Does the O'hypothesis frequency of creation of the nucleon
(F0 = 4302.81 cps) have any application to the refined model?
Instead of 1836.10, let ce2 = F0 = 4302.81
Then R =

Ma - 1) = (.0199279(10-15)(a - 1) = 1.2872 10-15meters

This is very close to the galactic radius at 1.250 10-15meters.
In point of fact it is quite nearly the midpoint between the
nucleon radius and the compton wavelength of the proton at
1.3214 10-15 meters
or 1.2500(10-15) + 1.3214{10-15) - 1.2857 10-15
2

-15
1.2872 10
meters.

Now 4302.81 is in cycles per second and can have no meaning
relative to the galaxy as a. pure number unless the second is a
unique unit of time. On page 118 of "An Outline of the Universe"
one finds the statements "Now we see that this frequency
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derivation only holds if the age of the universe is conceived
as being one second."
Warp Grid Formula.
Refer to drawing #3. Shown are the galactic and nucleonic
dimensions. One thus finds that when we look down into the
nucleus distances are shrunk by the factor
-15
f = R N _ 1.250 10
meters - 2.6426 10-36
Rg 4.730 1020 meters
Left out of our considerations is the size of the electron.
The electron was placed at they relative distance of the earth
on the basis of the observer being in the unique position of being
able to see both the inside of the universe and its outside from
the same point. But this actually places the observer on the
surface of the Klein bottle at the rim of the electron core which
is "imaginary." But are not all observers (man, and possibly all
life forms) equal? Further, since one is dealing with the total
life time of the galaxy, must not all men both future and past be
included?
All of these brains therefore form an imaginary sphere, the
mean size of the earths And this must be the size of the electron.
If such is the case, it follows that the size of this electron
must enter the fundamental equations of physics. Conceive of an
imaginary sphere with radius Ri. Now when Einstein combined all
Sketch

4

galaxies into one universe he found
that the circumference in terms of
the observer within the universe
deviated from 2nR. Since the observer
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here is actually examining the total superimposed universe from
the outside it follows that a deviation might again be expected.
As will be seen, the rule that the circumference of a (black
hole) imaginary sphere is equal to .times the circumference
of the spherical volumes it encloses is suggested by degree of
numerical fit. In addition, the author notes that the diagonal
in 3 real dimensions and one imaginary is
L . 4/ 12

12

42,

For,

12 4. i
2 = 43 - 1 =

The author can not pretend that the use of 42rests on more
evidence then this; perhaps a reader might have a mathematical
proof.
It then follows that the .1;TCe
7
(Cc = mean circumference of
earth) is the circumference in some sense of our universe. Next
consider the O'hypothesis frequency of creation of neutral matter
F0(4.30281 ± kc). If this frequency of creation exists for our
universe, should not its substitution in a formula yield the
recognizable situation that a. person experiences regarding
identical points? I.e., the distance around the rim is the
distance one must travel to return to the same point.
But suppose other realities are considered, where the
particles that are created are themselves created? The simplest
form of a general equation giving the distance between identical
points in various realities is then:
e

Warp Grid Distance = -

Fn

0

with n = + integer and n = 0 being our reality.
Examine table II showing the values and some comments. Is
not the degree of fit compelling?
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12

fr

1,3217 /o

A sketch of our galaxy and the nucleon. Not to scale.
The shape of the hole in the center is probably distorted
by the presence of the observer at earth.
NucleoDic
palactic.
1.250(10-1 ) meters
R N = 50,000 light ypars exactly or
4.730 104u meters
A = 797.2 1.y.
.01993 10-15 meters
.833976 10-15 meters
R = 33.359 1.y.
1.625 10-15 meters
RB = 65,000 light yearsA)
possible radius of galactic barrier
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Table II
[ Mean circumference (Ce) of earth = 4.003 (107) meters j
F0 = 4.30281 (103)cps

0

n

n = ± integer]

JCe

Comments

F0n
-90°

-5

8.350 1025

-72*

-4

1.940 1022

8.5(1025) = * radius of universeB
2.081 (1022.
) = distance to AndromedaC

-54°

-3

4.510 1018

7.54(1018) = radius of galactic core = A

-36°

-2

1.048 1015

or 0.11 1.y. proxima centauri = 4.3 1.y.

-18°

-1

2.435 1011

1.49 1011 = distance to sun-earth

0°

0

5.6611 107

4f • mean circumference of earth

+18*

+1

1.316 104

+36°

+2

3.058

or 8.179 miles
or 10.03 feetD

+54°

+3

7.106 10-4

or 0.023 feet •-•3 size of pineal gland

+72°

+4

1.652 10-7

+90°

+5

3.838 10-11

+6

8.920 10-15

4.1(10-11) = * radius sulfur atomE
z7 • size of nucleon
Notes

AHolliday&Resnik, pg. 46, Radius of sphere having same volume.
B
From latest adjustment of Bubbles constant--refer Gravitation by Thorne, Misher & Wheeler.
CAssuming earth-mirror earth distance stays constant at
2200 103 1.y. by longitudinal oscillation, it is possible for
perfect equality of distance at a certain point in galactic
rotation if "imaginary" portions dropped.
DSee text.
E
or .82 angstroms. As per self consistent field theory,
pg. 210, Quantum Theory of Atomic Structure by John C. Slater.
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Table III
Original Data (In Mev)*
548
498
Mesons 494
140
135
7 (e)
Leptons 11°5'
t 0.51

1676
1320
1310
1190
Baryons
1115
939.5
(p) 938.2

Data Reduced by 109.6 Mev
Actual

Actual

= 1566.4 1566.4
M
3
M2 - 2(27.4)=1212.1 1210.4
t1200.4

438.4

Expression

Fit

Fit

Expression

438.4=16(27.4)

388.41 383.6 =14(27.4)
384.4
30.41

M1 + 2(27.4)=1079.4 1080.4
M1 - 1(27.4)= 997.2 1005.4
,829.9
.7
828.6
M0 =
828.6

27.4 =1(27.4)

25.4
- 3.9 - 4.O=-1O9.627.4
-109.1 -109.1 =-109.6 + .51

Notes:
- 828.6
.21
1. 4(1566;4)(438.4) = 828.68 !
2. formula on left Mt Sr 828.6(1.2365)n
hiptLi 3:5
5773? vrs.
3. !!j163 -

n = 0,1,2,3

4. 1/5- 109.1(1000) 1.3167 yrs.
1.3161
828.6
5. 4(27.4) = 109.6 exactly
ey.
*From C. E. Swartz, The Fundamental Particles, 1965, Addison-Wesl
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Table IV
Mesons &Leptons

Baryons
Mass
1676

1st Decay
p+ + n0 + n+ + n-

140

n

548
494

P+ + 2nn +n"
P++ 0
1310
+
1190 P + n0
1320

1115

498

1st Decay
0 + n+ + nn
0
37
n 0 +n-

Mass

135

p+ + 7-

p+ + e- + ve
+
938.2 p

939.5

0

n±

105.7

e + v + v

0.51

e

Notes:
Mass iS in Mev. The 1st decay is arbitrarily restricted to
a scheme of n mesons. A more complete table may be found in
Foundations of Modern Physics, pg. 474, Paul Tipler, 1969, Worth
Publishers, Inc.
The Baryons ultimate decay products are protons, electrons,
neutrons, and gamma rays. The right hand group have the same
ultimate products minus the proton. Shorter lifetime particles
called resonances are omitted.
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If the nucleon is the galaxy, then the universe might be
associated with the atom or clusters of galaxies. Note that the
earth is at the Geometric Mean between the two and is in some
sense then at the center of the system. The angles have been
introduced to indicate the possible orientation of the grid.
In this regard it is interesting to note that the anxient
Egyptians considered the 36o -54O triangle as sacred (refer
"Secrets of the Great Pyramid" by Peter Tompkins).
Since the various realities all coexist in the universe it
becomes conceivable that communication between them is possible.
However, since the reality occupied is a function of the mind,
that must be the channel of communication; unless somehow one
achieves the ability to shrink or expand objects by a huge factor
and to survive gravitational collapse! This does not rule out,
in the author's opinion, space/time travel in the future or past
within a segment of our own galactic cycle nor the corresponding
access to gravitational power.
The reader should keep in mind that once the observer's
awareness resides in one of these other realities (and therefore
not in a sulfur nucleus) the constants of nature will change.
The beings who inhabit such places must therefore be "strange"
indeed.
Are we right in attaching significance to this chart? Note
that there are three realities with grid distances accessible to
beings on the earth. Reality n = +3 has a grid distance the size
of the pineal gland. Can one ignore the "coincidence" that
ancient sources locate the mystical third eye in this organ? And
what is the gift of the third eye but the ability to transfer
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awareness through the intermediary of another but coexisting
reality?
Reality n = +2 has a grid distance of 10.03 feet. This would
insure at least one unique point in each room of a house (although
the grid itself may be at an angle), But mystics have always
maintained that such is the case! The reader should carefully
read "Seth Speaks" by Jane Roberts and "A Separate Reality" by
Casandra.
And it is not curious that "Seth" states that there are five
separate realities, after which the realities start to overlap?
But if two brains were at two grid points, might not the
identity of those points tend to produce similar brain images,
especially if each person tried to use their imagination. Amazing
indication (not proof) of such a grid linkup has been found in
a mass auditorium ESP experiment. Refer "Challenge of Chance" by
Aleister Hardy, 1974.
Now the author must wonder about the tale of Atlantis as
presented in the "Secret Doctrine" by Madame Blavatsky. She
states that the people there were on the verge of making giant
crystals to magnify the power of their mind when the Gods destroyed
them.
Reality n = +1 has a. grid distance of 8.179 miles. Could
this have a connection with perception of flying saucers?
Consider reality n = -4.

The O'hypothesis and the concept

of the grid distance match nicely; that is, the Milky Way and
Andromeda are the same point.
Examine n = -5. Note that the grid is exactly z the present
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best estimate of the radius of the universe.
But if this grid system is more than coincidental, the
lengths involved must be related to our physical laws. Note
first that there are 11 n values corresponding to the 11 galactic
cycles found by the author.
2

Secondly, consider the Ostrander constant k0 (k0

ec
E-),

This gives rise to a fundamental length of
1 meter - 4.6014 10-32 meters.
0
Can this fundamental length be associated with the fundamental frequency of creation used in the formula?
A quarter wavelength of this fundamental frequency would
measure on the earth to be

A0 _
-117
-

8

2,9979 10
c
7F0 4(4302.81)

4

= 1.74183 10

meters or

10.826 miles
If one looked down into the nucleus at such a length he
must find it shrunken by the previously defined factor
R,
of nucleon
F = Rg = 2.6426 10-36 = size
size of galaxy
Distance shrinks to (1.74183 104)2.6426 10-36 = 4.603 10-32meters.
In agreement with the fundamental length of 4.6014 10-32
meters.
Next consider Planks length. L 7jE = 1.616 10-35 meters.
c3
Planks length may be defined as that dimension at which the laws
of quantum mechanics break down and things pop in and out of
existence with no discernible pattern. Wheeler interprets it as
a level at which something like gravitational collapse is
continually being done and undone.
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Consider the reason for quantum behavior. The world appears
continuous on a gross level because we the observer exist in a
particular nucleon at such a point that we are in harmony with
the frequency of creation of neutral matter.
When we look down into matter (or out through the galaxy)
and break neutral matter apart, this harmony is destroyed and
quantum effects appear to the observer. But if one looks deep
enough the world of non-quantum behaviour must reappear for one
is looking at oneself! This second level of reality down could
be recognized by the first grid that is external to the man--it
is here that the mind of man (which is the observer's own mind)
is bringing objects into and out of existence. Since this
involves the will, the laws of physics break down even in a
probablistic sense. (The author perceives that each pulse may
involve the total life cycle of our universe.)
One might expect then that reality level n = 2 is associated
with Planks length. (The case of reality level n =

-5

allows the

author to empirically introduce a. factor of 2.) One then has
(2)3.058(2.6426 10-36) = 1.616 10-35 meters
in agreement with Planks length of 1.616 10-35 meters!
On the basis of this result the author makes a prediction.
If two identical radioactive samples are placed a distance
apart as determined by the grid length and monitored, the
patterns of random radioactive decay will be the same.
Anti-Matter Matter Coexistence
The author believes that imaginary objects are created out
of anti-matter and that this anti-matter actually coexists with
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the matter. Mutual annihilation is prevented by one existing while
the other doesn't and vice versa, thus it is held that both types
of matter are in a stable (usually) state of equilibrium 5
Consider again the Klein bottle.
Sketch 5
AMOR

WORLD
(NEall'oN)

AO;—MAKER WORLD
(pRofon )

Here the two worlds have been separated in space, as they indeed
are. The observer is aware of the real world (he is awake).
Note that the rotation of the universe defines the rotation of
the proton and electron. The direction of rotation is taken as
indicative of the charge, the electron being negative (clockwise).

5As will be seen,the imaginary world probably contains some
real components and vice versa.
Einstein's general field equations require that the
gravitational field has the ability to act as its own source.
The O'hypothesis considers the electron to be a source of gravitational field. If the gravitational field may be visualized as
composed of a large number of invisible electrons, the mystery
of the field's source is solved (and the identity of the point
light cones on Einstein's cylinder uncovered?).
The theoretical physicist, Paul Dirac suggested that such
was the case and predicted that it should be possible to raise
one up into our world. The resulting hole he labeled the positron. The reader may know that this has been verified by
experiment with the resulting electron and positron annihilating
each other shortly thereafter.
It seems logical to assume that this process is the creation
process with the exception that the electron and positron did not
reach a stable state. Anti-matter and matter could easily coexist
in equal quantities if each pulsed in and out of existence 180•
out of phase.
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What causes the matter/anti-matter world to coexist?
Evidence indicates that nucleons in the nucleus of an a.tom
ns."
continously fluctuate at intervals from "protons" to "neutro
ed.
Our model then must suddenly go through a change as indicat

w

Sketch 6

ithf

p4.ssiBLE

rmAwst.",
Foga?

Note

NEw
50111-E

— Mitt MAItER

The observer (if dreaming) is now in the anti-matter world.
that he is observing the electron as positive (counter-

clockwise).

for

If the nucleon does this at intervals so must our galaxy,
it 12 the nucleon. It follows that the orientation of the

mind envelope around the earth

must change periodically.

r
Now, when a charge reverses rotation relative to an observe
g the
the magnetic field reverses! There is therefore no escapin
implication: Just as the individual alternates between the
sense!
dream and awake state, so must the earth in an historical
Consider the Aborigines of Australia. They refer to an
that
ancient past by the name "Dreamtime." Add to that the fact
tion
these people are very physic. Add again the fact that examina
of their ancient campfire sites has shown a reversal of the
earth's magnetic field!
Is it not clear that the inhabitants of a planet reside at
the physic center of their universe and that all inhabited
planets must undergo magnetic field reversals, probably in
a field
response to the patterns within their own minds? If such
would
reversal actually occurred in historical times, what effect
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it have on man?
We note that man generally perceives reality while awake and
the imaginary world while asleep. He also perceives the imaginary
world while awake, but (outside of hallucinations) easily
internalizes it. Now the O'hypothesis holds that imaginary
objects are real--with the difference actually consisting of
anti-matter or matter structure. Consequently the possibility
of perceiving reality while asleep arises--and no doubt explains
the third eye function. Conceive of a brain split symbolically
into four compartments as shown.
Sketch 7

\s
BRRIP/

.43

c)
-P

kr

s,

o
RORKE

SLEEP (l)

TEMpailtARy
//PIA Omwey
Awn
(MAHER) (AwrimAWEA)

FLUCTURTIONS

If this sketch is basically correct, one must seek the
mechanism that causes all minds (outside of those we charitably
term mentally ill) to maintain the present orientation. That is,
what synchronizes the brains of the observers?
Tentatively assume that the envelope constructed by the
minds of all the observers rotates as a unit around the earth at
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the speed of light. Examine sketch.
Sketch 8

Radially the points are separated
by quantum jumps in earth size
and therefore are simultaneous.
The points on the arcs are also

simultaneous since they are connected by the speed of light.
A11 the minds are therefore synchronized. The author believes
this rotating envelope is the magnetic field of the earth. This
means, however, that the planets and the sun either had or will
have life on them. But what is farfetched about civilization
moving inward towards the dying sun until a few extremely advanced
lifeforms reside on the dead sun itself? [An ancient game exists
which postulates just such an evolution of reincarnated souls-called "lights."]
One rushes into object on the basis of magnetic fields caused
by electrons and protons-- only to rush out again when it is
recalled what these objects are! But how can lifeforms of the
future cause magnetic fields now? Do not all things exist at all
times and is it not likely that magnetism is interdimensional?
One rotation of this mind envelope would of necessity be the
awareness of the entire galaxy or universe at an instant. The
distance around the earth of this "mental black hole" is Vef Ce
or 1,6 5.6611 107 meters. Half of the time however the galaxy is
in the anti-matter state and is not perceived as real, so the
distance must be taken as ,aCe
The number of times a second
2
the galaxy can be perceived by the mind then is:
C
= (2)2.9979,7108 s
Fm = ,ITCe
10.59 cps.
5.611 10
2
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This is in good agreement with the frequency having the same
precise definition based on galactic observations previously given
as:
Fm

1
ln 163
cps
In
. = 10.568

(Precise agreement can be achieved by considering the reference
hgt. of the mind envelope as Ai 8.4 miles above sea level. This
is twice as high as most mountain peaks and the plains of Tibet
and must at present be labeled a discrepancy.)
If this mind envelope really is the magnetic field, and if
its constant rotation synchronizes our brain into the upward
left orientation, it logically follows that the world of antimatter could be brought into perception among a group of people
by a distortion of the earth's magnetic field!
Considered in this light, many flying saucer phenomena
makes sense. 1) Saucer sightings tend to occur at magnetic
kinks during solar storms; 2) The sightings possess characteristics
of hallucinations in that what the person perceives as the nature
of flying saucers takes form; 3) The forms produce real effects on
the matter world. [The time for a thought to orbit in such a mind
envelope might conceivably be the time of orbit for earth
satellites close to the earth or N 90 minutes. In this respect
it is curious indeed that a cylic variation in Rem sleep, moods,
periods of mental alertness, etc. called the "ultradian rhythm"
is recognized. Its period is90 minutes. Further, there appears
to be correlation between irregular Rhythms and psychiatric
disturbance. Refer Science News, April 12, 1975, Vol. 107, No. 15,
233-248 or April 1975 issue of Psychology Today.].
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The author personally believes that some flying saucers are
made of matter enclosed in artificial warps, and some are of
anti-matter formed by the mind. If one keeps the right presence
of mind, he can distinguish such visitors by requesting a solid
object-- for while the anti-matter forms are real and can produce
real effects, they have no atomic structure and can not survive
apart from the observer. This test might well tend to lose
validity, however, when the world turns over!
Suppose the earth turns over every 6000 + years. Such
turning over is demanded if the magnetic field is to reverse,
for the direction of rotation of the field itself must stay in
synchronization with the rotation of the galaxy as per the Klein
bottle topology. The minds of the earth's inhabitants would now
be synchronized in the upper right orientation!
The author envisions the world's population as being awake
at night, spending most of their time lost in their imaginations
around the camp fire. During the day they would sleep in caves
and the world would come alive with anti-matter forme which would
dominate the earth. During sleep, the individual would use his
third eye to maintain touch with reality.
Of course, man might train his mind to gradually gain some
control of the situation, but the nature of "reality" certainly
would be different.
Admittedly, such an outlook contains conceptual problems but
our framework has been pulled out from under us for discussing
them.
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On the basis of this understanding, the author will make
some predictions. 1) Artificial magnetic fields reversely
to proorieated to the magnetic field of the earth will be found
duce hallucinations in "sane" persons, and sanity in those
ng
hallucinating. (Care should be taken, however. in not removi
persons from kind hallucinations to horrible realities.)
2) Retrograde planets will be found to possess magnetic fields
s will
in alignment with ours, persons passing near such planet
exist
"go insane." 3) A conspiracy of silence will be found to
ing
among psychiatrists concerning cases of hallucinations produc
effects outside the bounds of the "psychosomatic" label.
1
The picture of the nucleon (i.e., galaxy) shown in Table
the
leaves out the electron orbits about the nucleus. How can
electron within the core of the atom also fulfill this role?
The simplest solution would be to expand on the topological
ic
change already postulated to account for the earth's magnet
field reversal.
Consider the fact that a sine wave has four distinctive
s in
regions. Might not, then,a topological conversion proces
of
the atom be correlated in like manner? Examine the sketch
for
four hypothetical states. Only one tube has been drawn

E LEc Mem

IlEvrgoN
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simplicity, however, it is suggested that the number of tubes
equals approximately * the atomic number.
State B and D are not normally perceived by our senses6
and represents the world of anti-matter forms. The atomic
structure then exists only in states A and C, when the various
length tubes extend the inhabited planets different distances
out into orbit. The author suspects that a given solar system
is used for a given atom--with sulfur of course employing the
system of the sun.
[The author hopes that the "fantastic" and "ridiculous"
nature of these speculations do not offend the reader. First, it
must be kept in mind that truth has many formats. Secondly,
one is free to pretend that only schizophrenics reason by
analogy. Nothing prevents one from using the analogy as a guide,
discovering some new precise formulation, and then robbing the
author of credit by issuing the statement "I never really thought
II

in terms of identity.]
The author hypothesizes that different planets possess different energy states in accordance with the atomic orbits, and
that cataclysmic events in the solar system are events within the
sulfur atom. Some ingenious formulation will, in the author's
opinion, eventually be found to prove this. Indeed, this
formulation should also lead to identification of a semi-quantized
61n terms of the outside observer looking downward.rn terms
of the inside observer looking upward, states B and D are perceived. Thus the rather strange concepts of the O'hypothesis
are not violated. The reason for the success of the shell model
for the atomic and nuclear domain is now seen.
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states
nature of a person's immediate environment. The author
been taken
that if the rantings and ravings of the insane had
out at the
more seriously, he would not have had to point such
present.?
Could
Do the two states at A and C produce a phenomena?
ple inasmuch
this be the explanation of Pauli's exclusion princi
as two electrons are accounted for by one earth?
n--if
The reader may question on the basis of a contradictio
the other
an extended earth serves as the electron, what of
y identified
galaxies next to the Milky Way--were they not alread
is nonas electrons? But motion on this level of analysis
r galaxy
existent, therefore the extension must be into anothe
.
where the earth is grabbed, so to speak. Refer sketch
Sketch 10
De

VIEW

Eticrkow

ulties.
It is seen that a full treatment involves many diffic
he must borrow
The topologist should keep in mind, however, that
the outside
from other disciplines. Further, the galaxy from
number of
must be portrayed throughout time--yielding a large
planets in future and past states.
rostatic)
One realizes that if indeed the internal (elect
ly displaced
bonds of atoms are not always present, a body slight

7Reference might be made to adisturbin,g article on the Silva
1975. (A fraud using
mind control movement in New Times, May 2,
gained
post hypnotic suggestion on the basis of information
r.)
howeve
oked,
overlo
be
not
should
is
hypnos
during
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in time might be able to move through walls!8
If then the inhabited planets serve as electrons in some
manner (always protected by a space time warp) it follows that
an uncertainty in position will be introduced. This uncertainty
arises from the fact that the external observer knows neither
the amount of rotation of the planet around the galactic core
nor the degree of expansion from the core. A lower level of
uncertainty will also exist, however, caused by the orbit of
the planet around its sun!
Suppose the moment of examination was refined, yielding the
planet in a precise orbit as sketched. The planet (i.e.,
Sketch 11

electron) would still

Sum

possess an uncertainty of
‘ALAciic
O

CZWER

position based on the time
of year. The author

believes this is the cause of "Bell's Hidden Variable" and yields
what is called The Natural Line Width. Neglecting further refinements such as the orientation of the plane of the solar
system with the plane of the galaxy, the magnitude of the natural
line width would then be in the neighborhood of the planetary
orbit over the size of the galaxy containing it. That is,
(92 million miles)
planet orbit radius
149(109) meters
= 315 10-10 or less
galactic radius
20%
4.730.0
)
meters
(50,000 light years)
8This causes the reader to wonder whether the "Philadelphia
Experiment" might be more than the product of ones imagination.
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ng all
Does this correlate with physical observation? Droppi
of interest.
pretense at rigor, the reader might find the following
time
Suppose 27(1000) years of our time equaled 1 second of
ns). Then
on the level above us (treating our galaxies as nucleo
would
looking downward into the level below us this same ratio
-12 seconds of the
become 1 second of our time equals 5.0436 10
microconstituent nucleons that are being examined under the
galaxy on
scope. Since 1 second represents the lifetime of our
-12 seconds becomes the
our scale (despite appearances) 5.0436 10
on.
lifetime of the nucleon, and consequently of the electr
r
The accepted formula for natural line width is T = 14
of time
where + is Plank's constant over 2r and r is the amount
that the particle can be observed or decay time.
1.0545 10-34 J/S = 2.09077 10-23 joules.
-12 S
5.0436 10
2,998 108)2
But the self energy of an electron = mc2 = 9.110 10-31(
-14 joules.
8.1881 10
4 T -

fraction
The natural line width of the electron expressed as a
then becomes

-23
2,09027 1014
ratio =
8.1881 10

-10 in good agreement
2.5534 10

-10
with the "earth" line width of 3.15 10 or less!
the
Of course, even considering the validity of identifying
the ratio
earth with the electron, it would have to be shown that
, before
of radial position is equivalent to the ratio of energy
the numerical coincidence could be taken seriously.
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Sub-atomic Particles
From the previous it is deduced that whether the universe
is considered to be an electron, proton, or neutron depends on }ow
and when it is observed or analyzed. The author considers this
also to be true in relation to all the particles: After all, the
universe is everything and if one considers the universe itself
as the basic building block of itself, no particle can logically
fall outside of it.
Conceive of a many sided sphere embedded in a surface
representing the border between imaginary and real. Refer sketch.
Sketch 12

RERL

txl

Top ViEw

'T

itnApaRr

The sphere is the nucleon. It is held taut by the two rubber
bands so that it possesses a normal stable upright state. The
rotation is common to the rubber bands and the sphere. The
dotted lines will enable the reader to see that the observer is
looking downward on the proton (or electron) inside the Klein
bottle of sketch 1.
Let A,B,C,.. represent various properties of the nucleon.
If one restricts distortions in orientation to quantum displacements about the norm, the general behavior of sub-atomic
particles is mimicked.
Suppose for example that the nucleon is twisted ahead of
its rotation 60° and tilted such that the high point is shifted
to point (y). The properties of the "new" particle will be a
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from the
mixture of the old and some from underneath-- that is
correct,
anti-matter region. In other words if this model is
if they are
one should expect the elementary particles to act as
suggested
made up of parts of each other-- and this is readily
when one views the various decay schemes.
[The reader unfamiliar with particle physics should refer
only.]
to chart 44, which shows make-up in terms of the r mesons
Now these subatomic particles ultimately (in quanta of
waves,
10-10 seconds) decay back into protons, electrons, gamma
r, are
and neutrinos. The gamma waves and neutrinos, howeve
and
involved in the external action producing the "particle"
s is
thus should logically show up on dissolution. This proces
y
again in agreement with the model-- the rubber bands quickl
return the proton (or electron) back into its rest state.
on in its
Further, the fact that the proton includes the electr
is
structure (refer Klein bottle sketch) and not vice versa
s and
compatible with the two series of decay products: proton
electrons, and electrons only.
g
Thus the production of sub-atomic particles has nothin
n is
"directly" to do with the internal make-up. The nucleo
various
merely being raised to various energy states and the
.
rules of transition refer to their interrelationships
The reader may fairly attack this general view on the
y been
basis of the multitude of products. But it has alread
in its
postulated that the nucleon is continuously splitting
model is
stable state without our awareness. Therefore if the
correct a basic law is inferred, to wit:
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Law If the nucleon splits while in a stable state (electron or
proton), the splitting process is not observed and the observer
is unaware of more than one path. If the nucleon splits while
in an unstable state the splitting process is observed, and two
paths are evident.
It is important for the reader to keep in mind that the
author is presenting only general ideas which are felt to merit
attention by more trained investigators. Also, many concepts
expressed have almost certainly been expressed by others -- he
only risks repetition so as to bring them together under the
O'hypothesis umbrella. In this light the author presents in
table III some curious internal relationships between the masses
in Mev of the various sub-atomic particles.
First, all masses were reduced by 109.6 Mev on the hunch
that the mass of the lowest energy state of the proton should be
the geometrical mean between the mass of the highest energy state
of the electron and the highest energy state of the proton. The
109.6 Mev is viewed as a negative mass which is somehow falsely
added by our method of mass measurement.
Are not the resulting relationships indicated in the table
and the five notes beneath the table exciting?
Compton Wavelength Ratio
Let us travel all the way back to the basis of the O'hypothesis
--a derivation of the nuclear radius.9 The sketch on page 12 of
9At the time of this derivation the
author had no conscious
knowledge of Kakinuma's work. However, what is about to be said
has direct bearing on his procedure as well.
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that derivation is reproduced below:
Sketch 13

2

2

2

Ap

3 i 3

Ae

AN
with n and
The assumption in the sketch is that nxp= n'x e
XD = rational.
=
—'
n' being integers. Therefore n
Xe
? Since
But does the sketch have to be necessarily exact
to the electron
energy and mass are quantized, lengths related
quantized inasmuch
and proton wavelength measurement may also be
the equality to
21- = A. Therefore it could be sufficient for
as mc
um length. This
be exact only within the limits of one quant
may be dealing
means that instead of dealing with integers one
st" integers. This
(in terms of continuous functions) with "almo
is speculative and quite vague, admittedly.
growth
Conceive of a pulsating universe whose rate of
l. Such a condiexternally is linear and internally exponentia
with the nucleus
tion is required if one equates the universe
nucleus expands as
since (1) Hubbles law states Ru = ct; (2) the
4 in "On the
km1/3 = R = AeSt in accordance with assumption
" by the author.
Quantum Nature of Galaxies in the Local Group
Examine the sketch.
Sketch 14
(/)
ct
(-2-)
RA4 =
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The straight line represents a continuous function as related
to neutral matter-- the curve is a discontinuous function as
related to the proton/electron. At point x equality exists
within the limits of one quanta such that R (1) over Ru(2) i s
"almost" rational. Is it possible that such a condition triggers
gravitational collapse?
A series of exponential functions that yield "almost"
integers has already been investigated by one Srinivasa. Ramanujan.10
He shows that e7475 becomes almost an integer for certain integral
values of n. The number of 9's in these cases is approximately
five less than the number of digits. For example
e703 = 24591257751.99999982...
It is suspected that en's may also be an almost integer
with twelve 9's, but the author has not been able to verify same
from Ramanujan's equations.11 Note that 4163 appears as a key
ratio in table 3.
Curious Relationships
Assign i4g - to the radius of the galactic core, 4I6jto
the radius of the nucleon, and i41- to the radius of the earth's
interior. Refer sketch. These values are chosen solely on the
basis of interesting relationships that develop. Whether these
10Refer
"Collected Papers of Srinivasa Ramanujan" edited
by Hardy, Seshuaiyar, & Wilson, Chelsea, 1962. Some credit should
be given to the goddess Namakkal who Ramanujan said inspired him
with the formulae in his dreams.
11 Refer April's fool
prank by Martin Gardner in Scientific
American, April 1975.
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relationships are meaningful, the future must decide.
Sketch 15

ess
In this sketch no allowance has been made for the thickn
surof the Klein bottle itself. If one views the Klein bottle
ess
face as made of lines under torsion due to rotation a thickn
cause
would develop-- might not this neglected thickness be the
of the minor discrepancy in the electron mass derivation?
How could this thickness be shown in two dimensions? Since
prospace is either real or imaginary, the thickness could be
the
duced by folding space back on itself. This would make
and
Klein bottle a complex quantity, i.e., a mixture of real
12
concept.
imaginary . Refer to the below sketchs for the author's
13o

Sketch 16

cavil x
REAL

RERL

*am "Thq.5 115/trA 77i/cktass
OF 23 %. ROUES OppRor,
*CM RoMBAROMENT EXpER,

piscREARNEy RetAisey
NNER ANo OUTER .520'
op mhAER CORE,

12Ezra T. Newman (University of Pittsburg) found that by
in's equareplacing real coordinates with complex ones in Einste
ped. Using
tions, a large field of interesting solutions develoin
the
the O'hypothesis as a guide, such a procedure will,
ena.
phenom
able
verifi
new
e
produc
author's opinion,
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The following "curious relationships" will be now presented
for what they are worth. Refer previous sketch and table 3.
A, ("666 - 1 2
1g7--) = 16.6444

Distance to edge of galaxy from
earth = 16.6409 (1000) light years.

B.

[4-614 = 1.9674 1011

Radius of galactic core over six
times radius of earth= 1.9684 1011

C.

18(37) = 666

Both 18 and 37 are near integers.
i.e., en'
= 614551.993...
1
er4-5 = 199148646,99998...

D. 132 -

6 = 163

No comment

4(163 + 1) = 666-10
E. 6(111) = 666

. 10)65,000 - exactly 13
[(
50,000

e'J- - 1 = 2196.991
F. Let I = e74175
then 1 + 1n2I - 1.3 + 16
57

and 133 = 2197
I is (perhaps) a near integer.
Formula for creation rate of
neutral matter iss
FN

kOxexp

16
In 10

1
In 16 - 11

G. m 4
Refer table 3
P
4
4 — 416)
me
2
H. [LED] = 163V66) _ 27,139.5 27F = 27,035.4 radians
per
2
0
second
I. Silva mind control sends
Refer chapter of Revelations 20:1
thought requests supposedly and 13:18 in Christian Bible.
to center of galaxy (assigned
value of 666);center of
galaxy tied by imaginary
tube to center of earth.
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Inversion of 666 and the intro-

J.

duction of the two is arbitrary.
The 163 is being corrected for
the fact it includes the

16 3

imaginary core.

T 4(075)2 +

2i )2
66

= AI163 - m if imaginary

part of answer
dropped

2 + [e +,11163 K. 1
8

2 = 1836.127
4 ]

4162.944
e
-_ 1Y
F0

5 is factor in warp grid
F0
formula for reality level -5.

Probability Theory
unbiased coin
At the heart of probability theory is the
infinite number of
concept, i.e., given an ideal coin and an
the number of tails.
random trials, the number of heads will equal
ng that if probability
But this statement is nothing more than stati
is missing.
theory works, it works; the modus operandi
can not be
Since the universe is a closed system, bias
um world. Therefore if
conceptually eliminated in the non quant
cal reason prefers
the majority of people for some psychologi
ite number of trials by
heads, heads must predominate in an infin
.
no matter how little and the definition fails
simply because a
Probability theory can not be made to work
to work and so state,
small minority of mathematicians wish it
principal violated.
the mass of people continuously want the
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Enter the quantum world. If one limits himself to only
those cases where the bias forces are overriddenandblockedby
non-bias or probabilistic forces, the basis of probability theory
may be found in the matter-anti-matter balance.
Imagine a series of ideal coins falling perfectly straight
downward and at perfectly equal intervals as indicated.
Sketch 17

The coins must all end up on their edges. But the coins
are landing on matter which is in the invisible but real process
of changing from matter into anti-matter, and back. It was
postulated that while the alternate states of matter are identical,
the alternate states of anti-matter are not. It thus is conceivable that a minute but real rotational oscillation is present
in the matter world as the matter varies between one state and
the other. In other words, the earth oscillates about its axis
causing the coins to alternately go to the left and right. [Of
course, if the dropping frequency could be matched to the
oscillation, mental bias forces might well override the process.]
Sketch 18

a

Given such a modus operandi--it now becomes legitimate to
extend the principle.
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Conclusion
Starting with values previously established in "On the Quantum
Nature of Galaxies in the Local Group--Part II," the mass of the
electron was derived (9.157 10-31 kg versus 9.109 10-31 kg).
A warp grid formula was then developed, namely (1)= 12-Ce
with Ce = the mean circumference of the earth,

F0

n = integer +, F0 = frequency of creation of neutral matter.
Other topics discussed were the mind envelope of the earth,
nature of earth's magnetic field reversal, two alternate brain
states, anti-matter/matter transition, Bells hidden variable,
sub-atomic particles, ratio of xp to x e, curious numerical
relationships, and probability theory.
It is perhaps clear by now that the author feels that the
mathematical physicist has let his tools become his master. If
identity is first assumed between the atomic and cosmic and the
necessary transformations developed, is it not conceivable that
the resulting new phenomena will amply show the wisdom of such
assumption?
The amateur (and the author of course includes himself) is
already aware that the professional fears to face for whatever
reasons the obvious implication of his "coincidences." Hopefully
my papers will alter this situation.
May, 1975

Ell-. d, eze,....4,
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Copyright ©Edgar A. Ostrander 1976
The Application of Resonant Realities to
the Structure of Galaxy and Universe
By Edgar A. Ostrander
Introduction
Familiarity with all previous papers of the author is presumed. The purpose of this paper is to further interrelate the
cosmic and atomic by means of general discussion, warp grid
formula development, and analysis of nuclear binding energies
as a dynamic galactic evolutionary process.
Speculations concerning the role of the constant 1.3000 in
the quantum growth of the Milky Way are presented. Then some
observations in astronomy are noted which show quantized
behavior on a galactic scale.
Next, the warp grid relationship is further expanded and
the total number of realities (supposedly) found. These total
number of realities are then shown to fit precisely both in the
universe at an instant (our galaxy) and the universe throughout
time.
A general formula is then presented which fits the observed
binding energies within the nucleus. This formula is shown to
possess many characteristics of a dynamic galactic evolutionary
process.
Various curious numerical relationships are then presented.

1.
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Speculations
The ratio of Andromeda's visible diameter to that of the
Milky Way's was assumed in previous papers to be a quite precise
value; namely 1.3000. If such is indeed true one must expect
some basic equation to exist that incorporates this value.
Through trial and error the following relationship was
found. It is presented purely as a matter of interest.
Let V1 be the volume of a galaxy and V2 the volume of a
galaxy one quantum jump advanced. If the ratio of consecutive
volumes equals the natural log of nine, one has:
V2

v1 = ln 9
3
)
( R2
L7R3 R1
3

4 3

V2

Butt

3

V1

By substitutions

a )3
- In 9
2
Ri

(
Transforming:

e(R2/R1 )3 .„C35il6

8
Note that s3is a fundamental constant in previous equations of the author and that 16 is the atomic number of sulfur.
Solving: R2
= 1.300044
R1
Whether this is meaningful or not, a geometric progression
as sketched below is demanded by the assumption that ones
awareness is continuously moving towards Andromeda. Unity has
been assigned to the diameter of the initial stage.
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O
1,3

3

43

43

/,3

*

Etc,

(0
A distinction has been made in the sketch between the halo
and the inner core to demonstrate a possible growth mechanism.
Previously the author suggested a galactic barrier around our
galaxy at 65,000 light years. If true, this would produce the
same ratio of 1.3 within a galaxy as exists consecutively
between them. Dynamically, the expansion could then be viewed
as matter materialization within the existing halo causing a new
halo of matter potential.
While enticing, the existence of the secondary barrier at
65,000 light years is doubtful. It is based on a calculation
which used a mass estimate of our galaxy approximately 1000

1 Yet the

times the presently accepted 1.8 1011 solar masses.

existence of matter hidden in black holes would produce
influences in excess of visible matter and might save the
phenomena. A negative consideration that should be noted in
this respect is the detection of Ha regions in Andromeda well
1The 1.8x1011 solar masses is from "gravitation" by Misner,
Throne, & Wheeler, 1973, W. H. Freeman & Company. The faulty
calculation is on pg. 117 of "A View from Within" by the author.
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in excess of 1.3 times its visible diameter.

2

It is a tenet of the O'hypothesis that when two nucleons
combine, a new larger one is formed. Since a nucleon is also
held to be a galaxy it follows that one should find correspondence
between the quantum set involving our galaxy and the quantum
s
set of the elements of nature. In view of the author's previou
"demonstration" that the Milky Way is a sulfur nucleus, one
notes with interest the 32nd term:
1.300032 = 4428 (4302.81 cps = freq. creation of
neutral matter)
The 0 term: 1.30000= 1 (1 cps = creation rate of universe?)
and the 137th term: 1.3000137 = 4.08 x 1015 (3.29 x1015 = Rydburg
freq.)
It may be at least said that such results would be
n
consistent in general with the author's belief that our locatio
in one of the galaxies uniquely determines the constants we
measure.
Observations
At distances of less than approximately 3.3(106) light years
the halos of Sc, Sd, Su, and IR type galaxies are sufficiently
their
identifiable by their Ha light so that excellent values of
a
diameters can be obtained. It has been demonstrated that for
given galaxy luminosity L, the diameters of the halos are
definitely quantized: the fractional spread3 being AD/D = 0.12.
2Refer "Dynamics of Andromeda Nebula" by Vera C. Rubin,
Scientific American, June 1973, Vol. 228, No. 6.
3Refer page 786 of "Gravitation," previously mentioned.
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Thus, besides the quantized set postulated by the author
other sets are actually observed in space! One might hope that
if the fractional spread of the halos could be refined, an
interconnection between the two sets would appear.!
But quantum behavior on a galactic scale is insufficient
to show that these galaxies are nucleons as demanded by the
O'hypothesis.
The compton wavelength of the electron and proton is
defined by the author as the distance the particle would travel
at the speed of light during one pulse of creation. It follows
that if a pulsing creation process of a galaxy is ever
identifiable as a sequence in space, the compton wavelength
should be deducible in a direct manner.
Giant radio galaxies have recently been discovered which
give clear indication of just such pulsing creation processes.
Shown below are two drawings from the Scientific American.5
On the left is galaxy NGC 1265 with a trailing radio
pattern. On the right is seen a suggested model to account
for the pattern. [The fact that the "creator" is associated
with a visible galaxy, but the components lie in the radio
range suggests to the author that these are evolving galaxies
escaping from our "reality."]

4,11.3000 = e0.1312?
5"Giant Radio Galaxies" by Richard Strom, George Miley,
and Jan Oort, Aug. 1975.
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r\

0
\ VISIBLE GALAXY

If the model shown is correct, the galaxy "creates" two
6
new ones every approximately 5.6 x10 years. In order to
analyze the process further, however, one must decide how to
shrink this time as it is brought by the imagination inside our
own galaxy.
Let us choose to preserve the Doppler as a valid indication
of velocity regardless of location. This then forces one to
scale time down in the same proportion as distance.
The "shrink factor' for distance as used in a previous
6
paper is:
6P. 10, "A Derivation of the Mass of the Electron and
Associated Topics."
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-11 = 2.6426 x10-36
Then: 5.6 x 106 years[2.6426 x10-36] = 1.5 x10-29 years or
4.73 x10-22 seconds.
The velocity of the galaxy is estimated elsewhere in the
article as 2.3x106 meters/second. The distance the galaxy
[i.e., nucleon] travels in a microscopic sense then becomes:
2.3 x 106 meters/second x 4.73 x10-22 seconds
= 1,1 x 10-15 meters
This compares favorably with the proton compton wavelength
of X = 1.32 x 10-15 meters. However, the "particle" is not
traveling at the speed of light as required by the author's
definition. Further attempts at analysis are thus required and
the demonstration is uncertain.
Warp Grid-Galaxy
The following data will be necessary for reference. It is
more recent than that used previously.7 The frequency of
creation of neutral matter is altered slightly thereby and is
now given as:

FO = ecX pe - 4303.20 cps.
Ce = 4.00304 x107 m (27 times earth's mean radius)
e = 2.42621 x10-12 meters
p = 1.32140 x 10-15 meters
h = 6.626197 x10-34 joules-sec
c = 2.997924562 x108 meters/sec,
e = 1.60210 x 10-19 coulombs.

7From "Gravitation" as mentioned.
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Conceive of space as consisting of a lattice of points,
each of which has the "potential" of being a nucleon. Limit the
discussion to our galaxy or the universe at an instant. Then
the internal structure that exists within the galaxy may depend
on the internal inhabitants; i.e., which points are assigned to
"reality."
Such a view suggests that the total number of nucleons in
the universe may also be found to exist within a galaxy as a sum
total of the components of various realities. Indeed, such is
demanded by the kitchen table analogy. (The reader may need to
refer to page 124 of "A View From Within.") Since the total
81
number of nucleons available (n 10 ) far exceed the number of
68
nucleons used to form the internal Milky Way structure (z 10 ),
additional realities are required.
How many spacial points make up the universe--either at an
instant (our galaxy) or throughout time (the "universe")?
It will be assumed that the total number of such points
in the Milky Way is the total number of points i•n the universe.
Further it is assumed that the points are potential nucleons
which become real only to observers "resonant" with them.
While these assumptions may seem irrational to the reader;
they are dictated by the kitchen table analogy in conjunction
with the motion of objects within a galaxy and the necessity
to leave absolutely no "space" outside of the system.
The next question is just how many points are involved?
Consider the galaxy. The volume of space within it divided
by the volume of space inhabited by each potential or real
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nucleon is seen to be the number of points8, ors

4
3
-nR
# of points =

R
nR3
3)
n (: 3

_ 50,000 1.v. 9.461 x1015 meters/1.Y. 3
1.250 x10-15 meters
[-_
= 5.420 x10106
Is there any evidence that such a number of nucleons might
be generated?
Consider again the warp grid formula:9

n

=

Ce

F0n

The form Fn was chosen on the basis of a creating of the
creating nucleons. Dare it be suggested that the mind is what
is doing the creating of the creating? A11 papers prior to this
by the author point in such a direction. Let us attempt to
clarify the concept that the author has in mind (pun intended).
Refer to sketch
F0 '= 4303.20 nucleons
in space of 1 sec.

o
6 o

--

8Neglecting the galactic core. The ability of spheres to be
packed such that no space is left over can be rationalized by the
fact that external mathematical analysis of a black hole which
has definite size yields zero volume.

9Refer to Table 2 on page 13 of "A Derivation of the Mass of
the Electron and Associated Topics," by the author.
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Start with initial nucleon A. If n = 0, no creating process
occurs and this nucleon remains the only one or Fg = 1.
Let the observer now "perceive" or create the row of 4303.20
nucleons along the top at the rate of once a second. The dotted
line leaving a nucleon shall represent an act of perceiving
that nucleon or causing it to be. The total number now becomes
F1 = 4303.20.
Suppose the observer steps up this process and perceives
of each nucleon twice a second. Start again with nucleon A. If
one perceives of this object twice at the same time it must
double itself, becoming nucleon x and B.
to

reduces

0---*() and is not acceptable. Keep in mind that x

and B are still the same nucleon but in two different places
through the intervention of some sort of space/time warp.
Nucleon x and B are now each perceived or created twice,
generating z, y, and C. Apparently y has no trouble being
derived at the same instant from the identical nucleon x and B.
Of course other rules must be invented also--but if one
accepts the grid being formed, the total number of nucleons
.
created in one second equals F.
Consider now that the mind "perceives" or creates at three
times a second. Three lines now leave each nucleon and a cubic
)nucleons in one second.
3
grid is formed yielding F(

F
In general then, a perception at Fm cps yields F0mnucleons.

One way to incorporate this relationship into the warp grid
Fm
forumula is to let n = +2 or:
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Note that the grid length at the upper limit divided by the
length at the lower limit becomes:

J ce

eu =
(1217
1

-Fm/2
FO
r21 C
e
7-147
1 2
FO

Fm
- F0 creations

One must now determine the maximum value Fm mayhave, i.e.,
the maximum rate at which the mind can perceive before the
points created begin to overlap. Examine the warp grid table
referred to in footnote

9. The total range of the grid from

atom to universe is seen to be filled by a frequency in the
neighborhood of 10 cps (10/+2 = +

5).

The only previous frequency related to the mind was evolved
from galactic observations on pg. 117 of "Back on Earth" and
was defined as the number of times a second the mind perceives
the galaxy (or universe at an instant). Its value is:
Fm

log 212
- 10.567707 cps.
log 1.33

The previous discussion has been for the purpose of
understanding the significance of the following assumptions.
The reader should keep in mind that these assumptions will lead
to another method of determining the number of nucleons contained
in the Milky Way.
(1)The warp grid formula is modified to

ED

g c1_
Fm/+2
F
0

(2)This formula indicates "resonant realities" at
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Fm = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 cps with all but the known
reality at 0 cps being dual valued.
(3) The ends of the warp grid are at Fm = 10.567707 cps,
with the total number of reality states or creations
10.567707 = 2.51677 x1038.
given by F0 m or 4303.20
Now consider again the Milky Way. If each particle we
observe within the Milky Way is to be acted on by this creative
Process, one way to picture the total number of points generated
would be to multiply F0m by the nucleons existent in our reality.
First: nucleons in our reality = Nmw
massofmw
mass of nucleon
_ (1.8 x 1011) sun masses (1.989 x 1030 ) kgm/sun
1.6 x10-27 kgm/nucleon
= 2.144x 1068 nucleons.
F
Total number = F0m Nmw =(4303.2010.567707 )2.144
of points
generated

x1068

= 5.39 x 101"
in agreement with the 5.42x 10106 points previously
computed on the basis of volume!
Combining the two methods into an equation one has:
F0 m N mW =(-j2193
Rn
A strength of the equation is that the left term is very
sensitive to the value of Fm, A weakness is the uncertainty
11
in the value 1.8(10 ) sun masses.
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Warp Grid-Universe
In accordance with the prior assumptions the extremes of
the grid must include the total of existence from the universe
to the universe turned inside out (or electron). Through
trial and error it is found that:
Fom

= (.913728) Ru
x e/4

The radius of the universe (Ru) is that value as defined
21Ce
- 1.67069 x1026 meters
by resonant reality number five, or R u
F-5
0
(1.7 x1026 estimated
by others)
1e is the compton wavelength of the electron or
2.42621 x10-12 meters.
Why is .913728 / 1? One notes that this constant can be
produced by manipulation of a frequency related to the earth
observer as follows.
2c - 10.5911 cps10
Let Fc =
Ce
with c = speed of light or 2.99825 x108 m/s
Ce = mean cir. of earth or 4.00308 x107 m
Fc
1
913727
Then F +
This suggests that the source of the inequality may be due
to a slight disharmony between the mind of man and the overall
mind. In this light, the injection of the 1 cps could be due
to the creation rate of the galaxy being "felt" in the case of
the observer viewing from outside downward, but not being "felt"
10Refer page 23 of "A Derivation of the Mass . .
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in the case of the observer viewing from inside upward.
If one substitutes the previous expression in place of the
):
constant in the equation a new form arises (after some algebra
1
17,FC e

1
l
FO
t 0
8

1
2c

The author feels that this expression will prove to be
significant, although at present is quite conjectual. Note that
unit consistancy can be maintained if the speed of light is
treated as a unique length.
General Formula
Thus the universe may be pictured throughout time by a
grid varying from the size of an atom (X e/4) to the size of the
universe as normally conceived. In this case the galactic
barrier would not exist. On the other hand, the universe may
also be viewed at one instant as ranging from the size of the
nucleon to the size of the galaxy. In this case the galactic
barrier would exist. Now since everything is within everything,
the same object is being viewed (as demonstrated by the same
number of points). It follows that the galactic barrier both
does and does not exist and that evidence indicating its absence
does not contradict evidence indicating its presence.
This duality is essential to understanding the O'hypothesis.
The illogic of considering opposites true disappears when one
accounts for the fact that the manner in which the data is
collected or perceived dictates which of two equivalent views
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of the universe is being held. (More precisely, are we collecting
data through an even or odd number of invisible barriers?)
If this view is correct, there must exist a general formula
which will correlate the atomic with the cosmic, and do it in
such a way that this alternate reversal of logic is incorporated.
Consider the atomic nucleus. Its growth in size is believed
by the author to be the actual expansion of the universe.11 It
follows that nuclear data arranged in sequence must be correlatable to galactic evolution in sequence.
The Weinsacker semi-empirical mass formula was derived in
1932 to account for the relationship of atomic mass number with
the binding energy per nuclear particle within the nucleus. The
approach used was to express as a sum of terms various observed
tendencies within the nucleus and then to empirically evaluate
the constants involved by separate experiments. The author here
presents a general formula which produces approximately the same
data fits its basis, however, is quite different.12
Now to an observer within a galaxy the measurement of its
volume is straightforward. The external observer, however, (not
in another galaxy but between the galaxies) perceives the galaxy
as a nucleus or point with zero volume. It is true that through
physical bombardment a volume estimate can be made, but instead
11
Refer works of Luigi Fantappie for similar concept.
[Italian]
12For a discussion
of the Weinsacker formula and a chart
showing its fit to experimental data refer to pages 434-436 of
Foundations of Modern Physics, Paul A. Tipler, Worth Publshers,
Inc., 1969.
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of indicating size this volume estimate tells us only how many
nuclear combinations have been necessary to produce the nucleus
in question. In other words the apparent volume is only an
indication of mass number rather than a dynamic change in size.
Where then La the point's size?
The author proposes that the volume of each nucleon is
hidden from view in the form of the so-called binding energy per
nucleon, and that the change in binding energy per nucleon as
one progresses through the elements is in fact the change in
mass of our galaxy through its evolution.
2
If this be true, the formula E = mc and the property of
constant density allows one to further propose that the binding
energy per nucleon is directly proportional to the "true" volume
of the nucleon (galaxy).
Starting with this premise a general formula was
intuitively-logically developed. The ultimate test of this
formula lies outside of the author's abilities since it must
transform into the accepted equations of quantum mechanics and
general relativity or be held invalid. Yet the very existence
of the relationship provides hope that such will be done.
Refer to chart #1.
The horizontal axis represents the atomic mass number of
the nucleus and also time itself. The vertical axis is in mev
and represents the binding energy per nucleon.
Note that the period assumed is FO/4. This was chosen
rather than F0 because the data when extended fell roughly in
this neighborhood, as will be seen. (Of course cycles per
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second can be thought of as time only if an inversion process
is occurring or if each cycle also takes one second in another
sense.)
In terms of galactic evolution (i.e., the universe throughout
time) the concept was that the starting point should be
-.511004 mev or the self energy of the electron, which is
supposedly one and the same as the universe turned inside out.
Time (in terms of the total universe) flows to the left.
The exploding electron or black hole is visualized as bursting
through into a positive volume or energy, expanding to some
maximum, and then beginning collapse. This positive portion is
the proton or evolving galaxy.
A unique event at ws -.74: 32 occurs signalling gravitational
collapse and/or self generation. This point had to be chosen,
for the presence (presumed) of the observer in the sulfur
nucleus dictates that the general equation must show orientation
about it.
The first matter arriving back to zero volume sets up an
oscillation into and out of the real world which is the neutron
and equivalently the neutron star. As more and more matter
arrives from the "infall" region the oscillations become
dampened till finally all has returned and the neutron mass
disappears completely into a black hole.
The internal galactic evolution, however, is viewed as
flowing from left to right; with the galaxies now being considered as smaller spheres lying on the lines themselves. The
mass numbers thus indicate resonant states of the universe to
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the right as well as a continuous function to the left.
Stated differently, an atom arises with its associated
nucleus when the mind can perceive an integral number of planet
extractions. This means that the concept that the electrons
are external to the nucleus should be replaceable by the concept
is
that they are (also) inside the nucleus. Evidence that such
the case is the success of the shell model as applied to nuclear
structure and the works of Dr. Albert Cushing [A new electro
dynamics - 1950].
The development of the general equation of the universe and
cnucleus proposed by the author began with a geometrical constru
tion. An attempt will not be made to present or justify the
y
intuitive-logical development of the equation, but the geometr
upon which the equation rests should be of interest.
Examine Chart #1 again. At the lower right is the hinge
or "pivot point" of the geometrical construction. This point
is at F0/4 horizontally and is at (-).511004 mev vertically or
t
the energy equivalent of the mass of the electron. A straigh
ct the
line runs from this point diagonally upward to interse
2
(ln W/ln W s)A/
Ai-krit
From
zero time axis at a point marked e
this point (wherever it may be) a straight line then runs
diagonally downward, intersecting the curve at some point (a)
and then reaching the zero energy axis at a point marked
a(ln W/ln Ws)A/2 Point (a) is further defined by the variables
(i.e.,
E and W which in the situation sketched equals Es and Ws
sulfur).
In the case shown the fact that W = Ws reduces the two
re
variable axis points to eA +J-2-'and a. a is the fine structu
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constant for an observer residing in the sulfur nucleus or
137.0360. e is the natural base, with A equal to .991085.
The value of Ws was initially determined by holding the
pivot point at shown, assuming the crossing of the zero axis
to occur at W2, treating eA+rfas unknown, holding a as stated,
and letting Es +.511004 = 9.
These conditions yield an algebraic solution based on the
geometry of ws = 32.0684, A = .991085, Es = 8.4890. [The
author is not certain whether the assumption Es + .511004 = 9
or Es + .511004 = 8.997979... = 41'
3)3 is more correct. However, other uncertainties make such a consideration unimportant
at the moment.] The algebra follows:
First eA+rf
W2
s
Also

Es
a - Ws

.11004
0/4 - w7 by similar triangles

F

e

-OF
a

by similar triangles

Solving each equation for e46'+IF and setting equal one has:
Ws(.511004)
F0/4 - W2

aEs
a-Ws

2
Transforming: Ws(.51104
+ Es)

w3(.511004)
a

Es F0/4

Assuming that .511004 + Es = 9 exactly the equation becomes:
W3
2
s(.511004)
a
- 8.488996 F0/4
9Ws
Trial and error solution for Ws with a = 137.0360 and
F0 = 4303.20 yields,
Ws = 32.0684
Resubstitution then yields A = .991085.
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The chemical atomic wgt of sulfur is listed as 32.064.
The question arises whether the observer is to be viewed as
te.
residing in one of the isotopes of sulfur or in this composi
Perhaps which isotope the observer's mind should be associated
with depends on his (our) mental state?
After determining the value of Ws and A as outlined above,
a and e F27'were made variables by the introduction of the term
(ln W/ln Ws) '2. Substitution into the geometry then led to
the first form of the general equation. The adjective "first
form" refers to any observations made on the assumption that
the size of the observer's planet remains equal to the earth.
This was assumed when A was recognized as numerically
2
of
.9910848 = 1 - ( gct
e is the mean circumference

2c ) 1 c

the earth, and c is the speed of light. Recall that the earth
is the electron according to the author's previous papers.
The term 22- is also recognizable as the proposed frequency of
e
the observer's mind.
The first form is:

with

p/2
(ln W/ln Ws)
A +12-

w

)
W/ln Ws A/2
a(ln
e = 2,71828... or natural base

E = e

Ws = 32.0684 = mass number of sulfur
gFC)2
= .9910848
A = 1 -(
2c
E and W are the variables as defined.
Refer chart #1. On substitution of values, the first form
equation is found to treat the straight line from the pivot
cts
point (in the sulfur case) as almost an asymmtote. It interse
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the F0/4 axis just above the pivot point at -.43 mev and crosses
the zero axis at 1008.2 mass number (or seconds). Its high
point is found to be 8.984 mev in the neighborhood of w = 82.0.
This first form equation has many unusual numerical relationships, but the atomic data is not well fit. Perhaps it has
relevance to astronomical observations. This view finds support
in the range of the fine structure constant. One has!
(ln 1/ln Ws)/2
a
= 1 @Ws = 1
(ln Ws/ln Ws)A/2
a
= 137.0360 @ W = 32.0684
s
A/2
[(in F0/4)/ln
a
= 1052.70 @ W s = 1075.80
This means that at Ws = 1, an object is being dealt with
whose rate of rotation is the speed of light. At the other
extreme the ratio produces a velocity of c over 1052.70 or
2.8478 x 105 meters per second.
If one equates an escape velocity with both c externally and
2.8478 x105 m/s internally, an orbital internal velocity is
indicated of 2.8478 x 105 m/s divided by

„IY

or 2.0137 x 105 m/s.

This agrees with the rim rotation velocity of the Milky Way which
is given as 2.01 x105 m/st
[It is obvious that the equation should not be accepted as
fundamentally meaningful without accounting for the reason that
Es + .511004 should equal 9, and especially why the long line
in the case of W = W should cross the zero mev axis at W.
.
s
Perhaps a reader will be able to justify these intuitive choices
at a latter date.]
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The second form of the equation arises from the introduction
of the
of a term which accounts for the possibility that the size
future
observer's inhabited planet may change (quantumly) in the
n might
or past of our evolving galaxy. [That such a consideratio
fit into our physical laws is perhaps disturbing, but the
withdraw
identification of the earth as an electron forbids us to
ty.]
from this next logical step on the basis of disturbabili
is
The second form of the equation is shown in chart #2. A
one
now a variable and itself depends on the value of W. If
change
rearranges the expression so as to find out the "effective"
be
in the size of the observer's planet (or electron) it will
en and
found that the planet becomes fully imaginary for hydrog
the
about 1.7 times larger at the upper extreme. Note that
n that
electron-earth seems to possess in this expression a portio
varies.
remains fixed through the atomic series and a portion that
ance
Examine the graph of the equation. Note that the appear
ure.
of our reality is signaled by the beginning of a rapid curvat
on
An even more striking property of the equation is found
evaluating the function at W = F0/4 = 1075,80
At Ws = F0/4 = 1075.80 the value of E is found to be
to:
-1.29690 mev. In electron masses this energy is equivalent
,0
...„2€2
12,
2.538 electron masses
.511004
neutron mass - proton mass _ 1.67482x 10-27 - 1.67252x 10-27
But
electron mass
9.1091 x10-31
= 2.525 electron masses
Thus it is seen that the expansion of the universe (or
cted
evolving proton) begins after the amount of energy is subtra
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from the neutron star (or neutron) that is actually required to
turn the neutron into the proton! Reference to chart #1 shows
that this result is highly compatible with the beginning
assumptions. Examine chart #3. The dots represent actual
observational data. This data was taken from the source noted in
subscript #12. The solid line through the dots represents what
the author believes to be a continuous dynamic process as outlined
previously, i.e., the expansion and collapse of the universe.
The dashed line is the author's equation, 2nd form. Why the
fit is not more precise is unknown, but the "nuclear splitting"
process at the sulfur point might be the answer inasmuch as its
existence is not incorporated yet in the equation.
General Formula--Elaboration
It was previously shown that the maximum value of the fine
structure constant (as given by the first form equation) yielded
a velocity which matched the observed rotational rim velocity of
the Milky Way.
If one, however, calculates what galactic mass would produce
such a velocity as its natural orbital velocity, the discrepancy
of masses is around 20%. Might this discrepancy be due to the
presence of the black hole at the center of the galaxy and the
smaller black holes at the center of the nucleons? More precisely,
the rotating rim of the galaxy would take account of these holes
via the Klein-bottle topology, while the mathematical formula
for orbit velocity would not.
Of the several approaches imaginable, the author will choose
to assume that the orbital velocity formula can be made
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applicable if it is compared with a fine structure constant arrived
at by eliminating the black hole regions from the second form
equation.
The curve of the second form equation crosses into the
negative or black hole region at 944.433. Then
1. Vel. of orbit
By fine structure =

c = 2.997925 x108 m/s - 2.2351 x 105 m/s

P948.433

2- a
‘1

2. Vel. of orbit

1041)

By standard formula = IGM

6,673 x 10-11(3.58 x
(50,000 ly)(9.4607 x 1015 ) m/ly

= 2.25 x10.5 m/s
Further refinement would require a more accurate estimate of
the galactic mass. This may be obtained by using a previously
derived equation and treating it as indeed exact.
The reader may verify that if
(Rmw)3
Fm
F0 Nnw= Rn
The galactic mass is 3.606 x1041 kg. Then the velocity of
orbit by standard formula becomes
V =

5 m/s
rGR = 2.256 x 10

Now examine chart #3. Note that the horizontal length of
the evolutionary line would be further shortened if the portions
occupied by the small galactic spheres were removed. The following
three assumptions will be made in order to accomplish this.
(a) the average size to be removed is given by the size of
the sulfur galaxy
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(b)the galaxies have two existences per cycle (as suggested
by previous works)
(c)the size of the sulfur galaxy (and thus its internal
black hole if one ignores the inner core) can be found
on the basis of a free expansion at c until the size of
the universe is reached.
First, a more accurate radius of the universe will be
obtained by holdin the warp grid formula as exact.
2Ce2
- ri(4.00308 x 107 ) _ 1.67069 x 1026 meters.
Thus Ru = 2x
F 5
4303.20
Then by assumption (c) above, the size of the sulfur galaxy
is found to be:
Ru = 948.423 _
1.67069 x 1026
R
50,000(9.46073 x1015)
g
x = .00268538 cycles
The diameter of the sphere is twice this value. The total
amount of void to be removed becomes on the basis of assumption
(a) and (b)
Amount of void = (2)(948.433- 1)[2 x.0026854]
= 10.177 cycles.
Keeping in mind that the lower level neutron (0 to 1) may
contain some black hole regions and that the procedure has been
highly speculative, the final line length becomes'
Final a = 948.433-10.177 = 938.256
The velocity sought then is:
v -

c
11 = 2.997925 x 108 m/s _2.259 x 105 m/s
938.256
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This is in excellent agreement with the orbital velocity
given by the formula of 2.256 x105 m/s!
The numerologist takes note of something else, however. The
latest value of the energy equivalent of the mass of the proton
is 938.259 Mev. Any certainty that this is coincidence is eroded
when one recalls that the final a value was found by subtracting
from the overall neutron the electron black hole region plus a
minor correction for_some of this black hole existing inside the
remainder.
But for this to make any sense at all, one cps must equal
one mev. Consider the formula that relates energy of electromagnetic wave packets to its frequency.
E = hF.
If h is expressed in mev-sec, 1 mev will equal 1 cps when
h or Planks quantum of action is unity. Is not this result in
support of the author's belief that the mks system is unique and
that the mev is its natural energy unit?
If, however, the value of unity for Plank's constant ties
the universe throughout time into the mass of the proton, what
role does its value as observed by us on earth play?
Planks constant on earth in mev-sec is listed as
2.417970 x1020. The 50,000 1.y. radius of our galaxy is
20 meters. Note thatt
expressable as 4.73037x 10
KF = E
proton

(1 mev-sec)(938.256 cps) = 938.259 mev = Ep

meters)
electron (2.417970 x 102° mev-meters)(1 cycle/4.73037 x10 20
= .511159 mev = Ee
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This is close to the self energy of the electron or .511004
mev. But wait! The second expression makes sense relative to
the first only if one second is transformed into one meter. The
author believes this may be compatible with the previously stated
tenet that 3 dimensional time is 3 dimensional space separated
by a warp barrier.
Be that as it may, the slight discrepancy in the electron's
self energy can be eliminated in a quite interesting fashion.
KLEIN 80771E

CORE OF CORE

Special Note:
On page 103 of "A View From Within," the mass of the
universe was deduced from two assumptions; namely, that the size
of the universe is defined by a light beam in orbit and that
surface area of the universe equals the total surface area ofthe
all the nucleons contained therein. The equation was:
2
2
[5/3 Rnc 2.]
5/3 (1.250 x10-15 )(2.997925 x108)1
Mu =
GMn
(6.673 x10-11)(1.67482 x 10-27)
= 2.807 x 1078 nucleons.
Within our galaxy, the number of "actualized" points per
standard mas is given by Avogadro's constant and equals
6.0225 x 1020p in terms of the mks system. Keeping in mind our
(supposedly) unique location within the sulfur nucleus which has
a chemical atomic mass of 32.064, the following would seem
significant.
5.420 x 10106
- 2.807 x 1078
(32.064)(6.0225 x1026)
7 -4 1 3
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inner core of the
Examine sketch. In a previous paper an
Since the real galactic
galaxywithradiusR.was postulated.
it follows that the
radius Rgincluded this imaginary radius
part of the Klein bottle
region itself may be complex and thus
inary region outside of
surface. This would leave a purely imag
the core" or the inside
our experience serving as the "core of
of the Klein bottle system.
the galaxy in space
If such is the case the "true" size of
inary core of the
would be Rg+ x with x = the radius of the imag
core.
chart on page 12 of
As a first approximation refer to the
". The size of the
"A Derivation of the Nuclear Radius etc,
2 1.y. but this imaginary
imaginary core is here estimated as 797.
core of the core might
core must again have a core etc. This
ratio of reduction, i.e.,
be guessed at by assuming a constant
50,000
797.2

797,2

or x = 12.7 1.y. [guess #1]
. In the sketch the
Let us try another speculative approach
galaxy by a tube whose midearth (electron) is connected to the
simplest geometrical
point is the region in question. The
this mid-region is the
relationship possibility would be that
ons. The next simplest
arithmetic mean between the two end-regi
16 earths (electrons)
possibility is geometric mean. Counting
galaxy, one has:
to allow for the sulfur nature of our
6'
x 1026(16)6.371100 x10
x = jR ti 16Re =
= 1.30501x 1017 meters or 13.7940 1.y.
[guess #2]
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The third approach the author will try is based on the
tentative assumption that each succeeding nucleus uses the previous
nucleus as its core [as previously discussed].
Then hydrogen core = 4303.200/32 = 1
helium core

= 4303.201/32 = 1.298841 (z 1.3)

. . . etc.
sulfur core
= 4303.2031/32 =3313.108
_50,000
Then 50,000 + 3313.108 + 50,000
3313.1082
= 50,000 + 15.0961 1.y. [guess #3]
The reader may find it interesting to note that guess #2
and guess 03 are connected numerically by the mind frequency
constant; or
13.7940
.913727 - 15.0964 f-1.- 15.0961
If one now uses the size of the sulfur nucleus as measured
throughout time, the value becomes 50,015.0961 1.y. or
4.7317941 x1020 meters. Then:
KF = E
2.417970 x 1020 mev-meters (1 cycle/4.7317941 x 102° meters)
= .5110049 mev as observed.
Curious Numerical Relationships
1. F /4 - W2
with F0 = 4302.9819
- 23.681314
02
and Ws = 32.068409
a
e a-1 IT = 23.681318
2. 27(5 x137) = 4302.9819 + i
1.332 - 4302.9806 = e(1'
3)6
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Jo

1 .5911
2 = 4303.200

1000 x 4303447

31.96
3. 16

4. 4302.9819 [1 +

32.068409[1

5.

.] = 4303.21

1 + 1+
137
137
1

1 372

1
137

4302,9819
Jln 32.0701 In
4
2
w
Fo/4 s ) - 1012.58
3
Ws

= 6.0222 x 1026

'

= 32.0701

In 137.0357

948.433 + 2(32.0684) = 1012. 57

1948,433
e

137.0360i

= 1013.38

ron is 1013 seconds.
Notes The average life time of the neut
6. 1075.80 + 2(32. 0684) = 1139. 937

C e = J 2R - 1139.88 seconds (exond)
g

7g

ron masses
7. Neutron mass minus 16 elect
or 1.008665 - 16(.000548597) = 0.99989...
ic wgt. of sulfur can
Note: Perhaps this explains how the atom
though atomic wgts.
have a unique numerical significance even
minus 16 electrons
are based on carbon 12. That the neutron
is suggested by sulfur's
might be the reference for atomic wgt.
binding energy is still
16 electrons. Correction for electron
needed.
8. F0/4 W2
s = 1052.09
2

137.0360 ` = 1051.82
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9. 136 C
=
,12 c

F c = 12.84096

12.84096(1 + 1,49736) = 32.0685
(eE)n = e + E with n = 1.49736
e = .511008
E = 8.48899
J4(111)
=
e
2(10.53977) = 1.428 x 109
10. 1.0083e
El .428x109 is a natural transmitting frequency associated
with hydrogen and is used to detect its position in deep
space.]
11. x = .00268538 cycles per galaxy
1 cycle
but
365,25 +
365.25 + 365,25
52
522

-

_1

T4T = .0026852.

Summary
Expressions involving the constant 1.3 were presented and
discussed, namely:
3
ln 9 =T8 116 = e(1.300044)3
e v2/v1 = e(R2/R1) = e
1.332 = 4428

1.3° = 1

137
= 4.08 x1015
1.3

It was then noted that quantized behavior has been observed
on a galactic scale. In particular, the periodic pulsing of
giant radio galaxies and the fractional spreading of galactic
halos. In the former case the distance between pulses was
-15
meters on the atomic scale.
reduced to a possible 1.1 x10
The number of nucleons (points) on the basis of volume were
computed that would fit into the Milky Way galaxy. The number
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of points were then computed on a different basis, namely by
applying the assumed creating power of the warp grid formula to
the visible matter within the galaxy. Agreement between the two
106 -74 5.39 x 10106) was adequate to suggest an
methods (5.420 x 10
equality. The formulas developed were:
Ce

Fm +2
`0

with Fm maximum = 10.567707

[R
= R
F 0m Nmw
n

3

The warp grid was then applied to the universe throughout
time and the following formulas arose.
Ru
-0m = (.913727) xe/4
F
_ 2c
cci.1 with Fc
.913727 = F.
T2-` C e
1

ce

=

1

1

X e Fm -5 2c
F0

The binding energies of various nuclei were then discussed
and a general formula was developed on the basis that these
binding energies directly indicated the expansion and collapse
of the universe.
The formula fit the observed data and also (1) was oriented
around sulfur, (2) contained the mind frequency, (3) yielded the
observed rotation rate of the Milky Way, (4) tied together the
binding energy of the neutron with the mass of the proton and
electron, (5) clarified the role of Planks constant in the
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O'hypothesis.
The form of the general equation was:
W/ln Ws

E = e

W

I 1

(ln W/ln
a
r---• C )2
(J2
with Q = 1 C e
r

L

-

WS

2

i

The relationships involving Plank's constant were:
Kf = E
E (proton) = 938.259 mev
E (electron)= .511159 mev
The minor error in the electron self energy was assumed to
be caused by the inner core of the galaxy lying outside of the
50,000 1.y. radius. Three methods gave results of the approx.
correct magnitude, as below:
x = 797.2P%) - 12.7 1.y.
x =

Fc
Fc + 1 JRV 16Re = 15.0964 1.y.

x = 50,000

1) - 15.0961 1.y.

31/32
(F0 1

Eleven curious numerical relationships were then presented
for possible future development.
Comment

It is to be admitted that the identification of the electron
as the earth produces many difficulties in perception, not the
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least of which is how one earth can manage to supply all the
atoms in the universe?
It would be nice to expand the role of electron to other
planets to solve this difficulty, but two facts oppose such a
course. First, the equations developed to date restrict us to a
planet of earth size. Second, the imaginary connectors between
the electron-galaxy and the proton-galaxy originate in man's mind
and restrict one thereby to a planet inhabited by man.
This is not to say that other planets are not electrons in
other systems, only that as far as we are concerned they can not
be. It would be possible to escape these restrictions in theory
if one is free to extend both into the expanded future and
contracted past without limit and to consider "possibilities" of
habitation--the question is, may such extensions be made without
leaving the sulfur oriented universe and our observational
structure?
The author has not developed a detailed "solution" to this
problem. It may interest the reader, however, to discover that
a brief period of say 52 years is sufficient to generate all the
different electrons required for matter if the earth each day
is considered a different earth (or electron) which of course
the author already maintains to be a truism. Such an arrangement
takes in exciting possibilities:
(1) It would allow for the day/night division and its
effect on the mind envelope to be tied in structurally
with matter/anti-matter or the neutron/proton
transition.
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(2)It could make times and places on the earth's surface
uniquely significant.
(3)The calendar and various elements might be correlated.
The author hopes that this paper and all those previous have
assisted in bringing many apparently incompatible concepts closer
into harmony within the mind of the reader. When the author
gains considerable more education, he may again enter the arena
if no one else has seen fit to proceed along the path laid out.
The universe itself may eventually judge the O'hypothesis.
At some remote point in the future large scale colonization
of
other planets could lead to change in the size of the observe
r's
mind envelope. This disharmony would then have to produce radical
changes in the observed nature of the universe.
January 1976
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ODDS AND ENDS
By Edgar A. Ostrander
Copyright©Edgar

A.

Ostrander 1976

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is suggested by the title. The
author could not bring himself to leave out from the present
collection of papers data which he feels is extremely interesting
and suggestive of greater horizons. This data deals with topics
not yet fully developed. The topics are (1) prediction of flying
saucer sightings, (2) childhood memories, (3) a letter on cancer
treatment,

(4)

binding energy curve refinement, (5) curious

relationships, (6) gamma pulses from deep space
1. Prediction of Flying Saucer Sightings
A major aspect of proving the existence of flying saucers
is the discovery of laws of recurrence. It is certain that many
have made exhaustive attempts to discover such laws and the author
has not as yet been any more successful.
At present the emphasis appears to be on an either/or

1

approach. That is, either the happenings are a random interplay
of the observer's mind and real but undeciphered physical
phenomena

the happenings are purely under alien intelligent

control.
If one pictures space/time as a sea, it is not hard to imagine
a third approach. The author suggests that flying saucer phenomena
exists in groups and that various occurrences are manifestations
of the same entities within a group; more precisely that single
1
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any natural
intelligently controlled space/time warps (and also
to the reflection
warps that may occur) are repeatedly detected due
rd and forward
of the event in a non-linear periodic manner backwa
through space/time.
qualify
The first step would be to accumulate all events which
these conas the appearance of the same object. Starting with
ility of fraud
crete cases, and always bearing in mind the possib
and location
in a particular case, relationships between the time
of the various events could be sought.
s a
An incomplete list of such sightings follow. Perhap
find a solureader might be able to expand on the list and also
but none have
tion. The author has devised many complex formulas,
turned out to be adequate.
Partial List of "Identical" Objects
Case I

30 Sept. 1968
21-23 Dec. 1965
25 March 1959

Buckarest, Romania
Hueca, Spain
Warsaw, Poland

Case II

30 June 1908
18 April 1962

Tungusta, Russia
Arizona

Case III

3 Dec. 1965
18 Aug. 1968

Santa Ana, Calif.
Cluj, Rumania

989 days

Case IV

7 Jan. 1974
6 June 1974

Road from Comines, Belgium
to Warneton
Same spot, same time

150 days

Case V

5 July 1965
22 Nov. 1966

Anchorage, Alaska
McMinnville, Oregon

504 days

Case VI

Two green children in England
Two green children in Spain
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1,014 days
2,467 days
19,649 days

It is to be noted that some believe all UFO reports are
explainable as mistaken natural phenomena, hoaxes, etc. If such
is the case, any success in relating the space/time intervals by
formula would be illusionary. A well written book in support of
such a critical view is "UFO's Explained" by Philip J. Klass,
Vintage, 1976.
2. Childhood Memories
After developing the O'Hypothesis, the author was asked if
there was anything that motivated him from childhood. This is a
difficult question; since constant living in imaginary worlds
combined with a belief in the reality of those imaginary worlds
is capable of building up false memories related to the "real"
world. Nevertheless, there are two especially vivid memories
which the author would like to share with the reader and which he
has seen no reason to doubt.
The first memory is of sitting on the living room rug at
about the age of five and trying to perceive the number on a
piece of paper planted behind a chair without actually looking
behind the chair. The memory of how I was trying to go about it
is still fresh and is illustrated in sketch number 1, at rear of
paper. Examine.
The second memory is of attending a math class at about the
age of 13. The event is particularly of note because it remained
in my subconscious until well after I had produced the derivation
of the nuclear radius; a derivation which hinged upon the very
concept contained in the event.
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I recall the teacher telling us "If you ever prove that Xe
over Xp is rational you will be fambus. Someone assumed that
once and managed to explain everything, only no one knows if he
is really right or not." As the class let out I then consciously
generated an intense emotional feeling in my mind and said to
myself words to the effect "I don't know how or when I'm going to
do it. but I am going to do it."
Needless to say I have not yet done it, but the realization
over 20 years after the fact that I had made essentially the same
assumption was amazing to me; especially in view of my limited
exposure to higher education and the lack of mental efforts
concerning such matters in the intervening period. An attempt
was made to locate the teacher so as to find the name of the
mathematician (possibly Kakinuma). He had died in the interval,
however.
3.

A Letter on Cancer Treatment
Reproduced below is a letter which is self explanatory. The

communication was not taken seriously to my knowledge, although
the approach seems very logical to me. I suppose I should have
known better.
Dec. 7, 1974
Dear Dr.
I asked my sister if she knew someone in the cancer field
who I might communicate with concerning my work. Her good friend
gave her your name.
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I am writing you because I believe that after twelve years
of independent research (backed up by my recenttranslation of an
ancient Mayan text) I have formulated an approach to cancer
treatment which just might work. Its tryout would be almost as
simple as following Lister's suggestion to wash ones hands before
delivering babies.
The theoretical basis is straightforward.
Physicists have suggested the presence in the universe of
anti-matter equal in amount to matter. They have also found that
elementary particles seem to be blinking in and out of existence.
Now anti-matter normally destroys itself and the matter it contacts. It could exist however intermixed with matter in
space-time if separated in space by existing when the matter
doesn't and vice versa. That is, I propose that matter and antimatter coexist in a normally stable state of eliquilibrium.
My equations indicate that the rate of biological process
(cell division) may be tuned into the rate of matter oscillation
(continuous creation). Hence it is possible than an unbalance
in the equilibrium between anti-matter and matter in a given
region might be characterized by abnormally fast or slow cell
division.
Certainly this unbalance might have many root causes, and I
am not suggesting that I know what creates it. (The Mayan texts
do indicate that the emotions or imagination can mold anti-matter.)
Consider the following factss
1. Faith healers sometimes have success. They confess to the
following "method."

A mental image of the diseased organ is formed
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and then sent into the afflicted part of the body with the hands.
2. Researchers have found that treatment of a photograph of a
field with pesticides sometimes has an effect directly on the
field itself. (The Secret Life of Plants - Peter Tompkins and
C. Bird)
3. Dying patients sometimes display E.S.P. Also some patients
develop an "irrational" belief that holding pictures of their
disease will help them.
4. A high energy electron accelerator designed to bombard cancer
growth is accidently found to work better by being pointed away
from the target. This is so well substantiated that the practice
is now routine.
The suggestion is this. Place an X-Ray photo of the disease
or a smallslide containing cancerous matter on the lens of the
device and observe the patient for improvement. See sketch.
-SLIDE

MO/
ENCRcy

INer.51,41E AN° NoRM9lty
vIrDR"rEc17984E ez-gin Of
pos/TRoNs Ex,f ,rpvc
off1:9 TO 5 of rnArAeR)

EtterRays

If my theory is correct, the following occurs. Diffraction
of the negatively charged electrons forms a detailed image of
the cancer cells travelling to the left. Positive charged
positrons (anti-matter) carrying the same image are sent to the
right into the cancer, since the action of the accelerating
fields is reversed. This restores the balance between anti-matter
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and matter or in another sense causes the cancer to destroy itself with its own "image."
Would you be so kind as to try this approach? Whether the
efficiency of the "non-treatment" by the machine already employed
will be increased by using an improved "imaginary" beam in the
shape of the cancer cells is unknown but it would seem to me that
when all the facts are considered the investigation of such an
approach is reasonable and proper.
Yours truly,

Edgar A. Ostrander
4. Binding Energy Curve Refinement
Recall that the author proposed a substitute for the
Weinsacker semi-empirical mass formula. This proposed formula,
however, did not pass precisely through the points representing
the average binding energy per nucleon.
If these plotted points do indeed represent the evolving
galaxies as the universe expands and collapses, the equation
proposed should logically be modified to account for the eleven
cycles of evolution noted in previous papers. In addition, the
modification should reflect a structural difference to the right
of sulfur as opposed to the left. This is because we exist in
the present at the sulfur point, and all experience indicates a
structural difference between the past and future.
After much work, a promising second term was developed.
It will be presented without a discussion of its derivation or
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unique properties--the purpose is to state it for the record.
Symbolic
eA(1-B) - (alf)a

E

_ 1 )2 a

Specific
ri

E - e

L

- w L iay

first term

second term
(new)

(as before)
ws

Y

1(1-1)e
A (y
2y

K-(i)n-44/

32.0684

w - atomic wgt.

4/4
A/ defined by e 4( -

a - 137.0360
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Y iIn w
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n e 1 to 11 plus 0.0

-72 CI(
()
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c

-

1

- 8.613169

a
1

2 s)
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w.
2087

(
a

=2

for w>w
— s
)2

for w <ws

One notes that the second term is quantized, producing twelve
values including zero. The second term is + to the left of sulfur
(a

i), minus between sulfur and atomic wgt. 208, and imaginary

above 208.
This formula has been evaluated over a large range of values
and charts have been made showing the results. Even though the
fit is vastly improved, the curve still deviates from the
computed binding energy values of each stable element and isotope
by irregular amounts on the order of 0.02 mev. Can the author's
curve still be correct?
Models of the nucleus involve integral numbers of neutrons
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and protons arranged in discrete ways and would be expected to
produce values of binding energies per nucleon that could not
be fit by a smooth curve without local maximum and minimum
points. Yet the author maintains that it is equally valid to
picture the binding energy per nucleon points as resonant states
arising out of a background of just such smooth curves. Could
there possibly be anything to absorb the vertical differences
between the points and the lines which has not yet been accounted
for?
Keeping in mind that galaxies are isolated by time rather
than space, it seems to the author that the rotational orientation of a galaxy relative to the universe is a sufficiently fluid
factor to automatically absorb any difference; on the atomic
level this orientation could display itself in terms of the
magnetic moment. More work is needed.

5. Curious Relationships
By using straight forward assumptions concerning the special
boxed note in the previous paper "The Application of Resonant
Realities . . ." the author was able to deduce in a direct
manner precise (six digit) values concerning the size and mass of
the galaxy and universe. It was then noted with interest that;
M
u (light years) - R
Mu - mass of universe
u
mw
Mmw mass of Milky Way
R

u = radius of universe
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12516j16757. a

a fine structure constant
A = compton wavelength of electron
e

E —1 = 2F N
m u
[10Xe_

XE= distance light travels in

365.335 days
F m= frequency of the mind
N u- no. of nucleons in universe
[ NE 12
FO

+a

NE - no. of nucleons in earth
F0 = frequency of creation of neutral

= Nu

matter
Keeping in mind that the earth is considered by the author to
be an electron in the Bohr orbit it is also interesting that:
p2.241.412
36 6 06

137.0358 = a

and
365.2 46 + [co t

23.4417°

11

-

367.606

NIT

The numerologist within me marches on! In the same spirit,
it must be added that with F0
F0
In F0

4303.2809...

666 + 2
1.3

6. Gamma Pulses from Deep Space
Assume for the moment that the author is correct in identifying
our galaxy as the nucleus of a sulfur atom. One may evade the
problem of lack of rapid motion of the other "electron" galaxies
by introduction of the 3 dimensional time field and the concept
of repetitive observation at the same point of galactic evolution.
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A problem which still remains, however, is that each sulfur
nucleus is each and every other sulfur nucleus. More precisely,
where are all the other electrons of the sulfur atoms scattered
throughout space? This is similar to asking where are all the
other space points which make up the time field?
It follows that while we may identify ourselves as living
within a sulfur atom within our own brain in terms of external
observations, we must in truth reside in the nucleus of all
sulfur atoms in terms of internal observations. Therefore the
galactic barrier must be multi-dimensional.
This means that all collisions that occur to any sulfur
nucleus in the universe also occur to the galactic barrier of
the Milky Way. An important test of the O'Hypothesis therefore
resides in finding energy sources located at the distance of the
galactic barrier caused by invisible objects.
When an electron collides with the nucleus it must impart
energy in the neighborhood of Me V2 or for a relativistic electron
around 500 Kev. Since we are dealing with two black hole type
objects, it seems possible that the apparent source of the
energy (deflection of the barrier) might be incredibly small
relative to the surface area of the sphere.
It would further be predictable that these energy pulses
from the inside surface of a black hole type object (the Milky
Way) would bear resemblance to energy pulses from the outside
surface of smaller black hole type objects within the Milky Way
itself, providing both involve object collisions.
Phenomena having all of these characteristics have been
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recently observed by earth satellites. (Refer "Cosmic Gamma Ray
Bursts," Scientific American, Oct. 1976 issue by Ian B. Strong
and Ray W. Klebesadel.)
On carefully examining a graph of the observational data
which appeared in the above mentioned article, the author
noticed certain odd characteristics. It was then found that a
geometrical structure precisely related to the O'Hypothesis
"explained" these observations. The word explained must at
present remain in quotation marks because the author does not
yet fully understand the dynamics of the geometrical structure,
and extreme coincidence can not be ruled out.
Examine chart no. 2 at rear.
This is a log of frequency versus a log of energy chart.
The unit of frequency is creations per second, the unit of
energy is 1 kev, and the log is base ten. It will also be
assumed that charge is directly proportional to the log of the
frequency. The upper solid line marked "data from inside" is
essentially coincident with observations made by Apollo 16 of
the said cosmic gamma ray bursts. The lower solid line marked
"data from outside" is essentially coincident with observations
made from earth of bursts from Cygnus X-1, a star system
supposedly containing a black hole. [The region of actual
observations is shown by the large circle.]
Since according to the author both sets of data originate
from the inside/outside surface of a black hole, this intersection is termed the origin and is assigned a frequency of
exactly 109 creations per second.
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0
10 creations per second is the creation rate of the universe
(1 cps) and serves as the vertical reference. Anything that
creates at a rate less than this is assumed to take on a positive
charge, and anything that creates at a rate greater than this;
a negative charge.
The upper limit of the chart is at a frequency of exactly
four times the age of the universe expressed in years. This is
in agreement with previous indications that one second transforms
into one year. The age of the universe is that given by the
previously developed formulas

242Ce
Tu

10 years
1.76597 10

c F;5

and 1og104Tu (in years) N. 10.84904
The horizontal zero reference line at 1 kev is assumed to be
exactly midway between the origin at -k and a "line of finality"
at +k. The energy exponent k is assigned the forms
k

3 - 1og10e JT75

-

2.5048281

Starting at the origin, the lower line aims for the intersection of the line of finality and the zero vertical reference.
It does not reach this point, however, but deflects downward on
reaching a point (x) 1og102 units away from the line of finality
as shown.
The upper solid line behaves in a similar manner. Starting
at the origin, it aims for (and reaches) a point (y) on the line
of finality and then also deflects downward. Vertically point
(y) is defined as being exactly four times the distance point (x)
is above the 1 cps reference line.
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Important energy values are,
281 - 3.12732 ev
10-2.5048
energy at source 10+2.5048281 - 319.763 kev
energy at point (y) energy at point (x)

- 159.881 kev

y/2

Before continuing with the geometry. the author will explain
the origin of the constants involved. Starting with the graphed
data in the Scientific American article, a careful scaling was
performed.
The one half energy ratio and the four times log ratio
between point (x) and point (y) was assumed exact on the basis
that this was indicated within the accuracy of the graph. The
ratio may not in fact be exact. but one sees here a reflection
of the continuous mass doubling process and a one body into four
body transition.
Point y was then referenced to 103 kev =. 1 mev because this
is a natural unit in the O'Hypothesis. The form e' was then
chosen since it was the simplest form related to the O'Hypothesis
whose 1og10 produced the scaled value 0.495 + .005 units.
The location of the origin and the apparent origin were
established in like manner after graphically extending the
observed data to their two intersect points. The central
location of 1 kev between the origin and the line of finality
and the vertical value of 9 at the origin (recall binding energy
curve) were assumed immediately; but some trial and error within
a small circle of uncertainty was performed with point z before
the 4 Tu was recognized.
An important difference between the author's construction
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and the actual data is that the vertical was given in terms of
the log of photons per second per square meter per kev. That
this is equivalently expressable as log of creations per second
or that the chosen coordinate lines for the graph have unique
significance is clearly heresy to accepted thought. Yet as
will be seen the analogies are sufficiently precise to suggest
just that!
When the original data was extended the author noticed that
the distance termed "electron line" scaled as being equal to the
distance termed "proton line." On this basis (in conjunction
with O'Hypothesis concepts) the following dynamic geometry was
developed.
How much should the data deflect downward at point (x) and
point (y)? Let the apparent origin (z) determine this by moving
horizontally along the 1og104 Tu line until the electron line
length precisely equals the proton line length and then stop.
The solution of this problem is laborious and will not be
given here. It is found that when point z comes to rests
z = -0.5605477 = log10E in kev
and energy (E) at z

= 275.08 ev

electron - proton line length = 3.747700 = 10g10F in cps
and frequency (F) of both lines = 1.29987 (4303.28) cps
1.3 FO
Further, the ratio of the frequency at the upper intersect of
the electron line to the frequency at the lower intersect of the
proton line iss
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+3.747700
10
31289599
3.747700 10-

number of seconds in (365.15 - 3) days

Of course if this construction has significance, one must
relate the energy at the origin with a unique phenomena concerning
a black hole surface; more specifically a black hole surface
containing the sulfur nucleus (i.e., Milky Way).
Let us examine the possibility that the 3.127317 ev is
produced by an atomic transition within a sulfur atom containing
15 electrons. [Whether such an atom can be found in the brain,
the author does not know.]
he
(wavelength) X
3.127317 ev

3964.593 angstroms.

Refer to chart no. 3 at rear. The lines at the bottom are
the presently observed lines within the range in question emitted
by singly ionized sulfur.
While this chart proves nothing at the moment, the author
finds it curious that a simple relationship involving the
velocity of entrance of the U.G.F. into the earth black hole and
the velocity of entrance of the U.G.F. into the cosmic black holes
is found to produce a correction of the right order of magnitude.
1.1182 104 m/s (25,000 mph)
8
c a 2.99792 10 m/s

Let v

3964.593 A0(1 - tIL)

3964.30 A0

The criteria of equal charge for the electron and proton
has been met by their equal line lengths and the initial
assumption that 104 F. (Indeed the very existence of the
electron and proton was brought about by the act of creation
and the resulting intersects.) But what of mass?
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A ratio of energy is a ratio of mass by E mc2, and one
would hope that the energy at the proton line over the
energy
at the electron line equals 1836.12. [The calculations
will be
omitted, but the reader may readily check.]
It is found that -2 = 1766.43
Ee
At first glance this is discouraging, and the author
was
puzzled. However, the observer is not taking his observ
ations
from an unbiased location. He rests on an electron and
is
observing from inside a proton-neutron. The following
encouraging
relationship is a fitting end to this topic and paper.

e
M [1
. +

1
(mn
10.00

- 1766.37

mp)]
Me
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ADDENDUM,

Dec 1976

One notes from page 109 of the paper "A View From Within"
3
., N -M
( e ) L
the expressions
G1
MN
EP
with QEp = net proton-electron charge of neutral matter.
In view of the above, it is tempting to take the cube root
of any unique mass ratio and see if a meaningful charge ratio
appears. Thuss (1766.43)* = e/12.0883
This charge ratio may be interpreted as arising from a
proton-electron combination having a separation distance given
by the author's previously developed formula ofs
ec
= 2.3743 1015 meters
4112' IC
S
12.0883(Mp +Me)
Q.M
Since the author believes that the earth is in fact an
electron, and since a Light Year is the distance light travels
in one revolution of this "electron" about the sun, it is
curious that four times the above distance is found to equal
1.004 Light Years.
One also finds of interest Wheeler's opinion that his
own work would be applicable to the world of elementary particles only if the natural unit of charge was about 12e.
(Refer page 78, Geometrodynamics)
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ADDEDUM:

Dec 1976
Recall that the circumference of the earth was multiplied

by the square root of two in previous equations without sufED _
Ce
ficient justification. Examples
F ±n
o
Consider a Black Hole the size of the earth; having in some
manner the acceleration due to gravity at its surface equal to
that of the earth; and with the mind existing in orbit around
it. If this accurately describes the psychic black hole
involving our minds, the

factor may be deducible from the

following equation given by Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler.*
2rgt0 - r 2go,
= 27 -gtt
This equation gives the time taken for an observer in
orbit around a black hole to move 3600 through a flat
space/time reference.
Ar = time of rotation, r = rotation in radians per second,
gtt ' gt0 ' g00 = measures of the gravitational field.
The author notes that the desired expansion of the circumference results most directly when
gtt = g00 = 0 and rgtio = -1
for then the equation simplifies to pr =
It remains for someone to inform the author if his assignment of the g values are consistent with the model. If so, it
is then found that gto has a curious form.
transposing;

-1
-1
gt0 = r = 77- 7T

but:

v = velocity of orbit or JR-17
_ -R _
then by substitution:
gtO
g

-V e 2 Ae

-1
De

* page 895, Gravitation, W. H. Freeman and Co., 1973
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Dec 1976

ADDENDUM:

A recent improved image of the galaxy M87 appears to the
author as a proof of the concept that the galaxies are embedded
in three dimensional time and that they are the elementary
particles.
Conceive of a high speed nucleon. When this nucleon is
observed as a far off galaxy one may expect a series of images
since each point along the "track" of the particle represents a
different point in time rather than a different point in space.
These images, however, must satisfy other conditions as
well. The internal structure resides in three dimensional space
and therefore "wishes" to be seen only once. Further, the
resonant states of the nucleon should cause a discrete display
of neutron-proton-neutron-electron. Finally, if the basic
nature in our reality was a charged particle the track could
display curvature as it passed through surrounding magnetic
fields. A11 of these factors together suggest a curved series
of spherical images fading out of our reality with a cyclic
pattern of four discernible states. The below said improved
image of me7 is therefore encouraging.*

* Refer article in Time,
Dec. 6, 1976.
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ADDENDUM*

Dec 1976

It was indicated previously that single ionized sulfur
(15 electrons) may be the structural pattern for the Milky
Way. Our unique location as the observer of the present within
this galaxy then would suggest that single ionized sulfur
(S II) possesses a unique structural harmony with the entire
spectrum of elements in a manner similar to hydrogen.
Examine the following chart. It indicates the energy
levels within S II in terms of the wavenumber.* The author
believes that the earth presently resides at the 125485.32
cm-1level.
Recall from previous work that:
48_5 = 8.35347 1025 meters = ''/

(4.00308 107)
4303.20-5

ED+5 = 3.83664 10-11 meters =

- l radius of
universe

(4.00308 107) = 1 radius
of
4303.20+5

sulfur atom

Next, note that as the number of levels become infinite
the wavenumber of S II approaches 188824.5 cm-1
or equivalently
-8
5.295923 10
meters.
The division of this extreme limit of S II by the extreme
limit of the warp grid formula given above then yields a
result indicative of the unique structural harmony sought:

L o _ 5.295923 10-8
„ - 10 (137.035 + 1) = 10(a + 1)

6111.5

3.83664 10-''

*The wavenumber may be thought of as the frequency of
revolution divided by the speed of light. Radiation only
occurs, however, in response to a change in this frequency.
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limit to
Now examine the ratio of the energy level at the
the energy level of the earth. (proposed)

Lo
LE

188824.5

125485.32 -

1.504754

derived
This same ratio readily arises from previously
h. If the
internal dimensions of our galaxy. Examine sketc
complex portion is half real
and half imaginary, one has the
ratios
50000

797.2
T
,
97.2 = 1.5049

33359

'2

nment
Although unit consistency requires arbitrary assig
is also
at present, the following numerical relationship
thought significant.
a LE
= (F0/4 - 1)
1600000

LE = 12548532 m-1
a = 137.0359
Fc = 4303.000 cps

such
A more thorough investigation would lead one into
Andromeda with
endeavors as comparing the internal dynamics of
system.
SIT nuclear structure and quantizing the solar
of a new
To proceed, however, appears to dictate acceptance
if a
kind of force in our environment. More precisely,
interplanet has a unique orbit, the universe must exert
in a
ference in any human attempt to place a satellite
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particular orbit not in agreement with the quantized levels.
The author does not envision the force as being expressable
in terms of acceleration, but as a temporary instability caused
by fluctuations in the laws of probability both in the mental
and material realm.

Having placed the O'hypothesis on solid ground, the
author wishes to stress that it is not meant to be put forward
at the expense of the works of others. Too often truth is
pictured as an arena where one theory must emerge triumphant
rather than as the testimony of the proverbial blind men
feeling the elephant.
It is also to be said that the mathematical structure of
the O'hypothesis is still weak in that it does not yet
naturally flow into the accepted edifice. The author hopes,
however, that the person reading these words now knows in
his heart that it is a correct view and but waits for further
verification at the hand of man or the gods.
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Copyright © Edgar A. Ostrander 1976
The Mayan Manuscripts as an expression of
the O'Hypothesis
By Edgar A. Ostrander Nov. 1976
(Revised from the original Nov. 1974)
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that the
ideogramic portions of the Mayan manuscripts may be easily
read
as a detailed expression of the O'Hypothesis.1 A secondary
purpos

e

is to offer a possible explanation of this phenomena. While
a
certain amount of "reading into the matter" may have occurr
ed,
the reader should be prepared for an intellectual and emotio
nal
shock!
The Mayan civilization reached its zenith between 300 AD
to
900 AD in the region of southern Mexico and Guatemala.
Except
for three fragments which are the subject of this paper,
the
written records of the Mayan people were destroyed by the
invading
Spaniards of the sixteenth and seventeenth century. Excell
ent
reproductions of the three fragments may be found in large
libraries under the following titles Codex Dresdenis Maya,
Codex Tro-Cortesianus, and Codex Peresianus. Inferior reprod
uctions of about ten percent of this material are included
at the
rear of this paper for continuous referral. It is strong
ly
recommended that the reader visit a library and view the
reproductions (in color) for himself. This is especially import
ant for
any who may wish to assure themselves that the rest of the
drawings
have been omitted because they were not yet sufficiently

1
9-451

2

translatable and not because they would destroy a false picture
of continuity.
It is emphasized that only a portion of the Mayan manuscripts
(dealing with astronomy) have been deciphered; two plates of
which have been included in the collection (plates F40 and F48).
The meaning of the rest is a mystery and this paper is the first
detailed solution to that mystery.
I dedicate my work to all the canines I have known, and to
Vl one Robert Charroux of France. It was on November 17, 1974 that
the author had occasion to open Charroux's book "Masters of the
World" and gaze on portions of the Mayan manuscripts. While
Charroux had the insight to perceive that these ancient drawings
were somehow related to space travel, he was hindered by his lack
of knowledge of the O'Hypothesis. The author, however, saw at
once the translation in detail of many of the strange looking
ideograms. Subsequent research into the literature has not dimmed
that discovery.
The reader is advised to pay particular attention to the
footnotes as they occur. These are quite extensive and are grouped
together at the rear of the paper. The footnotes contain less
certain portions of the translation, discussion, and authoritative
background material.
A literary device will be employed in order to both bring
out the translation in a sequential manner and to offer the said
possible explanation for the involvement of the O'Hypothesis.
This literary device will be an author invented mythology which
may be viewed either as a hodgepodge of other myths or an
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underlying truth.
Mythology

)1 (./ Au c_ iv
ra76,_)vTA--g-w-e- n
My name is Quetzalcoatl. This is my second visit to you.
The purpose of my visit is to explain the meaning of the manuscr
ipts
at hand. I do not approve of human sacrifice or religious workshi
p

of other beings, yet the practices of the Mayans did manage to
keep my message fairly intact; and what was this message?
The imagination creates Gods out of anti-matter; therefore
the existence of these Gods depends on you. Yet since imaginary
objects have a reality of their own, the situation is complex.
In our world, objects are real and symbols are imaginary. This
state of affairs is reversed in the anti-matter world of the Gods
so that the symbol is real, and what we term "real" objects are
imaginary. Consequently since the Gods depend on us for their
existence, this reality in our world becomes a symbolic reality
in theirs: more precisely, as far as the Gods are concerned we
are their food!
Now these beings are both good and evil as we are. If we
claim it is wrong for them to feed on us we become hypocrites.
Firstly so, because we continually wish them into existence.
Secondly so, because we in turn devour the plant and animal life
about us and consider it right.
As long as the Gods stay in their habitation, man is not
aware of this process. This is because the Gods exist (when
hungry) on a plane of reality where thousands of our years are
but a second to them. In this way they are able to feed on the
odors emitted by the burning of the flesh during gravitational
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collapse.
Now if you yourself were a God (which in another sense you
are) it would hardly seem wrong to exist because of the fact that
in the matter around you nuclear processes were continually
occurring which gave you life. Yet these processes actually
involve the vaporization of huge populations of people, plants,
and animals: albeit in an almost infinitely short time.
It was long before my previous trip to you that the Gods
of the anti-matter world came to visit. This emeshed them into
your world, so that they were cut off from their normal food
supply. Anti-beings, however, have difficulty manipulating the
real world so they decided to create out of the animals the
human race. The purpose of these new beings was to serve as
2
food providers for the Gods through daily sacrifices.
Now these first people (the first people made as direct
servants) did not possess the power of reproduction. The
ability to reproduce among animals also sets in motion natural
processes that cause death, and the Gods wanted their semi-robots
to last forever.3 One of the Gods, however, wanted man to
become aware of himself knowing good and evil. This God knew
that in the self awareness process the brain becomes enriched
with nucleons of the same expansive state and thus the race
produced would provide exceedingly tasty food when consumed.
The snake (of awareness) therefore caused the eating of a
fruit which chemically interferred with the experiment, and made
man become aware of his own being. There was now great danger
that these semi-gods would yet eat of another fruit which could
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block the degeneration process and put them on an equal footin
with the Gods themselves. This could not be allowed to happen
at that point in time, for once man is immortal he will recogni

ze

the Gods for what the are--fi ents of the ima ination--and
no
longer feed them with their bodies and their blood.4
Now the evil God has from time to time convinced man to
sacrifice of himself. (There is a certain element of logic
in
his approach in that he maintains that it is more noble to
sacrifice ones own to the Gods rather than other species.)
The good God on the other hand was content with the vapors

of

animals and plants just as man is content with the flesh
of them.
It is to be understood that the previous is not to be taken
purely in an allegorical sense; for what is allegorical to
us is
real to the Gods and vice versa. Further, part of our real
world contains a small imaginary core and part of their world
contains a real core; so that interaction of the two complex
variables is a reality in both worlds!
The good God knew that eventually all flesh must serve on
the dinner table so to speak at the end of the galactic cycle.
(This cycle ends at different times although for a given
soul
this does not appear to be the case.) He therefore decided
out
of love for his creations to buy certain of the persons out
of
the cycle--the price being his own flesh and blood as food
for
the other Gods, and in the deepest sense for himself.
To be sure you understand the statement "there can be no
forgiveness of sins without the shedding of blood" conside
r
carefully that only a living God can forgive. Put purely
in
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the failure
terms of the matter mind, there can be no ignoring of
tution
of the experiment in the Garden of Eden without a substi
made by the chief God himself.5
Now when the non-saved persons are vaporized their souls
exists.
are destroyed or lost; that is, self awareness no longer
of a
The saved persons, however, have been bought by the blood
to a
savior out of the hands of the Gods and are transferred
ucted
matter world in the future. This matter world is constr
real forces
by the eons of faith through the use of the partially
of the imagination.
But the evil Gods know that they too will die when the
they are
persons sustaining them die. Given the nature of evil
and
infuriated that some persons will escape the final feast
tremble for their own demise.

are

beyond
I do not want you to be deceived. Most spirits from
th t
capable of granting powers and of explaining knowledge

lves
they have been allowed to explain (although they themse
deceive
have no understandin:). But the test of whether they
--=..
they
you for their stomach's sake or speak the truth is how
for th e
respond to the_guestion "Di__ the savior shed his blood
they
remission of our sins?" If they deny this (even though
know it to be true), leave them at onces

for they are evil.

the ev it
Do you not perceive that you are in communication with
within your own minds when this occurs?
is
Do not believe that the place these spirits describe
sant-heavens It is hell. For all parts of hell are not unplea
world of
until the evil forces decide that they should be. The
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anti-matter which is the world of dreams and hallucinations is
basically not reals it is basically imaginary. The evil
spirits, however, would have you believe it is heaven based on
the real portions of it. I tell you that as the end approaches
the anti-matter evil Gods (and there are anti-matter good Gods
also) have no place to hide and are forced to become visible
even on the earths
If someone comes to you and says believe in this and you
will be saved, many will resist because they intellectualize
and see that the person speaking always happens to also belong
to the saved group. I tell you that Jesus6 is not my savior,
yet he is the savior and his blood was shed for you. I bring
not my own belief as testimony but the knowledge from the future.
But if it

has become time to appeal on the basis of understanding

rather then faith, must not the end draw near?
++++++++

When I first arrived among the Indians of Central America
they treated me as a God, even though I am only a space-time
traveler from a future civilization on Venus. This attitude of
theirs allowed me an opportunity to set up a system of thought
such that a record of my visit would remain in your history.
Making use of the existing local Gods, I drew up a manuscript which contained advanced scientific knowledge in the form
of a code within a code. The reason for proceeding in this
manner may be understood if one thinks on the nature of the
matter world. If I had merely given the information to the
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natives it would have either been lost or my visit would have
become part of someone else's history; not my own. If, on the
other hand, I had only expressed it as a code some ingenious
person probably would have cracked it long before the discovery
of such knowledge would normally have occurred.
As it was, the chosen few who I called priests were only
too glad to know the first code and never dreamt that the second
even existed. My only regret is that evil forces were later able
to capitalize on my drawings by convincing the natives to
emulate them and so engage in human sacrifice.
The first code tells the same story as that found in the
Bible (creation, fall, and redemption of man) plus gives detailed
astronomical tables of great accuracy. The many observatories
built by the natives were not for deriving such tables, but for
7
the purpose of allowing them to be put to use.
The second code may be cracked by making use of the
arbitrary starting date of the first code's chronology or
August 12th, 3113 BC. Because of the prior existence of
Atlantis, the countries of the world have inherited a common
zodiac of the heavens such that various groups of stars are,
imagined to form "pictures."
If one examines the heavens as of that 61111111 date stated
against a backdrop of the Glphs arranged in a certain manner,
the universal non-verbal meaning of the Glphs will be discloses
The text of the manuscripts will then describe the hidden
second meaning of the ideograms which is a theory of physics
called the O'Hypothesis. This is the same theory which I have
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put forth in the present age.8
I would have preferred not to have had to come back the
second time. But such was necessitated when it was realized
that despite the rapid advances in physics, no one with the proper
anti-matter/matter brain balance was going to arise who could
crack the second code at the appropriate time.
Some may say, 'are you not now interferring in your own
self-history?' No! The Earth civilization will be completely
destroyed by a transition within the sulfur atom long before
the Venus civilization reaches the point from which I came, and
the records of such will not be understood until the time from
which I came. For despite all our attempts to interfere, the
universal laws of physics are obeyed one way or another: if
not in the real world, then in the imaginary.
+ + + + + + + +
You will find in the second code a description of the space
time machine that I arrived in during my first visit. It is
disguised as a throne. These types of machines were later used
by evil forces and even man, and created such havoc that the
council forbade the use of one for my second visit. Consequently
I had to employ a means that was rather drastic but of which I
am not at present free to discuss.
Cracking of the second code will leave no doubt as to its
validity; for the O'Hypothesis will be shown to be explained in
detail. Further, knowledge which the Mayans simply could not
have possessed will be displayed therein.
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Translation
Refer to plate 84-lower right. This is the space/time
machine which Quetzalcoatl is shown adjusting with some special
tools.9

The manner in which this machine operates is as follows:

A special liquid is prepared which contains all nucleons of
a given size corresponding to that galaxy (i.e., universe at
an instant) to which one wishes to travel. This liquid is
then poured into the container at the top. Before sitting in
the device the motor is wound up by the ratchet as shown in
Quetzalcoatl's left hand, and any old liquid left over from a
previous trip is removed from the hanging reeds by the syringe
as shown in his right hand.
Quetzalcoatl then sits in the machine and turns on the
motor by using the controls at the base. The motor then causes
the feeder (shown with three wavy lines) to force the liquid
down through the hanging reeds. This produces a shower of
nucleons around the occupant in simulation of a giant brain:
that is, one is now able with his imagination alone to transfer
not only the mind but the entire body through time and space to
10
the galaxy selected.
Care must be taken to insure that the imagination is focused
on the correct galaxy and this is symbolized by indicating in
other drawings the space/time traveler holding in his lap the
correct galaxy enlarged. Briefly examine 86-lower right,
88-lower right, F64-lower left, and 108-middle right.
To understand what is occurring in a general sense refer
to the lower portion of plates 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18. Through
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the middle of the pictures is drawn a giant horizontal snake
four spaces wide. The small circular glphs which cover the
giant snake represent identically days, nucleons, and the
universe at various instances (or galaxies).11 Four smaller
snakes are helically wound around the single large snake. Two
of the smaller snakes are traveling forward in time to the right.
Note carefully plate 14. The normal motion through space
time of the snake would be helically one day after another.
Space/time travel by the machine, however, requires an abrupt
shift in the snakes position. This is accomplished symbolically
by placing the pig astride the snake and causing it to jump
ahead by using a torch, which is identically the implement used
in plate 84-lower right to wind up the motor:
The previous hinges on clearly defining the nature of the
snake involved. The snake represents man's sense of self
awareness.12 I will now explain the process whereby man becomes
self aware, i.e., is able to experience the sense of time.
Examine plate 37-upper middle. (Upper left of dog's head)
This is a disembodied brain with a self-awareness operation
taking place. On top at an angle is a comb with some of its
teeth missing.0—nl—j75) This represents a discriminating
filtering mechanism which is being applied to the nucleons
(or universes at an instant) just below. These nucleons are
shown as identical except for one oblong one. With the aid of
the filtering mechanism, the oblong one is selected. As will be
seen the center portion is a stylized snake's head; to the right
is the selecting arm, and to the left is an intake valve to
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bring in nucleons from the environment.
Just below the (snake of) awareness are two accumulated
13
identical nucleons, and then the brain with its two halves.
This self awareness mechanism belongs to all men and so it is
found attached to the head of many of the figures. For example
refer to plate 37-lower left. Note the intake valve, the arm,
the comb with some teeth missing, and more clearly now an eye
which looks downward towards the man. This downward looking
eye symbolizes that it is indeed the self awareness mechanism
of the brain which makes man aware of his own self. Examine
also plate 35-bottom left and right.
Even Quetzalcoatl, who some believe gave birth to the
universe, possesses his own snake of self awareness and this is
indicated in plate pl. (Note that in this case the person is
aware of his own awareness as shown.)
Some may not believe as of yet that the Mayan manuscripts
actually contain such deep knowledge of the universe. Examine
the drawing on plate 37-upper left. The sitting man is
looking upward at the sky according to the position of his head,
but his eyes are seen focused on his mind. He sees the object
he is holding in his left hand not with his eyes, but with the
legendary third eye as clearly indicated in the middle of his
forehead. This object which is so far away that the third eye
is required to perceive it corresponds to only one thing in the
14
real world; a galaxy of the barred spiral type!
Is it known that this galaxy is also a nucleon and exists
within one's own brain and all of matter? Examine the picture
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at the upper right of plate

37.

Here is seen a person with a

corn planting stick dropping pieces of corn into a vase. The
corn represents the nucleons out of which everything is made.
Careful examination of the vase shows that the nucleons are
being fed into the man himself! These nucleons even make up the
dog as can be seen by their re-emergence from his breath.15
Most galaxies are of the spiral type, including our own
Milky Way. In 108-middle right is shown an occupant of the
space/time machine holding a spiral galaxy instead of a nucleon
in order to indicate their identity. Note that the galaxy is
giving off vapors of energy due to its cyclic collapse. It is
these vapors which sustain and are pleasing to the Gods.
Plate 106-middle right shows that the galaxies indeed make
up the liquid stored within the vases. (Refer also plate

39-

lower left) Plate 88-upper right indicates the identity of a
Sod enjoying the vapors of a nucleon and a native enjoying the
vapors of a burning galaxy.16
Allow the author to now recount some details of Quetzalcoatl's
visit to the Mayan people in that time long ago. In plate 51bottom is shown the state of the natives before Quetzalcoatl's
arrival. They wear animal heads and dance with spears and bones.
In the middle picture Quetzalcoatl has arrived in his space
time machine. He is shown presenting to the natives knowledge,
corn, bananas, etc. In the top picture are shown the natives
after Quetzalcoatl has left. They are now civilized and are seen
grinding corn.17
While visiting the Mayans,Quetzalcoatl decided to take one
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of the natives on a trip with him. They made use of the space
time machines in order to travel about paying visits to various
civilizations. Refer plate 75 and plate 76. In the center the
18
two sit under a stylized form of the machine.
The journey begins at the bottom of the plates. Two
persons each sit in their own machines. Note that two nucleons
above one of the machines are shown with pot handles so as to
clearly indicate the use of a liquid. In the center between the
machines the upward arrow indicates the breakthrough of the
galactic barrier around the galaxy as the trip through space
time begins.
The path taken is indicated by the dots in a clockwise
direction. The scene at the left shows the two travelers
examining the fantastically evolved brain of a tied up animal.
At the top the travelers are examining two peculiar
galaxies. At the right is a scene which is not pleasant. The
death God has become Quetzalcoatltscompanion and a sacrificial
knife is removing the heart of the Indian.19,20
The space time machines were also used to transport objects
as well as people. Examine plate 106-upper right. Here someone
is loading up the machine with a pot, a giant pet bee carrying
three vases, some sort of transporting device (as will be seen),
and a bunch of bananas which are still in his hand.
Note that the bananas do not have a dark border around them
as shown in the other drawings. This is to signify that the
object itself is being represented and not the galaxy (or
21
nucleon) from which it comes.
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You ask me what of God? Examine plate F64-upper right.
As shown by the footprints, God sometimes walks down his own
self into various civilizations. (The "L" shaped figures which
represent civilizations also appeared in plates 75, 76 and 51
top.)
On his head is a swan with which he creates man. First he
places the swan on a pot (upper center), the swan lays

three

identical eggs, the eggs turn into the mind and the pot into
the face of a man.
At the upper left is seen a comparison of Gods' and man's
space time travel. God relaxes and wills his mind to the galaxy
he is viewing. The man, however, must use the space-time machine.
In the middle of the plate the power of God is emphasized.
On the left he places himself outside of space/time as indicated
by the wavy lines enclosed by the universal snake of awareness.
On the right, God has decided to become the universal snake of
awareness himself and travel through space/time as again
indicated by the wavy lines.22
At the bottom left of the plate God has decided to try out
the space/time machine. In the bottom middle he gazes at a
nucleon (galaxy) at the same time as a seated human by his knee
concentrates with his mind (black portion). At the bottom right
God emeshes his whole body in space/time as again indicated by
the wavy lines.
All material objects may be imagined to be "swimming" in a
sea of space/time so it would be appropriate to portray fish
and boats as associated with the said wavy lines. Examine parts
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of plate F65. Wavy lines to signify space/time are also employed
in plate 3 and plate

5.

Of course there are other ways that people think of God or
the creation. Examine plate 31-top. The people of India believe
that everything evolved out of the vomit of a jackal and to
illustrate this, space/time is shown flowing from the mouths of
four jackals. The ancient Phoenicians believed that a great
bull gave birth to an egg called mot, and from mot the sun and
23
This is shown in the center. Might not, however,
moon arose.
man himself somehow produce his own imaginary creator God, the
vomiting jackals, or even the nucleons out of which all is made?
This concept is expressed in plate 30-bottom. Perhaps it is
more accurate to say that man-God is involved at the beginning
and God-man is involved at the ends this concept is expressed
in plate 30-top. Note that both are supplying out of bowls the
space/time fluid through which the snake of awareness must
travel.
Let us now examine the imaginary world in more detail. In
order to distinguish an imaginary nucleon from a real one, the
imaginary one shall be shown with a square galactic barrier.
Keep in mind that one is constantly turning into the other, that
they coexist in space/time, wad that what is imaginary or real
depends on the location of the observer. As a further aid to
understanding the world of the imaginary, the imaginary figure
shall be portrayed in a darker color than the "real" one.
(This is particularly striking in the original color manuscripts.)
Examine plate 3-top again. The elephant God is imaginary
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(as shown by his dark color) and exists outside of space/time.
Note that the pile of nucleons by his feet have round galactic
barriers (food?). Now examine plate 3-bottom. By emeshing
himself in space/time the elephant God has become real as
witness his light color. Unfortunately for him the [food]
on the table has become imaginary as witness the square galactic
barriers on the same nucleons: 24
But what of the details of the imaginary world? Refer
plate 37-bottom.
The man on the lower left is meditating. He is sending
his self-awareness mechanism aloft in the mind of a bird which
is shown attached. Note the strange objects that are being
perceived.
The man on the lower right is using drugs to escape into
the imaginary world, as symbolized by the hallucinatory weed
attached to his third eye. It is important to note that he
does not have as good control over his awareness as the meditator,
for his self-awareness mechanism is shown reversed.25
Examine plate 35-top. On the right is shown another sower
of nucleons; he is dreaming as indicated by the wings and cloud
coming from the top of his head. (Note the detached floating
brain in the upper center.) Notice that the self-awareness
mechanism is removed from his head and now acts as a unit by
itself as it sits in the pot at the center of the picture.
Its control over events is not smooth, however, and this is
symbolized by the two segmented portions of the snake of awareness underneath the pot. Note the fall of the two men towards
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the infinity sign on the left.
In plate 35-bottom we see that Quetzalcoatl and a self-aware
dog have acquired some control over the dream state. The dream
state exists as still indicated by the independent awareness
mechanism, but the participants have somehow gained partial control
over their dreams (astral travel) as indicated by the reversed
mechanisms on their heads and by the clear picture of Quetzalcoatl
motioning the snake of awareness to come out of its segmented
26,27,28
condition! (One wonders what he and the dog are discussing.
The end approaches. Examine plate 64-top left. When the
snake of awareness reaches the point of sticking its nose into
the vase to see where the energy comes from, the result is a
damaged and burned nose and as seen in top right the snake sleeps.
All the while that the snake was traveling from the beginning
of creation towards the end the brain was developing its ability
to perceive. The turtle is used to illustrate the evolving brain.
Examine plate 17 bottom and top, and plate 71 upper left. The
interior of the turtle is seen to be space/time formed into neat
29
.
little "cells," but the cells are identical and form no picture
Recall that the Gods are waiting for the developed brain to
a
be burned at the time of gravitational collapse (or the end of
cycle) so that they may smell the burning flesh and enjoy the
filtered nucleons of one size.
Examine plate 19. At the middle right is seen the tail of
the snake as indicated by the man's head (and the apple). The
death God happily takes over at this point and begins passing
the snake clockwise. This snake of awareness is then passed on
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by an ignorant native, and then next by an enlightened native as
indicated by his glowing head.
Then appears someone who may represent a God or a civilized
man. Note the third eye and again the Babylonian type hat.
The turtle now carries a fully developed brain inside and
it is being fed into a giant sacrificial urn to be burnt! But
the cycle continues as the (rain) God pulls the snake along. It
is seen that the head of the snake is at the tail, and so the
process repeats. Man again imagines the Gods into existence and
feeds them at the end of the age.30
Conclusion
The author has presented a translation of some of the Mayan
manuscripts (ideogramic portion) which has high internal consistency
and agrees well with the principles of the O'Hypothesis. The
translation offered can only be valid, however, if a code within
a code exists. More specifically it is held that the religious
life of the Mayans was built around the common meaning or the
first code, and that purposely hidden within this common meaning
was a detailed exposition of the nature of the universe basically
in agreement with the views of the author.
While the author considers it quite striking that the
translation occurred after the O'Hypothesis had been developed,
it would not be the first case of "seeing what one wanted to see."
For example the standard meaning of the self-awareness mechanism
in the upper center of plate 35 is corn growing out of three
seeds. If one then takes into account that the Mayans considered
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corn itself a God, the eye within the corn becomes less startling,
etc. On the other hand this is just what a traditionalist "wants
to see." Advanced beings in space/time machines are considered
impossible, and therefore any interpretation in that vein will not
be entertained completely regardless of the strength of the
evidence.
But to dismiss the traditionalist view would be illogical
in consideration of the testimony of the present beliefs of the
Mayanss thus a purposeful code within a code seems the only
alternative if the author's translation is valid.
It must be emphasized, however, that the first code is not
yet broken. No paragraphs yet exist with any certainty, only
phrases built up by speculations concerning the glphs and some of
the ideograms. And the phrases themselves are held to vary
radically depending on context. Thus in opposition to what
appears to be the tendencies of the first code, the proposed
second code allows basically only one meaning to each symbol
regardless of context. Further, the only time different symbols
are used in the same context is to illustrate some property of
equality.
Many ancient peoples held in common a worship of the snake
with a bird's head. Keeping in mind the properties of selfawareness, the following quotes from ancient Egyptian and
Phoenecian sources are at the least curious and serve as a
fitting conclusion to this paper,
iL
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Taautos, and after him the Phoenicians and Egyptians,
deified the species of dragons and serpents as having the
strongest breath of all crawling animals. He declares that
the serpent belongs to igneous matter in that it has a
speed that nothing can surpass, because of its breath.
Without feet, hands or any of the external means that other
animals have, it performs all movements and exemplifies the
most varied shapes. It gives whatever speed it wishes to
the helixes it describes in its motion . . . . This animal
does not die a natural death . . . the Phoenicians call it
Agathodaemon, the good spirit, and the Egyptians call it
kneph, giving it the head of a hawk because of the energy
of that bird.
Philo Byblius on the words of
Sanchuniathon
The first and most eminent divinity is the hawk headed
serpent which, when it opens its eyes, fills all the
first-engendered earth with light; and when it closes
them, light is succeeded by darkness.
Areius of Heracleopolus
Egyptian Temple scribe.
End
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Footnotes
1.

It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with this
theory and that it is available for ready reference.

2.

Charles Fort wondered if 'perhaps we are property.'
The idea of man providing food for the Gods is prevalent in
ancient societies, and the concept that the Gods enjoy
humans most of all is always lurking in the background.
One considers that a man is foolish for believing that
food left for the Gods is actually devoured--it is assumed
that priests secretly stole it away. But evidende that the
food actually disappeared is lacking; therefore the answer
may rather be that such a man knows something we do not,
i.e., the imaginary portion of the food is devoured and not
the food itself.
'Let us try once again, for the time of sowing is
near, let us make man, who will feed and sustain us.
What shall we do that we may be called upon, that we
shall not be forgotten upon the earth? We have already tried with our first creations. But we could
not bring them to honor and praise us. So let us try
to make obedient, humble creatures, who will sustain
and feed us,' said the Gods.
Popul Vuh, Holy Book of the Quichg.
When the Spaniards invaded Mexico they found a depressing
state of affairs. The Mayan (and Aztec) societies were
organized around rituals of massive human sacrifices. Yet
the details of these rituals were so similar to symbolic
practices in the Christian religion that the priests were
greatly perturbed. For example, how could feeding human
beings to the Gods be condemned when in turn the priest
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offered the natives the true flesh and blood of Christ?
And how different were the bloody altars of the Mayans from
those of the Jews?
If his offering is a goat, then we shall offer it
before the Lord, and lay his hand upon its head,
and kill it before the tent of meeting; and the
sons of Aaron shall throw its blood against the
altar round about.
Leviticus 3:12
Why was the sacrificial altar of the Jews built with
such great detail? Why were the laws of the Jews so
ridiculously detailed and strict? If one wanted to be fed
regularly by the vapors of dried blood and burning flesh,
is not this the ideal means?
Then Noah built an altar to the Lord, and took of
every clean animal and of every clean bird, and
offered burnt offerings on the altar. And when the
Lord smelled the pleasing odor . . . .
Genesis 8-20 (right after Landing)
Then you shall cut the ram into pieces, and wash its
entails and its legs, and put them with its pieces
and its head, and burn the whole ram upon the altar;
it is a burnt offering to the Lord; it is a pleasing
odor, an offering by fire to the Lord.
Exodus 29-17 (at Mount Sinai)
It is fine for a Christian (or Jew) to believe that
there is no forgiveness of sins without the shedding of
blood--but why is this so? What is the law of physics
involved? It is said that God loves us and forgives us if
we are sorry--but what is the mechanism of that forgivenessl.
Consider the reported view of Christ concerning his own
sacrifice.
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For the life of the flesh is in the blood; and I
have given it for you upon the altar to make atonement
for your souls; for it is the blood that makes
atonement by reason of the life.
And consider Paul's view
Therefore be imitator's of God, as beloved
children, and walk in love, as Christ loved us and
gave himself up for us, a fragrant offering and
sacrifice to God.
Ephesians 511
The Mayans also believed that blood must be shed for
the forgiveness of sins. At various times of the year they
used razors to cut their ears and even passed reeds through
their tongues with great pain. Plate

95 top shows both a

God and man performing the forementioned act. (Also refer
middle, extreme right.)

3.

Refer plate 39-middle. The deer in the process of birth
(making two from one) causes its own death. Clearly, such
a translation is not firm. Could not this scene have something to do with hunting? Such is suggested by the apparent
snaring of animals in plate 49. At this time it is necessary
to point out a disconcerting fact about the Mayan manuscripts
and carvings. Authorities generally believe that the very
same symbols are often used to represent two or more entirely
different ideas depending on context. It is therefore not
illogical for the author to introduce more then one meaning
to an ideogram, i.e., in this particular case the translation may well be both a story of the hunt and a story of
creation. The case for such duality will be found much
stronger as the reader progresses.
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4.

At this point it is tempting to appropriate the reported
words of Jesus "you shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free." One can not blame the reader for annoyance
over yet another attempt to merge personal religious feelings
with objective research. Yet many authorities (including
Schliemann) have found the similarities of Mayan culture
with Judeo-Christian sufficient to seriously postulate a
the other or a mutual parent in the form
borrowing one
of a lost "Atlantis."
The author suspects that a Garden of Eden type story
exists down the extreme left of plate 34, 35, 36, 37 (the

5.

symbols, not pictures). Note the middle extreme left of
plate 35. The two combs suggest time rates as will be seen
later. The turtle on top of the infinity sign may be a statement of the relative time rates of the Gods and man; the
symbol just above the left comb may represent 2n times
1000. The author was struck by the similarity of this section
with an ancient cave painting found in the Prince Regent River
Valley in the Kimberley Mountains of Australia. Both are
c

reproduced below for comparison, The author would suggest
the meaning "2n times 1000 years of the God's time equals 1
second of man's."
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Another curious portion is found in the extreme lower
left of plate 37. The S symbol at the bottom may signify
the end of a story. Two symbols above, note what might be a
man knocking himself on the head with an apple. That this
represents the beginning of man's awareness of self will be
shortly demonstrated.
6.

That the person called Jesus is the savior of mankind
is certainly a part of the imaginary world--to what extent
this concept is part of the real world is not mine to know.

7.

Plate F40 and F48 are tables of astronomical observations. They have been decoded and prove that the Mayans had
very precise knowledge of the motion of earth, Venus, the
moon, and perhaps other planets also. The dots and bars
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represent a number system and the snakes represent time
passage.
8.

The author claims only to have decoded a portion of
the pictures. not the textual or glph part. That a key lies
in the accepted unique__ starting date of the Mayan chronology
of 3113 B.C. in conjunction with the zodiac is only a
suggestion.
There is valid evidence to support the traditional
interpretation that the object in Quetzalcoatl's right hand
is a sacrificial knife, and the object in his left hand is a
bloody heart with arterial stubs (or a flaming torch). As
warned previously, the author will not consider this as
contradicting another meanings the position shall be that
one is dealing with a code within a code.
Although this space/time machine could not be located
in any Mayan carvings, it plays a dominant role in the
manuscripts. On the basis of other drawings and a concept
of its function, the author suggests that this "Azure throne
of the Gods" may have actually looked as sketched below
(Made Jan. 14, 1975).
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29

Note that it is conceivable that the "motor" of the
space/time machine need operate for only a few seconds to accomplish
its task. Since there is no evidence from the manuscripts
that Quetzalcoatl understood electricity, the author proposes
it to be a rubber band motor. Examine the sketches below.
For those who would smile at my suggestion I can only ask,
"Why not?"
,,e."'",
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30

That this arrangement is the Mayan calendar is not
gs to
questioned. Again, the author adds additional meanin
those accepted by authorities. One might hope that these
are
glphs represent also various elements, which after all
se.
only particular resonant states of the expanding univer
Note that day, nucleon, galaxy, element have the common
denominator of being points in space/time. Refer to plate
ered.
F32. The Mayan number system has already been deciph
•= 1

= 2

... =

3 ....

=

4

= 5

. = 6

etc.

such
If the glphs are also elements, it is conceivable that
a table is of chemical compounds, i.e., so many of this
element so many of that. The woman at the bottom is
hanging
identifiable as the Mayan goddess of suicide. Anyone
heaven,
themselves was considered certain of going directly to
but was this the original meaning of the drawing?
12.

t
Authorities recognize that the Mayans (to this presen
/
s
day) look at the universe in a manner unique to the people
static
of the earth. The Mayan considers space/time to be a
life;
structure through which an individual moves during his
speak
more precisely that each person is born attached so to
this
to his own personal segment that he must experience and
is represented by the snake. The author, however, goes
is a
further and says that this snake in the deepest sense
thesis,
track of self-awareness. For according to the O'Hypo
a living
without the phenomena of self-awareness the snake as
thing does not exist.
Although the stylizationvaries,

each person's individual

drawings
snake can be seen attached to the head in many of the
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(and in carvings as well). Examine for example plate 30bottom.
13.

The O'Hypothesis requires that the selection process
occurs on the basis of relative size, not shape. This implies
that while the Mayan originators of the drawings understood
the function of the brain's self-awareness mechanism, they
were not aware of the expansion of the universe. Such could
easily be, for in order to detect the expansion one must
detect the red shift, i.e., one must be familiar with the
electromagnetic spectrum of atoms.
The author sees no reason why a society might not develop
an advanced state of chemistry at the expense of understanding
atomic spectra. Indeed, what need for electricity or atom
smashers if transmutation of elements can be done by mixing
so much of this and so much of that?
Two glph symbols were located, however, from the manucripts under study which are suggestive.

/a

pc
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14.

Carefully examine the below pictures of galaxies taken
through a modern high-power telescope. The first is a barred
spiral type. A spiral structure at the center is obscured in
the photograph, but actually exists as indicated in the Mayan
drawing. No galaxies of this type are visible by the naked
eye and they only exist at extreme distances.
Most galaxies are of the spiral type as shown in the
second photograph. This includes our galaxy and andromeda.
Andromeda is the only external galaxy visible with the naked
eye and appears as a blur without a telescope.
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15.

No doubt a Mayan custom could be associated with this
scene. The author believes, as previously indicated, that
either the custom came after the drawing or the custom was
used as a manner of explaining.

16.

The spiral galaxy may also be identified in other places
in the manuscripts. Refer plate 108-middle left, plate F64upper middle, plate 86-lower center, plate 36-bottom center.

17.

Quetzalcoatl is credited in Central American legend
with bringing civilization and being the originator of corn.
In regard to the bananas, it may be significant that some
botanists have concluded that they could not have evolved by
natural means on this earth. Plate 95-upper middle also
depicts an encounter with the natives.
Note that in most of the drawings of Quetzalcoatl a
demarcation line appears on his face. The author believes
that this represents evolved pigment separation and that the
Mayan visitor is both tan and white.

18.

The Mayans of today consider this drawing as showing
the "Route of our heavingly father."

19.

But notice that the Mayan is depicted peacefully and his
head glows as did the brain of the animal. Was this symbolic
drawing the unfortunate origin of human sacrifice? But if
it is only symbolic, what is the symbolism? Did Quetzalcoatl
perhaps make some unfortunate comment such as "Give me your
hearts" or "Let us fly our hearts out." Some Aztec drawings
do depict the sacrifical heart as actually flying out of the
chest wound.
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In regard to this problem refer to plate 88-bottom right.
The traveler in the space/time machine appears to be the
death God. He is holding a bag which contains a dark object.
Mayan sculptures having this shape are considered by authori
ties to represent the sacrificial heart. Note to the left
the seated man and animal again with glowing heads.
Careful examination of the five scenes in plates 75 and
20.
76 reveals that the space/time adventure can not be simply
told in terms of the Indian and Quetzacoatl despite the
author's desire to do so. The identification of at least
nine different persons and their situations in each scene
suggest either a more complex adventure or no continuous
trip at all.
21.

Note the Babylonian looking hat. A similar hat appears
s
in the carving from Australia-footnote #5. The author believe
this scene is taking place in a different moment in time,
possibly on another planet. The lack of a border on the
bananas could more precisely mean that the location is that
objects' origin. In like manner one does not see a border
around the spiral nucleon; it represents the Milky Way and
is at home. (The most striking demonstration that the
presence or absence of this galactic barrier has meaning will
be seen on plate 36-upper middle.)
The giant pet bee may be also seen on plate 108 and
plate 106.
The transporting device may be identified in the middle
of plate 88 and elsewhere.
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22.

Note that the (7) galaxies along the body of the snake
are identical. This indicates to the author that change is
not occuring. The six different galaxies arranged vertically
in the middle of the plate are seen to have the same externa
l
shape, except for the "black hole" at the top which contains
all shapes. The author ventures that a law of galactic
evolution is being stated, i.e., a galaxy in the same stage
of evolution is not necessarily the same galaxy, in agreement
with the O'Hypothesis.

23.

These are the actual beliefs held in ancient Phoenicia
and India. Although the man with the elephant head (the
present Mayan God of rain) has the appearance of a bull to
the author, and the four animals have the appearance of
jackals to the author, it obviously does not follow with any
"certainty" that the legends are related to the drawing.

24.

The author's association of square equals imaginary
is not firm. Possible support exists in the square looking
pieces (food?) being held by someone in plate 108-lower right.
Also note the four light and four dark particles evolving
;.‘
from the space/time fluid at the'bot
tom of plate 30.
Compare plate 35-top right, with the photograph of the
original below, as appeared in "Masters of the World." The
existence of fairly precise squares are seen between the
pieces of "corn" in the one case but not the other. It is
not inconceivable to this author that the Mayans may have
hid from the usual viewer the "imaginary" nucleons. If so,
the square equals imaginary association is firm. That this
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may only be a photographic effect is not denied.
The use of a dark background to signify the imaginary
world is considered fairly certain. The library color plates
must be viewed for the reader to share this conviction,
however.
Illustration 4

25.

When the Spaniards arrived they found a culture strongly
oriented around drugs. The natives considered what they
be
experienced while under the influence of these drugs to
quite real. If the knowledge displayed in these manuscripts

was gained thereby, one can perhaps excuse their enthusiasm.
Plates 34 and 36 have been retained even though not well
26.
36,
understood by the author. This is because plates 34, 35,
the
37 form a sequence which (if the author's translation of
first two plates is correct) explains the realms of the
imaginary world and the various ways to enter them.
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27.

Recall that nucleons have handles (or bonds) which pulse
in and out of existence and which allow for the identity of
one nucleon and another. Refer plate 71-bottom. The three
atomic bonds are seen differently by the real man and the
imaginary God. The two that are present disappear; and the
one that is absent, appears.
Another series containing the same sort of information
exists in plate 95-2nd row from bottom. If one uses letters
to signify basic states and primes to indicate slight
alterations of those states, the bird and man figure passes
through four conditions, i.e.,

A
B'
x' y

A
x

B
y

This type of series is repeated on other plates (in
terms of a tree) not included in this collection. The author
feels that the neutron, proton, neutron, electron four ,;ycle
series is being described. Traditionalists no doubt would
think of the four seasons.
A picture from the Magliabecchiano codex (Aztec) is shown
below because of its possible meaning related to the real and
imaginary worlds.
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Here may be represented the total universe. It is
The top
composed of two halves separated by a great chasm.
cally
is the real world; the bottom is the imaginary. Identi
they may be termed matter and antimatter.
s
Notice that the snake of awareness is dual and travel
t by one
through both. The fact that the two halves coexis
indicated
existing while the other does not and vice versa is
by the alternate strips of light and dark.
It is seen that the bulbs exist in the imaginary world
world.
even though they give birth to plants in the real
the strict
The two black petals demonstrate that occasionally
separation of the two worlds does not hold.
28.

Just as there is an eye of the mind (3rd eye), there
as a
are ears of the mind. These will be found indicated
the
2nd pair of "mind ears" just above the brain. Note
106symbols in the text portion of plate 35-upper, plate
That these
upper right, plate 95-upper right, and elsewhere.
"handles"
mind ears can be the means whereby one connects the
of the
of a galaxy into other galaxies is seen in the case
dog, plate 36-lower left.

29.

for
Also examine series of pictures on plate F18-bottom
brain,
possible illustration of a relationship between the

turtle, and self-awareness mechanism.
It is no doubt significant that the head of the snake
30.
this is
of awareness is shown with the beak of a bird. That
ison with
definitely the beak of a bird may be seen by compar
birds as shown on other plates.
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ADDENDUM:

Feb. 1977

It was noted on page 3 of "The Application of Resonant
Realities to the Structure of Galaxy and Universe" that a previous
calculation was invalid due to a faulty galactic mass value.
Investigation has revealed that this value arose due to an
actual error in one of the references. [The interested reader
may refer to the earth mass value on page 41 of the book "Atlas
of the Universe." The error is in the use of a comma in place
of a period.]
The author has realized that there are two places in his
papers--rather than just one--where this faulty value radically
affected the result. The question arises whether the equations

r

involved must therefore be deemed worthless in concept? The
two involved equations are:

RN

1
T - F

MN

2R g
3GM g

page 117 of "A View from Within"

page 95 of "Back on Earth"

One notes that the equations were "built" by persons
looking at a mass from the outside. The listed mass of our
galaxy, however, is the result of an internal observer and
therefore may need prior modification.
The ratio 1836 could be involved on the basis of equating
the inside of an electronic sphere with the outside of a protonic
sphere. The number 3 could be involved on the basis that the
number of nucleons in sulfur = 4 x 23.

523

2

In an open attempt to fit the data after the fact, let us
assume that the correct modified galactic mass equals 1836/3
times the internally measured galactic mass. Using the refined
mass value on page 24 of "The Application of Resonant Realities
to the Structure of Galaxy and Universe," one hasp
modified Mg -

1044 kg
k, 606 1041 kg) = 2.207

1044
N mr
Ng = 1.250 10-15 2.207
Then Rg= R
1.674 10-27

= 4.539 1020 meters = 48,000 light years
as the radius of our galaxy.
2R
vi
2(4.730 1020)3
and T =I--E—
3GM
3(6.673 10-11) 2.207 1044

= 6.921 1013 seconds = 2.193 106 years
as the distance to Andromeda at
the speed of light.
Thus, using the modified galactic mass one finds the two
equations quite promising. (48,000 :4: 50,000 and
2.193 106 al 2.200 106). Time will tell whether the purely
speculative factor of 1836/3 has any real significance.
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ADDENDUM

On the Persistence of the Integers 163 and 666
"This calls for wisdoms Let him who has understanding
reckon the number of the beast, for it is a human number, its
number is six hundred and sixty-six."
Revelations 13i18
Revised standard version of Bible.

In a previous paper the author showed that if 163 was
assigned to the real portion of the galactic model, 666i was
assigned to the imaginary core portion, and li was assigned to
the inner radius of the earth, curious numerical relationships
resulted. A closer examination has convinced the author that
these numerical assignments are meaningful.
The following values of the physical constants will be used.
They are taken from the 1976-77 Handbook of Physics and Chemistry,
56th edition.
Name

Symbol

Standard Dev.
10-19 ---46

Value (mks)

Elementary charge

e

1.6021892

Planck constant

h

6.626176

Permittivity of vacuum
Electron rest mass

Eo
Me

Rydberg constant

R

1.097373177 107

Proton rest mass

Mp

1.6726485

10-27

---86

Neutron rest mass

Mn

1.6749543

---86

Speed of light

c

2.99792458

10-27
108

---1

1.3214099

10-15

---22

Proton compton wavelength

kP
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10-34
8.85418782 10-12
9.109534

10-31

---36
---7
---47
---83

2

Value (mks)

Standard Dev.

2.4263089 10-12

---40

Symbol

Name
Electron compton wavelength

e
'

Permeability of vacuum

10-7
llo 4n
137.03604
a

Fine structure constant

Mp/M e

Proton/electron mass ratio

1836.15152

exactly
---11
---70

The formula for the frequency of creation of neutral matter
in conjunction with this more accurate data is now found to
yield*
Fo - echop Xe

- 4302.737 cps

Examination of the standard deviations produces the result
that an integer value of 4303 is virtually impossible. Yet such
an integer value is strongly suggested by the relationship drawn
from the internal structure of singly ionized sulfur, to wit,
a LE
1600000

1
4304.000

1

Since the proton is the more complex structure the author
decided that the proton compton wavelength may need modification.
That is, the proton already includes the electron and therefore
its compton wavelength may be erroneous in value. The following
two forms are suggested for the reader's interest. They are
equivalent.
Fo - ec

p Xe

with 1110

=P
1 + 1

1Refer page 22 of "Odds and Ends."
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k(k+1) = 4302.987+ cps = 4303
Fo - k + 2
with k - ec Xp X
e

The author now makes the assumption that Fo is indeed
exactly 4303 cps. This is done in the belief that all relationships in the existing universe are at heart rational; that is,
may be expressed as the ratio of two integers. One could then
write equations with non-rational terms only in a non-existing
universe.
Let F o 4 V18347992

V(4303)1_4303 - 30(1.3)j

and also g 13V(163 x 666) + 10
Let it now be required that we give th9 neutron "life" so
to speak by making F o rational. The mean lifetime of the neutron
equals 1013 seconds.2
It is now found that the insertion of 1013i units and the
transforming of the resulting imaginary terms into real yields
the desired result.
Again s Fo gP(163)(666) +10] 13
Adding 1013i:

Fo g(V(163)(666) +10+10131] 13

2The said 56th edition of the Handbook of Physics and
Chemistry lists the mean lifetime as 918 + 14 seconds. However,
the 50th and earlier editions list a value of about
1013 + 30 seconds. The reason given for the radical change is
not convincing to the author. (Refer Reviews of Modern Physics,
Vol. 43) On the other hand, the use of a most probable value as
exact is a pure guesstimate.
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Factoring to make
terms complex:

Fo

Changing imaginary
to real

1[163(2)
. 13,
Fo !!2'

666
.
131[163(2) +531 2 - 21]
+5416_2]

Fo = 13.1(331)(331) = 4303 exactly

Finally

How significant is this abstract numerical exercise? The
author only asks that all parts be examined carefully before
judgement.

Now consider the problem of describing in concrete terms
the continuous transfer of the universe between its neutron and
proton/electron state, as postulated by the author previously.
In the hydrogen atom the radius of the allowable orbits
(Bohr model) is given by the equations
n2h2Eo
r vme 2

(mis electron mass)

with n = 1,2,3,--- etc.
1
Buts c -

440E0
which becomes:
1
1
_
Eo 2
4.1-: 10-7 c2
µ oc
Substitution into the initial equation yields:
n2h2
r
4ii 2m 10-7 c 2e 2
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or rearranging one hass

h- = 111
n
ec
IL
ec

rm 10-7

is the term found in the equation for the creation

frequency of neutral matter, that iss
Fo = 4303 =

C Op

e

This suggests to the author that the hydrogen atom may be
used as a means of approaching the transfer condition between
the neutron and proton/electron state. The problem would be to
zero in on the correct r versus n combination.3
Consider the hydrogen atom with an electron in the Bohr
orbit. Before such a combination could be transformed into a
neutron its coming into existence from its previous neutron
state must be completed.
Suppose one defines the existence of this reference atom in
terms of a wave traveling at the velocity of light outward from
the center such that nothing can be considered real until it lies
within the boundary of the wave. Examine the sketches.
(1)

v=c
10
•.'4
I a.-*

ao = Bohr radius
c = speed of light
a = fine structure constant

3For a mathematical treatment of the possibility of a
neutron decaying into a hydrogen atom, the advanced reader may
refer to the scientific journal "Physics letters" volume 24B,
601-2, 1967.
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(2)

•

V=C

(3)

--0 V=C
aL

ae

In sketch (1) the expanding wave of existence has just
started leaving the nucleus. Since the electron in the Bohr
orbit is outside of this wave, its existence is imaginary. As
the wave expands outward at the speed of light (v = c), the
imaginary electron starts its orbit at the speed of light
divided by the fine structure constant (v = c/a).
In sketch (2) the imaginary electron has completed one
orbit and may take on a real existence since it now lies within
the wave boundary.
In sketch (3) the electron has completed one full real orbit
and the hydrogen atom may now be said to completely exist. The
reader may check that at this instant the boundary of the wave
will be at 4,sraao.
What are the conditions of r and n at this point? 4ffaa o
is already defined in physics as the inverse of the Rydburg
constant and therefores
-8 meters
= R1 = 9.112670338 10
r2 = 14-Tra ao
00
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and by rearranging a previous formulas
n2 = e fir Er2 m

- 41.49754

0

Can this value of n now be directly related to the neutron
structure, as the author hopes?
Curiously.

4,67;-=

2.53808

This numerically agrees quite closely with the measured
number of electron equivalents making up the neutron binding
energy or,
M, - M„
= 2.531 + .007
Me
And it agrees precisely with the author's previous estimate
of this same quantity as found on page 22 of "The Application of
Resonant ----".

lia622_
.511004

2.5379

All this coincidence is interesting, but what is the function
of the 4th root, etc.? The critic will also note that n2 is not
an integer as dictated by Bohr. Perhaps, however, it possesses a
simple numerical form.
If one changes the integer requirement to a radian requirement, it is quickly found that.
n2 =

2ff F0/4
162.880---

with 2TTF0/4 being recognized as the creation in radians of the
neutron.
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Our friend 163 seems to be reappearing. Indeed, if one
invents n1 such that:
n1 =

666

- 2

It is found that:
2r: F0/4
- 41.4976086-n2 -4-r-1.7

163

1

which is in precise agreement with the calculated value of
4
41.49754.
Assuming n1 is actually meaningful, what is its role?
The continuous transfer of the neutron into the electron and
proton (and vice/versa) must leave its imprint somewhere in the
universe. We should not expect an energy release equal to the
binding energy because the neutron is not breaking up, it is
"transforming." Neither should we expect an energy release equal
to the differences in energy levels within an atom, because that
is already accounted for in spectrum analysis. The next candidate
is the actual collapse of the energy levels themselves!
Is there any phenomena involving an energy source from the
neutron's surface which produces an electron and proton or
their equivalent?

4One must be careful in such formulations to take into
account the uncertainties in the variables being dealt with and
also the tendency to replace approximations with exactness. For
T
6
6
, 2.0107 = n
example
1
6 would satisfy the relationship if the value of Plank's constant
used in the determination of n2 varied by only one standard
deviation (+ .000036).
On the other hand, the reader who makes such an analysis
must keep in mind the total picture. In a latter calculation
such a small deviation from the integer two destroys any possible
agreement.
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One is almost forcefully carried back to chart no. 3 in the
paper "Odds and Ends" where the mysterious gamma pulses from deep
space are analyzed (please refer). The energy source at the
origin was estimated by the author to be:
-(3 - log10ejr3)
Es = 10
= 3.127316927 ev

'wit

Now the energy levels in the hydrogen atom are given by the
formula
hRcoc
E =
(joules)5
n2
(It is true that in terms of an observer outside the atom
Rso must be corrected slightly to account for the fact that the
mass of the proton is not infinite. In our case, however, this
correction is not applied because of the observer's location
within the proton.)

666
With n = n1 = T-5
2
it is found that E = 3.127099 ev
1
To be objective, this rather striking result lacks
completeness. First, the small remaining deviation is in excess
of what one might expect on the basis of uncertainties in the
measured constants involved. Second, Bohr made use of Coulomb's
Law of Attraction between unlike charges to derive his quantum
laws. i.e.
2
F - '
,
4-Tr Eo r`
50ne divides by e to convert to electron volts.
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But since in the author's system the charge of the electron
does not quite equal the charge of the proton; epee e2. It
follows that the form of the solution may be in error. Third,
the non-integer value of n1 is not precisely defined. The
possibility exists that it represents the energy value of the
average location of the electron, but this should be
demonstrated.
A possible correction of the first difficulty is given below
as an ending to this paper. It infringes fully into the grey area
of the first standard deviation and therefore is not reliable,
yet its beauty is such that the author could not resist.
Examine the sketch.

May WOy

The neutron (galaxy) A is referenced to the galaxy B by a
creation frequency of 4303 cps. The galaxy B is referenced to
galaxy C by the creation frequency of 1 cps.
Consider a correction constant z such that;
F + .3 cps
F

Then if F = 1 cps z = 1.3 (an old friend)
and if F = 4303 cps z = 1.0000697--Then

z E1 = (1.0000697)(3.127099) = 3.127317
agreeing with Es (by formula)= 3.127316927---
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ABOUT THE BOOK
( See page 3 for About the Author )
"Through the Barrier" is a collection of nine papers. They are presented
exactly as originally published by the author without revision or editing.
The papers describe a theory concerning the fundamental nature of our
universe. They were written in essentially the same sequence as the development of the theory itself, and thus tell a story of the author's own enlightenment.
The material is directed at both the layman and scientist. The layman
will find advanced concepts made clear and be led into new ways of perceiving. The scientist will find challenge in new formulations and should
have his outlook broadened. Both, however, will find that the material must
be read carefully and slowly for its full comprehension.
On turning the last page, the true seeker will have realized the substance of the author's theory. That substance may be summarized as a
precise mental concept which makes the following metaphysical statements
at long last perfectly logical and consistent.
"We see the great truths that everything is within everything, that all
things exist at all times, that the outside is the inside, arid strangest of all
that dynamic changes in space and time have no reality apart from our selfawareness of them!"
Said by Sir Edgar to Albert
The nine papers build one upon the other and are meant to be read
in sequence. The first paper employs an imaginary space voyage as a
literary device and is a broad exposition of the author's concept of the
universe.
The second paper is a formal mathematical presentation and summary
of the first.
The third paper is again more informal and explains how many diverse
phenomena (flying saucers, ancient astronauts, etc.) tie in with the
author's concept.
The fourth and fifth papers examine in detail the nearby galaxies and
give support to the author's contention that they form a true atom.
The sixth paper shifts emphasis to the electron and also introduces a
"warp grid" associated with the earth. The seventh paper expands on this
warp grid and gives greater precision to the structure of space in relation
to the mind.
The eighth paper is titled "Odds and Ends" and covers several short
topics.
The ninth and final paper examines ancient Mayan drawings in detail
and provides an original translation of astounding significance to modern
man!

